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ABSTRACT 

This thesis looks at what has been said and what can be said about women and 

shoplifting. 

The first section introduces and discusses oral history as a method and includes original 

oral history material through the testimony of Shirley Pitts, who lived in London 

between 1934-1992 and who earned her living as a professional thief. The purpose of 

this oral history material, and discussion of the oral history method, is not to introduce a 

`hidden' or 'subjugated' truth about the `essential' nature of women and shoplifting into 

the debate. Instead, using a methodology associated with Michel Foucault's I Pierre 

Riviere', this oral history material is discussed in order to understand what insights 

'unofficial' discourses can offer about women and shoplifting. This approach attempts 

to ensure ̀ through the re-appearance of this .... disqualified knowledge that criticism 

performs its work'. 2 

The second section takes up discussion raised in response to the oral transcript of 

Shirley Pitts about wider issues concerning women, shopping, consumerism and 

identity. It investigates why official knowledge about women and shopping as well as 

women and shoplifting has often operated to conceal the idea of women as active 

agents of crime. The source material for this section of the investigation is intentionally 

diverse and examines a number of discourses - including those that are historical, 

sociological, psychological, psychoanalytic, criminological, consumerist, 

anthropological and media led etc. - in order to reveal an incompatibility between 

narratives of `femininity' and `criminality' in both historical and contemporary 

discourse. It is during these discussions that theoretical ideas about discourse, 

associated with Michel Foucault, are further mobilised to draw attention to silences, 

contradictions and other problems of information about shoplifting. Consequently, the 

critical focus herein leads towards consideration of why female crime mythologies, 

originally linked to an inappropriate model of human nature, construct women as sad, 
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mad or bad. Such mythologies have been reiterated in many diverse ways so that even 

contemporary criminal statistics are not always helpful when trying to refute 

inappropriate mythologising of the activities of women who shoplift. 

Lastly, it is the intention of this thesis to use critical investigations of different types of 

discourse to consider not only women's relationship to shoplifting, but the relationship 

of theft to what Guy Debord describes as 'the society of spectacle''. This is because 

overall, the thesis argues that issues about consumer tactics and visual seduction 

connect the behaviour of women shoppers and women shoplifters in ways that have 

been overlooked by official discourses. 

Endnotes. 

I FOUCAULT, M., I Pierre Riviere. Having Slaughtered My Mother. My Sister. and My 
Brother,. .A Case of Patricide in the 19 Century, New York, Pantheon Books (A Division of 
Random House), 1975. 
2 FOUCAULT, M., Politics. Philosophy. Culture: Interviews and Other Writing. 1977 
14, New York, Routledge, 1990, p. 29. 

DEBORD, GUY, Society of the Spectacle, Detroit, Black and Red, 1983, first published 
in 1967. 



INTRODUCTION 

What Is Shonliftine? 

Why Is The Study Of Shopping Significant To It? 

`An Act of lifting or stealing: in older use, a shift, or trick... ' 

The word 'lift' originated as slang, and now operates as a euphemism to describe the 

action of stealing. It has been in common usage since the sixteenth century, although 

sounds old-fashioned now, except when describing the action of thieving from shops, as 

in `to shoplift'. Yet the word 'lift' warrants scrutiny in its own right, not least because 

it is a rather curious metaphor. The idea of lifting something also connotes the idea of 

making something rise, raised or levitated, and implies a magical action rather than 

suggesting a criminal account. When juxtaposed alongside the word `shop' - as in 'to 

shoplift' or `shoplifter' - if taken literally there is almost a surreal semantic implication 

in the word that conjures up a picture of a person with the ability to levitate whole 

commercial buildings and the goods in them, rather than of someone who sneaks out of 

a shop with something that doesn't belong to them. The history of the term, described 

in detail in Section Two, Chapter One, is worth reviewing because there are reasons 

underlying why the metaphor of the shoplifter has rather operated to conceal or cushion 

the role of the thief. Nevertheless, ̀ shoplifting' is the word most commonly used today 

to describe ̀ the action of stealing from a shop'2 (or other retail outlets including 

department stores) and certainly the primary focus of this investigation is the crime of 

shoplifting and the relationship of women to it. Shoplifting is such an everyday crime, 

committed by vast numbers of people - men, women and children of all ages and social 

classes', the vast majority of whom, it would appear never get prosecuted for it - that it 

is difficult to know where to start research. Some surveys suggest as many as one in 

8.5 `ordinary' shoppers steal things`, which leads me to suggest that the study of 

shopping, rather than crime or deviant behaviour, is of particular relevance to this 
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thesis. In brief, the study of shopping has as much to tell us about shoplifting as police 

records. Yet, with a few notable exceptions, very little research on shopping addresses 

issues about shoplifting. Instead, information about shoplifting is more often found in 

Home Office statistics, criminological theory, media reportage, dramatic film fictions 

and occasionally in other sources such as historical or psychoanalytic writing. This 

emphasis suggests that shoplifting is deemed to concern 'deviance' or 'dysfunction' 

rather than it being construed as the logic of 'thrifty shopping', what Kraut has 

described as 'the acquisition of goods at the minimum cost'. 6 Shoplifting though illegal 

can be seen in many ways as a logical response to the discourse of 'have now, pay later' 

consumerism. The rise of virtual money in the form of credit cards has served to 

heighten the illusion that no real money need change hands in order to possess material 

goods. The breakdown of the old fashioned systems of exchange together with the 

disappearance of personal service has meant that shoplifting may be seen as simply 

extending the idea of self-service. This location of shoplifting as connected 

intrinsically to the history, as well as the logic of, shopping presents a problem for 

academic investigation. The overwhelming criminological focus on the crime of 

shoplifting often avoids discussion of the consumer context that created space for this 

specific form of theft to emerge in the first place. Rarely do we see shoplifting 

discussed in relation to the history of shopping or from a perspective which suggests 

that profit incentives or accelerated consumer messages as well as individual thieves, 

bear some responsibility for the steadily rising statistics on shoplifting. 

This does not mean that all work on shoplifting is without value. Many sociological 

and criminological studies have provided incisive critiques of theories of deviance' and 

these are discussed in Section Two. Some official studies, as this investigation reveals, 

have gone beyond a narrow focus and have attempted to examine the consumer 

connection. They have also looked at resistance in the voices of those involved in 

crimes, or in the voices of those who have been in prison specifically for stealing from 

shops9, or of those outside of prison who, with the safety of anonymity, confess to 

having participated but to never having been caught for 'teenage' or other `random' 
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acts of shoplifting. Yet when looking at such material, it quickly becomes clear that to 

understand the full meaning of shoplifting, as a form and process of contemporary 

western consumer cultural life, research should address questions about the general 

level and extent of shoplifting today by all those involved (rather than just the 

`criminals'). It should also investigate the study of shopping as well as the sort of 

discourses we utilise to interpret and measure it. However, the study of `shopping' is 

still in its infancy and has been identified as problematic by critics such as Daniel 

Miller who have argued that current research on shopping is rather too theoretical. 1° 

Despite Miller's harsh and not always justified criticisms, there are many empirical 

(rather than theoretical) accounts of shopping. For example, empirical studies about the 

interior design of the department store are well documented. Books like The Bon 

March : Bourgeois Culture and The Department Store 1869-1920 (1981)" and many 

others, written primarily by American scholars, have looked at consumer culture, labour 

relations and modern business methods as well as at the experience of shopping and the 

shopper. Studies that directly address the experience of shopping like Allison 

Adburgham's Shops and Shopping 1800-1914: Where and in What Manner the Well- 

dressed Englishwoman Bought her Clot hes, (1964)12 appear in the late post-war period. 

Similarly, newer academic research, specifically on the subject of the experience of 

shopping, emerged in the late 1980s, including writing by authors such as Daniel Miller 

(1981,1997,1998)13, Rosalind Williams(1982)14, Susan Porter Benson(1986)'s, 

Elizabeth Wilson (1992)16 and Frank Mort (1996)" among others. This work, which 

emanated from across the disciplines of the late 1990s rather than coming directly from 

cultural studies or sociology, offers a genuinely cross-disciplinary approach. Indeed, 

Pasi Falk and Colin Campbell, who recently edited a collection of essays called The 

Shopping Experience (1997), note that 'shopping' as a popular research topic is a recent 

and post modem trend 'not only within sociology but also in other disciplines ''g. Mica 

Nava (1997), writing in the same collection, makes a similar point but goes on to add 

that: 
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`Questions raised by feminism and the culture of consumption revealed a surprising 

paucity of theoretical and historical work -a phenomenon which itself required 

explanation. '19 

Arguments such as those referred to above, present an implicit rebuttal of Daniel 

Miller's position. Certainly the correctness of Mica Nava's observations about 

`paucity' is borne out by the criminological studies of women and shoplifting in the 

consumer context, which offer much empirical data but little wide cultural analysis of 

the implications of such data. The surveys on shopping that are available reveal how 

shopping has changed to become a leisure pursuit not only for women but for the whole 

family, an aesthetic activity as well as one of exchange value. 20 But very little research 

has been directed towards the way shopping affects the possibilities for theft, except to 

make the general argument that self service promotes theft as well as profit. What the 

existing research does reveal is that women still make up the bulk of consumer 

purchasers even if, as Frank Mort has identified, more men are shopping than ever 

before not least because libidinisation of consumption has meant that shopping is seen 

as appropriate response to all our desires. Given the centrality of shopping in women's 

lives, it is no surprise that shoplifting is a crime that is associated with women, even 

though criminological evidence suggests that nearly as many men as women are 

convicted of shoplifting each year. 

Shoplifting is obviously affected by changes to the form and processes of hunting for a 

bargain; the idea that `by shopping the wrong way the shoplifter gets it right . 2' Elaine 

Abelson's wonderful nineteenth century study When Ladies Go a Thieving (1989), and 

articles on nineteenth century shoplifters and/or kleptomaniacs by Patricia O'Brien 

(1983)u, Louise Kaplan (1993)27 Leslie Camhi (1993)2`, Cecilia Fredrickson (1997) and 

Adela Pinch (1998)", are discussed in Section Two and are among the few accounts 

that have documented issues relating to the connections between the history of 

shopping and the emergence of shoplifting. There is however no one source covering 

shoplifting where this newer work, which is often historical in focus, is scrutinised with 
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the same rigour adopted towards criminological writing on shoplifting. Overall, there 

are very few writers like Cecilia Fredriksson (1997) who make connections between 

shoplifting and consumerism. Fredriksson argues that: 

'Shoplifting as an institution and a cultural category is extremely important in 

department store culture. As a step in our training to be a good consumer, we need 

the counter-image of incorrect consumption. Incorrect consumption also legitimates 

its opposite - the right way to consume. To become a moral and civilised consumer, 

you must be aware of the negative counterpart, and shoplifting plays a useful role in 

this conceptual world X26 

It seems appropriate to investigate what Cecilia Fredriksson terms 'incorrect 

consumption', in order to discover whether the study of shoplifting has anything to tell 

us about consumerism and material culture. In particular, it is necessary to investigate 

whether or not shoplifting can tell us anything more significant about shopping than the 

official accounts mentioned. 

Methodoloey 

Before research as described above can begin, it is perhaps appropriate to review 

methodological issues. Difficulties emerge when trying to review official literature 

about shopping, or what Foucault terms ̀ discourses' about knowledge' of incorrect 

consumption via shoplifting. These difficulties concern questions about interpretation 

and mediation. The recognition common to post structural analysis, that there is no 

undistorted, colourless or objective standpoint and that even scientific `truth' can be 

analysed to reveal ideology at work, brings with it methodological problems. It raises 

questions about how best to approach the research of shoplifting as 'incorrect 

shopping'. Indeed, the behaviour of women has often been misunderstood because of 

the assumptions about female gender buried within philosophy and other belief systems 
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that operate to construct rather than represent behaviour. This point has been 

demonstrated by Foucault who has presented case studies, of both men and women, 

who have been virtually created by discourse. Indeed, in the book 1. Pierre Riviere 

edited by Foucault, " there is a memoir by Riviere and a collection of essays edited (but 

not all written) by Foucault, which use this written confession as a text to analyse the 

understanding of the historical period in question. The essays also highlight ways in 

which both the memoir and the other case material included in the book pose questions 

about definition, interpretation and knowledge. Riviere was sentenced to death in 1835 

after having confessed to the multiple murder of his own parental family in the village 

of Faucterie, France, where he lived in the nineteenth century. The methodology 

framing this book is useful to anyone engaged in research, particularly feminist scholars 

who have a vested interest in questioning the partial nature of knowledge. The point 

made over and over again in the essays in the I. Pierre Riviere collection is that 

information is not neutral, and that it can only be understood in terms of a historical 

context which often involves the power relations implicit in the thinking of the period: 

`There is evidence of this over the ages in the archives, where one has to read 

between the lines to grasp beneath the discourse of the master (overlord, bailiff, 

notary, doctor, judge, tax collector, policeman and the like) what was being said and 

what was being carefully obliterated. r29 

Overall the 1. Pierre Riviere case material, memoir and essays offer analysis of the 

different interpretations of the same event by various institutions and individuals of 

different status who, at the time, came to give evidence or preside over Riviere's case. 

One writer suggests that `four sets of discourse' are primarily relevant and these 

include: 

'Pierre Riviere's memoir and the substance of his interrogations by the examining 
judge, the deposition collected from witnesses by the judicial authorities, the medical 

opinions by Dr Vastel and his Paris colleagues and the legal documents drawn 
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before the end of the proceedings. i' 

The different types of discourse referred to above are not conclusive but are mentioned 

here only to show how 
_1. 

Pierre Riviere raises contradictory questions, and reveals 

competition between different forms of power that contest the right to define the 

behaviour of the self-confessed multiple murderer. Was Riviere a man suffering from 

the disease of `monomania', and therefore in need of treatment and understanding as 

suggested by the medical profession? Or rather, was he an evil and cunning criminal 

who did not deserve to escape punishment by the act of suicide, as suggested by many 

witnesses and the judiciary? Overall, these questions cannot be resolved by Foucault 

and the other essayists who appear to have posed them only to show that Riviere's 

actions may not be explicable in terms of the available modes of comprehension. 

Why Consider Disqualified Knowledge About Women and Shoplifting? 

Foucault's method as demonstrated in The History of Sexuality, 31 of uncovering the 

conflation in knowledge, unpacking the mythologising process, offers one model of 

how to resolve the problems associated with official discourse on the subject of 

shopping and shoplifting. Unfortunately, such a method demands research beyond the 

scope one PhD. The task is infinite: so many more discourses, beyond those examined, 

could be identified as informing both the definition and the phenomenon of shoplifting, 

all of which themselves have been the subject of many complex social and historical 

shifts. Some of these official discourses are cautiously analysed in Section Two of this 

investigation which recognises that: 

`traditional theories have been applied in ways that make it difficult to understand 

women's participation in social life, or to understand man's actions as gendered. ''? 
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However, rather than trying to present an exhaustive 'genealogy' on the subject of 

shoplifting, it seemed more appropriate to start by locating other forms of primary 

material that would help identify 'traces' in the present rather than reconstruct the past 

or seek their own definitive 'origin'. 

The early work of the Chicago school of criminology, particularly the contribution of 

Edwin Sutherland (1853-1950) who made the case for looking at `lived experience' 

with his classic The Professional Thief (1937)33, as well as the writing of Raphael 

Samuel (1934-1996), particularly his oral history in The East End Underworld: The 

Life and Times of Arthur Harding (1981)34, were great influences on the development 

of this thesis. Samuel's book, in particular, presented a realistic way of finding out 

information not directly contained in official discourse. His work offered an 

opportunity to look at 'memory' and thus identified another methodological approach 

and source for studying the subject of shoplifting. Indeed, the work of Raphael Samuel, 

as well as that of Michael Foucault in Power/Knowledge (1976)35 helped in the 

investigation of the value of discourses that contained ̀ local' or `subjugated 

knowledge'. Raphael Samuel's work also gave this thesis new inspiration because the 

survey of criminological work on shoplifting, presented in Section Two, whilst 

thorough and unflinching in its coverage of `empirical' writing about shoplifting, nearly 

exhausted the investigation. To summarise: never was so little said by so many 

criminologists. In fact, the engagement with criminological material produced such 

alienation in my mind that it very nearly caused the wholesale abandonment of the 

project. Raphael Samuel's intervention at this moment was strategic because not only 

was he able to present a crushing historical critique of the whole discourse of 

criminology, but his curiosity about my own cultural background helped me recognise 

the value of 'memory' as well as that of `reverse discourse'36. Foucault makes two 

main points about such local or subjugated knowledges that are worth noting here: 

`on the one hand 1 am referring to the historical contents that have been buried and 

disguised in a functionalist coherence or formal systemisation... Subjugated 
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knowledges are thus, those blocs of historical knowledge which were present but 

disguised within the body of functionalist and systematising theory and which 

criticism - which obviously draws upon scholarship - has been able to reveal. 

On the other hand, I believe that by subjugated knowledges one should understand 

something else, something which in a sense is altogether different, namely, a whole 

set of knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or 

insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, 

beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity. I also believe it is through 

the re-emergence of these low-ranking knowledges, these unqualified or even 

directly disqualified knowledges (such as that of the psychiatric patient, of the ill 

person, of the nurse, of the doctor - parallel and marginal as they areE and which 

involve what I would call a popular knowledge (i. e. le savoir des gens) though it is 

far from being a general common-sense knowledge, but is on the contrary a 

particular, local, regional knowledge, a differential knowledge incapable of 

unanimity and which owes its force only to the harshness with which it is opposed by 

everything surrounding it - that it is through the re-appearance of this knowledge, of 

these local popular knowledges, these disqualified knowledges, that criticism 

performs its work. P37 

Such analysis seemed to suggest that the oral transcripts of women who shoplift could 

be just as relevant to critical analysis as sociological or criminological case studies. 

The latter are formally examined in Section Two but were found not to offer the sort of 

rich discussion I later became aware was available elsewhere. 

I had originally hoped to offer an anthropological study of more than one shoplifting 

informant. However, locating enough women to participate in the project and the 

actual systematic compilation of research data would have involved work beyond the 

scope of this PhD. I therefore decided to adopt the oral history approach, not only 

because in research terms it was easier for me to do this but also because I recognised 
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that in finding Shirley Pitts, and getting her to agree to talk to me, I had located a 

unique informant. 

Accordingly, Section One of the thesis presents and discusses extracts (submitted as 

Appendix 1) from an oral history taken down from Shirley Pitts, a working class 

women who lived her life as a professional thief between 1934-1992. Whilst the full 

extracts of Shirley Pitts story (over 2,500 pages of raw transcript) could not be included 

with the submission of the other PhD material, I was able to locate and include material 

I recorded with Shirley Pitts that I felt was relevant to this investigation, in particular a 

transcript that discusses shoplifting in terms that make the relationship to shopping 

overt, and which implicitly raises issues that relate to questions about gender identity. 

(A fuller, but rather different version of this transcript, was published as Gone 

Shopping: the Story of Shirley Pitts. Queen of Thieves (1996)38. Shirley Pitts's story 

gave this investigation access to knowledge about shoplifting that did not construct this 

activity as a medical disorder or a social problem, but offered the possibility of looking 

at gender issues and the consumer dimension of shoplifting at the end of the twentieth 

century. Analysis of the oral history method and the material gathered from Shirley is 

presented in the next section of this thesis. 
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SECTION ONE 

CIIAPTER ONE 

Reviewini Oral History as Discourse and Methodoloey 

What is Oral History ? 

Oral history has been described as 'old as history itself '. It has been defined as the 

experience of recalling the past, of transmitting oral traditions and the method of using 

lived experience and memories of 'ordinary' people. Stephen Caunce explains that: 

`oral history is based on the direct collection (usually by means of a tape recorder) 

of someone's experiences- potentially of anyone's and everyone's experiences which 

are then used like any other source to recover a picture of the past, and how and why 

things happened as they did. It is thus as 'real' a form of historical research as work 

on documents or statistics. Yet it is both different and special. It involves working 

directly with people and it opens up areas of human experience that conventional 

methods do not touch; - either because they are too mundane or too intimate to 

appear in written rcýcdl ds::. i2 

The project of oral history is to collect subjugated knowledge. This includes personal 

experience, as well as what used to be called folklore. Oral history puts formal, 

supposedly objective history into question. It introduces the raw experience of 

individuals located in time and, particularly, within the context of material culture. 

Consequently, oral history is primarily associated with the history of ordinary men and 

women. It is often described as 'alternative history' or `unofficial history''. Studs 

Terkel's technique of collecting memories has even been described as ̀ guerrilla 

journalism'. 'The Journal of the Oral History Society describes it as, 'a tool for re- 

writing historyfrom the bottom up, through the words of the people who experience it. 's 
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Raphael Samuel has described this process as, ̀ historyfrom belowi6 and is in agreement 

with Paul Thompson, another enthusiastic oral historian, who suggests that oral history 

is a valid resource for academic historians. Indeed, Paul Thompson has argued that oral 

history also 'gives history back to the people in their own words''. He points to the 

revolutionary potential of the oral history method when he argues that: 'And in giving a 

past, it also helps them [ordinary people] towards a future of their own making '"8 

All three historians mentioned so far - Stephen Caunce, Raphael Samuel, and Paul 

Thomspon - argue that oral history and personal testimonies bring a new dimension to 

understanding the past. They suggest that evidence from ordinary people (whose 

testimony is taped and transcribed), offers an important way of understanding our total 

history. In defence of oral history, Caunce argues that: 

`To use oral history alongside, not instead of, other material merely ... extends the 

range of history, and the onus is really on those who disapprove to say why huge 

sections of human experience are notfit subjects forstudy. i9 

Those who question the validity of oral history, tend to refer to the problem of memory, 

to the self mythologising or self-eulogising that is involved in remembering the past: 

critics also claim that ordinary testimony lacks rigour and is less relevant than official 

history. Oral history's relationship to folklore and mythology is usually put forward as 

the main reason why oral history is not considered appropriate in some quarters. 

Raphael Samuel and Paul Thompson, however, argue against such dismissive accounts. 

They reject the idea that truth can ever be derived from anyone's methodological 

approach, no matter how rigorous. Instead, they suggest that it doesn't matter whether 

or not a story is true. What matters is what is remembered, and how meaning is 

attributed and understood. Oral history need not replace formal histories but oral 

history should be valued as information to be understood alongside formal histories. 

Gilda O'Neill, in Pull No More Dines: Hop Picking Memories of a Vanished Way of 

Life10, also sums up the value of the oral history work she undertook by arguing: 
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`We need our memories and, at a very basic level, we need a notion of personal 

history through which we understand our identities. We need to place what we know 

within a structure which in turn enables us to make sense of our knowledge. But we 

also need formal histories to provide the wider structure... ' 

The issue of how oral history is compiled is something that even enthusiastic oral 

historians are aware of and construe as problematic. Like any other approaches to 

history, and like other methodologies, oral history has its own methodological strengths 

and weaknesses. 

Oral History as Methodology 

To some extent the strengths of the oral history method have already been described. It 

gives the historian access to other informal forms of knowledge and experience that 

may have been 'hidden from history'. Information is easily accessible once an 

`informant' has been located as an appropriate representative of the historical moment 

or event being reviewed. Tape recording these memories as information is not exactly a 

high tech skill, and even though the typing of transcripts can be laborious (one hour of 

tape constitutes approximately five hours of typing), the information gathered via this 

method can be accessed very quickly by the historian and the conditions that affect the 

reading of the transcript12. The weaknesses of the method, of course relates not only to 

the question of locating the most 'appropriate' subject of the oral history in question. 

The actual process of turning oral history into a piece of writing can also be a very 

difficult and dubious one. For it is during the process of 'writing up' that the would-be 

oral historian is inevitably involved in the process of creating a narrative, one that has 

connections with the methodologies involved in creating fictional narratives. The lived 

experience may have unquestionably occurred, but the questions asked, the way the 

writing is presented and mediated, are all part of a creative process which involves the 
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restating and reforming of events. As such it shares much in common with fiction. 

However, unlike the novelist, the oral historian may make rigorous attempts to ensure 

that the interpretation made is valid. Yet the processes of writing up involves the oral 

historian in acts of selection, organisation, juxtaposition and silencing in respect of the 

various pieces of evidence collected via the tape recording, particularly if the project 

has a political objective e. g. 'such as a women's studies emphasis which seeks to use the 

oral testimony to address gaps in knowledge. " Consequently, it is impossible to 

disconnect the researcher from the process of recording and measuring. Marilyn Porter 

has made some general observations about this involvement in her own work: 

`As everyone with tape-recorded material knows, transcription and analysis are long 

and tedious. At times there is the danger of becoming too distant from the field 

experience. Faces fade -and are replaced by colour coded cards. Still analysis must 

happen. I reorganised my material, imposed categories; I began to write. I was 

aware of the gaps in my material it was too late to fill. I was also aware that my 

fieldwork had a beginning and an end. I talked to all the people at specific historical 

moments, both in their own lives and in the public history of this country... In the 

end I have written a tribute to the people who talked to me. I could not let them 

remain silent because of my failure to write. '" 

Whilst my experience of working with one woman, Shirley Pitts, was quite different 

from what is described above, similarities should be noted. Indeed, Shirley Pitts died 

after I took down her story and I certainly felt I `could not let [her] remain silent 

because of my failure to write. "' Furthermore, I was keenly aware that the 

interpretative framing of the oral history narrative is rarely determined by the subject of 

the transcript. This is because the subject often becomes so involved in the process of 

speaking and remembering that there can be little consideration as to how such 

memories will look on the page when written up. Indeed, I was very uncomfortable 

when writing Gone Shopping: The Story of Shirley Pitts. Queen of Thieves16 and agree 

with Maithreyi Krishmaraj when she argues that 'there are often problems in 
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distinguishing between oral history, life history and autobiography'. " I was more than 

mediating the narrative and the material. In fact, I virtually worked as a ghost writer on 

it. The arguments against oral history often refer precisely to such confusion and/or 

heavy editing. Despite the fact that raw experience is drawn upon, critics argue that 

(when the process of editing is not so substantial as the one I have described), the 

material is mediated by the interpreter who may have their own agenda and concerns. 

For all the above reasons I have chosen in this PhD to draw on oral history, but not to 

interpret the material in any simple way in order to resist inappropriately mediating it. 

This is because I feel that my journalistic skills used in the book Gone Shopping: The 

Story of Shirley Pitts, Queen of Thieves, which did involve me invisibly editing and 

creating Shirley Pitts's transcript into a readable volume, have no place in a PhD. Such 

a transcript does not constitute oral history. Indeed, the way Shirley Pitts transcript is 

presented in this academic investigation, is deliberately different from the way the same 

material had been presented in the commercial context of publishing a mainstream 

book. Indeed, the material presented here is as raw ('not cooked') to paraphrase Levi 

Strauss as I can get it. 18 This has been achieved by submitting the material in Appendix 

1 simply as unedited transcript which, on one level, stands in its own right. 
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SECTION ONE 

CHAPTER TWO 

Framing the Transcript of Shirley Pitts 

There are many ways of using oral history and the testimony of Shirley Pitts, who lived 

in London between 1934 and 1992, needs some introduction as her account of 

shoplifting is not part of any ordinary or typical story of shopping. However, before I 

offer my own account and analysis of the life of Shirley Pitts, I would urge the reader to 

read Appendix 1, wherein parts of Shirley's life are explained in her own words. The 

Appendix should be read before any other interpretation is given of the life and conduct 

of Shirley Pitts. 

Shirley Pitts was known to me as a professional thief. I understood that she was a 

woman who had successfully made her living from crime for over forty years. It was 

easy to substantiate her claims about her criminal career, and references to other well 

known criminals, precisely because I had grown up in the sixties and seventies within 

what Dick Hebdige has defined as a 'system of closure' and a 'system with its own 

internal "logic" and its own exclusive meanings". Ilebdige uses the idea of 'closure' to 

describe a specific East London criminal milieu and subculture that in many ways was a 

law unto itself, with its own discourse. The idea of criminal 'subculture' to some 

extent contradicts E. P Thompson's important observation that criminal activity may be 

part of a wider continuum of deviance, and dependent on who defines it2 . Certainly, I 

agree with E. P. Thompson in the sense that I see shoplifting as a continuum of shopping 

and consumer bargain logic. Yet, I must say, I find Hebdige's definition of criminal 

subculture as a 'system of closure'', more accurately explains some aspects of my 

experience of growing up in my father's house, and I would certainly argue that Shirley 

Pitts, like my father, was very guarded about who she made friends with and what she 

let them know. 
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It should be no surprise that both Shirley Pitts and other criminals felt able to talk to me 

because my father had come from inside the subculture having been a professional 

criminal (certainly known to the Kray milieu and their associates). I was therefore 

already 'one of our own' and so trust was not such a big issue. Indeed, my father, 

Johnnie Gamman, who died in 1968, had been involved in many criminal ventures 

including the opening of the night-club, The Regency Club, in Stoke Newington which 

was eventually purchased by the Krays. Such a background, consequently enabled me 

to draw upon my own 'lived experience' and contacts for verification. Indeed, I was in 

a better position than most to confirm that Shirley Pitts was who she said she was. It 

was possible to further substantiate Shirley Pitts's claims about her past criminal 

escapades, not only through interviews (called 'chats' at the time) with other criminals, 

but also with reference to media reportage. The first listing of her escapades as a 

professional thief appeared in the South London Press in 1954, and featured the 

headline 'Jail Girl Broke Free to Save Baby'. In this press story, Shirley Pitts was 

described as a gangster's moll. The paper was so hell bent on this stereotypical line of 

representation that it failed to discover or mention, in any significant way, that Shirley 

Pitts was in big trouble at the time, precisely because she was the first woman ever to 

escape from Holloway Prison. There were other press cuttings too, of the less 

substantial criminal escapades Shirley Pitts had been involved in, and then even more 

sensational headlines. 'Red Haired Bandits Raid England', was one I particularly 

enjoyed. Whilst press cuttings could be called upon to substantiate the fact that some 

events had occurred, newspaper reporting, as discussed in Section Two, is subject to 

fictionalisation and mythologising too. It therefore took many sessions taping Shirley 

Pitts and other criminals to get the full picture of her career and her life. Despite my 

efforts to substantiate what Shirley Pitts told me about her life as a professional thief 

and criminal, the 'true story', was never what was sought by this investigation. I just 

wanted to hear the stories Shirley Pitts told herself to make sense of her life and the 

observations she could bring to bear on the experience of shopping. At the time I was 

well aware that Shirley Pitts may herself not know the "truth", and have no analysis of 
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the idea that some of her own behaviour may have had unconscious motivation. Also, I 

was aware that the process of writing a book and getting Shirley Pitts to remember, 

involved, as Foucault has put it: 

`all those procedures by which the subject is incited to produce a discourse of truth 

,.. which is capable of having effects on the subject. '` 

Of course, as Shirley Pitts's interpreter, my background did make a difference to the 

way material was gathered. For example, I knew she would never make a `confession', 

in the terms of the techniques and the 'savoir' Foucault describes as common practice 

from the writing of life stories in prisons. I knew from the start that Shirley Pitts would 

rather tell stories that didn't completely give the game away, or incriminate anyone still 

making a living from crime, and that she wouldn't be completely 'candid'. Perhaps, my 

awareness of the constraints of her narrative meant I was more overtly part of the 

material: I knew many of the people Shirley referred to, and understood the ethics by 

which she regulated her transcript when speaking of them. For example, she would say 

to me 'off tape' things like '1 can't say Ronnie was involved in that one' - referring to 

Ronnie Knight - `he's in enough trouble as it is... ', and I would just accept her rationale. 

Such logic was very familiar to me having listened to people forced to give statements 

to the police, explaining how they 'hadn't said anything that really mattered'. This 

discourse of self-censorship - of nearly telling the truth but avoiding crucial elements - 

was so familiar: I came from a similar cultural background (in terms of class, crime and 

geographical belongings, even my spoken English is not so different), so I was intimate 

with both Shirley Pitts's logic as well as her language. All these connections allowed 

me to draw on my own lived experience on some occasions, or those of people I had 

known, in order to verify the testimony of Shirley Pitts. However, it should be made 

clear, that her testimony and subjugated knowledge is not presented here as some real or 

authentic truth in opposition to the legal, medical and psychoanalytic models of 

deviance discussed in Section Two. Instead, it is drawn upon as part of an attempt to 

examine many sources and to embrace Foucault's method of genealogy by highlighting 
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the discrepancies, slippages and gaps in Shirley Pitts's memories. It is also used to 

address information missing in so many of the official or criminological explanations of 

shoplifting. 

In this Chapter, therefore, it is not my intention to offer a full textual analysis. Indeed, 

any form of textual analysis of someone's life story, and their oral history transcript, is 

undoubtedly questionable. What is most interesting about Shirley Pitts's story is that 

she herself is aware of, yet in constant opposition to, the discourses that would explain 

her own criminal behaviour. What is most fascinating about her account, is that it 

almost constitutes a 'reverse discourse', which Foucault has defined in the following 

way: 

`Discourses are not once and for all subservient to power or raised up against it, any 

more than silences are. We must make allowances for the complex and unstable 

process whereby discourse can be both an instrument and an effect of power, but 

also a hindrance, a stumbling-block, a point of resistance and a starting point for an 

opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and produces power: it reinforces it, but 

also undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart 
it.... 

.. the formation of a "reverse" discourse: (homosexuality) began to speak in its own 

behalf, to demand that its legitimacy or "naturality" be acknowledged, often in the 

same vocabulary, using the same categories by which it was medically disqualified 

There is not, on the one side, a discourse of power, and opposite it, another 

discourse that runs counter to it. Discourses are tactical elements or blocks 

operating in the f eld of force relations: there can exist different and even 

contradictory discourses within the same strategy: they can, on the contrary, 

circulate without changing their form from one strategy to another opposing 

strategy.... "' 
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The question of strategies of self-definition, and how they change over time is highly 

pertinent to the conceptualisation of the subject in process as well as to this thesis. 

Through her imprisonment, Shirley Pitts was subject to the full force of the law as well 

as to the various attempts to categorise her as mad, bad or sad. Yet, it is clear in own 

eyes, she was none of these things: nor did she see herself as a 'gangster's moll' or 

'bandit', as described by the press. She defined the changes that occurred to her as she 

went along the way, as it fitted into the story of her life: she appears to have literally 

either internalised, or rejected, the definitions that seemed most appropriate to her. 

Reviewing these definitions is one of the purposes of oral history, and using oral history 

in this way then (also the purpose of drawing upon such subjugated knowledge), is in 

part to challenge the official discourses about women and shoplifting which have so far 

proved somewhat limited, particularly in relation to consumerism and shopping. Yet, 

Shirley Pitts's account, is not included to suggest in any way that she is typical of all 

female shoplifters: she clearly saw herself as a professional thief and would not have 

wanted to be discussed in regard to ordinary shoppers (what she would have called 

`straight people'). What this investigation does suggest though, through the inclusion of 

the testimony of Shirley Pitts, is that the constant slippage from one discourse to 

another, from shopping to shoplifting contained in Shirley's own words, necessitates a 

more complex understanding of the relationship of women to crime than has been 

posited by any of the criminological material reviewed here. Such an understanding 

demands analysis of consumer desire as well as that slippery and contradictory 

phenomenon Foucault, and psychoanalysts such as Lacan, describe as the speaking 

'Subject'. Indeed, in her transcript, Shirley Pitts is constantly the 'subject in process' 

with no real Self that can be revealed'. Lacan's concept of the'fragmented subject' is a 

useful one. The Lacanians suggest that the split in the subject can never be healed. 

They challenge the concept of an increasing mastery of this 'authentic' self, since for 

them the 'authentic self is itself a misrecognition. The Lacanian model would therefore 

suggest that the sort of 'consciousness raising' Shirley Pitts could have undergone in 

writing a book, is significant but could never go far enough to reach the unconscious. 

The changes that arise from 'consciousness raising' come about in the realms of our 
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conscious awareness of ourselves, whereas the effective remedy lies in affecting the 

unconscious. So Shirley Pitts's testimony reveals a split self with a mass of 

contradictions at the core: she is constantly reinventing herself as, she anticipates, the 

situation demands. Her stories are also set against the context of the increasing social 

fluidity produced by social changes that occurred in the 1960s. 

Shirley Pitts may have been a self-proclaimed thief, she was also very serious about her 

profession and the way she made her living. Yet the way she articulates her subject 

position, reveals the contradictory status she occupies in regard to the Symbolic Order8. 

Indeed, she uses humour to describe one gang she worked with as, ̀ the forty thieves like 

All Baba'(Appendix 1, p. 1). This may suggest that she lacks, or refuses to recognise, 

conventional morality and it might seem, from the way she made fun of what she did 

and the behaviour of those she worked with, that Shirley Pitts lacked a strong moral 

code. However, it is clear from her transcript that Shirley Pitts had developed her own 

ethics and a very strong code of what was right and wrong. At times, she could be a 

very responsible person. 

In her transcript, there are constant references to her trade. Like other individuals of her 

generation, who grew up in poor working class South London in the 1930s and 1940s 

and then, East London in the 1950s, she served an apprenticeship and then progressed 

on to a trade, albeit one that was unofficially regulated and designated. Yet, like other 

tradesmen and women, through the distance which skill and experience give her, she 

holds in contempt those who are amateurs and displays an old-fashioned working class 

pride in being good at her job (what Paul Willis in Learning to Labour has described as 

the heroic [manly] pride felt through the `confrontation of the taski9. 

When Shirley Pitts says, ̀ By the time I was twelve I was a fully-fledged shoplifter 

(Appendix 1, p. 4)', there is a sense of rites of passage, an initiation into a criminal 

community. Her references are always to this community of which she feels a part and 

at one with, even at the end of her life. Such identification may be contrasted with the 
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breaking down of more traditional and legal forms of community that have occurred in 

post-war Britain, particularly concerning relocated working class communities who 

ended up living in Essex, which is where Shirley Pitts herself finally ended up living 

and dying. 

In many instances Shirley Pitts's transcript clearly inverts or subverts conventional 

morality or thinking about the meaning of theft. She has a sense of commodities as 

precious, as providing her with her living, but she also has a strong sense that they 

should not be wasted, perhaps having never forgotten the shortages of the war years and 

the experiences of both emotional and material deprivation she associated with being 

evacuated. Yet, given such a contrasting schema, it is difficult perhaps to understand 

what Shirley means by `value'. Theft gave her access to all she wanted and thrift 

persuaded her to ignore the myths of planned obsolescence (and thus she saved goods 

for scarcer times). Clearly the commodities she steals have value in terms of money 

but, beyond that, they also have a use value and symbolic value appreciated by all who 

shop. When she talks of clothes she has taken being ruined by ink, she is genuinely 

upset, not simply because she will not be able to sell them on, but because, ̀You 

wouldn't ruin clothes by just rippin 'em [the alarms] off' (Appendix 1 p. 8)'. The real 

deprivation she suffered as a child, as well as a strong working-class ethic about waste 

itself being a crime are present in her own understanding of herself. Indeed, at no point 

does she ever consciously give the impression that commodities are valueless or that 

they are a substitute for something else, which links her to a formal and appropriate 

model of consumer behaviour. 

The psychoanalytic assumption that even professional shoplifters are ̀ stealing love', 

trying to obtain some illicit thrill or suffering from some compulsion to do something 

they do not understand (paraphrased by Louise Kaplan as ̀ I have been deprived, 

therefore I have a right to steal"°), has no place in her conscious world view. She 

appreciates and boasts of the value of the goods she steals, as can be observed at so 

many points in her transcript. She also refers to her past and the definition of 
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perversion in her remarks about the criminal justice system: `Some of the people who sit 

up on benches are the biggest thieves there is, ain't they ? And perverts, ain't they 

? (Appendix 1, p. 9)'. Here Shirley Pitts is using the language of perversion to describe, 

not her own activities, but the behaviour of those who literally judge her. Perhaps her 

discourse offers testimony to the perverse culture that regulates capitalism, often with 

more respect for property than human life. 

This continual inversion of legal and sociological definitions of crime recurs throughout 

Shirley Pitts's transcript, and her own history. Some of her transcript offers a mocking 

intelligence and humour about herself as a subject. This may be seen as a 

rationalisation or even apology, by some, but there is little in the tone to suggest it. 

Confessional laughter does not only seek understanding, it also offers mockery at the 

world order it subverts, and is part of her `reverse' discourse. The other major 

discourse Shirley Pitts inverts, or indeed understands from `the other side' as it were, is 

the one of consumerism itself. Shirley Pitts sees herself, not merely as a thief, but as a 

consumer par excellence, an arbiter of taste and style with opinions on fashion as valid 

as those offered by officially recognised fashion pundits and stylists. Indeed, Shirley 

Pitts has a sophisticated analysis of fashion design in the context of the changing nature 

of consumption itself. When she speaks of shops becoming `Americanised (Appendix 

1, p. 9)', she is referring to the move towards self-service. ['Well, they've gone 

Americanised, haven't they? Beautiful shops, they've mucked up by making them look 

like, I don't know. I mean you've got to feel nice, shopping, haven't you? Like I think 

Fortnum and Masons was the best store in London, do you know? It's got that lovely 

war air about it' (Appendix 1, p. 9). She says she prefers the more old-fashioned 

department store with their connotations of class and wealth, rather than today's more 

down market shopping mall. For her, the consumer experience is sensory as well as one 

of exchange; 'I mean you've got to feel nice, shopping haven't you? "(Appendix 1, p. 9) 

Shirley Pitts has been appellated as the perfect consumer, despite her `trade'. She likes 

Fortnum and Mason and understands implicitly its status in the hierarchy of 

consumption, ̀ There isn't another store to come near it, not for its class, its standards 
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or anything, is there? (Appendix 1, p. 9)' There are constant references, throughout 

her transcript, to `standards' whether they are the standards of the consumer experience 

or the standards required to be a professional shoplifter. Such references make her logic 

very clear to understand because it is compatible with the logic of the market place: 

ignore the contradictions and obtain the maximum goods at the minimum cost and, 

make a profit if possible. (She appeared, via shoplifting, to do precisely that. ) 

Without irony, Shirley Pitts talks of the `perfume girls' (Appendix 1 p. 10) who give 

her a free squirt of perfume, `Giving you a free bag or something, you know they don't 

have to do that. (Appendix 1, p. 9)' She is lured into the consumer experience by the 

promise of something for nothing, yet at the same time what does it mean to be given a 

bargain of a free gift, when everything she takes from shops is for free anyway? 

Again and again, Shirley Pitts surrounds herself with the mask of professionalism and 

invokes the idea of amateurs or `robbers', who do not adhere to the standards she has 

set for herself. Through her discourse, she continually re-defines and re-produces her 

own sense of self-worth and, in the gaps where she asks for the tape to be turned off, 

she reveals her professionalism. Unlike Pierre Riviere she did not write or dictate a 

confession. In giving me her transcript, telling it like it is and was caused her problems. 

So she used the phone a lot (mid taping), constantly checking with other people, to 

make sure all those associates she spoke about were really dead, and could not be 

incriminated by her account. She also told me repeatedly, 'Never Confess to Anything'. 

She argued that one of the reasons she had stayed out of prison, despite the fact of being 

caught on a number of occasions, was because she would never admit to anything and 

lack of evidence always saved her in the end. Her view on the world was that self 

incrimination via confession, achieved more convictions than any other forms of police 

work and gave people things to talk about. Even when her serious illness, breast cancer, 

freed her from such worries and if she had wanted to, she could finally talk about 

herself, her discourse was still guarded. 
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Shirley Pitts is most candid about her trade in the moments when she shows little 

understanding of the people who steal for irrational reasons. `Some people get tempted 

don't they? ' (Appendix 1, p. 17), she remarks incredulously. When she sees a wealthy 

gentleman steal a belt, she is astonished, ̀ I thought why does he? You know he was 

standing in two grands worth of clothes '(Appendix 1, p. 17). She knows he didn't need 

the money, but she doesn't believe the discourse of the Kleptomaniac at all: she had 

used that excuse too often (to be let off with a caution in the shops) to have any regard 

for it. 

If anything, Shirley Pitts sees the motivation for shoplifting, as with her own 

motivation, in material rather than psychological terms. Part of her trade is also to 

interpret the changes in the shopping experience, and see its economic determinants. 

The recession, the closing down of smaller shops and the development of new kinds of 

retailing, have different implications for her own 'work'. She sees these changes as 

forcing her to engage in aggressive shoplifting, more planned, more organised. . 
Ultimately, she knows what she does is wrong and there is no psychological excuse 

connected with the idea of unconsciously stealing love. Shirley Pitts, is consciously 

stealing goods to sell them on for money: perhaps money can be equated with love? 

Certainly, Shirley Pitts showers her money on her children, who give her unconditional 

and often unquestioning love. 

Like any professional thief Shirley Pitts also sees her own career coming to an end. She 

talks of retirement. However she understands herself, it is certainly not as driven by the 

compulsions associated with the so-called "kleptomaniac", but by the need to provide 

for herself and her children: shoplifting equates with responsible parenting in her eyes. 

She may laugh about her past and say 'I think we was quite mad wasn't we? ' (Appendix 

1, p. 4)' but she is not referring to what she did, merely the risks that she took. Even 

when put in a straightjacket, Shirley Pitts never defines herself as 'a nutter', but remains 

remarkably clear-headed about who she is: the professional thief who must suffer if it 

means the children can have more than they would have living on social security. 
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Nonetheless, her account of herself makes it impossible to categorise her behaviour 

within any one of the existing definitions that are offered by official accounts of 

shoplifting, discussed in Section 2. She is aware of the causes and the consequences of 

her behaviour, and has made a rational and logical choice to continue. She is an 

example of how shoplifting becomes, in its own way, the logical conclusion of the 

whole shopping experience, but Shirley is speaking what Foucault might call a reverse- 

discourse about it. It is all the more powerful for the fact that it is stated without self 

recrimination, self-deprecation or without self-pathologisation. It is located within a 

consumer context where objects carry and speak the emotions that many working class 

people are unable, or refuse to, articulate. 
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SECTION ONE 

CHAPTER THREE 

"Confessional" Narrative - Shirley Pitts: 

From Survivor To 'New' Woman in A Man's World 

I Will Survive... 

The confession has spread its effects far and wide. It plays apart in justice, medicine, 

education, family relationships, and love relations, in the most ordinary affairs of 

everyday life, and in the most solemn rites; one confesses one's crimes, one's sins, 

one's thoughts and desires, one's illnesses and troubles; one goes about telling, with 

the greatest precision, whatever is most difficult to tell. One confesses in public and 

in private, to one's parents, one's educators, one's doctor, to those one loves; one 

admits to oneself, in pleasure and in pain, things it would be impossible to tell to 

anyone else, the things people write books about. One confesses-or is forced to 

confess. When it is not spontaneous or dictated by some internal imperative, the 

confession is wrung fron a person by violence or threat; it is driven from its hiding 

place in the soul, or extracted from the body. Since the Middle Ages, torture has 

accompanied it like a shadow, and supported it when it could go no further: the dark 

twins. The most defenseless tenderness and the bloodiest of powers have a similar 

need of confession. Western man has become a confessing animal. ' 

Personal life stories, told by celebrities who have survived (such as Tina Turner whose 

confessions had everything to do with a narrative of survival from domestic violence) 

are very familiar. Shirley Pitts watched Tina Turner's pop videos and knew her story. 

The familiar discourse of survival also articulated by those such as Princess Diana may 

have implicitly infiltrated Shirley Pitts's own narrative. At the end of Shirley Pitts's 

life, as a consequence of changes brought about by feminism, popular culture had 
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become saturated with such confessional accounts of female 'survival'. Indeed, Shirley 

Pitts would have been familiar with its discourse, and with the tune 7 will survive', often 

described as the feminist national anthem. She had certainly encountered female 

survivors among her acquaintances, as well through engagement with the 

representations of popular culture. 

The popularisation of many psychoanalytic concepts via magazines, tabloids and other 

forms of popular currency meant that Shirley Pitts inhabited post Freudian culture in 

which the idea of telling a girl's - or boy's - own story had gained credence. Analysts 

such as Adam Philips describe the process of analysis itself as simply another form of 

conversation. In every sphere of culture, ranging from literature to television chat 

shows, we can find those who speak of nothing but themselves. Shirley Pitts 

understood the problems attached to such egotistical discourse - particularly the 

excessive egotistical discourse of male criminals - which is why her life story focused 

on her work and her achievements, rather than on other parts of her self. Yet, it is 

possible to see such a plurality of voices in popular culture as liberating, perhaps almost 

negating the need for `history from below'. But that would only make sense if 

historiography itself had really been changed as a result of such conditions which is 

simply not the case, despite the impact of organisations such as the History Workshop 

movement. Instead, the popular phenomenon of confession, which troubled Foucault 

so much (because he believed that it incited the subject to produce a discourse of truth 

which was capable of having repressive powerful effects on the subject's behaviour), 

may only make sense with reference to the crisis of confidence and meaning which has 

accompanied the post modern period. 

Certainly the increasing fragmentation of modern life, the sense of uncertainty about 

previously held ideologies that bind people together, the collapse of the 'grand 

narratives' like history itself, may help to explain what philosophers describe as our lack 

of trust in objective truth. Few philosophers are prepared to make value judgements 

about truth anymore, so it is no wonder that the `grand narratives' which presented an 
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overview of the truth, now appear to have ruptured into a myriad of personalised voices, 

all telling their own subjective stories. Indeed, such confessions of experience have 

shown us that the claims of history, science and religion to tell the truth are very 

precarious. When objectivity is so illusory, when the society of the spectacle becomes 

evident to so many as simply a constructed form of existence driven by consumerism 

and profit logic, it is perhaps appropriate that fewer people are prepared to proclaim the 

truth. Perhaps it is fitting that we should look to the detail of the narrative, rather than 

to the meaning of narrative itself, to help us understand the historical conditions in 

which we live. 

Looking at the subjugated knowledge of a female criminal may offer a post modern 

approach to criminology in what Carole Smart has identified as, ̀ feminist knowledge': 

this can be introduced into the analysis and therefore become ̀ part of a multiplicity of 

resistance'. ' This political stance shares common ground with the History Workshop 

approach, which has already been mentioned, but is very different to the vogue in the 

1990s for 'personal', autobiographical writing and photography that focuses on so 

called authentic `experience'. Those who first made the case for oral history were 

certainly not those who argued for the relative rehabilitation of subjectivity. Whereas 

oral history, history from below, developed as part of a highly politicised History 

Workshop project - to find transcripts by working class people, including women, to 

plug the holes in traditional historical narratives - the new subjectivity of the post 

modern period is de-politicised, its motives usually personal rather than political. It is 

here that the objectives of Shirley Pitts, the informant, and the objectives of Lorraine 

Gamman, the editor and would be historian of shoplifting, may have been extremely 

contradictory. At one point my ambition had been to use this oral history account of 

shoplifting alongside several other individual memories of women who worked at 

shoplifting (associates of Shirley Pitts whose experiences I had also begun to take 

down) and to include them all in the PhD, in an anthropological or history workshop 

sort of way. `The intention at the back of my mind, fuelled by the imperatives of oral 

history, was to try to weave a number of memories together. The purpose: to create a 
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sense of social organisation and community which form the backdrop to the shoplifting 

stories, in the way that Raphael Samuel's account of the life of Arthur Harding and his 

many interviews with Harding's family and associates, had fleshed out ideas about life 

in the community of the Jago. The relationship that I developed with Shirley Pitts and 

the circumstances of her illness and death, contributed to the production of a very 

different transcript. Indeed, the book Gone Shopping - The Story of Shirley Pitts. 

Queen of Thieves, at first sight may appear to have more to do with the confessional, in 

maintaining its separateness as a discourse from the stories of other female shoplifters, 

by focusing on the uniqueness of the individual rather than the collective approach to 

oral history. Yet I would argue, despite the outwards signs of the confessional that the 

above book may exhibit, that such signs are contradictory, and require closer scrutiny. 

Confession And Historical Discourse 

It is the contention of this investigation that the transcripts included in Appendix 1, as 

well as the book Gone Shopping: The Story of Shirley Pitts, Queen of Thieves, 

simultaneously reinforce and disrupt the conventions of the confessional narrative. 

Shirley Pitts's story, after all, is the `truth' told by a woman who lies and cheats for 

personal profit, someone whose livelihood depended on their ability to manipulate 

others. What is fundamental, however, is the fact that despite the confessional culture 

that surrounded her, including her own relationship to a Roman Catholic priest who 

took her deathbed confession, that Shirley Pitts did not make a public confession when 

making tapes about her life. Indeed, Shirley Pitts did not see the telling of her story as 

something that equated with confession. For her, confession was a legal, not a 

therapeutic term. If Shirley Pitts had made a full confession, or if I had written up 

everything she told me, there would have been real consequences of a very serious 

nature from the police. She made sure that everyone she spoke of candidly was either 

dead or otherwise out of it, and asked me to do the same. She was very proud of this, 

proud of never confessing to anything, nor of `grassing' on anyone, even if her story 
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told so much about the historical periods in question. But, in her own mind, her refusal 

to confess to the authorities meant a refusal to submit to the law of the land and also a 

refusal to submit to some of the formal categorisations she instinctively knew those in 

the outside world would impose on her and her colleagues. 

This point is important, because it demands that conceptualisation of Shirley Pitts's 

memory is regarded as the memory of an active criminal, not someone who is making a 

confession about a life lived. This fact would not have stopped her transcript being 

relevant to the historian for it was clearly, to use a cliche, stamped with the passing of 

time. However, the distinction about whether or not her transcript constitutes a 

confession is crucial because nearly all the way through her often disturbing and 

anarchic life Shirley Pitts refuses to position herself as a victim. Her sense of self came 

from being able to escape, literally, from the constraints that attempted to bind her. 

Refusing to confess also means that Shirley Pitts remains a self-defining subject. In 

detailing her various crimes, Shirley Pitts utilises the discourse of the professional thief 

and in this account of her life there is little feeling of wrong doing that characterises her 

statements. Her discussion of much of what she does, by conventional standards, is 

entirely pragmatic and for that reason has much in common with the stories and self 

presentations of Arthur Harding and Broadway Jones (known by the alias Chic 

`Conwell') who have spoken of their lives as professional thieves for publication. Only 

momentarily does Shirley Pitts feel the need for reassurance. When she describes, for 

instance, her whole family being in prison she laughs, ̀ Bad fnit, bad? ' (Appendix 1, p. 

10) What also becomes apparent from the way she tells her life story, is that she keeps 

an action packed narrative going by simply summarising the most exciting aspects of 

her criminal career. She is always rushing through the action. Even in the raw 

transcript she gets diverted by stories about other people who are insignificant in the 

scheme of things. The quieter times, the less dramatic times or even the more 

reflective times, she tends to exclude - perhaps because the format of telling a 'life- 

story' is like a novel and demands action and dialogue rather than everyday, mundane 

detail. 
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Shirley Pitts's Story As Crime Discourse 

This focus on action, excluding the everyday mundane experiences in favour of the 

drama, could locate Shirley Pitts's story in a far more masculine than feminine tradition. 

The domestic details of her life, including the births of her children, are given less 

significance that the criminal acts she was involved in. This she shares in common with 

male informants who have told their crime stories, giving the impression that she had 

the babies and lovers along the way but her real life, her real self, was her 'work'. 

There is a certain bravado in all this. But, in turning the male gaze upon herself, Shirley 

Pitts often projects herself not as a female victim but as good as a man. Yet I got the 

impression from our discussions that this strategy meant that, before telling me her 

stories, tales which she had recounted often before, she had never spent much time 

reflecting upon, or analysing, their meaning. When I asked her about why this was so, 

she said she had never let herself become one of those women `who felt sorry for 

themselves' all the time. This denial of passivity, aligned her with a masculine 

narrative, meant she treated herself very harshly at times. So when some experiences 

hurt Shirley Pitts, she made herself get over them quickly, not only to save face, but 

also to avoid being regarded as a `girl' and thus hinder her work and reputation. This 

implicit awareness that gender behaviour was notreal', and so stereotypical 'female' 

behaviour should be avoided so as not to compromise her credibility, makes Shirley 

Pitts's crime story quite different from the way male crime stories are usually told. Yet 

there are some parallels too with the stories told by Arthur Harding and Chic Conwell, 

two significant narratives by professional thieves that should be reviewed. 

Arthur Harding's account of his life of crime should be mentioned first as it refers to a 

London criminal subculture at the turn of the century, and therefore chronologically it 

makes sense to locate it first. Arthur Harding was born in 1886 and, as Raphael 

Samuel's preface to his life story identifies, grew up in `the Jago; the most famous 
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criminal slum of late Victorian London. " Arthur Harding's life of crime, like Shirley 

Pitts started in childhood, and what they share in common is not only poverty - both 

their crimes started with stealing food - but also a clear sense of location in London in 

the different periods in question. Both Arthur Harding and Shirley Pitts - although their 

stories are separated by a forty year period - discuss their families and their friends in a 

very similar way. Through a colloquial language they exhibit a clear sense of belonging 

to a particular period and community and a real ability to conjure up a vivid picture of a 

way of life in London long since gone. Both Arthur Harding and Shirley Pitts speak of 

their loved ones and they both talk effortlessly not only of access to a criminal 

community, mainly generated through poverty, but also of institutional 'assistance' in 

learning their trade. Though born at very different periods (when Shirley Pitts was 

growing up Arthur Harding was nearly middle aged), both Arthur Harding and Shirley 

Pitts in their teenage years were sent to the equivalent of a reform school or borstal and 

both remark that this helped them consolidate their careers. Just as Shirley Pitts learned 

of rolling men for money (pretending to be a prostitute) from her time in borstal, Arthur 

Harding says, 'I learned to pickpocket from a man I met in Wormwood Scrubs. ' Yet 

the way they talk of crime is very different. Arthur Harding's parents were not 

criminals and therefore the discussion of how he got involved in crime is quite different: 

he emphasises its deviance and presents a very different language in recounting his 

criminal history. 

Shirley Pitts rarely used violence to aid her criminal career. Her life story describes 

only two acts of violence. Once, when she accidentally knocked a female store 

detective through a window in her youth. She describes, but doesn't celebrate, this 

incident. Instead, she says it was a mistake; it happened inadvertently. Similarly, when 

she pokes a pen through the prison door into the eye of the prison governor (she was 

aiming at a particular warden) she stresses the inadvertence of the act (she meant to do 

it, but to someone else) and in so doing negates the antagonistic, frustrated and violent 

feelings that her narrative, at first, presents. Arthur Harding, on the other hand, 
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celebrates his violent youth, he even says, ̀ Borstal made me fitter, stronger, taller and 

when I went back to my associates I found I was something of a hero. " 

Much of Harding's crime narrative describes not his skill, but his power as the `captain' 

of a group of thieves and an active participant in protection rackets and armed robbery. 

His narrative in the second half of his book, like those of so many of today's criminals, 

describe skirmishes between rival gangs, the regular feuds and fights. In contrast, 

Shirley Pitts's narrative is not characterised by her fights or her violence (although her 

transcript does feature the violence of other people, including her brother Charlie which 

is condemned) and this perhaps is the most significant gender difference of the two 

tales. Shirley Pitts is less concerned with vendettas and how she resolved them. 

Instead, she focuses on how she came to learn her trade, the skills she acquired to 

become a criminal, how she got through it all. In brief, how she made it in a man's 

world. Despite this crucial 'gender' variable, her story has much more in common with 

Chic Conwell's story as told in Edwin Sutherland's The Professional Thief by a 

Professional Thiefe. Chic Conwell, a professional thief, ex drug addict and ex con from 

Philadelphia and Boston who worked for twenty years, the period between the two great 

wars, at a range of criminal occupations including pimp, pickpocket, shoplifter and 

`confidant'. The story told by Conwell includes discussion of the roles, scams and 

language of his associates and the technique adopted to avoid being caught. 

Perhaps one of the reasons Shirley Pitts's story appears to have more direct connections 

with Chic Conwell's account of thieving, rather than with that of Arthur Harding is 

because, despite the geographical and cultural differences, Chic Conwell's narrative, as 

recorded and analysed by Edwin Sutherland, focuses on the business of theft. 9 Indeed, 

Edwin Sutherland's purpose in taking down the life story of Chic Conwell, was to add 

weight to his concept of 'differential association"' which implied that criminals were 

made and not born, and suggested that the context of criminal association was the 

determining factor in whether or not individuals got involved in crime in the first place. 

Additionally, Edwin Sutherland also attempted to substantiate, through the life story of 
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Chic Conwell, the notion that deviance depends on context and that criminals receive 

instruction from peers and associates not only in the techniques of crime but also when 

it comes to the motivational values favourable to committing the crime. It may be that 

such a focus on the crime business results in the fact that Chic Conwell's story seems 

less bound up with an account of violence as was the case in Harding's account, or all 

those post war British crime stories about the Krays etc. which celebrate crime as the 

profession of violence. When speaking of crime as a business, Conwell doesn't place 

emphasis on violence but on the routine nature of the work. He remarks, 'there is little 

thrill about it - it is no more thrilling than the work of a factory slave' and goes on to 

discuss how wits, 'front', speaking ability and manual dexterity are crucial to the trade 

of crime. Both Chic Conwell's and Shirley Pitts's narratives imply that they respect 

violence, even though they may not personally engage with such violence. Instead, 

their relationship to thieving is planned, calculated and above all designed to make 

money. As professional thieves they are rarely out of control, or overwhelmed and 

visually provoked into crime (as discussed in Section Two), their response is not 

spontaneous but professionally organised and thought through. 

While there are moments where violence is featured, the machismo of the world of 

crime is reinforced by the notion of the status of the consummate criminal professional, 

rather than the violent man or woman. It is here that Chic Conwell's story has parallels 

with Shirley Pitts's account of her criminal escapades. His techniques, dress codes, 

language, his relationship to associates with criminal specialisation and other abilities 

are shared by Shirley Pitts and become the obsessive focus of both narratives. Perhaps 

Shirley Pitts's narrative is more aware of ideas about sexual masquerade than Conwell's 

account of 'front'" which involved dressing up and presenting a strong male sexual 

persona. All incidents of fraud involve some level of masquerade'2 but, perhaps, the 

crucial difference is that whilst all professional thieves may see themselves as 

deliberately fraudulent, acting to secure the scam, Chic Conwell does not appear to see 

his gender identity as also fraudulent (as some gay men have described their experience 

in common with Shirley Pitts). Using Judith Butler's redefinition that, `gender is the 
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repeated stylisation of the body... [it] is a fantasy instituted and inscribed on the 

specific surface of bodies'", Shirley Pitts's in her transcript could appear to have 

understood another level of her own fraudulence, i. e. what was counterfeit in femininity 

and her own use of it. Yet she had no choice but to inhabit her identity and repeat her 

behaviour. The job demanded it and, in common with most women, when Shirley Pitts 

rummaged through her wardrobe in the morning she was confronted with the task of 

choosing her identity for the day. As Judith Williamson has commented, getting 

dressed means one is: 

`not merely faced with a choice of what to wear, I am faced with a choice of images: 

the difference between a smart suit and a pair of overalls, a leather skirt and a 

cotton dress, is not just one of fabric and style but one of identity. You know 

perfectly well that you will be seen differently for the whole day, depending on what 

you put on: you will appear as a particular kind of woman with one particular 

identity which excludes others (sic). The black leather skirt, rather rules out girlish 

innocence, oily overalls tends to exclude sophistication, ditto smart suit and radical 

feminism. Often I have wished 1 could put them all on together, or appear 

simultaneously in every possible outfit, just to say "how dare you think any one of 

these is me (sic). But also, see, I can be all of them. "'a 

Caroline Evans has identified (in her discussion of the fashion designer Schiaparelli) 

that some women get, `painfully caught in the role of masquerade, a defensive 

stratagem in a male world that did not always welcome women as equals", which may 

help in describing the difference between Shirley Pitts and the average woman. Evans 

goes on to discuss Judith Butler's (often misunderstood) concept of performativity and 

to make an observation that seems pertinent to Shirley Pitts's life story: 

`We cannot pick and mix identities only outfits. But some outfits can make explicit, 

even pleasurable, the working mechanism of the masquerade, with its potential for 

both comedy and tragedy. "6 
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A Woman In A Man's World? 

The life of a woman in a man's world is complex and Shirley's relationship to her 

criminal peers was difficult and warrants review. So too does her outsider status which 

rendered her `doubly deviant'. " How did Shirley Pitts respond to socially constructed 

definitions of deviance? Perhaps the way to comprehend her understanding of deviance 

is to look at what she says about men. The only men Shirley Pitts says she actually 

respects are her father, brother and hard men like the Krays. Once she makes the move 

into professional shoplifting and rolling, she uses her sexuality, not violence, to earn a 

living. Perhaps here lies the distinct difference between the discourse of the male 

criminal when compared to that of the female criminal. Shirley Pitts's account of being 

a female criminal is so tied up with sexuality, it is often articulated through it, because 

she sees her sexuality as a commodity to be used in her crimes in the same way many 

other female `swindlers' have done so. " Yet Shirley Pitts is remarkably detached from 

her sexuality, seeing herself as men might see her. She describes herself as being sold 

on the street ̀ as a virgin' (Appendix 1, p. 19) but finds this humorous and not insulting. 

She does not discuss how this made her feel because her ambivalence is unstated. 

Instead, she laughs it off as yet another way in which she conned people. In fact this 

behaviour is almost presented as part of professional practice, and she never talks, as 

one might expect, about her fear or her distress about what is happening to her. Her 

laughter, which can be heard, at regular intervals, on many of the tapes she made with 

me, her defiant laughter speaks more powerfully than the words she actually utters. Yet 

her humour often turns to cynicism and irony. When she talks of meeting a new girl, 

`very young and beautiful 'Appendix 1, p. 37) and selling her on the street, she says, 

`she's a new face and that's how it used to go. ' (Appendix 1, p. 37) 
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Shirley doesn't discuss the rights or wrongs of selling teenagers or herself for sex, or the 

brutality of such a lifestyle. She merely accepts that this was one way to make a living 

in the world she inhabited, and that she needed to be professional about it. Instead, she 

is more concerned to explain the way she organised her cabs and minders to achieve her 

goal of extortion, than she is on discussing how she actually felt at the time. 

Shirley Pitts never fully accepts her unequal relationship to the men around her. She is 

deeply ambivalent about men at times. On the one hand, she accepts she needs them for 

protection 'We always had a man, we had to have a man working with us because of the 

night time... in case... ' (Appendix 1, p. 21) Yet, on the other hand, it is obvious that she 

surrounds herself with men who were as likely to beat her up as to protect her. Her 

masquerade of femininity was not therefore simply to hide her own power and 

anxieties, but she recognised that men are dangerous. Moving within an extremely 

violent milieu, Shirley is often badly abused by the men in her life. She talks of her 

love life as a `disaster' area and openly admits that she went for anyone who reminded 

her of her own father. Her idealisation of her absent father is striking. Indeed, her 

father and brother, who both died prematurely, appear to be the only men she trusted 

and these have the benefit of being more perfect, more vivid, in the unchanging 

nostalgic memories she holds of them. Even with Chris Hawkins, the father of five of 

her seven children, she feels that she might as well be on her own. She upturns 

traditional morality when she says to her long term partner: `I don't need a bed partner. 

I can go to bed with anybody. I don't have to go to bed with you, cos the kids are 

yours. ' (Appendix 1, p. 55) 

The financial independence she gains from her crimes means that she experiences 

problems associated with the sexually independent New Woman' of the 1960s, in as 

much as she was fashionable, sexually and emotionally independent and, as can be seen 

from the above quotation, actually involved in the process of questioning what men are 

really for! At times Shirley really does act the part of a financially independent and 

sexually attractive 'new woman', but at other times she recognises the contradictions of 
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her position. Her precarious new womanhood was the cause of many fights with Chris 

Hawkins that she describes so vividly in her transcript and often took her back to older 
images of woman battling against male aggression. 

Caroline Evans, in her article on the fashion designer Shiaparelli, discusses how the 

new woman can become a source of anxiety in as much as, ̀ she destabilises the 

association between appearance and identity. i1' Shirley Pitts's relationship with Chris 

Hawkins can be seen to have destabilised his fantasies and desires in terms of her 

experience. The way that he made her feel in terms of her own needs and desires is 

very graphically illustrated especially when she describes their relationship gradually 

broke down. It is at this point that she is reminded that she is of the weaker sex 

physically. She almost admires violence and seems thrilled when the Krays offer to 

bash up her partner if he doesn't stop beating her. She does not only respect violence. 

She also believes that complex matters can easily be resolved by simple or direct action, 

which is typical of criminal subculture. Even when she is being badly beaten up, she 

waits until her husband is asleep to retaliate. This action is not surprising because 

having grown up in a criminal subculture, Shirley Pitts believed that individuals had to 

take their chance when they can as well as their punishment and the consequence of 

their actions. She adopted such attitudes and this persona herself. 

Similarly, she calls her brother 'a real man' (Appendix 1, p. 50) because he won't put 

up with her partner's behaviour when he takes her away from Chris Hawkins to set up 

home elsewhere. Despite her exceptional status, then, she is nevertheless still a victim 

of patriarchal relations, in an almost `closed' subculture which gives women few 

options that do not involve the protection of another man. Yet Shirley's deviance in 

terms of the identity she created for herself is not just against the law, but also against 

the laws of this subculture. So she even defies the brother she loved the most (although 

not to the extent of alienating him). She simply refuses to act either as a gangster's moll 

or a subservient wife. But she is quite careful in the way she presents her new identity - 

carefree, brave and bold. She sees herself as a girl with a lot of 'bottle' (i. e. courage) 
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and this courage is what her brother Adgie clearly respects. Shirley, on the other hand, 

does not respect women who fail to access their own courage. Once more Shirley uses 

her own inverted morality when judging her mother. While Shirley Pitts pretended to 

be a whore to take money from men, her mother would sleep with men simply `for a gin 

a tonic'(Appendix 1, p. 46). This infuriates Shirley: she is disgusted by this behaviour 

because her mother isn't in control of the economic exchange and, in Shirley's opinion, 

literally gives her Self away. Shirley at times judges her mother as another male 

criminal would judge her, but there are differences too, and unlike her brothers she does 

continue to speak to her mother rather than ostracising her with silence. In Shirley's 

view it would be more honest if her mother simply was a prostitute or showed enough 

`courage' to go out stealing, because the way she behaved made her less than a woman, 

less than a prostitute, less than a person. In fact, Shirley frequently describes her 

mother as an `old tramp' (meaning vagrant). Shirley Pitts's feelings of disgust are 

given more emphasis as her mother gets older and her sexual behaviour becomes less 

dignified. 

In her own life Shirley Pitts is caught in a double bind - resisting the roles offered to her 

by the dominant culture as well as by her own criminal subculture. It is the way that 

she negotiates this double bind that gives her both a sense of pride whilst also damaging 

her. She is proud that she cannot be caught and that she could slither her way out of a 

straightjacket. Even in her constant house moving, her restlessness appears as a 

physical incarnation of her desire never to be fixed, never pinned down. All the 

obstacles of traditional femininity that Shirley ends up with - children to feed, a partner 

to adore for a brief interlude and then to tolerate, bills to pay - do not stop Shirley. She 

weaves her way through them. For this reason it is not possible to simply call Shirley a 

victim of patriarchy. She would never have described herself in this way. She is far 

more accurately seen as a survivor of a system that was informed by patriarchal 

relations. She may never have been completely beaten it, but at times felt she was able 

to con and to cheat her way through it. 
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SECTION ONE 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Shirley Pitts And The Criminal Masquerade: Stealine Femininity 

`Womanliness therefore could be assumed and worn as a mask. The reader may now 

ask how I define womanliness or where I drew the line between "womanliness" and 

"masquerade ". My suggestion is not, however, that there is any such difference: 

whether radical or superficial, they are the same thing. " 

The masquerade of womanliness at the heart of Shirley Pitts's identity was the lie that 

told the truth. The way she wore her femininity was particularly significant, because it 

was often articulated through the expensive feminine attire that she shoplifted and 

dressed in. 

Shirley Pitts did not look like the outsider she really was to friends and strangers. 

Perhaps Shirley's biggest accomplishment was that she become a natural at the game of 

masquerade, precisely because her outsider status forced her to learn how to 'blend' in. 

Within her own criminal milieu Shirley Pitts was perceived as feminine but a criminal 

by her male colleagues and `as one of them' by her other female shoplifting cronies, 

who also regarded her as different because they saw her as more skilled'. 

Shirley Pitts used her beauty and 'feminine' appearance to help her create many 

illusions: conventional girl; conventional shopper; conventional marriage partner - even 

producing numerous children - to make the illusion look more real than it was. She 

lived outside the rules of conventional society and conventional marriage, not least 

because within the context of patriarchal relations her chosen occupation demanded this 

of her, and also insisted that she should keep her exceptional status partially hidden. 
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Perhaps this is why Shirley Pitts inhabited her womanliness so forcefully, for she 

appears to have worn it as a mask, in the sense Joan Riviere means. 

Shirley Pitts literally stole femininity from the best shops in town. Her inability to 

afford the right to own and wear such clothes was masked by the fact that the clothes 

looked, and were, real and she looked as if she had been born to wear them. Unlike the 

drag queen in the film Paris is Burning (1990)3, who assured viewers, 'Honey, you just 

know whether its bought or stolen', most people who did not know Shirley Pitts never 

had cause to register this distinction in respect of her appearance. Becker and Gatti, 

who write about vogueing, comment that vogueing involves issues about 'disguise' and 

're-negotiation' of reality. At their balls, voguers 'compete for realness' and thus 

`deconstruct the concept of authenticity'. 4 

Shirley Pitts was clearly not a drag queen but a homeovestite, a term used by Louise 

Kaplan to describe someone who masquerades as follows: 

'Just as not everyone who cross-dresses is a transvestite, not everyone who dresses 

in the clothes of his or her own sex is, of course, a homeovestite... 

A woman like Emma Bovary, who acts or dresses exactly like some stereotypical 

notion of a woman, may be a female homeovestite, a woman who is unsure of her 

femininity, a woman who is afraid to openly acknowledge her masculine strivings... 

Lilian [Zavitzioanos's patient] was a kleptomaniac who also stole books, 

underwear, stockings, jewellery, dresses and anything that could enhance her 

appearance as a woman. '5 

Shirley Pitts kept her masculine strivings well hidden and so she did not only steal 

clothes to enhance her own appearance, but also that of other women. She was a 

professional thief and stole the most expensive items that would get her the most mark 
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up in hard cash. The majority of her customers were women but she also sold stolen 

clothes to men for themselves, and for their wives. In order to make sure she was not 

recognised in the shops, she did engage with strategies of 'dressing up' as a woman, 

even when she was not on the job or there was no demand for her to play around with 

her appearance. She simply enjoyed it. Consequently, it could be argued that 

masquerade became such a central feature of her identity, that it was perverse or 

`perversely compliant', a concept that will be looked at again in Section Two. 

Shirley was very self aware of her feminine image and appears to have spent a lot of 

time, when not 'working', thinking about her different 'looks'. She appears to have seen 

her body as a canvas on which she painted her images of self display. ' Caroline Evans, 

who has written about performativity and theatricality in women suggests that such 

behaviour: 

`may show an understanding of fashion as performance, or masquerade: the wearer 

creates herself as spectacle, but the moment she displays herself she also disguises 

herself 'the masquerade in flaunting feminine, holds it at a distance [Doane 

1982: 81 7]'. By putting a distance between herself and her observers she makes a 

space within which to manoeuvre and determine the meanings of the show. i8 

Shirley Pitts's homeovestism involved these strategies too but, unlike the New York 

voguers at their balls featured in Paris is Burning, Pitts, however, did not make overt her 

strategies for competing for'realness'. In fact, the authenticity of Shirley's presentation 

was not even compromised by the fact that her clothing and accessories were shoplifted, 

except in symbolic terms. Yet, when talking about the 'femininity' and feminine attire 

worn by Shirley, the whole discussion of 'authenticity' - articulated through notions 

raised by Becker and Gatti about 'realness' - seems highly appropriate. As Stephen 

Heath points out: 
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'In the masquerade the woman mimics an authentic - genuine - womanliness, but 

then authentic womanliness is such a mimicry, is the masquerade ('they are the same 

thing') ... the masquerade is a representation of femininity but then femininity is a 

representation of the representation of the woman. '9 

Riviere describes how some of her clients, professional women of exceptional status, 

put on a masquerade of overemphasised feminine behaviour in order to fend off the 

charge of masculinity. Shirley Pitts appears to have adopted a similar approach to that 

when, in the company of other criminals - usually men - she used homeovestism, 1° to 

make herself plausible to them as a woman, even though her access to them, in the first 

place, was usually generated by the fact that she was a criminal. Kathleen De Grave 

makes an important distinction between the criminal and non criminal masquerade 

when she observes: 

'How the [confidence woman's] act differs from the more 

mundane masquerade becomes quite complicated, but 

the essential difference - and it's a big one - between any 

woman playing her socially assigned role and the confidence 

woman is that the confidence woman writes her own script. ". 

Indeed, male criminals recommended her to other male criminals because she was a 

good professional, but also because her status as a beautiful woman meant she could 

enter and 'pass' through some arenas where they would have been suspect. Shirley 

Pitts's femininity then, increasingly became part of her criminality, and reinforced her 

unusual or 'outsider' status within male criminal subculture. 

Despite this outsider status, when telling her story, and in charting her very own tale of 

survival, Shirley Pitts, nevertheless, did manage implicitly to construct within her 

narrative a conventional model of personal progress which fits the conventions of 

'straight' autobiographical discourse. This is not surprising, for as Carolyn Steedman 
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identifies, when gazing back at the past ̀ one often .... charts that "upward" trajectory 

whereby one has managed, despite the trials and travails that have come one's way to 

prevail, to come into being. i1' 

Conclusion 

Ultimately Shirley's story concerns the double helping of deviance" she survived but 

neither really as one of the `boys' (as she was not male) nor as one of the 'girls' (as she 

earned her living from crime and was exceptionally good at it), but as always somewhat 

ambiguous. To cover up her ambiguity she always looked like she fitted in better than 

anyone else. This is why it is fitting to suggest the appropriateness of the discussion of 

the role of the masquerade in the life of the professional female criminal, as defined by 

Joan Riviere. Indeed, it is interesting to note that in Joan Riviere's original writing on 

masquerade, she actually uses the metaphor of the thief: 

`womanliness therefore could be assumed and worn as a mask, to hide the 

possession of masculinity and to avert the reprisals expected if she was found to 

possess it - much as a thie [my emphasis] will turn out his pockets and ask to be 

searched to prove that he has not stolen the goods. The reader may now ask how I 

define womanliness and the "masquerade ". My suggestion is not, however, that 

there is any difference whether radical or superficial, they are the same things... i1' 

What is interesting about Shirley Pitts is that she really is a thief who traded in identity, 

because she stole the outfits for both men and women, outfits that clothed the identities 

of her colleagues and associates. Indeed, her knowledge and expertise about how to 

mould and dress female identity was often what she sold to her punters. She sometimes 

presented herself to them as a personal stylist: an arbiter of how to mould the feminine. 

Thus she often advised them about designer outfits, the design of which were 

sometimes outside the realm of the comprehension of her clientele. She stole the very 
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commodities that have been designed to create new identities for New Women and sold 

them back to a social group that had aspirations to consume images and clothes they 

could not legitimately afford. In this sense then Shirley Pitts's contribution to her 

criminal community did more than subvert ordinary capitalist relations of trade: she also 

subverted class relations articulated through taste. It may be true that Shirley Pitts 

couldn't buy class, and she couldn't buy style, because she could afford neither. 

However, she certainly knew how to steal and wear both these things and, in her stolen 

clothes, she lived her counterfeit identity without effort. Her story not only reveals the 

inauthenticity of female identity at its core but also, perhaps without meaning to, the 

false reality of class understanding. Shirley Pitts always looked classy but could never 

be respectable. Perhaps what saved her was that she did not want to he respectable 

(just rich)! Shirley Pitts disguised herself to aid her shoplifting, but even when she was 

not working she continued to masquerade among her friends who saw her peel off the 

layers and put on the new identities without giving a second thought to concerns about 

`constancy' (tradition) or 'authenticity' (the real McCoy). In this sense Shirley Pitts 

was always a 'subject in process', changing her opinions and her identity all the time. 

One of Shirley Pitts's skills, lay in her ability to hide her strength, obscuring her 

cunning underneath an overtly feminine facade. These feminine postures and 

performances persuaded people who surrounded her that she was authentic, so she got 

them to do things for her as well as accept her as a plausible personality. Perhaps she 

was forced to learn such skills simply to survive in a world of crime mainly controlled 

and dominated by men. Certainly, when it suited her, Shirley could become one of the 

boys, who understood what it was all about, or one of the girls, if she felt she needed to 

be feminine so as not to threaten the masculinity of the men she worked with. 

Ultimately, Shirley Pitts's story is an account of the masquerade lived with knowing 

consciousness that femininity does not really exist, but conversely with a deep 

awareness that feminine seduction is often more effective than straightforward 

confrontation or subversion. Shirley Pitts defined herself as a criminal and a woman. 

Conversely, male criminals such as Arthur Harding and Chic Conwell, for example, 
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rarely had to consider the status of their gender in relationship to the crimes they 

committed. Shirley Pitts used seduction as a strategy of deception to help her avoid 

being categorised as deviant, even when working at a criminal career traditionally 

associated with deviance and with men. It was Shirley Pitts's ability to achieve such a 

seductively feminine self presentation, that ultimately made her such a successful 

criminal. Yet she certainly was never overtly the drag queen. Shirley was aware of the 

lie at the heart of a femininity, the secret that gender is a fictional construct and that 

none of it is real. Yet her ability to keep this secret to herself, which was part of her 

inherent political conservatism, is one of the reasons why she was so successful in her 

chosen career as a professional criminal. It should be remembered that she never 

confessed because she did not seek understanding. She knew seduction worked better 

than confrontation. Seduction may also be at the heart of the reason why Shirley Pitts, 

alive now only in print and in memory, continues to remain an enigma to many people 

who knew and worked with her. 
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SECTION ONE 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Memory as Discourse - Reviewine the Memories 

of Shirley Pitts 

In presenting Shirley Pitts's oral history as Appendix 1, this thesis does not attempt to 

counterpose authentic lived experience against other accounts of deviance. Rather, the 

thesis supports the understanding that a more sophisticated approach to shoplifting 

depends upon considering as wide a field of material as possible. Foucault's work is 

useful because it demonstrates the value of perspectival accounts of historical 

experience. He suggests that: 

`a genealogy should be seen as a kind of attempt to emancipate historical 

knowledges from that subjection, render them, that is capable of opposition of 

struggle against the coercion of a theoretical, unitary, formal and scientific 

discourse. It is based on a reactivating of local knowledges - of minor knowledges, 

as Deleuze might call them - in opposition to the scientific hierarchisation of 

knowledges and the effects intrinsic to their power: this, then, is the project of this 

disordered and fragmentary genealogies. " 

It is the contention of this investigation that shoplifting is not one type of behaviour but 

a word constantly used in different discourses to describe many different acts and many 

different types of behaviour. Foucault's genealogical approach seems to support this. 

By introducing the oral testimony of Shirley Pitts, which is after all an `unofficial', 

personal and subjective account of shoplifting, the investigation deliberately raises 

questions about the value and significance of subjugated knowledge. 
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As discussed in Chapter One, there may be methodological problems with oral history. 

These problems concern the way the editor/interpreter informs the construction of the 

oral history transcript and the relation to official history. Also, the issue of the 

informant's self-eulogising or self-aggrandisement could be significant within the 

context of lapses of memory about less favourable incidents. When dealing with 

memory we are always dealing with fantasy, with forgetting and with impairment. 

Memory is not pure or impartial or linear. Inevitably it is fragmentary, contradictory 

and sometimes inverted and/or invented. Occasionally, the truth it reveals may not 

always be the 'truth' intended for revelation, or the facts submitted for scrutiny may be 

overshadowed by the significance of what, to the informant, was minor detail. In other 

words such memories are a constructed and hierachal text like everything else. For this 

reason they warrant review as text. 

Memory as Historical Discourse 

Many psychologists believe that memory is an imperfect 'machine'. Indeed, John 

Dean's memory of a meeting with President Nixon has been compared by a number of 

psychologists with an actual tape recording of this Watergate meeting in question. The 

psychologist Ulric Neisser, who compared the two transcripts, concluded: 

'Comparison with the transcript shows that hardly a word of Dean's account is true. 

Nixon did not say any of the things attributed to him here: he didn't ask Dean to sit 

down, he didn't say Haldeman had kept him posted, he didn't say Dean had done a 

good job (at least not in that part of the conversation): he didn't say anything about 

Liddy or the indictments. Nor had Dean himself said the things he later describes 

himself as saying: that he couldn't take the credit, that the matter might unravel 

some day etc. (Indeed, he said just the opposite later on: 'Nothing is going to come 

crashing down') His account is plausible but entirely incorrect. '2 
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Daniel Goleman, in his review of John Dean's memory goes further than asserting that 

it was 'incorrect' and suggests that Dean's inaccuracy is not about lying so much as self 

deception, arising from egoism. He comments: 

'Dean's testimony really describes not the meeting itself, but his antas of it: the 

meeting as it should have been. "In Dean's mind" says Neisser, "Nixon should have 

been glad that the indictments stopped with Liddy; Haldeman should have told Nixon 

what a great job Dean was doing: most of all, praising him should have been the 

first order of business ". In addition, Dean should have told Nixon that the cover up 

might unravel, as it eventually did instead of telling him it was a great success (as 

Dean actually did). The stitching that holds together such pseudo memories, is in 

this case wishful thinking... Are we all like this ?... Is everyone's memory 

constructed, staged self-centred? A single case history is scarcely the basis for a 

scientific answer to that question. Yet, Neisser conjectures there is a bit of John 

Dean in all of us. His ambition reorganised his recollections: even when he tries to 

tell the truth, he can't help emphasising his own role in every event. A different man 

in the same position might have observed more dispassionately, reflected on his 

experiences more thoughtfully, and reported them more accurately. Unfortunately, 

such traits of character are rare. Dean may have been knowingly twisting the truth, 

or he may have believed his own story and misled himself Whether his dissembling 

was knowing or not, his reconstruction of events betrays a selective recall in 

action. 93 

Self-delusion and egoism, resulting in an altered perception of the real conditions of 

existence, are identified by Goleman in the above quotation as the central failure of 

memory. The 'history workshop' approach to memory is far more positive and 

obviously quite different from the psychological account. The idea of `faulty' memory 

(based on the machine metaphor) for example, is not part of the history workshop 

movement's discourse not least because the method looks beyond `truth-telling' and 

the connection to autobiography. Indeed, it tries to positively uncover the way memory 
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slips and reconstructions shape our present day lives and identities. For example, the 

fact that hop pickers remember the summers as sunny, when weather reports at the same 

time show a quite different picture, is not seen as distortion of the truth, but something 

that will allow oral historian Gilda O'Neill to reflect on the way nostalgia has shaped 

the recordings of memories of the past. She goes on, like so many other oral historians, 

to uncover nostalgia and to discuss it°. Similarly, writers such as Ronald Fraser in In 

Search of A Past (1985)' as well as Carolyn Steedman in Landscape for A Good 

Woman (1986)6 make positive capital out of looking at the lapses and redefinitions of 

memory. Their books have synthesised historical, autobiographical and even 

psychoanalytic formulations in their approach to memory. Treatment of historical 

memory, which embraces discussion of material culture alongside psychic experience 

(revealed via discussion of Freudian and Lacanian formulations about symbols and 

slips) does not seek to uncover the 'truth' of the past. As Elizabeth Wilson has 

observed: 

'psychoanalysis introduced a whole new dimension to the concept of confession. It 

did much more than simply unveil the "past" recovering the "truth ". It explored the 

way in which the recollection of the past involves a constant reworking of the notion 

of "self'. The recall of the past, its dredging up from the unconscious and into 

memory is not a simple process of recall, but is rather the recreation of something 

new. '7 

The treatment of historical memory looks at the epistemological and methodological 

implications for historiography of bringing into play ideas about the desire, the 

unconscious and psychic truth. It seeks to illustrate Susan Sontag's rephrasing of 

Nietzche's point that, `there are no facts, only interpretationsie and seeks to enrich 

interpretation of the past, by uncovering rich layers of meaning. As Carolyn Steedman 

puts it: 
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'We all return to memories and dreams like this again and again: the story we all 

tell of our own life is reshaped around them. But the point doesn't lie there, back in 

the past, back in the last time at which they happened: the only point lies in the 

interpretation. The past is reused through the agency of social information, and that 

interpretation of it can only be made with what people know of the social world and 

their place within it. i9 

In both Fraser's and Steedman's account of their lives, psychoanalytic formulations are 

embraced to look at the place of fantasy in history and to emphasise the contradictions 

of memory in a positive way. Indeed, slips of memory, absences and nostalgic 

reconstructions are interrogated using concepts and methods from psychoanalysis to 

analyse, illustrate, explain and interpret personal experience. The point of this 

psychoanalytic emphasis, incorporated within personal histories and autobiographies, 

when transcribing and translating memory, has parallels with the approach taken by 

some critics to photography. For example, Jo Spence and Patricia Holland in Family 

Snaps: The Meaning of Domestic Photographs 10 argue that the complexity of our visual 

experience is stored not only in the photographic poses we adopt and keep, but also in 

what the photographs conjure up, perhaps triggering reference to those images we don't 

take and store in the family album. According to Terence Kilmartin this effect is also 

described by Proust in the latter's descriptions of, 'memory's conflicting photographs"' 

. The strategies underlying the oral histories and autobiographies and the approach to 

photography mentioned, share a common recognition of the fact that objects - context 

and experiences, the bricks and mortar of material experiences - are emotion holders of 

both conscious, preconscious and unconscious memories. In Remembrance of Things 

Past, Proust discuses the 'advantages of an imperfect memory i12 and the 'terrible 

recreative powers of memory"'. He also goes on, as Walter Benjamin points out, to 

talk about 'voluntary' and `involuntary' memory ("memoire involuntaire")14. The latter 

metaphor is an important one, as Benjamin recognises, when he raises it for attention. 

Freud suggests in Beyond the Pleasure Principle that memory fragments, 'are often most 

powerful and most enduring when the incident that left them behind was one that never 
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entered consciousness'". Psychoanalytic theory strives to understand the nature of 

these incidents, particularly shocks and traumas suggesting that a protective aspect of 

the mind shields against certain incidents and stimuli. Yet, the notion of 'involuntary 

memory' does not make such strict distinctions as does Freud between preconscious 

(that which can be made conscious) and unconscious memory (that which can rarely or 

never be made conscious). Therefore, for the purposes of historical interrogation, the 

notion of 'involuntary' memory presents a useful metaphor to discuss what Proust 

described as, 'the vast structures of recollection i1' . It is not only the taste and smell of 

Proust's Madeleine, but also dreams which, according to Freud, 'endeavour to master 

the stimulus retroactively, by developing the anxiety whose omission was the cause of 

the traumatic neurosis"'. Indeed, the historian, like the psychoanalyst, may want to 

trace the underlying structures of experience that provoke memories, but obviously has 

a different use and purpose for discussion of the detail revealed, which is why 

Benjamin's less precise metaphor about the sort of consciousness 'involuntary memory' 

invokes, may be useful. 

When offering a succinct and elegant account of the power of visual memory and its 

relationship to the historical method, Raphael Samuel avoids the negative psychological 

approach to memory that virtually turns the psychologist into a policeman of the Self, 

and instead utilises both Benjamin's and Freud's approach to memory as text. Raphael 

Samuel engages in a critical way with slips, contradictions and absences, to produce a 

painterly canvas, almost equating it with the landscape of being. He explains his 

method: 

`that memory, so far from being merely a passive receptacle or storage system, an 

image bank of the past, is rather an active shaping force, that it is dynamic - what it 

contrives symptomatically to forget is as important as what it remembers - and that it 

is dialectically related to historical thought, rather than being some kind of negative 

other to it... It is also my argument that memory is historically conditioned, 

changing colour and shape according to the emergence of the moment; that so far 
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from being handed down in the timeless form of 'tradition, it is progressively altered 

from generation to generation. It bears the impress of experience, in however 

mediated a way. It is stamped with the ruling passions of its time. Like history, 

memory is inherently revisionist and never more chameleon than when it appears to 

stay the same. On the other side of the divide, history involves a series of erasures, 

emendations and amalgamations quite similar to those which Freud sets out in his 

account of 'screen memoir, where the unconscious mind, splitting, telescoping, 

displacing and projecting, transports incidents from one time register to another and 

materialises thought in imagery. On the one hand, history splinters and divides what 

in the original may have presented itself as a whole, abstract, here a nugget of 

descriptive detail, there a memorable scene. On the other hand, history composites. 

It integrates what in the original may have been divergent, synthesises different 

classes of information and plays different order of experience against one another. 

It brings the half-forgotten back to life, very much in the manner of dream-thoughts. 

And it creates a consecutive narrative out of fragments, imposing order on chaos, 

and producing images far clearer than reality ever could be. "8 

Samuel's account of memory emphasises positive shifts, particularly in the way 

memory is filled up with the minutiae of history in creating images. His complex 

analysis of memory offers a way to understand how history shapes subjectivity. He 

stresses the dynamic personal relationships that remembering historical detail involves 

and invokes. In brief, he puts back human experience so often obscured by official 

histories of events, into the understanding of history. 

Being taped while terminally ill, Shirley Pitts, rendered almost passive by cancer, 

relished this dynamic activity of remembering which, for her, broke up the depressing 

routine of injections, nurses and all the things sick bed culture brings with it. In the 

process of remembering and chronicling her life, she was aware of the place her future 

memoir would have in the lives of her loved ones and the associates she knew she was 

soon to leave behind. She also understood that her memoir would affect, and keep 
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alive, her reputation in popular culture. While her illness may have given her the 

freedom to finally `tell the truth', it may equally have prevented her from doing so, 

because of the need to come to some sort of resolution about her life for her children as 

well as herself. As Carolyn Steedman has remarked: 

`Consider the countless distortions and falsifications to which recollections are 

subject. Consider as well that even in the absence of these, one is inevitably 

remembering selectively, and perhaps conferring meanings on experience that did 

not possess these meanings at the time of their occurrence. Consider, finally that 

one will no doubt be weaving these meanings into a whole pattern, a narrative, 

perhaps with a plot designed to make sense of the fabric of the past"'. 

Shirley Pitts may not have been aware of the differences between psychological and 

historical accounts of memory, but she would certainly have been aware of the 

conventions of narrative found in memoirs of struggle and heroic victory in the face of 

terrible circumstances. As Vladimir Propp identified in his exhaustive study on mythTO 

such conventions are familiar, not least because they go right back to our oldest myths 

and reoccur routinely in people's own account of their lives. Such mythic structures 

certainly recurred in Shirley Pitts account of her past and probably existed even before 

Daniel Defoe created Moll Flanders'. 

It is impossible to know how much Shirley Pitts's 'voice' was a product of her over- 

determined ego and the various discourses she at times inhabited: 'plucky prisoner', 

'resourceful mother', 'good time girl' and, above all, 'survivor'. Clearly, she was a 

'subject in process', often contradictory and able to change her moral order from one 

story to the next. But, perhaps, unlike other subjects in process, the intensity of her 

experience of being a woman trying to work as an equal in the patriarchal subculture of 

crime, made her never able to take her status for granted, as discussed later in this 

thesis. Indeed, her subjectivity was framed by the fact that she was always fighting for 

her status. The personal consequence of this can often be observed in the gap between 
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what she did and what she thought, sometimes revealed through her ambivalence about 

what happens to her. Indeed, it seems as though Shirley Pitts more often experienced 

herself as a subject in process of becoming (perhaps more so than her male 

counterparts) because she operated outside the formal laws of the land and the informal 

laws of subculture of crime. 

Upwardly Mobile - Crime As An Escape From Class I'ositionin 

Shirley Pitts's outsider status needs also to be understood in class terms. For her life 

story, as well as for her own understanding of herself, has to be situated within the 

changing class structure of the 1960s, Shirley Pitts's salad days of shoplifting. 

If Shirley's `moment' was the late fifties to mid-sixties it occurred in a period when the 

traditional constructions of class were being contested across society, which 

consequently impacted upon criminal subculture. One of the chief ways in which this 

contestation occurred was through the boom in consumerism. The move from post- 

war austerity to the'spend, spend, spend' culture which both reflected and unsettled 

more established relations not only between men and women, but between the young 

and old and also between classes, was to have profound effects upon criminal 

subculture. This is because, in the midst of an all-changing and loosening up of class 

attitudes, there was also change and loosening up of sexual morality, which coincided 

with the arrival of consumer culture and the new society of instant gratification. In the 

midst of all these new attitudes a new class was created by ideas about the meritocracy 

of talent and taste. In the sixties some of the most successful faces on the scene - 

designers, pop stars, models and photographers - were perceived to have transcended 

their class origins altogether. The romantic figures of the pop star, the model, the 

sharp suited business shark, and of course the gangster, appeared to be in a symbiotic 

relationship with that other pillar of the new aristocracy - the media, who focused upon 

style and taste as something superior to previous values of the establishment. These 
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social shifts are reflected in many in films of the period from'Room at the Ton" to 

'Performance': It is the distance between these two films - they were made ten years 

apart - and their difference from each other which documents the changing social 

world order including transformations in notions of masculinity and class that is 

important. 

Arthur Marwick in British Society Since 1945' gives a clear account of this changing 

cultural context of the post war years. He describes how the sense of lives being less 

fixed, of there being a possibility for some sort of social mobility, was also to be found 

in the literature and theatre of the time. Working class life is seen as constrained, dull 

and limited - as something that one must escape from. One means of escape is through 

consumerism, not only of objects but of places, and literally the ability to move around 

the country or go abroad with package holidays becoming cheaper and accessible to 

the working class. Yet, because consumerism is still seen as essentially Teminised', 

often a tension is revealed in the representations of the period. Many feature pushy 

and demanding women (who just want to have new electrical appliances) juxtaposed 

alongside moody young men who are represented as wanting to free themselves from 

their backgrounds in a much more existentialist sense. What is crucial in terms of all 

the representation is the question of authenticity. This is being undermined in all 

directions because social mobility unsettles old ideas of authenticity - and it is on this 

new wave that Shirley Pitts rides into the sixties. 

As the mistress of inauthenticity, Shirley Pitts appears to have identified a social space 

where the heroic figures of the pop-star and the criminal can come together. The 

demimonde of sixties London appears as a world free of class, a world in which by 

virtue of what these people do, they can do and te anything they like. The 

transcendent figure is invariably male, although the odd woman becomes significant 

largely through the way she looks. Dick Hebdige's model of such social mobility, in 

his account of the Krays, and the space they were able to occupy, perhaps gives good 

indication of the changing social world Shirley Pitts was to embrace: 
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`appearing simultaneously in David Bailey's "Box of Pinups" as menacingly 

attractive incarnations of evil, in the Fast London Gazette as local boys made good, 

as "the sporting brothers" supporting charity, and variously in the national press 

as leading lights in the new night world, as ex-boxers turned "company directors", 

as the intimate associates of the rich and famous, as villains and victims of 

injustice, the Krays became a polysemantic symbol, our own White Whale within 

whom massive contradictions found dark and mysterious resolution. " 

Dick Hebdige also argues that the Krays pursue the goals of a bourgeois society 

(albeit with the profits of crime)' and this of course relates to Shirley Pitts's life too. 

However, Shirley Pitts, as usual, occupies an ambivalent relationship to the world of 

crime. She simultaneously glamorises and mocks criminal subculture and appears 

absolutely fixed by where she comes from, and yet is desperate to get away from. She 

knows but doesn't care that she is not like other people - respectable - but at the same 

time she often feels superior to them, not only because of her `insider' knowledge of 

crime, but because of her perception of the lifestyle of those with money. She 

compares the pleasures she derives from consumerism with the experience of those 

who do not spend and cannot make the most out of what they have. 

Shirley Pitts always wants the best and the items she steals, to her peers at least, appear 

to give her'class'. She considers herself a professional thief, an arbiter of taste more 

than a pundit, a connoisseur of shops and style. In many ways, despite her trade she 

has a respect for the hierarchy of taste that consumerism depends upon and yet, at the 

same time, she disrespects the very basis of this hierarchy because she refuses to sec 

why she should pay to have access. Shirley Pitts defines herself by what she steals in 

the same way that we are encouraged to define ourselves by what we buy. The objects 

she steals sometimes are significant, one feels more as signifiers of class than as things 

in their own right. 
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As with all acts of consumption, often it is the thrill of the chase that is more satisfying 

to her than the product itself. Shirley Pitts gives so much away, and this is one of her 

most attractive, contradictory qualities. She appears to be acquisitive but, in fact, 

keeps so very little of what she steals for herself. She does not destroy (pot-lash) or 
'spoil' the things she desires and steals but she does not keep them either. Instead, she 

uses the things she steals as gifts for her children and friends, as expressions of love: '1 

mean if it had been left up to 'im, my kids woulda been walking about in plastic 

rubbers, and they always looked lovely and smart because I went and got their clothes. 

I mean, they was always dressed in the best clothes you could buy, I used to go to 

France and get their things, and Paris and erm, but if it was up to 'im, well, they 

would've been walking about from the tot shop, do you know' (Appendix 1, p. 52). 

She doesn't feel poor when she is able to lavish the very best products and clothes 

from London shops such as Harrods and Selfridges, as well as from Paris, on her 

friends and family. 

Shirley Pitts's social life is nevertheless contradictory. She can't eat the things she 

steals and exchanges some of them for money, often being forced to go out shoplifting 

simply to have the means to feed herself and her children. Therefore, all through the 

sixties and seventies, she lives a life both of deprivation and excess, seemingly never 

achieving the balance between the two. She is always in the process of 'becoming', 

never stable enough to actually fix herself in one place, or time for very long, always 

anxiously moving forward to the next scam. It's the next big job that might give her 

the means to be able to buy the criminal dream, which equates with those dreams from 

popular culture such as winning the pools. 

Caroline Evans has argued that 'the concepts of masquerade and the decentred self 

may also be set against the context of the increasing social f uidity of the /post]-war 

years, and certainly Shirley Pitts's experience of social mobility in the sixties and 

seventies does invite interrogation of her life in the context of ideas about 'masquerade' 

and the'decentred self. Whilst Shirley Pitts could travel between two worlds - the 
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passage from Harrods to Hoxton - in fact she was acting in both of them. She could 

therefore not transcend class except in fantasy: just like everyone else. In stealing 

class though, she is only doing in extreme what all her class were being encouraged to 

do, to improve themselves through consumerism. Shirley, as always, takes this too far. 

She takes the signs of material improvements to mean she is improved, and in so doing 

undermines the whole enterprise. She accidentally subverts notions of class, 

femininity and social aspiration, because she never fully accepts the authenticity of 

them in the first place. Her story invites consideration of the criminal masquerade, as 

already discussed. Few women shoplifters have had such a broad criminal career as 

Shirley Pitts - which involved her masquerading in order to shoplift and commit other 

crimes, everything else from jewel theft to bank robbery. Through her criminal career 

she acquired equal status with criminal men. Yet, because she wis a woman such 

contradictory positioning reinforced her feelings of being an outsider, even within the 

subculture of crime. 
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SECTION ONE 

CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION TO SECTION ONE 

The aim of the first section of this investigation has been to become familiar with `oral 

history' and the methodology central to it. To do this I needed to find an appropriate 

informant, one whose testimony would reveal information about shopping and 

shoplifting not easily found elsewhere. As I had access to the testimony of Shirley Pitts 

who earned her living from professional thieving, it became expedient to use this 

information as a basis for investigating the link between shopping and shoplifting as 

well as the gender issues involved in the female crime mythologies that emerge with 

these discussions. This approach was greatly influenced by Michel Foucault's style and 

strategy in publishing the original transcript of Pierre Riviere's discourse in the form of 

a `raw' memoir followed by essays which analysed both Riviere's discourse and his 

historically constructed subjectivity. This approach to discourse is perhaps infinite and 

can be viewed as not as methodologically obvious as the sort of ethnographic research 

presented in official criminological and sociological studies which are discussed in 

depth in Section Two. Yet in my opinion such an approach produces far more detailed 

information about the historical context of shopping and shoplifting than is readily 

available elsewhere. Indeed, Focault's idea of `subjugated knowledge" is understood to 

mean an appropriate alternative source for seeking information about shoplifting. 

Foucault suggested that looking at subjugated knowledge is valid and should be 

understood, in terms of his methodology, with reference to the concept of 'genealogy'. 

He defines his method as follows: 

'Let's give the term genealogy to the union of erudite knowledge and local 

memories which allows us to establish a historical knowledge of struggles and 

to make use of this knowledge tactically todayE'2 
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Indeed, following Foucault's method, it seemed appropriate to look at Shirley Pitts 

transcript about shopping a well as shoplifting in order to further substantiate the 

argument that shoplifting should be located within the consumer context. So the project 

of Section One has been to interrogate and analyse the testimony of Shirley Pitts on this 

subject and to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of working with an oral transcript. 

Indeed, throughout Section One I have been careful to research the fact Shirley Pitts, the 

subject of transcript, was always, even through the lens of memory, a 'subject in 

process'. Foucault suggests we are all 'subjects in process', but what this means in the 

case of Shirley Pitts is that she was living and working within such fixed patriarchal 

relations that she had to work harder than most at reproducing herself on a daily basis. 

No wonder her views, when taken together are often contradictory, especially when her 

opinions are voiced in anxious contexts governed by overt power relations. 

Remembering these different contexts appeared to force her subject position to 

regularly shift. When she speaks, her voice should be understood at that moment and in 

that context of reflection. Within the 2,500 pages of 'raw' transcript I took down from 

Shirley Pitts (only those thought to be specifically relevant to shopping and 

consumerism are included in Appendix 1), I found she revealed herself, as history 

marches on, to be entirely contradictory. Nevertheless, what is most unique about her 

transcript is that it provides clear evidence of historical continuity as well as historical 

discontinuity. Indeed, when Shirley Pitts is interviewed about the 'secrets of the trade' 

her descriptions of her techniques find parallels with the scams Mary McIntosh 

describes as typical of Elizabethan England', discussed at length in Section Two. For 

example, McIntosh says shoplifters in the sixteenth century appeared 'well dressed' and 

created 'a distraction' in order to palm goods'; she also suggests that many criminals 

took small amounts from a large number (of victims) and these forms of theft involved 

'routinized, repetitive and highly skilled techniques', quite distinct from 'the rough and 

ready bravado of the outlaw's attack's. The similarities between Shirley Pitts's 

techniques for shoplifting and those referred to in Mclntosh's account of sixteenth 

century pick-pocketing are more surprising since the sixteenth century is designated by 
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many historians as pre-consumerist. Of course, there are inevitably flaws in Shirley 

Pitts's stories, and it must also be noted that even though this woman lied, stole and 

cheated for a living, her voice was not often anarchic in terms of personal philosophy, 

but rather, incredibly conservative. Implicitly encoded within Shirley Pitts speaking 

voice are understandings about women's alleged biological inferiority, which frame the 

way she perceives her own femininity. Shirley Pitts believed she was like and unlike 

other women, because she had, despite her own contradictory experience, internalised 

so many myths about women. It is at these moments that Shirley Pitts transcript can 

helpfully be explained by Foucault when he describes the significance of self 

surveillance which contains: 

'An inspecting gaze, a gaze which each individual under its 

weight will end by interiorising to the point that he (sic) is his own 

overseer; each individual thus exercising the surveillance over, 

and against, himself. A superb formula, power exercised 

continuously' 6. 

In Section Two I will try to indirectly interrogate Shirley Pitts's story in regard to official discourses 

about women, specifically criminal women. It appears on the surface that criminal women are rarely 

understood as active agents of their own destiny, perhaps because official accounts of such behaviour 

have historically culminated in effect to legitimate the incompatibility between female gender roles and 

the idea of women as active agents of crime. 
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Notes about the oral transcript submitted as Appendix 1. 

Shirley Pitts lived between 1934-1992. She was born in South London 

although later lived for many years in Hoxton, East London with Chris Hawkins 

her long term partner and father of five or her seven children. From the age of 

seven Shirley Pitts started thieving to survive poverty, and by the age of twelve 

was earning her living on a regular basis from thieving from shops. A full 

account of Shirley Pitts life and criminal career, which embraced many types 

of crime, is contained in the book Gone Shopping - the Story of Shirley of 

Thieves which I rewrote from oral material for Penguin Books and published 

in 19961. This appendix contains 52 pages of unedited transcript, some of 

which was rewritten for the book and therefore needs some further 

contextualisation. 

Between 1986 and 1992 I made many tapes of my conversations with Shirley 

Pitts about her life and the transcripts of this material Peggy Mallon and I 

originally transcribed on my Amstrad Word Processor (now stored as a future 

antique) and it typed up to approximately 2500 pages. Many of the pages I 

have taken down from Shirley Pitts on first viewing would not make sense to 

the reader. This is because Shirley Pitts, as fascinating as she was, tended 

to ramble and had little sense or chronology, and often got names muddled, 

including the names of her own children. Indeed, she often dated events 

based on which of her seven children she was pregnant with at the time: and 

then, when using this formula we thought we'd located the right moment it 

would dawn on her it was a different child altogether that she was carrying 



when the event in question occurred. So much of her oral transcript is 

confusing to say the least, nevertheless interspersed with real gems of 

information and coherent and intelligent passages of observation. To 

construct the Penguin book from such muddled material I had to interview 

many other people, and search for other sources of information to verify dates, 

geographical locations and to confirm Shirley's account was accurate as. 

This later part of the investigation, and production of even more material 

transcript, did involve me heavily rewriting and editing Shirley Pitts's words, 

after she died and was no longer here to approve the edits. So it became a 

heavy responsibility and although I rewrote much of her transcript I don't 

believe I ever compromised the inflection or the life story that she clearly 

wanted to tell. 

The 52 pages of unedited transcript In this PhD reflect the flavour of Shirley 

Pitts entire testimony, but the crucial difference Is that these pages are among 

the most coherent I could locate. Also they have been chosen because they 

offer the most intense discussions on the subject of shopping and shoplifting 

that I could find amongst all the material I gathered, and I should confirm that 

pages in this Appendix have not been reworked, edited or Interfered with by 

me in any way. Indeed, this material, which constitutes less than 3 per cent of 

all the material I gathered, has been selected by me precisely because it 

represents the relevant discussion of shoplifting (as opposed to the many 

other crimes Shirley was involved with) and/or It represents gender Issues 

that are so polarised they serve to illustrate why female crime mythologies, 

past and present, even in the testimony of a professional thief, may have 



operated to legitimate the incompatibility between female gender roles and 

the idea of women as active agents of crime. 

ENDNOTES: 

' GAMMAN, L., Gone Shopping - the Story of Shirley Pitts. Queen of Thieves, 
London, Signet Penguin, 1996. 



SECTION ONE 

APPENDIX 

ORAL HISTORY - EXTRACT ONE 

Hidden Knowledte: Shirley Pitts On Crowine Ui) And Lenrnine The Trade 

When I first started to know what shoplifting was all about was when my mum was 

taken into hospital. There was Alice Diamond and a gang of shoplifters from the 

Elephant and Castle who were nick-named the forty thieves like Ali Baba and his gang. 

Alice Diamond was one of the gang, I think she was the chief, she was about 6 jeer tall 

the biggest woman you ever did see. She had diamond rings on her fingers and foxes 

around her neck she looked the business anyway. My dad asked her to get us kids some 

clothes. I think it was an Easter time or a holiday time and I know he had to pay half a 

crown for the coupon when they went and hoisted them. So she said 'come on then I'll 

take you with me down the Cut'. So we went to Pecry's. It used to have all the things 

hanging up, handkerchiefs hanging up on pins, socks hanging up on pins. They used to 

have all the suits and I didn't realise it, but when I went in there Alice has got big 

drawers on and she said to me, 'Will this fit your brother? ', and I said, 'Yes, Will this 

fit your other brother? 'I said, 'Yes' 'Will this fit your sister, will this fit you? ' She was 

putting loads of stuff down her and filling the bag up you had to get in a queue to pay 

because the woman used to sit at the end and she would pull a chain down and put the 

money and the coupon in it and it would go right up to other room and send your 

change back. Like a railway line in the air. I suppose he was the walker, the man 

there, anyway she said, 'When I nod to you walk out of the door with this bag that was 

filled up with all the clothes' and I thought I better do as I am told here anyway because 

she knows what she's doing of and I knew she stole them all anyway. The man's gone 

down to the front of the queue and she has sort of nodded and I have just gone with the 

bag and waits by the Old Vic, that is what she said to nie so I just waited in the door 
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way at the Old Vic in the Waterloo Road and Alice came out. I think she bought a pair 

of socks and she had all the suits and stuff down her. She bought a pair of socks and a 
handkerchief for half a coupon, you can get two small things for half of a coupon. 

When we got back she went, 'l am going to treat you look after you to a nice little few 

quid'. When we gets outside the shop Alice says to me, 'Here is thirty bob', well thirty 

bob was a lot of money. We goes home with all the stuf my dad was really pleased he 

paid Alice; well Alice was on a really good earner because I had walked out with all the 

stuff. Alice had said to me 'Whatever happens don't say anything to your dad because 

he'll go mad you know he is old fashioned'. So I've got thirty bob, the next morning 1 

goes to school it was St. George's School a Catholic school at St George's Road. I was 

buying all the kids ice creams because 1 have thirty bob. The whole fucking school. 

The next time it was near Christmas and I go out again with Alice and Laura Nolin I 

think her name was and Neil Weights these women were like film stars they had furs 

and everything. They had beautiful make-up and lovely long red hair like Barbara 

Stanwick and one looked like fucking Rita Hayworth. Then we goes out again on the 

Christmas and it was the same thing, come in take the bag and disappear out the shop. 

They had a Chrysler car not a lot of people had cars in that day and the Chrysler was 

like owning a Merc. People used to go about on a horse and cart. The Royal Mail was 

on a horse and carriage thing. They used to have this car with a tube going through to 

the back so you could speak to the driver in the front it was really funny. 1 used to be 

told to sit in the front and empty the bag out and go back into the shop again if they 

didn't come out. I was really rich. 1 was the richest kid in the in the road. There used 

to be a silly shop walker who used to hide round and look at you, straight away you 

knew who the shop walker was. So they used to have two bags 1'd walk out with one 

and in with the other I worked that for years when I got older. Wien 1 used to go to 

really exclusive shops we would buy two bags the same even two Lois Vuitton or Gucci 

or Sicillian bags really good leather bags enough to put about six suits in or dresses. I 

worked that scam for years afterwards when I was grown up. I'd go in with the bag 

empty and fill it up. I'd have somebody else even. Fay she used to do it, Fay, Christine 

and Tina they would come in and 1 would take as many liberties as I wanted, really I 
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did, but I didn't because I didn't want to get caught, but I always wanted to go back and 

even got nicked for this one in Fortnum and Masons we cleared them out of furs I think 

First of all it was a revelation bag when I was working with them, we used revelation 

bags because revelation bags already look full as you walk in the shop because they are 

them pucker bags. So you go in with your bag fill it up then someone else comes in who 

you are working with gives you a empty one and they walk out with your full one. They 

are walking past you and you get to a corner or behind a rail and swoop over quick so 

they have just walked round quick and took your bag and you have their empty one and 

we done that for years, and that was what I was taught then and also about putting them 

down your knickers. By the time I was twelve I was a fully f edged shoplifter. 1 knew 

all the walker's, I knew what to look for in a walker. I was already fitted out with a pair 

of drawers from the gang. They were really funny but I never wore them though. They 

were big old bloomers what old girls wear, they were silk because if they were silk you 

could get more stuff in them because it slipped all around in them. The knickers were 

bigger than me. They were fucking all tucked up with a skirt with a elastic waist 

specially made for me because I was skinny as a shrimp I was. My legs were so skinny I 

couldn't even put them together. I used to walk like a duck where it had all got stuck- 

down there. It would all go in a bundle there and they would tell you how to hold it, 

how to roll it you know because you can't just go into a shop and plonk stuf down you 

because it can go anywhere. So you have to fold it a certain way, you can't leave 

hangers they know something is missing. I'd have twelve dresses down me, two suits, 

and people that don't know how to fold stuff just put something down there and they 

have a great big bundle there. You must know how to roll things, otherwise it's no 

good. They showed me their way, which is rolling it fron: the bottom to the top of the 

hanger and take it off but you must always pull another dress up. Say you have rolled 

three dresses up, you put another dress over the top so no-one can see the hangers 

coming off because you can't take three hangers. You have to have someone on each 

side of you because your looking one way, then if there is three of you working you 

knock it off don't you. Then sometimes when we were desperate, we might of had a 

Saturday night or Friday night party and got up late the next day, we would just go 
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down Bond Street and put on smock coats, go to the door, have a hand full off the door 

and walk along Bond Street with them. With all the tickets hanging off them and 

everything. We did that loads of times. By the time I was twelve I was a shoplifter, ! 

didn't need Alice, I am not being big headed but 1 didn't need to be used any more 

because I could get more money on my own. Which I did do. I'd go into Pecry's, I 

knew who to look for and who was the dodgy one, yeh they had already learnt me. They 

were slaughterers, they would have you out until nine o'clock at night. They would, 

specially Christmas time, all the shops would be open late down the Walk and the Cut 

and East Lane. Yeh, they were fucking like fagans. They would get all my mum's 

clothes, the baby's clothes and the kids clothes and give me twenty quid or thirty quid at 

a time. They were quite good to me. I didn't need to be out all them hours because I 

could do it all myself. Say a suit was f7 a boys suit you could go and get £14 for it 

because of the coupons. 1 could go and get two boys suits and 1 have got my money, 

more than what I get with them and all the bits and pieces. Not that l was not as clever 

as them or nothing but I would still go out with them at Christmas times because at 

Christmas times I got everything. They would just nick ornaments and candles. l used 

to go in pubs with them. I respected them because they were all really like film stars, 

they were always so glamorous and always smelt lovely of perfume. They used to sit 

and put lipstick on and laugh and order their gin and tonics and cocktails. At 

Christmas time, I had never been to the West End, I'd been to the West End at Billard 

Street where my dad had his ice cream stalls, but I'd never been in posh hotels like 

Harrods and places like that. When they used to go to Ilarrods they used to have kids 

school uniforms on, done up in a navy blue hat, I used to look like a fucking college 

girl: they used to say, ' Don't open your mouth'. I was cockney and Ilarrods was so 

posh. There was Harvey Nicols and Debenhams in Wigmore Street which was the most 

beautiful store, not Debenhams that we know today. It was the first time I had been to 

the toilet in there and you had your own suite in the toilet, that's how it used to be. All 

marble, your own hand basin, powder, comb and hair brush. 1 think that is what gave 

me a sort of feeling that I wanted a good life, to go to good hotels, they used to say it 

was very important but I don't know, they were probably nicking handbags and things 
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like that. They would always come out with somebody else's raincoat or fur coat from 

out of the cloakroom. We would go to the tea rooms there was a place they took me, I 

think it was the Strand Savoy Hotel, for tea and 1 never knew half of it but I knew that 

when we came out of the Savoy two of them had mink coats on. One had a big fox, I 

wasn't stupid they didn't go in there with them, and they didn't buy them. They was 

good to me, buying me lovely shoes and boots and things. I wanted to dress like a tart, 

but they used to do me in a green uniform on with a green pleated skirt but where I was 

so skinny they would say to me to roll up something and put it down me and it would be 

a dress for about a hundred pound, designer dresses. They would buy all the food for 

my mum when my dad was away, they were really good, but then I suppose it was 

because I thought well I don't need to do this like them they were doing it every day, as 

I say they had cars, diamond rings, fur coats. I never went to school hardly, my mum 

moved, she moved in every street off London Road, five weeks in this house, she just 

saw a fucking empty house and moved into it. [Finally] I got approved school then I 

got Nicky and my little sister a pair of shoes from Bunmarsh at Brixton... that's why 1 

never go there anymore. I got three years but I didn't get the three years for nicking the 

dress, I had only just come home then from, well I got 3 years for pushing someone 

through a fucking plate glass window that's what I went away for. 

(This tape is veryfaint, difficult to hear anything in parts) 

Shirley on her technique. 

You want to know how to do it, yeh? Well, you can get you kitchen foil and layer it a 

few times, then put it over the buzzers and that will stop then: going, then put it down 

near your bag. You've got to cover the little round pin at the back, as well, of the 

buzzer, it's got this little round pin as well. Yeah, it's gotta be covered up. Otherwise 

you can get some kitchen foil, not kitchen foil, that's what you do the meals in, you 

know the thick foil, make a bag, cover it up and as long as it doesn't split 'ein, you 

know, or the way it's pushed in sometimes, or if it isn't done up at the top and the air's 

getting in, like the tiniest hole can set it off. Then: buzzers are very strong. But they've 

got a new one out and that's'a bastard, because the bag takes it, you know, takes it over 
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the rays above the bag, but when you open the bag the buzzer starts going off again! 

Wherever you are, yes, if you're in the car and you open the bag the buzzer goes. I 

don't know how it happens, no. If you can't pull it off you've got to cut it off. No, these 

haven't got ink in, but them ones, they're disgusting who fucking invented them, 'cos, I 

mean, you wouldn't ruin clothes by just ripping 'em of - some people do, they get 

covered in ink. 

I know someone who had some beautiful men's suits that had all them buzzers on, they 

didn't want hardly any money for 'em. I wish I'd have known, because I think they only 

wanted ten or twenty quid each, and they was £500 suits. 

But, if you'd have messed one suit up, I mean that don't mean nothing, ... but if you 

mess three or four up .... No, no, I don't like 'em, 'cos I don't know how to get 'em off ; 

you got to have a special machine for them. I don't like 'ein, I don't like anything messy 

like ink and things, but I know loads of shoplifters that do take them and they get the 

buggers off. But, everybody's got their own technique, or they know someone who 

works in a store and who's got a machine to do for them, or know someone who's got a 

shop and they'll do it for 'em, because, that's how it is, isn't it? It's a whole crooked 

affair, and it's no good of saying people don't do that or this and that, everybody does 

it; well, I won't say everybody, there's a few magistrates that wouldn't go out stealing, I 

know that, or do crooked things, just like a lot would, there's quite a lot that have, you 

know, some of them people who sit up on benches are the biggest thieves there is, ain't 

they? And perverts, ain't they? They really are, they are into worse things... and they 

don't even need to do it, they've been brought up to have a good life. I don't think 

them people need to do it, Lorraine. 

Well, there's the box, we worked with the box. But that was our box, ... Christmas time 

we worked with the box. This was before the buzzers. They made the box with lead 

flashing, but that was too heavy, and they tried to make the box with silver foil, but it 

still didn't work, because it has to be airtight once it goes in, do you know? And the box 

'as to work on a little spring engine, so as you open it, it snaps back again. So you go 

and get some really good wrapping paper from one of the stores - whatever you're 
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gonna work that week, say Selfridges, ('cos I been nicked in there anyway). Selfridges, 

Debenhams or whatever - no, not Debenhams, they got a load of old fucking crap in 

there anyway. (Laughs). They used to have lovely stuff in there, Lorraine. 

Well, they've gone Americanised, haven't they? Beautiful shops, they've mucked up by 

making them look like, I don't know. I mean you've got to feel nice, shopping, haven't 

you? Like I think Fortnum and Masons was the best store in London, do you know? It's 

got that lovely warm air about it. Whenever I've got any money I always go in there 

and buy things, I just like to spend my money in Fortnum and Masons, I like the service 

(laughs), I like everything about the shop. No, I wouldn't steal from Fortnums. Not 

now, I wouldn't. I did years ago, because that was just another store ... but, well, it is 

the quality store. I mean, every other store - Simpson is quite nice as well - but you 

look at Fortnum and Masons and there isn't another store to come near it, not for its 

class, its standards, or anything, is there? They're all commercialised the others aren't 

they? Girls trying to sell you perfume, squirting you with this, giving you a free gift and 

a bag or something, you know, they don't have to do that. 

Oh, this box. Well, we worked this box: you cover it with whatever store you are 

going in, you know, like Selfridges' paper or whatever, Harrods' paper. It's just a 

square box with af lip lid, so it looks like Christmas time everybody's walking about 

with big presents, ain't they? In that box you could get three mink coats, easy, you 

know, with no problem, hangers as well, or you could go an get, sort of, six men's suits. 

They was so terrific. I was working once and the police came in and turned Chrissie 

over for something, someone's 'phoned up and said something over Ilaggerston, but 

they was quite nice these two coppers, though. They 'phoned up an said we had 

something in there, I can't remember what it was, but 1 know I'd just finished work and 

it was Christmas and I had the driver with me and I was carrying Shirley. As I've come 

in, I've got a big belly anyway, I've got stuff down me, ... the car was absolutely loaded 

up. 

Well, we'd only gone down the road, like come back from - there was a little place in 

Curtain Road, it was an Italian designer's place, beautiful stuff in there, West End stuff. 

The car was absolutely loaded and I think I went in there and got three silk suits, they 
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were still down me and I didn't even bother to pull 'em out. But I was having little 

Shirley. Now I've got these three silk suits down me, and I walked in with them, didn't 

I? I didn't take the box that day, the box was in the cupboard, right near the door, 

where we had this electric thing, this electric box. They was searching the house and as 
I walked in Chrissie said, 'The police are 'ere'. Tony just said, Well, that '11 be four 

pounds fare'. You know, he was the cab driver, we always had 'im, so I've give 'int a 
fiver and me an Molly's gone in. I've still got an holdall in my hand though, with 

babies clothes and things in like, I had Patsy, didn't 1, and Harry, they was both little. 

And I had all bits and knickknacks, that I bought... like fucking draughtboards for the 

kids to play with, you know, them sort of things. 

The copper said to me, 'How'are you? 'and 1 went, 'Oh, I'll be glad when I drop this 

one', and he went, `What, is this the last one then Shirley? ' And he said to me, 'I'm 

sorry to hear about your brother'. Yes, you know, even the police respected my Adgie, I 

mean they did respect 'im, I mean they was at' is funeral, because they wanted to 

fucking see who else was there - but, they did even respect him, you know, for the things 

he'd done. When'e done a few banks and that, and it come on top, and all the police 

charged in there, Adgie used to count everybody back in the van, and if one was missing 

he made 'em all get out again, military, `e was like, it was the proper thing. And they'd 

all have to go back and find that man, don't matter what happened. 

So, yes, this copper says to me, 7'm sorry to hear about your brother, he was very well 

liked'. My Adgie always paid the police and he never ever screamed about everything 

afterwards, if they played the game, you played the game, didn't you? That is it. 

So anyway, this other one's come down and he's started pulling the cupboard, I slung 

old coats and things in there, you know, and then he's pulled out this box, it's got all 

wrapping paper on it because we'd used it the day beforehand. And'e went to me 

'What is this? 'and 1 went '1 dunno, the kids brought it in from the street'. And he 

went, `This looks like equipment to me'. The other policeman could fucking see it was, 

you know (laughing). He went to the other one, What do you think about this? 'and 

this one (the one who said 'he was a nice feller, your brother, before he came down 

from upstairs) - he went, `She found it in the street'. Ile went to me, 'Did you find it in 
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the street? ' and I went, `No, me little boy brought it in. He went, 'Oh' and threw it 

back in the cupboard. He knew, they knew though, and he said to Chrissie `I'm ever so 

sorry, but our information on what we come 'ere for ... ' (I can't remember what it was 

they was looking for, but I know it was something that we didn't even 'ave in there). I 

think that was probably fucking mad-o, my brother again, Charlie, do you know? Yes, 

there was the box, but, oh yeah, do you know how they first used to do it when buzzers 

first come out? If you filled your bag up and put it on your shoulder, if it didn't hit that 

... (that's why they got those great big ones now) ... as long as you slung your bag on 

your shoulder, you dodged it. 'cos its only the length of your hand then it was, but now 

it isn't, because they've even got 'em on the top of the ceiling, so if you put your bag on 

your shoulder it goes off up there anyway. They've got 'em in the car parks now. 

Oh, I know what I was gonna tell you about. You know, they've got a stick on one, 

they've had this quite a long while, I don't know why they haven't used that more. Well 

it's not you can't cover it, you can pull it off, Lorraine, you can't find it! They put it in 

the lining. Well, we was in Harrods, and the next day, I think we had about seven mink 

coats, in bags, and down us, 'cos this is before they put the buzzers on, you know they 

made it very hard in the mink department when they did put the buzzers on actually, 

disgraceful I thought it was, Harrods having buzzers - no this is before they put the 

buzzers on - we had seven mink coats, this was the first day of the sale, and three mink 

jackets, and the next day it was on Capital Radio - Cheeky Shoplifters Wheel Rail of 

Mink Coats out of Store ... you know, which wasn't true at all, because we just filled up 

so many bags. I mean, the Arabs, you seen the Arabs in there shoplifting, they just got 

five big bags, they got you know the Harrods big shopping bags, they all put the coats 

in them. And my friend, C. D. who is very well known, he came up with us and he just 

walked out with two great big bags with about four coats in, then he came back up 

again with my friends, and we filled the bags up and we got one each down us and that 

was our day, but they reckon that robbers walked in, in broad daylight, and took this 

rail of mink coats. 
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But then, the next time I went up there they had the buzzers on, a year afterwards. We 

only used to go up therefor the fur department anyway. So, the next year they'd put the 

buzzers on so it was ever so much harder for us, do you know. What we done was, we 

pulled some buzzers off and we put 'em in the Arabs' handbags, in their shopping bags, 

so as they went over the thing the security pulled them and we was with ourfriend, C. D. 

who's 'terrible, terrible' and went straight through. 

But now, we had two mink coats in that bag and you couldn't do it again, because 

security was right up there, there was about six of 'em, all on this little ... and you had 

to walk through, there's two here, two there, one each side, you know. They jump on 

you! 

We got out to the car, and when we got 'ome, we pulled the buzzers of you know you 

can get 'em off with special littler clippers and we sold a coat to this girl, a friend of 

ours and next day or a couple of days after, she went, 'Your never gonna guess what's 

happened to me'. 

She lived in Streatham, this girl did, and she's gone down to Streatham shopping, in her 

new mink coat, and she's got a shopping trolley - she's probably gone to the 

supermarket, I don't know. But she's gone Saturday shopping, to get her bits and 

pieces and she's got this trolley, she gets it out of her car. She takes that so that she 

don't have to carry bags - she's one of those lazy spoilt brats, you know. She's gone 

into a shop there and as she's walked out the buzzer's gone, so she's gone into another 

shop and the buzzer keeps going, she knows her husband ....... (veryfaint here, not 

discernible, sorry). I. 

So then she's walked into this boutique - Chic Chic * (or Cheep Cheep! ) it's called you 

know, cheap. So she's gone in there to try something on, suppose she's got a bit upset 

that day, wanted to spend a couple of hundred quid. The woman said to her, That's a 

nice dress you've got on. She said yes, like, she was trying something on, the woman 

said could she have a look at it. So the woman looked at her dress and she said, she 

thought that was funny, her doing that. 

Anyway, she's bought something in there, she goes out and the buzzer's gone again! So 
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the woman's said, 'Could you please come back into the shop, because do you know 

what I thinks happened, you've bought something and you've still got the buzzer on it. 

So could I have a look in your trolley, because they phoned us from the other shop, 

down the road, and said that as you walked over their rays the buzzer went'. (Shall I 

call 'era name, like Sarah? ) 

So she said, this Sarah, that the woman in this Chic shop, she said to her, 'Shall I just 

look in your bag, because I think you must have bought something or would you like to 

have a look in your bag, because they 'phoned us from the other shop and said if a 

woman comes in here they've notified the police'. Sarah's cracking up, ain't she. So 

she said, 'Yes, you can have a look in my bag'. So they've looked all in the bag, you 

know, she's undone the things then, 'cos she knows she's got nothing - she's not a thief 

anyway. Then the woman's looked in her dress, there's nothing in her dress. What a 

beautiful mink coat! ' she went. Then she (Sarah) was shaking! 'Yes, my husband 

bought it for Christmas for me'. The woman said 'Perhaps there had been a buzzer left 

in it'. Anyway, they've looked on the mink coat and there's not a buzzer on there, so 

they said perhaps it was on her shoes. Because they put buzzers on shoes and all, you 

know, Joseph's and all them, they stick buzzers on 'em. Anyway, she's took 'er shoes 

off, there's no buzzers. She's walking out, the buzzer's gone again. So the woman 

went, 'Well, I think it must be something to do with that trolley. That trolley must be 

setting it off somehow'. You know, they was all nice, they all apologised, they said, 

'We was only thinking about you, madam, if somebody does call the police'. They was 

going to call the police, but they said they'd phoned up all the shops. Anyway, they've 

done 'er, they've searched 'er and that she's got nothing. 

She went, 'I couldn't get back to my car quick enough, I got in my car, drove 'ome, I 

knew it was the coat. It was nothing else, everything else I had on was what I bought'. 

Her husband went all through the coat and couldn't fine it. Ile's pulled the lining up 

and it was right inside, at the top, back of the collar, you know, inside the lining and it 

was a strip, .... (not clear) .... you know, what you pull off. So she went, look at this. I 

thought, well, I don't know why they bother to put the fucking great big clonking ones 

on, you know. Some people, I wouldn't do it Lorraine, but I've seen some people really 
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rip the sleeves off a coat, trying to get the buzzer off. Or tearing the cuff, or tearing the 

bottom of it, you know. I think that's disgusting isn't it? Yes, Sandra can pull 'em off 

good, she does it. I got a pair of clippers. No, you put the two prongs on them two little 

holes and you press it and it just releases it. 

Some people get tempted don't they? I was in Harrod's once and 1 saw this wealthy 

gentleman, he was a gentleman, he wasn't anything else, you could see that. And I saw 

'im nick a crocodile belt, and I couldn't believe it, I thought why does he? You know, 

he was standing in two grand's worth of clothes. 

I think Approved School. I tried to go to work, I got paid one pound fifty a week, it was 

ridiculous. I mean, what could you do with one pound fifty? (Long pause .... no sound) 

Well, that's right, there's this big recession on now ain't there, and most of the people I 

know that used to go out shoplifting don't go out no more because there's no money 

about for anybody to buy the stuff, and most of the shops that they used to go in, the 

little couturier shops, are all closing down .... (long pause) well, it's not worth doing 

anymore, because there's no money in it. Not like when I was young, when I was 

twelve, I'd get half-a-crown a suit, if a suit was seven pounds, I'd get fourteen pounds 

for it, because I'd get double for coupons (sounds like).. it's not even worth doing now. 

I'm glad I've retired because there's no money in it anymore. 
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SECTION ONE 

APPENDIX 

ORAL HISTORY - EXTRACT TWO 

Hidden Knowledge: Shirley Pitts On Shoplifting as Business And Prison From The 

Inside, 

I gets three years and sent to Aylesbury and then they wanted me to go to court to give 

witness against ... * for Billy Shorter. Billy Shorter hit him on the head with a bar of 

iron. And I said no I didn't want to know about it and then they subpoenaed me; the 

police subpoenaed me to go to court while I was in Aylesbury prison, yes. So they takes 

me up by train and the car's meeting us at the other end, Euston Station I think it was, 

the station where the card drive on. While I was waiting for the police car to pick me up 

I said I wanted to go to the toilet and, although I was three or four months pregnant, I 

really was only skinny, I was only eight stone, anyway. She said it was all right and to 

go in and keep the door ajar. Well, I went into the toilet and there was the littlest, 

tiniest window there and 1 just skimmed through it and out, and 1 was on the platform 

running down the road wMz them two chasing me and I just jumped into a cab and 1 

was gone, and that was it. No, 'cos you run round the corner and there's the cabs, and 

I just said quick mate I'm in a hurry, get me to Dulwich. I was right shrewd going 

straight home, wasn't I? No, not Dulwich, ern:....... 

So I goes up to me Mum's, I knew I'd have a bit of time there before the police 

got there anyway. Me sister Pat was there, but 1 couldn't stay there long because I 

knew the police was coming up, but I'd escaped and 1 made sure she was all right for 

money and everything. I went over to my friend's who used to go out rolling, who I'd 

been in approved school with and Borstal, Joanne. She had a sister Mary as well - and 

I goes up the West End with them two and they takes me down to Wardour Street, and 

because I'm new at it, all the men keep coming up to me don't they, they know I'm new 
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at it - they're selling me on the street, these two. But these two was selling me on the 

street, wasn't they, saying I was a virgin and there I am three months pregnant and I 

was new at the game, and they was getting lumps of money. But 1 think it was sort of, 

they were really, they didn't have a lot of idea what they was doing, because they was 

only charging f10 and f5 on the key. But I thought that was good though, because that 

was still f1 S or 120 you take off of a punter. And you'd do as many of them as you 

could in one night on each corner and run through the alley with their money, and it 

used to work out at a couple of hundred quid. 

Wardour Street one night, Shaftesbury Avenue another night, back of Soho 

another night - you had to do different streets and just hope you didn't bump into them. 

Had to get a drink in f rst to give you Dutch courage! Yeli! We got loads of clumps, we 

got chased, but we always did have a minder, like someone to come and make out that 

he was a policeman and say, 'like, well I'll take this lady down the station and give us 

your name and address and most of the men used to say, 'Well, no, that's all right, I 

don't want to press charges `cos I've slapped her one anyway'. Do you know? My 

mate Mary had a broken nose, she looked like a boxer! Where she used to keep 

answering them back they'd just punch her right in the fucking eye or the nose, she 

looked just like a prize fighter! 

So, I was shoplifting of a day and rolling of a night, because that was the cash 

money, and erm, to get all the things for the baby what I had to get and everything, and 

'cos no way in the world was I gonna have the baby in prison. Because Aylesbury 

prison was the same as Holloway, you was locked up with the baby for nine months and 

then the baby was took away from you. So I wasn't gonna have that, 'cos I've seen girls 

crack up in there, crack up because their baby's took away front them. 

But there was lots of other things we would do, like, if we got too hot in the West 

End with all the police looking for us and we'd done too many people, we'd just go 

rolling that night to get our expense money, go somewhere else, nick a car and go up to 

Manchester or Liverpool or Blackpool and do it up there, shoplifting of a day, rolling of 

a night and make our way through all the towns and back again. We used to get quite a 

lot of money. We'd nick a car, go to the West End, roll a few Yanks, or whoever was 
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about to be rolled - that was the cash, yes, that was when ... loads of Yanks, yeh, and 

they never argued about the money, you always got what you wanted, some of 'em 

didn't even know the white'ten pound notes from f ve pound notes and sometimes you'd 

get a nice little fifty quid off 'em. 

Then we'd always nick cars, jump in the car - we was a bit stupid 1 suppose 

because we'd just get on the motorway and drive and see where we turned out to, where 

we was, sometimes we'd be in Manchester, Blackpool, fucking Liverpool! Wherever the 

motorway took us that's where we'd be - Scotland, Wales ... Then we'd find a nice 

hotel, dump the car somewhere, we was right shrewd wasn't we? Fucking hell! 

Driving up there with the same number plates on. 

Then they'd go and get a set of number plates made up, nick another car, put 

them on the car, then we'd use that for work, for shoplifting. I've gone with me, my 

friend Kitty and Leslie and Tony Bassey. We always had two men with us because of 

the rolling. No, the fellers, like Leslie or Bassey would steal the car, or whoever was 

working with us - Mackie - you know, we always had a man, we had to have a man 

working with us because of the night time, in case .... 

Then we'd go out, we never ever went away with any clothes, we'd get tlieni on 

the way. We used to have piles and piles of stuff, furs and trays of rings, everything. 

You know, we'd walk in the shoe shops, best shoe shops, try on the shoes and walk out 

the door with them, or take the empty boxes and put our old shoes in them and things 

like that. I think we was quite mad, wasn't we? One time, I can remember that we 

undressed a statue on the stairs - took her mink coat off and her mink hat and left her 

completely naked, in one of the big stores in Devon. 

The funniest thing was, when we was in Manchester working, we'd really had a 

good day. There was me, Kitty, Leslie and Bassey and 1'm about six months pregnant 

now, but I didn't even look six months pregnant, you know, I just looked a bit tubby, but 

I didn't really look big. We asked a cabdriver where the best night club was and he 

said it's over there, the Starlight. Ile said a couple of blokes from the Smoke are 

running it now, this is what the cab driver said to us. No way in the world did we think 

we would know who was running the club, we just wanted to get in there and see a 
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cabaret and have a nice evening. When we tries to get into the club, the feller said no, 

you're not a member, I said 'Well, who is running this club up here, some fellers from 

London ?' He said, 'Yeah, we got a couple of blokes from t' Smoke down here'. I said, 

'Well, I might know 'em, go and tell them'. Then Charlie Smith come out and 1 said, 

'Oh, Charlie! ' and he went, 'Yeah, me and Huggsie * are here, we're running the club'. 

So we went in the club and we was honourable members, sitting with the top lot, silly 

little doorman couldn't get over it. 

So we stayed in Manchester, stayed for about a month because we found a lot of 

contacts there and we just went from club to club, from pub to pub, we just knew 

everything, that was what our life was all about, anyway, just getting money and just 

enjoying ourselves. Nothing else. You know, Joanne must have been drunk all the time 

inside me, mustn't she? 

Then, I thought I had to come back, because I hadn't seen nie mum for a few 

months, so I comes back to London and then I meets Norman Hall. I think Leslie gets 

six months and then Norman starts working with us. Seven * months pregnant now, then 

Norman Hall starts working with us, we was really a crazy gang. I mean, we just used 

to go and clear little shops out of a day and leave them with no stock. Like, they didn't 

know what they were turning in there, especially if someone said they was only looking 

after the shop, that really was their lot. Like, they might say, well, I don't know how 

much that is because I'm only looking after the shop. Well, that was it then, you know, 

they'd be took in a cubicle with somebody trying something on and we didn't use to use 

bags, we just used to put 'em all over our arms and walk out of the shop with them, fill 

the car up and when the car was filled up we'd drive away. My doctor, we had a doctor 

who was our doctor at the time, our GP and he used to buy all the stones and diamonds 

off of us. Because then, if you asked to have a look at a ring, they used to bring you out 

like a chocolate box thing with so many drawers in it, so while they was showing you 

the top drawer and putting that back, you was taking them out of the bottom, or vice 

versa. If he turned round you'd just take a couple of drawers out, or you'd have about 

four trays of rings, you'd just walk out with a tray of rings while he went to get another 

one. So you know, money - we had so much money and everybody round us was always 
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looked after, we always helped everybody, so we never had nobody who was skint 

around us. Because we looked after them. 

Then I started to get ill with the baby and I was took to Lewisham Hospital and 

they sent me home and said you're not having it. I hadn't booked in anywhere, I made 

out I'd just come back from Paris, that's where I'd been living, and 1 wasn't registered 

with any doctor, because I was frightened they would find out who I was. Lewisham 

Hospital put me in an ambulance and sent me to St. Thomas's Hospital and that's 

where Joanne was born, in St. Thomas's Hospital, and she was full time, but she was 

only three-and-a-half pounds so she was put straight into an incubator and, erm, I 

stayed in there for about a week, I think. I left there because my mum said the police 

had kept going up there, and they was following her, and she thought they'd followed 

her to the hospital, so I left, left Joanne in the hospital 'cos I couldn't get her out 

anyway, because she was under weight and I think she was in therefor about four 

weeks until she brought her weight up. 

So what did 1 do then? I couldn't go home, because the police kept going up 

there. So the only time I used to sneak home was of a night time and give her (Shirley's 

mother? ) money and make sure the baby was all right, and enn, or I'd meet her out. 

But I was staying over in the East End, in Bethnal Green with my friend Mary. We used 

to go rolling to the West End from there, and it just carried on, near enough. Oh yes, 

this feller Norman Hall who I started to go out with. We was working with him and 

then I started going out with him, and he was a spiteful bastard though, because he 

really bashed me up one night for nothing and broke my jaw and I was took to London 

Hospital. This is when I gets nicked as well. I don't get nicked then but I had to go 

back to the hospital, and when I go to my mum, there was ... (can't get next few words, 

sorry) ... So, I don't know he's broke nie jaw, I just stayed in bed and in the morning (I 

wasn't with him, I was staying at Mary's) and my chin was right down on my neck. I 

was staying at Burdett Road, it wasn't far fron: the London Hospital. I was taken in to 

London Hospital and they had to break me jaw again and wire it, you know, and 

operate. Then I come out of hospital, and it wasn't long after that 1 went up to see my 

mum to see the baby again. The police knocked on the door while I was there and I 
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went in the other room and got behind the settee and it was Smith and Penney, they was 

our local coppers who knew us, they'd nicked us loads of times, but they was quite 

good. They was just ordinary sort of policemen. Penney poked his head over the settee 

and said: 'Oh! Shirley's here. I won't tell Smith if you let me get behind the settee with 

you and have a quickie! ' I said, 'Oh, piss off. ' He went, 'Smith, she's in here'. So they 

nicks me. I said, 'Can't I give you some money? ' and he said, 'No, not now, too many 

people have seen you. Because they all knew me round the Elephant. Then the police 

car come and I was took back to Holloway. While I was in Holloway I was so hungry 1 

undone the wire in my mouth. Winnie Cook, shall I tell you about when I was in the 

hospital? I was put straight in the hospital wing which was still a cell but with a big 

panel in the door, you know, not the little round hole. Winnie Cook was a red-band and 

she used to come round and because I was on a special diet like Complan, she used to 

do me egg custard as a treat 'cos the Complan was so sickening. Anyway, this night I 

got so hungry I undone the wire on me mouth to put a bit of bread in it. I said, 'Get me 

a bit of bread and I'll put it under the tray'. Anyway she went and got me a lump of 

bread and 1 ate it and cracked me jaw again and I had to have another operation. I had 

to go out, have another operation and brought back in again. 

Then I had a visiting magistrate and then I'd lost so much time for escaping and 

being a nuisance and everything else. I was took back to Aylesbury Prison and put in 

the hospital in Aylesbury. Because I'm Catholic I was put in the Catholic department 

over there, right next to the church. 

I goes back to Aylesbury and I'm put straight in the hospital because of me 

broken jaw, instead of it only being six weeks wired up. I'm three months wired up 

now, ain't I? But I was really, really ill. 1'd gone down to sort of seven stone, and I 

was really run down and everything. The doctor was a raving lesbian who always had 

a cigarette in her mouth with the ash on the end and I don't know how she held it there 

but she must have had some sort of an art of doing it, `cos every time she examined your 

chest the fucking ash fell on your chest from her cigarette in her mouth. She was just 

disgusting, and she knew what she was doing because she would just blow it like some 

crank. Anyway, this day I just got so fed up - twice I sort of said 'Do you mind not 
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having a cigarette in your mouth when you examine me? ' She just ignored me. This 

time she come round and I'd just about had enough of it, and as the ash dropped on me 

I thought she was just doing this on purpose, I just spat in her eye. Next thing I know 

I'm just frog-marched up out of me bed, nice little bed as well there in the hospital, and 

I'm put in a straitjacket. At that time these straitjackets just had a collar round the neck 

and it was like a heavy sacking material, with your arms down your sides, you couldn't 

get your arms out, and I was put in a padded cell and it's along by my own cell because 

that is the hospital wing where the padded cells are. All the nutters were looking and 

laughing, this is what they do. Me jaw's undone now, but because I'm underweight I 

still have to have all this special food from the hospital. 

This is where the woman was who was rolling, well not rolling, she doped a man 

in a West End club, remember? I told you about her, she got life imprisonment because 

the man had a heart condition and he died. Well, within two years before I came out of 

there the woman was stone white and a cripple. You know, it was so sad, she just 

shrivelled up, and she was a well-to-do lady, spoke very well. Anyway, I'm in a padded 

cell, and erm, you look up and they are just looking at you through the hole. So I 

thought, well I'll wait until night time comes - and I don't know, but I think it was 

because I was skinny I could manoeuvre my body up and down like a snake. Anyway, 

I've got the bottom of this straitjacket up to nie mouth and I've nibbled and nibbled and 

ripped and ripped and in the end I looked like a hula-hula girl, I couldn't get the neck 

off, because it's on an iron collar, but the rest of it was just all strips. 

When the morning come and they come in to feed me my breakfast they couldn't 

get over it. 'Cos I've got no underclothes or nothing on just this straitjacket! They 

could not believe it - they said that had never happened because I'd stripped it up all 

the way round, that was impossible. Yeah! I thought I'd fucking let them see I'm not 

just a cabbage in here, am I? And erm, then anyway, they takes me out of there. The 

little girl next door was definitely going off of her head, but I thought she was acting, 

she was beautiful, this little girl, and she was in therefor nothing, I think she was in 

there for picking up some coal, or nicking a bag of coal, in Yorkshire somewhere. She 

absolutely done nothing this kid, about nineteen she was, but it was a crime then, wasn't 
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it, to do them things? Anyway, I think she'd nicked a bag of coal, something minor, but 

she was beautiful. I thought she was acting, because she used to shout out of the 

window of a night, talk to the moon and the stars. She was intelligent, she knew all 

their names and everything -I used to say 'Ain't you clever? ' This morning I goes past 

her cell and she's laying with a white sheet all over her, and I went, What are you 

doing? ' She said, 'Oh, I'm dead, I'm in my coffin'. And 1 thought she was doing it just 

to get out of there, because a lot of them used to try it on, but they took her into a mental 

home and she never ever come out. And there was nothing wrong with this girl, all she 

needed was somebody to really take care of her, do you know? It is fucking disgusting 

what they do. 

Then to top it all off, because the doctor knows I'm not going to let her fondle 

me about and touch me, she's give me a job. I've never been in a morgue before, and 

the morgue is right next to the hospital where I'm sleeping and that's where our little 

church is at the bottom of the yard, the Catholic church. 

It was the first time 1'd ever, ever seen what a morgue looked like. It was a grey 

slab with like a drain in the middle of it and a thing like a pig's trough running out the 

bottom. I said, 'What's this then ?' and she said, 'Oh, you've got to scrub that down'. 1 

asked 'Why, what is it? ' and she said, 'That's where we lay the bodies'. I was sick 

everywhere, I couldn't touch that, anyway, I couldn't even fucking wash up. I just 

wouldn't do it. Then they would give me mailbags to do - no, socks to knit first of all, 

then I was put on the sewing machine doing mailbags. I didn't like none of these jobs, 

'cos I couldn't knit and I wasn't a very good machinist, so they put me out in the 

garden. I didn't mind though. I've always had a good complexion, I think it was all the 

fucking carrots I used to eat all day long and onions and things. 

On the landing there was this horrible screw with horrible green eyes. She was 

an old dike; she used to come round every night before the lights and been turned out 

and I'd just be getting undressed. First of all she offered me cigarettes and 1 didn't 

smoke so I didn't want the cigarettes. She'd say was there anything else I wanted and I 

used to say, yeah, I'll have a bar of chocolate. 'Cos I didn't care, then the other girls 

used to say to me, no get the cigarettes off of her, 'cos I'd told them she'd been offering 
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me cigarettes. When she asked me to light the cigarette up I fucking choked on it didn't 

1? You know, through the hole, the little round hole, and she struck the match and I 

choked on the cigarette. But I wouldn't have it with her, `cos I knew she was vile. 

I'd be sitting writing me letter home and I used to find that very hard to do, 

because I can't spell very well at all, and I'd be sort of hours writing a page to me dad 

who was in Oxford prison. Me and me dad really, was the only two, and Adgie, who 

really communicated, because Adgie was in Brixton. And she'd just come and stand 

and spy on me. This went on for about three months and, in the end, it really drove me 

mental because I used to put up a piece of paper over the hole, I'd put cardboard on it, 

I'd stick anything up there that I could, stick it up with jelly, treacle, anything just so it 

stayed there, 'cos I knew she was on duty that night. I'd lay there and 1'd feel someone 

looking at me and I'd look up and see this green eye, watery green eye, looking through 

the hole. Then after a while, being locked up as well, it just done my brain in. So this 

night I thought well, I'm gonna wait for you. We had pen and ink then what we had to 

write our letters with and I dipped me pen in the ink and I thought I'm gonna wait on 

her and when she comes I'm gonna stick it right in her eye, because that's the only 

place you could stick it, the eye that was looking through at me. There's a little round 

thing outside that they lift up and as I heard it lift up I'm ready with me pen and I've 

gone Plonk! right through, the pen slipped and had gone into the eye and it wasn't her, 

it was the Governor doing a night check on everybody, and she never ever done that. 

The next thing I know there was all big screams and 1 thought, what's going to happen. 

They opened the door and beat the life out of me. They broke all my fingers, they was 

treading on me dragging me down the iron stairs, well I was just a battered lump of 

pulp. Because the hospital was full up they couldn't put me in the hospital, outside in 

the prison grounds there was a big place where they used to keep the vegetables, a cold 

storage place, but it had cells underneath, but in the cells you could only see the 

people's feet walking by. 

It had three windows. Well, they really battered me, they battered me to pieces 

these fucking old lesbians. They wouldn't let me take me clothes off because they had to 

put me in another straitjacket, they just absolutely ripped my clothes off, scratched my 
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body and everything. They really enjoyed it, you could see 'em, especially old ginger 

there mauling me was enjoying it. But I didn't know it was the Governor who was 

going to poke her silly fucking eye in the door did 1? I'd probably have got the same if 

I'd done it to her anyway, but because it was the Governor they all bounced on me. All 

the girls was screaming, banging their cups on the wall, shouting out, 'Leave her 

alone'. Some smashed their cell up 'cos they saw what was happening to me. I had a 

lot of friends in therefrom Approved School and some of them was very violent girls 

who could never be your friends outside. No, you couldn't have 'em as friends, you had 

them as bodyguards in there, you know. So the doctor comes down to me, they brings 

the doctor down to me and I had a black eye, a busted mouth and my body was just 

black and blue where they'd dragged me down the iron stairs, they didn't let me walk, 

they just dragged me. But they'd broke my fingers, three on one hand and two on the 

other, the pain was really, really bad, apart from me head throbbing and inc face 

throbbing, it was just the worst pain I'd ever had, worse than having a baby. I couldn't 

even move, me fingers was going all blue and everything. The doctor come in the next 

morning, they left me all night like that. By the time the next morning came, me fingers 

was like bananas they was just puffed right up just like a hand of bananas, both me 

hands. (Where the pen just caught it she wore a patch for a couple of weeks, but she 

was all right). 

So the doctor comes down the next day and she gets things like lolly sticks, you 

know, like what you say 'Aaah', you know, like them. I should have been took to 

hospital with my hands but I wasn't, she done them. She put these splints on them and 

that was all and a couple of Aspros, they kept giving me a couple of Aspros to take the 

pain away. They still had to give inc special vitamin food because I was still only seven 

and half stone. Then, this day 1 was sitting down, I can't remember how many days I 

was down there because I just forgot. But, this day I was down there and 1 heard these 

feet going by, and I heard somebody say - because we used to have parties from Oxford 

and Cambridge come and visit the prison, I don't know if they was doing subjects for 

the prison or what but they used to come and visit - and 1 heard someone in this party 

say, 'What is this building here? ' and she said, 'Oh, this is where we store our 
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vegetables for the winter. ' 

I thought and 1 shouted out, 'I ain't a fucking vegetable, and 1 don't know how 

long I've been down here. Come down here you lot! ' With that, one of the girls bent 

down and looked in the window, which was the cell, underneath the f oor, on the 

basement floor. And she said they'd like to go down there. This girl brought all the 

students, the Governor had to bring them down, had to take them into the vegetables, 

there was all vegetables in there, because it had its own farm and you had farm work, 

and all the stuff was stored up I suppose to keep the prison in money. 

Then the students had to come in and see me didn't they? She had to open the 

door and I said, `Look, they bashed me up, and this is how I've been, I've been down 

here for weeks, one of you go and get me some help, "phone somebody up for me ", 

"phone the Home Office up and tell them what's happening to me ". ' The next morning 

I was took out of there, I got a visit from they said was the Visiting Magistrates, to say 

what I had done I'd have another six months put on my time. I done a full two years in 

Aylesbury, Joanne was two, two and half, when I come home. Yeah, I done my full 

minimum two years out of three years. * 

All the other girls used to get home leave and go home, that was cancelled as 

well, I didn't get no home leave. Then eventually I come out and I was put back on the 

wing. Then after my time's finished, I'm released. I goes home to Pollock Road, Leslie 

was back and me dad was away in Oxford Prison, Adgie and dad's away. When I gets 

home, I gets a cab from Waterloo Station or Charing Cross (Charing Cross or Euston ? 

)... I goes up to Pollock Road, and then I gets the shock of me life, because in two years 

my mum has completely deteriorated, you know. She was a drunkard, drunk all day (off 

record conversation .... 
). 

I knew I couldn't go straight when I come home, because I couldn't do anything, 

you know, because there was nothing I could do, I had no trade. But I thought, 1'11 just 

stick to rolling, I won't go out shoplifting because I didn't think then, that I would be 

able to do it again. Rolling was easy anyway. When I got upstairs well, I thought I'd 

have a bit of home to come home to, because there was a lovely home when I went 

away. Well, there was just nothing, it was just absolute poverty, the worst poverty that I 
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can remember going back from when we was even little kids. I don't thing we ever had 

that poverty. Well, there was one chair, then a table and four old chairs like they'd 

come off a bomb ruin, she'd had the gas cut off so there was no gas, there was a gas 

oven in the room and she was boiling a kettle on the fire. 

Leslie was sitting on an orange box, it was just poverty, poor and dirty you 

know. There was Joanne, sitting therewith jam all over her fucking face and dirty frock 

on, dirty shoes. My mum, I just felt sorryfor her because she didn't know whether she 

was coming or going. Her handbag used to rattle ... she just couldn't cope. When I 

went away my dad had chandeliers in every room, we didn't here `cos she lost the place 

and everything, but so as he didn't know she was selling them, she used to unpick them 

and take so many loads of beads off of them, then sell them to a man in the antique shop 

at Camberwell. My dad's coming home one night and sees these chandeliers - at the 

time nobody had them - and he went in and he went, 'How much do you want for them, 

mate, because I've got some that match them at home? ' My dad, silly as arseholes, 

comes home with the chandelier, I don't know how much he paid, £20, for it. He said, 

'Look, the man down Camberwell Green, he's gonna get me some more of these. This 

woman goes into him and sells him beads at a time. ' He ain't looked at ours, to see if 

she's took any off of them. He was backward, love him, he was backward, wasn't he. 

He said the man at Camberwell Green's got this woman who goes in and sells him so 

many rows at a time of beads. I mean, love him, but he must have been backward not to 

have checked ours, knowing Nell, you know. 

Then one night he's sitting down - well, the light as you went past it we used to 

touch it because it used to sound like Niagara Falls, they were the best crystals - he 

probably nicked them out of one of these big houses or something, where they'd been 

bombed - but they were the best crystals you'd ever seen. We just used to go off and 

touch one light so's we got the sound of Niagara Falls going, they used to hit each other 

all the way round. Anyway, she done it really cunning an clever though, she'd took 

them from where they wouldn't be noticed, and the man in Camberwell Green used to 

make up new chandeliers. Me dad, silly as arseholes is buying them, he's buying his 

own lights back isn't he! But this night he's sitting down looking, and this is how he 
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caught my mum, sitting down looking, staring at the light and he went, 'Them fucking 

things are missing'. Then he's gone and got the light that he's bought, and held that up 

and it's the same crystal, so he went in to the man and said, When's that woman 

coming in again? ' The feller said, 'Well, she usually comes in every Friday'. 

Well, we had them in the passage, in the kitchen, even in the toilet, in a council 

flat, in fucking Dog Kennel Hill, we had the chandeliers. Anyway, she's gone in there 

with another few beads, I think he give her a few quid for then:. I dunno why she done 

it, but she done it to get her bottle of gin I think, her secret bottle. Me dad caught her 

and bashed her didn't he, because he waited for her when the man said she'd be there, 

so he bashed her up, she put her head in the gas oven, locked the kitchen door, tried to 

commit suicide. Then he took her out and took her to hospital, took her down to 

Maudsley Hospital and asked them to certify her because she was mad! 

Can you imagine leaving that, and Pollock Road was nice when I'd first gone 

away. So when I comes home that was the scene I'd come home to, me mum boiling a 

kettle on the fire, breaking up an orange box, Charlie sitting on the chair in a trance - 

like he didn't know whether he was coming or going, he was in a bad way as well, 

Leslie. While me mum was getting drunk and disappearing, he was just in a bad way, 

he wasn't working and he never had anything and well, it was just the worst scene 1 can 

really remember. 

So straightaway, the f rst night I'm home my Pat comes round with Fred - no, it 

was the day time, Pat comes round with Fred and takes me up the West End, takes me 

and buys me a dress, takes me to have me hair done and buy me clothes. Pat gives nie 

£100, Fred gives me f50 and Norman gave me f50, and that night we all went down the 

Astor and then I knew I had to be out to work the next night, I had to go and get money, 

because I couldn't live the way I was living, I couldn't live in that filth or anything. 

That was my first night home and 1 stayed in a hotel with Norman, we went to a 

hotel and I stayed with him. The next night I was out working and then I knew I 

couldn't mess about round Bruton Street, just getting £15,1 had to go to Park Lane and 

Bond Street, where there used to be all the French brasses down Bond Street and they 

worked for the Massini brothers. The were really heavies the Massini brothers. You 
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couldn't go near any of the pitches because they were bought by the police at that time, 

they bought their pitches. You know, if it was outside Gucci, a brass would be there and 

that would be her pitch and no one else could go there. But we didn't even need pitches 

to stand about and flaunt ourselves, because we'd just get out of a cab and get picked 

up, you know, that's really how it was. But we used to roll them all round by them and 

then they'd get questioned by the men. So, then of a night time I was rolling and then it 

got to the baby needed clothes and I needed clothes, so I got back into the old habit 

again, it wasn't long - about four or five weeks, and 1 was out hoisting of a day. At this 

time we were doing it in gangs. 

At this time my sister Pat had been living a nice normal life over in Hackney 

with Fred and his mother having nice cooked dinners and everything! So now me and 

Pat goes out rolling. We meets this little girl, Lorraine, sitting in the bar, she had no 

money, she was a beautiful little girl though. We takes her with us, we sell her, we sell 

her to everybody now, because she's the new face and that's how it used to go. We're 

getting a fortune now because the racing season is on, and we're much more wiser and 

shrewder now to get the money. The car sales were on, you know the Car Exhibition, 

the Boat Exhibition; we even go to the clubs like the Embassy and the Astor - have a 

really good time then take somebody out of there and roll them for f100, you know, 

because they weren't coming back again. The people who owned the clubs like Fredie 

and Bertie Green, they knew us anyway and they used to say, well I don't know. Some 

of them were so drunk they didn't even know that we'd took the money off them anyway. 

So my Pat and Lorraine - my Pat was really beautiful, she used to get took for Sophia 

Loren she did, people used to say she looked like Sophia Loren - and Lorraine was just 

like a little dolly, she had big blue eyes and lovely blonde hair and she was just pretty 

and petite but at that time she was as silly as a box of lights. When I gave her her first 

white tenner she asked me what it was, how could she spend a bit of paper because 

she'd never ever seen a ten pound note. Years later she gave nie a hundred pound note 

and asked me did I know what it was! 

Anyway Lorraine lived in Bethnal Green, Vallence Road and this is the first time 

we come to meet the Krays. Violet, their mother, Lorraine said like, she was a smart 
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woman and she'd like some nice dresses and things. So we started selling stuff to 

Violet, who was a very nice woman, really, she was a nice woman. She used to love 

Tricosa, which was a certain name like, and Koochy * it was called. I'd get that from 

the White House in Bond Street or Harrod's. (No, no, I suppose she might have done 

earlier on in life, but no, she was a smart woman). 

She was a good woman as well because when anyone got in trouble she 

said, like, there's a room here for you, you can come and stay here because the boys 

don't live here anymore, they are only round here of a morning. Really I got on well 

with all of them, Charlie, Ronnie and Reggie. Although they killed my friend's husband, 

Georgie Cornell..... Yeah, Ronnie and Reggie was there, we used to go out and have a 

drink with them. See, they couldn't drive so Bobby Ramsey used to be their chauffeur, 

so they used to send Bobby Ramsey round to pick us up in a chauffeur driven car, didn't 

they, and take us in the Hospital Tavern and all the clubs and pubs and really and 

truthfully, just used to show us off, because we was different to the girls round there, but 

there was never anything in it ..... 
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SECTION ONE 

APPENDIX 

ORAL HISTORY - EXTRACT THREE 

Hidden Knowledee: Shirley Pitts on Men 

He was quite sweet I suppose. It was me, I was the aggravating one, do you know what 

I mean? I had a row with `Bonker' and I couldn't get a cab or anything, so I was 

walking home from Old Kent Road, cutting across the Elephant this car pulled up and 

Frank McLintock was in the car - you know the boxer - (footballer). Ile stopped his car 

and asked me what I was doing of and 1 said 1 was going home, then Bonker pulled up, 

he was in the car with Del, and 1 got a lift down to Camberwell Green (I lived at 

Dulwich, my mum lived at bog Kennel Hill - Lovers' Lane, wasn't it? ). 

So we goes to Dog Kennel Hill and he really gave inc a bad wallop, Bonker, 

because I didn't want to know no more about hint. (L: Ile was jealous of the boxer? ) - 

He was jealous of anybody. So that was it. 

I used to buy [she means sell] stuff off his mum. She used to give it to me, or I'd 

take stuff up there and if she didn't have the money, she'd pay me in stuff. Ile wasn't 

bad looking, I can remember. If you like them looks, afterwards when I looked at him 1 

thought, 'Ugly... ' 

He had fair hair, most fellers I liked was blond, and he had blue eyes and he 

was tall. He said, 'I gotta tell on you, because I can't have you running about, skating 

around while I'm inside'. (L: So he deliberately wanted to put you away to stop you 

going out with anyone else? ) Yes and my dad, not that my dad was gonna go out with 

anyone else, yes. My dad and Mr Maybank. When he was picked up by the police for 

another charge he need not have mentioned the other, but he said he might as well 

clear the slate now. And we were gonna have him killed, no seriously; there were 

different thoughts coming about then, you know, and 1 had Joanne. lie said he'd better 
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take her with him. And I still can't believe he done what he done. 

(L: How did you meet Norman then? ) 

Oh, fucking hell, another three, disaster after disaster. I met Norman up the 

West End, when we was all rolling up the West End, he used to go and get our cabs. 

We were all sort of London people, all wanted by police and he was just one of us. Ile 

was good looking, he used to look like Warren Beatty. I know he had this up against 

me, he used to try and bash me up, burn you, he was spiteful. He never really hurt me 

until he went in a mood. (TAPE INAUDIBLE - SHIRLEY MOVES ON TO ANOTHER 

STORY) 

'Tell that prat 1'm fucking ill, Shirl' - you know, it embarrassed 'im, like 

'disgusting letting a little boy..., like thinking he was ... but 'e was a really, really 

intelligent little boy, and all the doctors knew 'im, yeah, no, he knew he was gonna die 

as well. All the doctors knew 'im and the nurses used to say 'Come on John' - 'cos he 

used to have to twice a week go and have his blood done, and he was on drugs, really 

on bad drugs ...... no, I went to live with Patsy Hawkins - sister - no, no, his anum was 

Rose. Patsy lived on the top floor and 'is mum lived on the third floor and - oh! What 

was the name of that house - Aske House, - Aske House, A-S-K-E, I think. I'll have to 

'ave a look, Aske House, yeh, in, er, Pitfield Street. 

Chrissie lived round the corner here, he had a nice fat in Sebastian House, you 

know, on the ground floor right opposite Rose's and enn, (yeh), and anyway, 1- Patsy 

had met Tommy Bill and she started going out with Tommy Ball an' I went over to live 

with Chrissie. Chrissie's house used to be a party house - though, all the weekend 

would be parties, Friday, Saturday and Sunday would be parties, and my dad used to 

come over there, `cos I couldn't go back over the Elephant and, er, he'd come over, 

come to the parties, stay the night sometimes, and - oh yeh! - that's right, then it had a 

big photo of 'me in the paper and it had raiders, bandits, you know, raid Cornwall, 

Devon and Paignton. Yeah, it was, I think it was the Standa 1 or the ws you know 

we used to have the Evening News ... and it had, like, enn.. you know, we was -1 was 
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really in trouble, erm, shall I tell you about when I goes over to our Pat's in Morning 

Lane, I've writ that down 'ere as well. 

Oh, yeah, my dad, like 'e had just come home fron doing five years and, er, 

he'd got thrombosis and TB while 'e was in Oxford Prison, and they let him out on this 

Section 29 - that means he wasn't allowed to get into any more trouble, but 'e did, he 

got fitted up with an Hoover and then he got eight years, just after my Pat got her 

twenty-one months and wait - oh yeah! - no, they let him out after, 'e got five years, I'd 

got out of Borstal `adn't I? - I'd been ̀ ome about eighteen months, my dad had been 

'ome - while I was with Chrissie, 'e come home erm, 'e was 'ome about a year, my dad 

and erm, no, 'e was 'ome about two years and my Charlie went and nicked a Hoover 

and my mum - er, a tallyman come round the door, the man cried in court, who the 

Hoover belonged to, he said 'I'd a never done it, I'd never reported it, I'd of paid for 

the Hoover meself, if I'd known that poor man was gonna get eight years. ' Really, 

really cried, the man. 

But I'll tell you what happened. Ile goes - er, my mum - the tallyman: my dad 

went up to Maybanks to get a job, and.... 'cos he was on this Section 29, but before 

he'd got nicked, there was two policemen come round to my dad to ask him to work for 

'em and they said to 'im, you know we'd give you a nice wage-packet each week, put it 

through the letter box, nobody won't know, 'cos you know a lot of people Harry, and 

they trust you, we'll even give you money to buy loads with and just let us know, and he 

said 'Fuck off, you know, and get out of this house, you pair of whore-sons. ' And this 

Mountford said, er not Mountford, Sinclair - he said, my dad said, 'I'll nick you and I'll 

make sure you go away'. 

So the next sentence, in them days, after five years was eight years PD. You 

know, it was sort of running concurrent, that was your sentence, that was what you 'ad 

to get, and 'cos he was on this Section 29 and my dad wasn't even there, Lorraine, and 

er, the man's knocked back on the door to my mum and she said, 'No, no-one's come in 

here, not to this house. ' Anyway, the feller's gone and got the police. Aty mum's put the 

Hoover under the bed, you know she's so fucking clever, yeah, she's put the Hoover 

under the bed. The police - my dad come up the stairs - as my dad's gone in, they'd 
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seen my dad pull up in the car and go up the stairs, they followed him up and come in 

and searched the house and nicked 'im for the Hoover. Little flats they lived in off of 

East Lane then, and er, my Pat's in Holloway now ain't she, doing her twenty-one 

months, but my Louie was in the flat and my mum, so the police nicked all of them, they 

nicked my mum, they nicked Louie, they nicked Charlie and they takes them ..... 
Er, my Pat was in the kitchen (in Holloway) serving the cocoa on the night time 

and in Holloway they got a sort of reception, they delouse you and all that in there you 

know, you're in a cubicle, fucking disinfectant all over - and my Pat was taking the 

cocoa around 'cos she was working in the kitchen and she nearly fucking died - there 

was my mum sitting there and Lulu and she said, like, to the woman, 'That is my 

mother, what you doing 'ere? 'and she told 'em, like, what had happened, like they'd 

been arrested over this Hoover and took to Court and then put away for it on remand, 

and Louie, I mean, my Louie didn't know nothing about it. 

She just went up there, went up to see me dad, 'cos Adgie was away in Brixton 

at that time, Adgie was on remand. The whole lot of 'em! That is where, you know, I 

know the Krays was not nice people like front what you've read about 'ein now, but they 

really helped us. You know, they used to make sure I was all right for money and when 

they was sending parcels in the nick, they would say, like, what one is your dad in, or 

where's your mum or where's your family. You know, so they done a lot of good things 

as well, didn't they? Nobody went short if they had no-one outside in there, do you 

see? 

But, erm, so Pat's taking the cocoa round and there's me mum sitting waiting to 

be deloused, she nearly fainted, my Pat dich My mum's told her what had happened, 

Charlie nicked the Hoover and - but she nicked the Hoover, Charlie was only sixteen, 

so she'd best blame Charlie. So my Pat said 'Promise mum, you won't let ..... ' ('cos 

she knew my dad would go away then, so we all knew that he'd get eight years, 'cos of 

this Section he was on) and, er, my mum promised Pat that she would take the blame 

for the Hoover, but she didn't - when she got in court she started sobbing and crying 

and the judge just looked at my dad and called my dad a despicable man who had 

pulled his poor wife down to his level by dragging her through the courts, all his 
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children as well, so they brought up everything about all the kids, families, approved 

schools, Borstals and everything and it all got blamed on to my dad, and he got eight 

years, preventive detention. She walked away, got outside, went straight in the pub 

over the road and got drunk, laughing 'er 'ead off`, and the man who the Hoover 

belonged to just cried. 

He said, 7'd never... ' He said, 'I'd a paid for that Hoover myself, I didn't want 

that poor man to go away, not for eight years for a Hoover'. And, enn, well it was just 

a shock to all of us, Lorraine, and that's when I was living with Chrissie then, 1 had er, 

little Christopher was born but I was getting married to Chrissie and I thought, well 

now I might as well wait, my dad's got eight years, I've got to wait 'till he comes home, 

'cos I wouldn't get married until.... no, but I wouldn't, I wouldn't get married, because 

he never went to nobody's wedding. Ile was always in prison. Ile was in prison when 

Pat got married, he was in prison when Leslie got married - Leslie was in prison, they 

had to bring Leslie out of prison to marry Brenda, on an escort, (laughs). Fucking joke 

ain'it? Yeah (pause) I know, it was about when, it was before Christmas this was, thirty 

years ago, 'cos Christopher's thirty-one, yeah, it was about thirty years ago. Yeah .... 

the whole family was in prison then. Yeah, the whole lot of them, I was with my mum, 

wasn't I. Leslie was in prison, Adgie was in prison, Charlie was out, he was only 

sixteen. He'd just come out of approved school. Bad, innfit bad? (Laughs). It's so bad, 

innit? Patsy Bond, she was good to me, Arthur, loads of people, you know, they all sort 

of - they all sort of helped me. Do you know? Like they, I think they probably knew I'd 

been in so much trouble. Then there was two brothers, they was really heavies, 

Scruttons, from Liverpool Road. They were bank robbers and they really used to sort of 

come round, always come round with fifty quid, hundred pound, and enn, I never really 

went short of anything, do you know? 

The only time I went short of anything was when I was really with Chrissie 'cos 

'e fucking gambled everything away. But erm ... what was I telling you? Me dad gets 

eight years at the London Sessions at the Borough and, no, this is approximately 1960, 

and erm, my Pat's away doing twenty-one months, the others were all away, I was the 

only one out. Charlie was out, but I didn't have a lot to do with him then. Ile was only 
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a kid, yeah. And then my mum, sort of, she was a real drunkard - alcoholic, do you 

know? She meets this chap and, - oh, he was quite a nice man, from Manchester, - and 

didnit know nothing about my mum, no, and he just liked a drink and he thought she 

liked a drink, the way she was sort of smart, nicking everyone else's clothes. Ile went 

out with her one night and Charlie must have followed 'em, caught her in the car with 

him and stabbed him to death nearly, well he did, nearly died - stabbed him about seven 

or eight times, he was on the operating thing and the police said he was gonna die, 'cos 

they called the priest in and they said 'Give us the name of the person who done it' an' 

'e said, 'No. ' 

And then Adgie... 'cos of my mum being with 'im, yeh, I know, I think it was 

about me dad, he was young, he couldn't accept my mum being with another man ... I 

don't really know, I know she fucked 'is brain up, she definitely done 'is mind in. 'Cos 

we didn't take no notice of 'er, she used to just disgust me, anyway, I wouldn't even talk 

to 'er, I couldn't even call her mum, I used to call her Nell. 

But she did used to disgust me, like, you know, I used to say you're a fucking old 

whore, why don't you go on the game, you know, be decent about it - sell yer body, 

yeah, sell yer body, don't sleep with any fucking old Ton:, Dick and harry for a gin and 

tonic, do you know? And, er, she used to turn quite evil as well, you know, and rip 

your things up and smash the place up and she was just a bastard. 

And er, I couldn't, I mean, I told you didn't I ?, when I come back from a 

weekend in Brighton, after I had come out of Aylesbury, after I'd done all the flat 

beautiful and she'd sold it, sold me baby's cot, pram, toys, everything, just sold it, lock 

stock and barrel and pissed off, yeah... 

I meets Chrissie, anyway, and I'm not out shoplifting or nothing, oh, he was 

handsome looking, he was really good looking, yeah, like the blond hair and blue eyes, 

he looked like my dad! I think that's why I fell in love with him. 'Cos my dad had 

blond hair and blue eyes and I'm sure that there was something there that reminded me 

of my dad - well, I fell in love with 'int anyway. And, erm, he was never good-hearted 

though, he was always greedy, but I didn't care, because I always got my own money 

anyway, so, you know, but, ... I don't know, I suppose he did, but 'e was more sort of 
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just get in bed, do you know? ... you know at parties, 'Let's go to bed' you know, yeah 

... but I don't know, no.. yeah, just have a drink and go to bed, yeah. I left 'im loads of 

times, anyway, I don't really know, oh yeah, no - then when all any family was away, my 

Adgie was away, the whole lot of them was away and Leslie, he started bashing me up 

didn't he?.... 

Yeah, broke my teeth, put my bone right through my nose there, and then the 

Krays got to hear about this and 1 had a really big black eye and my Pat was home 

now, 'cos Christopher was born, and my Pat was home, she had Mitzi, like she 'ad been 

'ome about nine months, ten months now, because her baby was born, Mitzi... and erm, 

he really, really beat me up and I had - sickly jealous, yeah, you know what 1 mean? 

Even if we pulled up in a garage and someone smiled and 1 smiled back, 'ed just smack 

me right round the face, do you know? Yeah ... but I think he liked a Sunday fight with 

me, you know Sundays seemed to be his fighting day! But I think 'is dad was like that 

as well, his dad was spiteful to old Rose. And, ern, he really beat me up this week and 

I'd a really big black eye and my nose was all up and he broke my tooth. And a car 

pulls up, Bobby Ramsey was the driver, 'cos the Krays couldn't drive, and this big sort 

of limousine car pulled in the f ats right up on to the kerb part, you know, and Reggie 

and Ronnie jumped out didn't they? They came over the wall, jumped our little wall 

there, jumped over the wall and knocked on the door. Course, I just said, 'Oh, hello 

Ron, hello Reg, what you doing 'ere? ' I didn't know did 1? I didn't know people had 

gone and told 'em I was getting bashed up by hin:. And, ern, they said, We want to see 

Chrissie. ' So I said, 'Nave one cup of lea? 'and Ronnie was sitting in the kitchen with 

me, I made the tea, and Reggie went in the bedroom, Chrissie was in bed, -I said, 'Yeh, 

he's in the bedroom' opened the door and said, 'Reggie's here to see you, Chris. ' 

Ronnie went to me, `Now did you do your eye, Shirl? ' 'Oh' I said, '1 fell over with me 

umbrella, didn't l. ' 

He went, 'How did you do your nose? ', I went, 'I done it altogether, didn't 1, l 

fell over, 'it me eye, got up knocked meself and done me... And he went, he said, 'Ah, 

I wanna tell you, if anyone takes any liberties with you, you got to come and tell us. ' 
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And I said, 'Yeah, course I will. ' After that I just threatened Chrissie with the Krays, 

didn't!? 'Touch me and that's it ... ' ... threatened 'im. No he didn't 'it 'in: at all, they 

just threatened 'im and then come out in the passage and said, (Well, Chrissie shit the 

bed, I think! (laughing)) ... come out in the passage and said to me, 'Don't let anybody 

take any liberties with you, if anybody hurts you, you just come to us, and remember, 

you've always got a room in our house in Ballards Road. 

You see, see I couldn't go back to South London, and enn, so I thought that was 

ever so good of 'em to have offered that, and plus the fact Chrissie never 'it me no more 

after that. He'd done me neck, I used to have a collar on . oh, yeah, I did frighten 'in:, I 

put him in hospital twice. I waited till no, I waited till he was asleep once and there 

was this big bottle of Pershana *, you remember that Pershana, fucking Indian 'air 

stuff, yeah, because it was like a big thing, he'd friction 'is 'air, like an Indian like, it 

was this great heavy bottle, and I waited till 'e was asleep, and I thought, yeah, 'cos 

he'd really bashed me up, all the back of me ears was all popped out - that was before 

that time - and I 'it 'im on the head - hit 'in: with it, and 1, yeah, nearly smashed 'is eye 

out, yeah, I wanted to really hurt 'im. I thought, well, I'll do it now, and he still ... but I 

couldn't win, you can't win with a man, they're stronger, ain't they? 

He used to bash me and I used to think, 'I'll wait' - and that was twice I done 'm 

when he was asleep. Once I threw an 'ole kettle of boiling water over him. Yeah! he 

was took to hospital with stitches in his eye. Scalded 'im, scalded all his head and his 

neck, but I put the kettle on to do it! Then I smashed once -I had all mirror in the 

passage in Haggerston Road, all glass on the staircase, you know, glass mirror and 

erm, course someone had it all knocked off cheap, so I bought it and had it all put up in 

the stairs, like to give it a double illusion, you know, like they say?... and, he started 

again and I'd got this great big bottle of pickles, from Valiance Road, from the Jewish 

shop, you know, mixed pickles they have. As I threw that he ducked and it smashed all 

the fucking glass, all the banisters fell down, it was a scene! (Laughs). 

No, we used to have bad fights, but erm, oh no, after the Krays went round to 

'im he didn't 'it me no more, till they went away, then he started 'itting me again, didn't 

'e? When Adgie was away. Then, when Adgie come home, Adgie just went down the 
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stall and got 'old of 'im - and picked 'im up and put 'im on top of 'is car - 'cos he was 

only little, wasn't he, Chrissie, he weren't tall. Yeah, and Adgie said, 'I'll kill you' he 

said, 'Touch 'er once more and, you know, I'll kill yer. You've got kids there. ' And 

that night Adgie come home and Patsy was born, in llaggerston Road, and he collie and 

he got he mattress off the bed and he went and got a big van and put the mattress in the 

back of the van, all the other kids clothes, toys and everything and took me down to 

Brighton. And he said to Chrissie, 'Now, when you're a man, you can come back down 

there. ' 

Chrissie went, 'They're my babies. ' Ile went, 'No, they're my fucking babies 

now. ' And he took us all away, there was nothing Chrissie could do about it. I tell you 

why I stayed with him, 'cos I left 'im about a hundred times. 1 mean, once after my 

Adgie got killed, I went to Devon and I happened to be staying in this Manor, where 

these two ladies - South African ladies - got robbed of about a million pounds of 

jewellery and diamonds, I happened to be in that Manor though and, enn, I was ... 1 

come back to London 'cos I was having a bit of a nervous breakdown and, erm, and 

there was another after my Adgie got killed that was though. 1 had some good times 

with him, (Chrissie), but I think I had more bad times with him than good because he 

was just a miserable bastard. I never really saw him a lot, because he'd be out - no, 

this is the God's honest truth - he'd be out in the morning, wouldn't he, 'cos he'd go to 

the market for the stalls, he'd com (home) ... finish work - he was a worker though, 

that's why I really stayed with him as well. 

He had some good ways. Ile wasn't a liar or a cheat. You know, he'd nick your 

money, though, but he wasn't a liar or a cheat, and he didn't say hello to people he 

didn't like. You know, he had some really good qualities and erm, but I never really 

saw a lot of `im because after he'd finished work of a day, he'd be in the betting shop 

all day, then he'd come Some for his dinner at six o'clock, have a wash, shower or 

whatever, get dressed, go to the dogs till half-past ten. Every single dog track, 

Southend, Walthamstow, Romford, Catford, White City, Rayleigh - wherever there was 

a dog running, he'd be there, every single night - Wembley, yeah, everywhere, all over. 
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And erm, so I never really saw a lot of 'im. Weekends I saw 'im, didn't 1, 

really? Yeah, we 'ad a row, a fight every Sunday (laughs). I think it was only the kids 

kept us together, because I mean I didn't need hint for money, 'cos he never fucking 

gimme any, anyway. So it wasn't like I needed 'im and the truth is that when I tried to 

go straight, he didn't help me. He didn't help rne. I mean if it had been left up to 'im, 

my kids woulda been walking about in plastic rubbers, do you know? Ile weren't 

somebody that... and they always looked lovely and smart because I went and got their 

clothes. I mean, they was always dressed in the best clothes you could buy, I used to go 

to France and get their things, and Paris, and enn, but if it was tip to 'im, well, they 

would've been walking about from the tot shop, do you know? 'Cos all 'is money went 

on gambling, and mine, I used to have some beautiful antiques and ornaments what he 

sold, or borrowed money on and he'd pull little strokes like that, but they weren't bad 

enough strokes for me to dislike 'im for, because they was material things wasn't they, 

anyway? Do you know? So, didn't really bother me. 

Once I just 'phoned up a van, I did get pissed off with 'im, my friend Kitty had 

died, just after my brother Adgie, and she'd had an abortion, and a week after they 

made abortions legal. She left four little children, and Kitty wasn't.... yeah, well, she's 

got, her eldest daughter Lorraine is my Adgie's daughter, and she suffers from epilepsy, 

and her mum was old, but her mum had the four kids and that, and that was when I 

went to Devon. Oh, no, ... Louie looked like losing Adgie's house, because after Adgie 

died I had Louie with me. 

I mean, Chrissie was good there, 'e never ever said they weren't allowed there, 

or nothing like that, he never moaned. Yeah, and Terry would sleep with my 

Christopher and Annie would sleep with Roseanne and he went an got a camp bed for 

my Louie, you know, he didn't mind that at all, you know. 

Then I became really ill. I got pleurisy. Oh, 1 know, Charlie shot this feller in 

Deacon Street. Listen, this feller was following his Mongolian wife around and said 

like, you know, 'I'd like to take your knickers of" and all that, and she went back and 

told Charlie. Well, he was the worst person in the world you could tell, 'cos he's 

fucking shotgun happy. Ile goes right to the top of the flats in Deacon Street, tells this 
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feller to see him outside this green door, gets the message to him. The feller's waiting 

there, he shoots 'im out the window don't lie? Ile missed 'im though, but shot the door 

right off the hinges, you know, with a big sawn off shotgun. So I'm running about 

trying to get 'im somewhere to stay, and 1 got pleurisy, that's when I was having 

Shirley. I'll sort some photos out of that, erm, 'e was the baby, Harry. Yeah, he was, 

'cos I had 'em all baptised Catholics down there, didn't I? Erm, anyway, I got accused 

of robbing these two South African women, in the Manor House I was staying in, of a 

million pounds worth of jewellery - erm, I know old Billy Reece was up there around 

that time, I think 'e might have done it ... he's dead now, anyway, (laughing). Ile was 

the best burglar there was, yeah! Ile was the best cat burglar there was. 

The police said that the cat burglar had gone over the roofs 'cos it was like a 

castle, this inn. They'd gone over the roofs and got into the two old girls' things, into 

their apartments, and took the ... well, ah, but they had a fortune, they used to come 

down to dinner with tiaras on, do you know? A fortune they had. And anyway, the 

police come up to London fron: Devon and the police at the Borough. It was all sorted 

out that I didn't do it anyway. Then 1 got really pissed off with Chrissie, with all the 

arguing and everything, that one Saturday morning he went out to work, and 1 was 

really nice to him, you know. 

Like on the Friday he'd gone to the dogs, he'd gone to the dogs all the week and 

lost all his money, lost his money and on that Sunday he'd come back and 1'd got a 

monkey from my friend Kitty, her mum sold it to me, and 1 brought this monkey home - 

yeah, a grass monkey - and 1 brought this monkey home and I had an Alsation: in the 

passage, a puppy. 1 didn't want the puppy 'cos of the babies being little. A cab driver 

told me, a mini-cab driver, that he was gonna get a puppy, because he needed a dog, so 

the fare was about thirty quid, so I said, D' you want this Alsation, pedigree dog? ' So 

he took the dog for the fare. So 1 goes in with the monkey. Anyway, the kids all loved 

the monkey, didn't they? But Chrissie had gambled everything away, didn't even have 

no wages, this week, I didn't. Erin, I 'ad all that stuff to sell and that but I didn't have 

no money from him, which was - it used to just do my brain in. So I dressed the monkey 

up and made 'im go down the Lane and sell it and buy food with it on the way back. 
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So him and Chrissie took the monkey down the Lane, didn't they, sold the 

monkey and bought, oh, I don't know, about thirty quid's worth of food, or whatever it 

was. And erm, then on the Tuesday, when he went to work, I 'phoned up a PicAford's 

van to come and take the kids' beds and see, I didn't need a lot of furniture then, 

because Brighton was already furnished. But, that's right, my Harry was nine months 

old. 

Where the house hadn't been lived in for nine months, it had all overgrown. It 

was in Hove at Mill Drive, you know, it's a quite posh area and so the Halifax Building 

Society was on to my Louie that they wanted to take the house back if... 'cos in that 

winter that had come, all the shutters had blown off of the outside and the wall had fell 

down, and it was in a state. So I 'phoned up this removal van and put on all the beds 

and stuff that I needed, got my Louie and her two kids and went down to Brighton to 

live there. One of Chrissie's customers, 'cos they all lived around 11aggerston Road, 

went down to the stall to Chrissie. Ile's working away ain't he? They said 'Oh, we 

didn't know you was moving, Chris' and he went, '1'm not fucking moving. ' (Laughs). 

They said 'Yeah, but there's a removal van outside your house and they're putting all 

the furniture in. ' And he said, 'No, it must be next door, it's not us. ' Ile didn't know. 

When 'e come home 'e said, 'I knew, 'cos it was silence outside. ' It always used to be 

bikes, scooters and prams and loads of kids outside the door, do you know? Dogs and 

cats and fucking everything, there was nothing, he said it was all silent. He went, 'I 

looked through the letterbox and 1 thought, no, then my heart went over, and I went in 

and you was all gone. ' I mean 'e wasn't a thief, Chrissie, enn, it was all over money, 

he wouldn't never part with anything .... 
And, I just thought that I might as well be living on me own -1 don't need a bed- 

partner do 1? So I might as well be living on me own, 'cos he's not keeping us, and 

after my Adgie died, that really was my attitude. You know, like, why should I put up 

with this shit, do you know? I can go to bed with anybody, I don't have to go to bed 

with you, 'cos the kids are yours. That was just how I felt, anyway. So, I moved, we 

moved to Brighton. 

The night we moved into Brighton - this was really funny, Lorraine. This street, 
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these people 'ated us down this street, the kids wanted to stop and go to the toilet, so 1 

pulls up behind Croydon and took 'em round the back but it was the back entrance to a 

bank, you know, like them alleyways, next to the shop, and being like all kids they didn't 

need anything but they wanna pick up fucking waste paper... they've picked up all 

these counterfoils from the bank, you know, what was supposed to be in their bins, 

yeah. And they've come back in the car with 'em. So, as I've moved in, all the 

neighbours are sort of - 'cos Adgie used to have all cars down the street, on the hills, 

they was always complaining about it. 'Cos he had a car showroom in Brighton. We 

could see 'em - 'Do, look the fucking Clampits are back. ' - Do you know? 

Anyway, we gets in there and my little Roseanne, she was about five then, and 

erm, she's always been so lovely, polite and quiet. Where we'd packed all the cases 

upstairs in the bedroom, there's electric fires in the room and Louie had put the electric 

on and `course the fire was switched on and er, oh yeah, the police all come. The 

police come and wanted to know - there was a bank robbery, and where did we get all 

these counterfoils from? 

I told 'em the kids had got 'eni from Streatham and they checked that out. And 

we got two big black Marias outside and a police car, all the neighbours out at the 

door, yeah! As the man's unloading us you know, as the lorry's unloading, 1'm in my 

car and the Pickford Lorry's unloading our furniture and two black Marias comes 

'Brrrrhh.. ' all in this quiet street, where the lady opposite grew prize black roses. 

They said there was a robbery done and they've come down here form London and 

they've got these counterfoils come out of the car, so they've thought that was the bank 

- yeh, the neighbours hated us. The milkman hated us, everybody hated us (laughs) - 

they lived there all their life, ain't they? 

We're a fucking big rough London load of pikeys to them aren't we? And the 

house had fell down, you can imagine it can't you? They didn't know what 'ad 

'appened to Adgie, but they didn't like Adgie either, 'cos 'e used to have like, every 

single gangster from London's been down there, do you know? Adgie bought the 'ouse 

off of a brass, Dolly, you know, she was a good old brass though and she lived in 

Cheyne Walk, she 'ad another f at in Cheyne Walk, so when the police come, they 
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searched the 'ouse. Up in the loft there's 'and cuffs and fucking big whips and things. 

(Laughs) They went, 'Where have these come from? ' I went. 'They was old Dolly the 

whore's wasn't they? ' They knew old Dolly the whore anyway. I said, 'We ain't got 

no 'and cuffs up there. ' And I told them where the counter things 'ad come from and 1 

think they 'phoned through, checked it out, dustbins behind the bank. 'Yes', you know, 

and erm, well there was nothing they could do, we didn't do no bank, I had all these 

kids who got out and wanted to go wee, and picked up the papers. 

But now, we got the police in the morning, as we arrived there, say two o'clock, 

three o'clock, oh, then, little Roseanne comes down and says to Louie, 'Louie, the 

bedroom's on fire. ' Louie went, 'Yes, go outside and play. ' She said, 'But Louie, the 

bedroom's on fire. ' Louie went, 'OK then. ' Didn't take no notice of Roseanne. Next 

thing we know is the fire engines are coming, the fucking smoke's pouring out the 

window - neighbours have 'phoned up the fire engines, says There's afire in that 

house. ' 

We don't even know nothing about it, we're downstairs, ain't we? Then we got 

the fire engines there, all fucking running though, hosing upstairs. Well, this is the 

ironical thing, me and Louie's covered in smoke, and all up our noses and down our 

throats, we gets outside on to the grass and they're giving us a drink and that, Louie 

lights a cigarette up. (Laughs) Her lungs is full of fucking smoke and she lit a cigarette 

up. So we said, now we got the fire engines, we've had two vanloads of police in the 

morning, yeh! We've 'ad the fire engines. The men are still fucking unpacking the stuff 

and bringing it down, (because there was a great big garage there) and that. And now 

they all go and I takes Joanne and the kids down to the beach and I said, ''Now look, 

you stay here and I'll come and pick you up in an hour's time. Stay 'ere along this 

beach front where I can f nd you, 'cos we got to get all the smoke'. Cos as all the cases 

burnt with all the clothes in -firemen caused more damage than anything you know, 

they couldn't help it I don't suppose. 

But as they was dragging the stuff all down the stairs and throwing it out the 

window - it was all thick, red pile carpet all the way through - you can imagine it, they 

was running through with 'ose pipes, well, it was just something ... well.. 
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Anyway, so me and Louie's trying to clear up, ain't we, after the fire, because 

the whole house there was covered in smoke, and er, it was gone over an hour by the 

time I went to pick me kids up, it started to get dark then, so 1 goes down there and 1 

can't find 'em and 1 start panicking, there's Joanne, Christopher, Terry, Annie, 

Roseanne and Pasy -I got Harry with me, 'cos he was the baby. And, erm, well, Patsy 

was only two, Harry was nearly one, do you know? Nine month, ten months, yeh. And 

erm, I goes to the police and said, 'I've lost five children. ' They went - laughs - they 

went, they said, 'No-one loses five children' and 1 said, 'And I'm ever so worried 'cos! 

told them to stay along the beach and they're not there. ' Then, back comes all the 

police again to the 'ouse, this is all in one day, back all the police arrive and I've gone 

one way, and they've gone another way and anyway, by the time we get back the police 

are there, they've picked the kids up, found 'em. Joanne's got on a bus to try and get 

her way back to Hove and went to Worthing. So they got picked upfront Worthing and 

brought back. By the time we got back, all the kids are dancing with the coppers 'ats 

on and everything, ain't they? The police are amusing them, 'cos we're not there, I've 

got the baby with us and so that was our first day of moving in. The first day we moved 

in there! They 'ated us! 

Then I 'ad all builders down from London, didn't 1, to do the place up, they used 

to get drunk and have a party. Then, (my friend 'ad a club).. Yeh, two ofAdgie's 

mates, Harry Pine and... 'one arm Lou' - he only 'ad one arm. Yes. But 'e wanted the 

same .... I had a row with 'im once 'cos 'e asked me for more money and I went, 'We're 

fucking paying you double, you only got one arm, ain't you. ' And 'e went and sulked 

and laid outside in the garden over it, 'cos I said, Well, you're only using one arm, you 

should get half the money! ' 

But, they was two nice fellers, though, you know, they really done the place up 

lovely. And then, my mum comes down, with little Ali, who was a little Indian, I think 

and erm, I said she could stay there but I wasn't 'aving the Ali to live there, So we gave 

'im a few quid to stay in a little boarding 'ouse along the road, you know, down the 

front, and let me mum stay there. No, she's a bastard, we used to keep - er, the electric 
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meter was under the stairs and I'd give her money and everything - and 1 'ad all those 

kids baptised Catholics while I was there, 'cos, you know, the Catholic priest loved 

when I said they was all Church of England and I wasn't married 'cos my father died in 

prison and my husband insisted that the kids be Church of England, he just wanted to 

baptise 'em so we 'ad a great big party on this Sunday, er, yeh, probably, yes, it was, 

like 'Fuck yer, I'll do what I want now, they are my kids'. Yes, they're Catholic, they 

went to a Catholic convent, as well. And ern, Cottegemore*, beautiful school they 

went to. My mum come down, and when I had 'em all baptised Catholic, I bought 'em 

all gold St. Christophers, you know, and she nicked all the St. Christophers and broke 

my electric meter open. 

She knew we'd had lots of trouble with the police there and she filled it up with 

cotton wool so that when the money fell ... but she went and got another padlock from 

Woolworths and put that padlock on it and one morning I've got up and all the money 

was gone, clothes, the kids' little gold things, you know, she just cleared out. But I 

didn't know she'd done the meter. So I'm still putting money in, ain't 17 

Then the man comes round to empty the meter and he can't get the key in the 

lock, then he realises she'd been and got a lock from Woolworths and put that on. My 

Adgie 'ad already gone away for twelve months over her doing this in Pollock Road. 

She'd done the meters up there and he took the blame for it and he went away for it. 

And do you remember when I told you that they stopped him when he cane back from 

the Orient liners, er, he'd been away for doing the meters, he'd took the blame for it. 

The whole lot of us, yeh. I don't know, I can't think of her as wicked, at times I didn't 

like her, I hated her. I hated her sometimes, she used to disgust me, I couldn't let her 

touch me, or make me tea or anything. I wouldn't let 'er 'ands make a sandwich for 

me. Do you know, when I found out she was crooked with my dad, when I came home 

from Borstal, I didn't `ave no respect for her after that. And it's no good saying, well, 

that's the way life is, you know, I couldn't understand it. Like, my dad 'ad been good to 

her, you know, but, I don't know. I think, probably what it was, when she was fifteen 

when she knew 'im, sixteen when she ̀ ad me, he had been 'er man all her life, and then 

she was still a young woman, wasn't she, thirty-eight? I mean, she was the same age 
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as Joanne, and you... 

She was still a young woman, do you see? And 1 couldn't realise that, although 

I was twenty, (how old was my mum, sixteen years older than me, yeh) I was twenty, 

she was thirty-six. Yeh, do you see, she was still a young woman and this was when 

Charlie stabbed the feller in the car - she was still young, beautiful and attractive, so 

now, see, because my dad wasn't there to watch over 'er, men made eyes at her, ... yeh, 

that was it. Yeh, she was like a silly little girl, Lorraine, yeh ... I mean ........ 
Anyway, Chrissie comes down Brighton and once 'e sees the kids are all 

Catholics and I've really had to change my mind about 'im, after my Adgie getting 

killed and that, I'm not taking no more shit from anybody, do you know? That is, is 

exactly what I said to 'im and he can just go and gamble and fucking sleep with an 

'orse or a dog if he can find one, because I'm not going to be there just for 'im to go 

abed with. And 'e really did change, he used to come down - it was like courting again, 

you know? 'E used to come down every Saturday, with 'is old van, box of shopping, 

you know, like potatoes and greens and these vegetables as well, and take me out to 

dinner, ... started courting me again. He was clever, as well, and he did have some nice 

ways and they was 'is kids. The kids loved their dad and so I went back again with him, 

yeh ... I went back again and erm, yeh. We're in Haggerston, I live in Haggerston 

now, from Hoxton and erm, ... what go back to Haggerston Road? Yeah, we goes back 

to Chrissie, back to Haggerston Road and that. And 'e went and bought some new 

furniture and... yes, 'e said he was gonna stop, just go to the dogs twice a week, which 

was all right. 

Because, I was bringing the kids up on me own, anyway, 'cos 'e was never there 

to discipline 'em, you know, sometimes they did need a bit of discipline, but 'e was 

never ever there, all 'e seemed to be there was for 'is early morning cuppa tea, and his 

dinner at six o'clock, then to come 'ome and get in bed with me and annoy me. That is 

what he used to be like, in the end I used to think like, he's gonna fucking annoy me 

tonight, do you know? Like, and there was no love or affection there and you can't let 

nobody even manhandle you can you, if you think you're being used and which I 

thought I was being used anyway. 
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'SECRET`SECURITY 

FOR SHOPS 
I By IAN HENRY 

HIGH STREET stores 
and shops are being 

offered an invisible secu" 
rity label to counter the 

' rapidly growing menace 
of the professional 
shoplifter. 
With shoplifting now Britain's 

fastest growing crime, store 
security chiefs are desperate to 
stem the tide of merchandise 
being pilfered nationwide. 

{ According to latest Home 
office figures of reported crime, 
shoplifting rose by 16 per cent. 
last year, the only area of theft 
which is rising at the rate of 
double figures. 

It is little wonder that one of 
the initiative pioneered at the 
Downing Street summit aimed to 
develop new measures to reduce 
crime in shopping centres. 

Current estimates show that 
theft from shops and stores is 
costing a colossal £l billion a 
year. and in Oxford Street alone. 
£1 million of merchandise is 
stolen each week. 

One innovation already oper- 
ating in the West End is the 
etectro thread. Most professional 
thieves have now learned to 
ignore security coded tagged 
goods, but the clectro thread, a 
four inch strand of wire is prac. 
ttcaliv invisible so that shoplift. 
ers are unable to tell which 
articles are electronically 
protected. 

Conventional tags 
Unlike conventional hard tats, 

the "lectrn thread can be dis. 
Rutccd as a price ticket or label 
or even se%n unobtrusively into 
clothing and textiles, 

Ii ran he concealed in the 
patt, a¢ing of items like cos" 
metiCS. enntcctinnerv, soft toys, 
hard Bonds such as electricals. 
'"amcras anti MY toms and even 
groceries and pre-wrapped fresh 
fonds. 

With January sales now in full 
awing, the shoplifting gangs are 
nut in force taking advantage of 
the milling crowds to escape 
detection. 
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Zen -unei us 01UW l01 lrt UUt11 
-' _ __a ... Christopher Green, defendin,. 

CorresPonucur 
ZECHOSLOVAI TAN plan" 

to strike "a blow for 

dom" for his country's 

itry's -nest generation or 

.h by building the biggest 

: ern record collection in 

East. 1lariborouz; h ma; is- 

es' court Was told 
he stole 

"e 
Ve! a 

than n E21-000 worth of 

, rds and tapes from the 

V store in Oxford Street, 

don. where he worked as 
hoping 

, neral assistant, home with them 
to help to cuange Czecho- 

akian society, said )Ir 

"As far as he is concerned. 
he was making something of 
a blow for freedom for the 
next generation of Czechos- 
lovakian youth by making 
these records and tapes 
available tothem. " 

His behaviour goes beyond 
the obsessed, to almost a 
messianic belief in the desir- 

ability of establishing- this 

very large record collecton 
for transmission to Czechos- 
lovakia to give them the 

opportunity to see films and 
hear records to which they 
are denied access. " 

The 41-yearold committed 
Christian, pleaded guilty to 
two theft charges. but asked 
not to he named for fear of 
repercussions from the Czech 

authorities. 
He was given a six-month 

sentence. suspended for two 
years. and ordered to pay 
£10 costs. 

after being caught on a 

security video camera stealing 
14 LPs worth £75. the Czech 

took police to his flat and 
showed them his haul. includ- 
ing 1,423 LPs and 489 video 
filtris, worth £=1. ß'3-l, which 
were recovered. 
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L: 71ve years alo sne was 
prosecuted for shoplift- 
Ing and given probation. 
I thougnt it was au over. 
It wasn't sa f she was 
that dress-consc: ous. She 
has a good 'varcLooe and 
within ::: e :: cris of : n? 
vicar's st: perd she had 
all the clothes inc i 
wanted: 

Mr . Vilc^x. whose sons 
Andrew. 16. and Dand. 
17, were also in the 
house, said he didn't 
think !t was the shame 
of being a s'itar's -wife 
charged with : heft that 
made hs wt e commit 
suicide 

Perhaps :: Was a feel- 
tng that she was back on 
this dreadful treadmill 
agsin that might have 
pushed her over the 

-edge; he said 
His wife, who. had re- 

"ceived psychiatric help 
to the past. was subdued 
3n the day she died, he 
said: 

Soccer boss 
is cleared 

POP-%E- Southend Vtd. 
chairman Anton Johnson 
was cleared yesterday of 
stealing frcm the Fourth 
Division club. Be was 
found not -eu: lty at 
Chelmsford Crown Court 
of seven charges involv- 
ing the theft of £683.. He 
was also cleared, with 
London businessman 
Michael Anderson.:. of 
forgery and trying to 
pervert justice. 
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Ct tL " Elm a week 
through theft 
By"John Richards, Industrial Correspondent 

MARKS and Spi nccr his icsned a rour-page. bit fie( in 
to all 56.000 strifi warning that losses Ihrrnlgh theft 
and loss of goods are now running at E50 million a 
year. or about El fit a Wt'c'k. 

The firm has already ilk . Intl elralinc garments and 
Sacked 511 Itrr mil more ttmlacling IItem nul of the thnp 

. 
0r . 11"T this )'rttr fnl" theft anti In tnlhi , itn brltvrC11 ttalf and 
dishonesty and Itntect"ulinc 'Ir litrrt drivrrs. 

for shop. lifling amount In 1'hc t%orsl inclanrr. s are 
arttoll IR. 001) a year. mptirlCII (runt large ritt" stures, 

Ac mlct'Slnan e tirl: "The mn. particularly the 50 biggest 
chnpt in platrt em it ac I. onrlon, jnrity is external Ihrfl, bitt tvr (; las¢na", Liverpool and do have a sadly incrcacing nunc \tantlrcter. 

her of cascc tit stall Iheft and 
stall cnllucitm in thheft. In another hid to stern the 

"The number of non-11.1f( flood, time cotnr111Y hac icsued a 
involved in the prncctulinne it Irainina video to staff entitled 
over 90 per cent. but file, total is "'II'c a matter of time"-this 
ricine and the lncc tinw amnnntc rarriec file mrccagc that the 
to EI rnillinit a werte. Ihu"f will art raugut eventually 

if lie- or she percicts in 
n185Cive tocces dicltnnrtlt' 

"I'nr thr" lircl lime, ill cirtt" of In file virlrn. ritamplrc 
the maccitr prnlýrrtlirrnt of Ih, - mr. hrle "hat l, "d tir" Ihrfl" tnl" 
Incere, a"r are taking the tirt% it i inn at the t"ach points. anti a 
that we chnulil make Ihr. (rule stall member ctt'alirti by pill. 
kt, ntt"rt en that hnnrtl r iiIt'utc ima 0-itnt#t in hit Onr"t" 
and staff knntý' what it 
II: 11. rrninC " 

It was Ihr. hnm"cl tuctnmers. 
`VOIl1Iln, 64 

eharrhnldert arol statt min enf" 
frrrti froh Ihrflc %%Imh hut- d1'aýued 

to 
rrrlurrd Itrnlite narr file Lout 
Urar flnm £115 mitlitt lo Cara death by I)l! S 
rrtilünn-with rnrtnnt" CnmC nut 
of tilg" fiat Ic, 'It Irr"1': I'Ier Iit" A 1t"n111an level fI was 

Gall prnfit"chrninc scheme. it Of", 19 CiI to her Balitb on Salim. 
lilt. lit" utter her rnat tc"as Irafrprtl 

he "' hull''lin warne "11 lm., In Ih" Inldiitg tlnnrt of a Itoc .c 
evor the t rimimil ant'. NI and c ehr tried to qrl nf(, 
is tlrtermtnrd it, Irrtal Ihren nut \lrc 

. 
lean r: eilth. of (: at"rrr and brine Ihrul it, jllctl, e " Ile 

tliuh ftnclrl, P. 110 may. ßriclnl. title- Ih 
ai 

'l till- Draiti" , t'mutt 
%%'ad hauled . 1II sat its along the, 

11th Ihnt file- Inýerý nlr Illy 
rgnicnlcnt of Ihr rnmlrmr't rt! 1 In"lrl hrdnrr she binkr aceet' and 
darns trading nnr" mittut a Urar tnllapa"rl in (; Inlltrslrr Road. 
"juel In pay for thral anti Isst'' ýatchtýaý. 

A recent excrricr in accrct An imltuianre Innk her to 
the scaly of ihr prnblcln it nr"ancv rrenr"hat' Ilocpitat hut. 
reported in have recorded R70 tlr"cttilr crnr"ritent't" treatment. 
incidents over a fnur"wrrk the dient soon after from multi. 
period. Thes' range form rauh pit' injnrire. 
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Judcre tells rshopliftpr 
never shop alone 

A mother-of-three with an 
"irresistible urge" to shop- 
lift was told by a judge at 
the Old Bailey yesterday 
that she should "never go 
shopping alone again". 

Barbara Waltrout Hall, 39, 
who has three "lively" sons and 
a sick husband who relies on 
her, was told by Judge Sir 
David West Russell that a fur- 
ther offence would bgr disa - 
ter on her family. 

"My own advice i ever go 
shopping again on your own", 
he told Hall. of Anson Road, 
Willesden, North London. who 
has six previous convictions. 

Mr Orlando Pownall, defend" 
ing, said Hall's husband suf- 
fered from a heart condition and 
could not survive without her 
car. One of her three sons, 
Adam, 18, told the judge: "If 
my mother was sentenced to 
imprisonment my father would 
die w: tbin a month. " 

Mr Pownall said her continu" 
ing shoplifting resulted from 
"irrestistible urges. " 

Judge West Russell save her 

an eight month sentence, sus- 
, ended for two years. after she 
admitted stealing sportswear 
from John Lewis, Brent Cross. 
earlier this month, and for 
stealing sandals and food from 
Marks and Spencer in Edgware 
Road, in 1984, for which sen" 
tence had been deferred. He 
also made a supervision order. 

The jury cleared Hall of steal. 
ing trousers from a Marks and 
Spencer store in Wembley on 
May 23 last year but convicted 
her of causing actual bodily 
harm by reckless driving to a 
member of the staff who tried 
to catch her. She was fined £120 
for the reckless driving. 

Mr William Boyce, prose. 
cuting. said Hall struck two cars 
and brushed her pursuer's leg 
as she made a desperate 
attempt to escape 
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Stone's case Scotland Yard has shelved an 
investigation into allegations 
that Bill Wyman. guitarist of 
the Rolling Stones, had an affair 
three years ago with a 15"year" 
old girl. 
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M&s losing 
Elm a week 

through1 theft 
By'John Richards, Industrial Correspondent 

MARKS and Spencer has issued a four"page-hullctin 
to all 56.000 staff warning that locccs Ihrnnrgh theft 
and loss of goods are now running at £50 million a 
year, or about £1m a week. 

The firnt has alrr. atly' tills and mr; ilina ¢irmcntc and 
Sat keel 50 ver trio innrn tm moino Ilion nut of Ihr tip 
staff this yrar for theft and In rnIhicinn 11ween aatf and 
dishonesty and Iºrnerruti(ne 'h"lit"rrv driº"rm 

for chnr"liflinq irnnnnt In The! %%or%I in'I7urec are 
arnnnrl 18.0(10 a year. re-portal from large 61v stores, 

c ýnl<emian ýýirl: "'Ihr, mn" v. - the 50 hi*Cc t Af %ImP4 in placrc sue Iº A, I nnrlon, jnrity is external 11ºrft, hut %. e C; mv. Liverpool and do hare a sally intrcacing mom. \1ancýºrclrr. 
her of essec it slnf theft , md 
ctaIT cnllucirni in Ihrft. 

"The numbrr of nnn"claIr 
iiivoh"rd in IIi prncrtutinne is 
over 90 per cent. hi I tlir total is 
ricin¢ and Ihr los, nnw amnnnI 
In Cl million a %errlc. 

Massive locccs 
'f"nr life lirct lirnr', in t'imv oil 

thr mitci%t prnlrnt'lirme of thy' 
Inecrt, tt"r art` taking the tiers 
that we chrntlrt make thr Iatlt 
kttm. "n en thal hnnrct fill/ell. 
and cl: lff knrrw %v It aI tt 
I1. vrrninR. 

It wet lift- hnnr'cl rncinnII'I , 
eharrhnldrre mid ttalr t%hn mitt. 
frrrrl Irma Ihrflc tshitIi hat. 
rr(hifed Itrnfitc m"r"r Ihr I. t. -l 
Urar itmn CI 15 millinn In C. 61 
rttillintt-W'ilIi mnttr"% Raine nut 
of wnc" 11.111.. "I of hrv ancr Ihp 
-lair prnfil"chntinc tclir'mr it 
Itl_I. 

I he bttllý lin rý': Irne "l1'hn", 
rt'"r the rritntnalc air-. AI and 
is drlertnlnrrl lot trrnl 1111,111 foul 
and bring Ihren In jttcllrr' " Itt 
till. ' ''II(It"n 111r IHain"', pnintc 
rtnl 111i1 Ihr- In. crý : It. Ihr" 
rquiv'alcnl of Iltr t"ntnpatn"'t c; 
einrot tradirig nnr" month a )rar 
"juct to pay far Ihr. -II and lace-. 

A rerrnl f terrier In accrcc 
the scale of the prnblrm it 
rcpnrted in have recorded 07n 
incidents aver a fnur"werk 
period. They ranee farm rich 

In another hill in stern the 
flood. the company has issued a 
training vidrn to staff entitled 
"11't a matter of Umc"-this 
r; rrrict the inctsage that the 
Ihrrf will get taught eventually 
if he or she persists in 
Iiichnnrcly 

In Or virleo, ir3mplr4 
iii. hrir "bacl. "dpor" Ihrf 

. till. 
Insiou at Ihr each pninIs. and a 
stall member clralinr by put. 
11110 L. i"nnlnt in Irrt stmt, e, 

Woman, 64 
(JTacrC(1 to 

death by bus 

A tvnntan apo'l 11,4 w,, 14% 
Iha¢KCºI t'º tier (10-111i nn Satur" 
1I. it" ; iltrr her mat waq Ir+ºº+ped 
m th" In1dini dnrirc of a huc aq 
'Ii" Irirrl to qrl tiff 

NIrc . Iran F: rilth. of (: at"rºa 
iii-. h ftnnd, f'IIº It". ' . 

ßrictnI. 
wnc hanlyd "III sank rtnng the 
ºn. u) hrfnrr clir hinkt i iv . 1nd 
tnllapcrºI in f; lrnurcirr Ilnad, 
r ýºtliýýac. 

An amhnlenrc took her to 
it-art, rr'nrhav IIocpital bitt. 

ýIrq, ilr rmrr&rnºe trratmrnl, 
the died sonn after from inutti" 
pie ittjurirc. 
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Sttöililr diselinrge 
over 
MOcTctI't . nd itan'zhter were 0 i' A 

, teart it , itat'y'Irbnna court, 
`-' entral I, ondnn. : cttrr a Inlets- 

trat(- criticised the failure of 
she Crmt"n Prosecution Service 
to produce rnmmlttat papers 
for Ihr thirst time In e 
"aimplr" race of shoplifting. 

AI r 
sltassistantcknncl Ntrq Jr-in c^ 

.: te 
c. arwMa. aecri :t. a hmtscwlfe. 
both of Nottidrt IIill. west Lnn- 

- sinn, were ctischrged by hlr 

"i Nicholas Crichton after an 
application by the defence 
counsel. Mies' Sarah Fc, rntcy- 
\Vhittmcstall. They hid lern 
chareed with stca1ini £11.77 

nrlh of goods from it branch 
of Tcgco. 

Second trnnsnl: tnt 
for lung 31011th 

CURGrONS worked for nrariv 
12 hours yesierclly on a second 
heart transplant for Colin 
Thomas. axed 10, from Neath 
West Clamorean, who suffer, 
from cystic fibrosis. 

Ito was first Ricrn a new set 
of 1nn!? s last itctnher but his 
condition did not Imprnc"o and 
the second neerstion wvat car 
. led out at llarefleld ilnsntta' 

In Middlesex by n teem led hl 
rrofcsior Al-19d1 Yncmrh. 11 
$po! cesman said It was ton carts 
to give a condition check after 
the operation which lasted twice 
ag long Al nnrmnl. 
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Shoplifters 'to 
get self-help' 

by Edward Welsh 

FIRST there was %leoliulics 
ýnnnýmoos. in (Inoblcrs 
\ýtun. ntctus. N, )w" shoplifters 

yr to have sclt-help groups 
%. her% itt)hutty has a name. 

lhuphciS who fall rout ul, 
tttr law through forgeil"ulness. 
mental 1111uss ui just had 
luck %kill soon he able to talk 
tu others with similar prob- 
lems in complete atwnymtty 
at now support groups. 

The idea comes Isom Crisis 
Counsclhng for Alleged Shop- 
liftcrs (OCAS). the London- 
bascd %ofuntary organisation 
which will this wct'h tame the 
first steps to launch 4hc 
aus ice. OCAS secs a growing 
need (or such groups to 
augment counselling it al- 
ready provides for people 
iii stressed by shoplifting 
Ohcri4'nrr5. 

In Some extreme Cases. 
slit, plifters hate turned to 
suicide. In 1980. Isobel 
I ; ncit. the radio and tole. 
t isºua personality. took her 
mtn life four tla%s after she 
ttas convicted of stealing 
loud worth ö7p from a shop. 

As the law stands. says 
('t 'A. S. more und mors, s11op- 
t crt are wrongfully ending up 
ºn court. Shopimthiu g is judged 
tu he a criminal altencC ºf it 
Can be proved tha t the 
defendant stole with the 
intcntiun of keeping tlºt: 
stolen property forguod. It is 
the shopper who steals with- 
out "intent". or the "nun- 
criminal" shuplifier. that 
CCAS wishes to help. 

In 1985. just over 280.000 
offences of shop then were 
recorded in England and 
Wales - up : tIU)Ot on the 
111"t"v ions %car. Almost 

3tIV4)t) people wett. limuud 
kuºU% or c; t, ºtuunvd. filth ii1; h 
ntt%t ul tit e ': untmeted Immr 
shuplitüni; are nice. the %,. ºat 

majonty of shoppers who 
turn to stealing because of 
mental illness are women. CCAS wants to bring 
together people with shoplift" 
ing problems under the cyc of 
a cnunsellor on a weekly 
basis. The organisauon aims 
tu hale the tiist group 
running by early autumn und 
ultimately one is e er y 
Ltmdon borough and . 

t0 
towns and Cities. 

Ilarry Kaun'cr. its spokes. 
mim, sail: "We want to help 

Isobel harnet(: suicide 
shoppers who art out of 
character or make mustakes. 
W Inlievc there are many 
people in this situation who 
have nobody to talk to. " 

Robert Adley. Conser" 
vauvc NIP for Christchurch. 
who carried out an intlepcn- 
dent study on shoplifting 
with three magistrates. is 
backing the support groups. 

"Sell-servict: shops art as a 
trap tu elderly people with 
children and the turgctl'ul, " 
he said. "If you encourage 
people to he p thcrosel%cs, 

1 you should nut be surprised 
if they do. " 

However. Abroness Phil- 
lips. director of the Assuci- 
ation lirr the Prevention of 
Thell in Shops. sod: **For 
wert' abscnl"nlititled person 
caºight . hu1ýlýtünK. thew : arc 
S(X) who roc lliw- es. W 
. iicntl tau much ume on 
ollrntlcr and not ernml. h mu 
the t iýtinu 
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Have mercy 
" 

V7 ^LL' 

-shoplifters, 

on `innflcell i 
JPs are urn ed 

SHOPS HAVE been By Jenny Rees ters asktnit for : viler tatisttcs 
asked to take a lenient on shoplifting. 
line this Christmas with be a pleasure buT now. because Shoplitttnß ": nsts retaiierc il 

of the techniques used by cecu" billion a year and : )'corn : trCet 
my who IIIIIO" y statf. shopping has become stores alone :1 : niilýun a :. eex. 

Cent1y, or absent-mine hazardous and aangero but the or; anuanon claims that 
e easy to fully' arrested. ý0 per cent W. roch: are com. take ý: ýoods without muted by sales sad. 

ýIIýý, ;,,,, ,_" nwiDe-Ca gh our work. Home Office tf ur's for the 12 .... ,. "_ ...: ""... _ ""' > iEttiae-can be symp" ß 
organisation", " ý"Crisi b¬pýeavrmearbnemptoy months to June. 1337. , how -hat 

ötinseZiiuq, '"för" ý, II'eged , o: - - '-"`" =- iaT; and`emo", shoplifting tißures `ell by sev-: n 
Slmplift' s;; ý_. YeSte=d1Y.: `t; on ss":.. ". per cent to 250.000 orfences. 
'lannehed'3, CamPaign c311ing" . "7 can be due to increased store ecurity, 

_ 
very ý curt o 

oa-. e ilers; '. secun ob-`. "piIIg'"with'smail children, ho atter a regular four per cent rise _1 Zy 
every year since 1980. 

e7S'3ad'1IIa. istrate5"to be are not trained in shop behav 
ýnore'uuderstanding over lour when goods. like sweets. Mlr Harry Shepherd of the 
the festive period. are piled-up on display. " Oxford Street Traders' issoc: a" 

tton. who is on the council "af Mfrs Gloria Leighton. the Advisory sheet the association for the Pre%en" 
group's counselling officer, The overhanging threat of hon of Theft in : hops-and sat 
said: "We have all been forget. prosecution could cause some on a Home Office working 
ful about where we put things. customers. wrongfully accused party, said: "I will not accept 
Honest and innocent people can of shoplifting, "a traumatic and that stores are at fault because 
pick goods up in shops deeply unhappy Christmas". goods are on display and that 
absentmindedly. The organisation has pub. tempts people. 

"They don't want to do it. lished an advisory sheet for Compassion shown They don't do it deliberately, shoppers, explaining the cus" "Store security now costs cus" and it can be a very distressing, tomer's rights if stopped by a touren about £: 50 million a even suicidal, experience to be store detective. and how to deal 
year, and that has ". goae some prosecuted. " with questioning by police. way to preventing. shoplifting: Crisis Counselling for Alleged It warns shoppers to be par- "Shopkeepers have always Shoplifters is funded by the ticularly attennve-at sales time. shown compassion to the London Boroughs Grant Scheme 'and to be careful about carrying elderly, although pensioners and offers telephone counsel- zip-up bags. account for only three per cent 

. 
line. to those who face The organisation counsels of prosecutions. and people. who p msecutioa". "hundreds" of wrongfully are genuinely ill. but they do 
^ý- Emotional stress 

-- 4" accused shoplifters 'a. year.. aäd not show compassion, to the 
. villains. ab-The-carganiia jo ; whic ." 'is. pTOVtdes a (egal rpfenl service 

! about-tar: -, apply " for"chantable"-" _-'FulletAtatistiis 
"On the whole. the old lady 

. sstatus, -says it never helps äny- The Christmas- campaign stereotype of the shoplifter does 
, pne. whq. has stolen". deliberate! y, liiinch wa3: 'chaired by the orga" not exist any longer. 
.t our-shops...:., . ý",., ,- , r". msation's". "parliamentary advi" ., '? The fastest growing group is' 
=: YestErd'ay. UriTtegiää Dollar;,; sor, '. Mr : Grgviue ; Danner; - QC, the ten to 14"year"olds who have 
the- -founder- chairman. -said: '- MP, who is -to submit"a written been brought up in the 'I. want 

Shöppyrig. t: Cäristmas'use4. to ý, questfon td Home Office minis- . 
it. I shall have it' sociery. """ 
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Shoplifting... ftun and really 
pays' says DIY guidebook A DO. t"r. YOIJlcsrr, r 

guide to shoplifting, 
believed to be published 
by an anarchist Mgr mp. is 
being circulated among 
shoppers in the runup to 
Christmas. 

ft aincourages pr, nple to 
steal frort shops as a way of 
righting the. "injustices of 
society and . advises than on 
the best techniques to 
employ. 

The Ruirle has cone into the 
hinds of Rarnncss Phillips. 
director of tlir' Association for 
the Prevention of Theft in 
Shops, who has sent duplicates 
to the security departments of 12. nnn affiliated rrtailinE 
groups. 

Oxford Street shops alone 
expert to lose i25rn thrnimb 
shoplifting during Christmas. 

Bored to death 
According to the guide anc" 

thing can he stolen from a small 
shop, supermarket or depart. 
mcnt store. given enough for. 
ward planning, the right timing, 
appropriate " dress and 
confidence. 

11 says: "You can pick shop. 
lifting up easily frone your own 
experience and the more you do 
it, the more you learn and you 
become increasingly successful. 
Also, unlike a lot of dull learn. 
ing. it's fun and it really pays. " 

The tone of the guide, which 
contains errors of spelling and 

By Jenny Rees 
grammar, indicatrc that it is 
amird at the young. 

Umirr the heading Assistant 
Ila«Ir, the authors advise: 
"One way of draling with aisis. 
tame is in bore them so death 
wilh inttrrision, trying things 
on. wining and ah"ing about the 
trice. etc. until they leave you 
alone for their next victim. 

"Yon may' hair to wait for 
that In second or co Rap when 
they're all (Irring something 
elcr., or are looking away, to 
crab what you're after. " 

Fever symptoms 
ftresc and appearance are 

very important. says the guide. 
"It's no Snnd looking like a 
punk in Marks and Spencerc, 
and r. ually it's no use acting 
and Inking like an tipper class 
twit in a trendy clothes shop. " 

The student Innk is recmn" 
mended. "Glacees can often 
drastically change you're 
appearance ton. 'fhcy'rc handy 
because once you're outside the 
chop you can remove them 
straight away. 

"Also quite wrnncly, people 
often regard people who wear 
glasses as being timid etc, not 
the sort tvhn would steal. " 

The scttion on shoplifting 
Fever warns of over-excess. 
"When shoplifting starts to 
become obsessive, you often 
become careless and begin to 
think you are unstoppable. 

"Most people seem to get 
caught when they are either 
careless or over-confident. If 
you think it may be becoming a 

bit out of hand, give it a rest for 
a week or so. " 

In a long section on how to 
overcome. guilt, the guide 
states: "It is of prime impor" 
lance that feelings of shame #to 
not deter you. that is precisely 
what they are designed for. 
Shoplifting is only taking back 
that which is ours. " 

The guide directs shoplifters 
to concentrate on the "money. 
grabbing mega-stores who turn 
over millions of pounds a day. " 

Shoplifting, it explains, is not 
a social evil: "We shoplift 
because we are poor as a delib- 
erate result of the culture we 
live in and the consumer society 
is one of its more obvious faces. 

"Shoplifting is our way of say. 
irtg no to enforced poverty. " 

Lady Phillips said: "As this is 
in anonymous document, we 
have no idea where it comes 
from. Because of the spelling 
mistakes, we cannot imagine 
that it might have cone from a 
student source. 

"But we have another book. 
let, from the sane people, giv. 
Ing advice on how to get 
involved, in animal liberation, 
hnw to squat, and how to sup. 
port strikes and create riots. 
This is frightening material. " 

Cave restaurant Limestone caves under the 
town centre at Dudley, West 
Midlands, where the Earl of 
Dudley used to throw lavish 
parties In the last century, may 
become a restaurant. Plans are 
being prepared by the Dudley 
Canal Trust. 
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Euro-MP to 
stay on aler 
sholoRhin 
conviction 

A LABOUR Euro-MP who was 
convicted yesterday of shoplifting 
will not have to resign and insists 
he is innocent. 

Barry Seal, the MEP for York- 
shire West, said last night: "The 
verdict came as a complete sur- 
prise to myself and my lawyers. 
but irrespective of the jury's ver- 
dict I maintain my complete inno- 
cence and those who know me 
well will have no doubt of it. 

"I have ascertained that I have 
still the complete support of the 
Labour Party at Euro constitu- 
ency and regional level and that 
the verdict in no way affects my 
ability or determination to con- 
tinue working for the people of 
Yorkshire West, " he added. ,. 

Mr Seal, of Wyke, Bradford. 
was found guilty at Leeds Crown 
Court of stealing an 13.99 hot wa- 
ter thermostat. He was fined : 100 
and ordered to pay 1675 costs. 

The Labour leader in the Euro- 
pean Parliament, David Martin, 
MEP for Lothians, said: "He re- 
mains a full and valuable member 
of the British Labour Group in 
Strasbourg, and he nas the full 
confidence of his constituents - 
he was re-selected as a candidata 
only a week ago with the knowl- 
edge that this case was pending. " 

Mr Seal, a lecturer, who joined 
the European Parliament in 1979, 
will not have to resign his seat. 
and his candidacy for the 1989 
Euro elections is not affected by 
the court decision. He is a senior 
member of the Socialist group in 
the European Parliament. 
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NEWS 
IN BRIEF 

Haywýrc 
appeal 
refused 
CAPTAIN Simon Hayward. t' 
Life Guards otfcer convict, 
and sentenced to Ave yea 
imprisonment for attempting 
smuggle cannabis into Swede 
was yesterday refused leave 
appeal to the Swedish Supren 
Court, writes David Rose . Hayward. who has protests 
his innocence throughout; wr 
convicted by a district court 1 
August after 50 kilos of, th 
drug were discovered by cu 
toms officers in the boot of 
car he had' driven from Ibiza. 

Last month the 'Regions 
Court of Appeal in Stockholr 
upheld the conviction. and th" 
Supreme Court's declsio! 
leaves no further -lega 
recourse open to Hayward Ii 
Sweden. His lawyers have- nov 
referred the case to the Euro 
pean Court of Human Rights. 

- t, 
Euro-MP fined 
for sho liftin 
THE -Labour Euro-MP ;t for 
Yorkshire West. Dr Barry Seal. 
was convicted of shopUftlnc 
yesterday and fined-£100.: with 
£673 costs. He had denied. steal" 
Eng a hot water cylinder 
thermostat from a DIY 'store 
near his home in Bradford. 

Dr Seal. aged 50, told Leeds i 
crown court that he could not i 
recall how he came to put the 
? quipment In his pocket. - 
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for 

. snatch 
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I. DEC. 81 
By Andrew Moncur 
LONDON'S Knightsbridge 
was preparing yesterday, for 
the seasonal crush when so 
many expensive items 'are 
carefully hand-picked. 

They include purses,,. wal- 
lets, shopping bags and, by 
tradition, pockets - includ- 
ing some of the best-lined, in 
London. 

With 22 shoplifting days'. to 
Christmas and with intern. 
tional gangs of pickpockets 
known to be at large, police 
and store security staff yes. 
terday set in operation'their 
equally-traditional crime 
drive. 

The odds are, like the 
shelves of Belgian chocolates 
at £8 a pound, heavily 
stacked. At ilarrods alone, 
up to 200,000 people a day 
pass through the 

Solaro 
dar 

Ing the frantic days;; of 
Christmas and the Januar} 
sales. , They will include gradu 
ates of South America, 
pickpocketing academies, -'or 
ganised professional gangs o 
thieves, rank amateurs, 'an' 
opportunists who come t 
shop but, given the cbana 
stay to snatch. 

Against these are ranged 
strengthened force of - t? 
police including, at ý.. th' 
stage, 16 plain-clothestop 
cers somewhere In tl, 
crowd, and an, unse' 
number of'extra store"detr 
fives. Later, another b0 mel hers of the Metropolit, 
Police territorial 

. 
suppo 

group will join tbe.. covc 
operation: - 

The-public has to take ca 
of Itself, and its own po es" 
slons, 'the police' stress 
yesterday. 

Ali, 

"Knightsbridge Is Inter' 
tionally known as a place 
Christmas shopping. " It i 
lows that internatioi 
teams of pickpockets will - 
It as a place for rich pi 
Inis, " said Inspector Ph' 
Wharton, of Chelsea polic' 

"So much can be dons 
people take a few basic si 
to be a little bit streetwi 
That includes keeping a tf 
hold of bags and purses 
not leaving shopp 
unattended. 

Last December and J. 
ary there were 124'. th 
including snatches 
picked pockets, In the r 
lt is not unusual for vic 
to be carrying £1,000 or i 
when the thieves strike 
Insufficient amount Inc' 
tally, to buy "The &upr' 
Christmas hamper 
Harrods (£1,373). . Stolen credit cards ar' 
quently used elsewber 
London within 30 minus 
being taken. 

A mobile police st: 
towed by a Bedford t 
was set up yesterday I 
Harrods and extra r 
clamping units will 1 
duty. 

The police also ha 
cope with traft ruble 
the pavements. The"II' 
shoppers can Easily 
into pedestrian traffic 
A computer-controlled 
is to be Ins allc 
Knightsbridge to llasl 
sages to the crowds. 
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8 HOME NEW. 
Child 

thipves - 
own up 

women, 17 per. e t, above 
normal CO .ý i>? 9 

Man bit PC 
A ýhopýl_itýteýr who bit off a police- 
man 71ttieýger as he was 
being arrested was gaoled yes- 
terday for -foie' years. Trevor 
Hendricks; 21: ' attacked PC Lee 
9»1"m. - -I. - "' - 

Shoplifter bit PCý'x 
A shoplifter, Trevor Hendricks, 
agenl; w"h3 bit off a police- 
man's little finger as he was 
being arrested was gaoled yes" 
terday for four years by Not- 
tingham Crown Court. 

-7 All ON 

'. Iý ': 

Paul Keel 

ALMOST WE the young- 
sters who responded to a 
survey on shoplttting ad. 

tnttted that they s rtT, -maii of 
them habitually. 

The classroom survey, car" 
ried out by the police and 
school children in Northamp- 
tonshire, showed motives rang. 
Ing from "a dare" to peer pres- 
sure and boredom. The 
favoured targets were depart. 
ment stores, newsagents, and 
corner shops. 

The survey, aimed at 11 to 15- 
year-olds of both sexes and car. 
ried out at eight schools in the 
county, was conducted by the 
Northampton Junior Crime 
Prevention Panel, set up last 
year by the police, with 20 boys 
and girls aged 13 to 17. 

The young researchers sent 
out 1.200 confidential question- 
naires, of which 1,078 were 
returned for analysis on com. 
puter at the Northamptonshire 
Police headquarters. 

Some . I6.2 per cent admitted 
they had stolen something at 
sonne time. 52 per cent from 
shops. 22 per cent from their 
family, and the rest from 
schnul, cars. or elsewhere. 
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countering the 
; aase and cost 
)f shopliftng 
: ephen Cook on tFe "-i>; ; is deliberate and premeottaced. " 

otivation behind . ccoratng to two west Lon. 
don psycniatr.. sts. Dr Gerald 

'ore theft and how Silverman ana Dr Neil Brener. 

is being tackled 
about one shoplifter in 200 suf" fers from a disorder compara- ble :o alcoholism. known as 
pathological shoplifting. 

HE pale young woman Their research. shortly :o be 
bl h d h h d f k a stood to the oc o 

T 
pu is e .s ows t at 90 ; er 

a south London magis" cent of this ; roux re women 
trates' court as the de- caught in a relatio nship. usu" 

ice solicitor told how she had ally with a husband or ch: l" 
%en the clothes as a present dren. from which they would 

a friend's new baby. She like to escape but cannot. 
as broke and preferred steal" Dr Silverman says: "It's not. 
g to having no present. but . 

kssociated with the menopause, 
iw regretted it. contrary to the myth. They are 
Convincing or not, the magis" very desperate and depressed. 

'ate accepted the explanation and the shoplifting is no longer 
ad handed down a conditional under their voluntary control. 
; scharge and a ticking-oil. The It's closely related to eating dis. 
-oman thanked the court and orders and agoraphobia. 
: ft to join the statistics of a "We have them In regulated 
rime which retailers say costs therapeutic groups where they 
tetra : 1.5 billion a year. can defuse their frustration and 
Although much shoplifting Is isolation. make their conflict 

either noticed nor reported. more conscious. and get con. 
17.000 offences were recorded structive support. Their reac" 
y police last year, making It tion to any pressure is to shop. 
. ie fifth most common crime lift. Punishment has no effect. 
fter burglary, theft from cars, and they continue to re-offend. "' 
ar theft and criminal damage. Crisis Counselling for Al. 
The recorded statistics have leged Shoplifters, which has 18 

alien slightly in the last two volunteer counsellors to help 
'ears, but many traders reckon accused people. reckons some 
he real volume is increasing. shop layouts are too tempting. 
It goes up at Christmas and Mr Harry Kauffer, Its deputy i 

he new year sales. School holt- chairman, says that of over 
lays send it up, and snow and 2.000 shoplifters seeking help 
ce send it down. About half of about rights and options each 
. he losses are thefts by shop year, about 2 per cent have not 
; tailor "sweethearting" -staff taken anything. But about 63 
lnder"charging their friends. per cent were 'not properly 

Shoplifters vary from profes" aware of what they were doing. 
; ional thieves to confused or "Many accused people are on 
iverwrought people taking tranquillisers. or going through 
: hings unintentionally. There divorce, or diabetic, or epilep- 
ias been no research on the tic, or sutTering from claustro. 
proportions. but a Home Office phobia, or agoraphobia, or an. 
study In 1986 showed that. con- orexia. or bulimia. Temptation 
: rary to popular myth. most and personal strain sometimes 
shoplifters are not middle-aged proves too great. " 
housewives and young " men. Crisis Counselling wants 
Their ages range evenly be- stores to employ more staff. clip 
tween 11 and 59. all receipts to bags. and tell se" 

Baroness Phillips. chair. curity staff to offer help to 
woman of the association for people seen taking something, 
the Prevention of Theft in , rather than following them out. 
shops. is more interested in side for a citizen's arrest. 
prevention than motivation. dir Harry Shepherd of the 

"In 20 years as a magistrate. I Oxford Street Association in 
never saw the menopausal lady London is sceptical of the latest 
who's supposed to do so much security devices, arguing: "The 
shoplifting, but ! did see a lot of most important things are lay. 
foreign visitors who couldn't be out - things like not putting 
put in the category of need. I the most tempting things near a 
think we spend too much time doorway without a till. Then 
worrying about motivation. there's having the right nurn- 

11, +n . 11wave hP the her of staff and t aimn; them 
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COMMENT 

rouble in 

court 
'supermarkets 

are, increasingly, good at public Nations: which makes the pit that Tesco's chair- 14n plunged into yesterday all the more bizarre. 
lall Maclaurin stuck to the letter of the law. ies were brushed aside. He refused to make any 4tion to a legal bill of £20.000 which two sisters, iccused by the store of a £2 theft, now face as the 

clearing their name. 
bisters, on a Christmas spending spree at Tesco fought 

goods worth £70. They were accused by a 41tective 
of shifting a £9.99 price label from an YA toaster worth £11.99. They were arrested, taken tAw police station, held in a cell for three hours, %rched, fingerprinted and photographed, and 

a seven-month wait for a crown court trial 
intervening appearances before magistrates). itself was finally abandoned when the prosecu- 

ted no evidence. Forensic tests had shown the 
her on the toaster could not have come from 

women, both in their forties, decided to sue for 
I arrest, false imprisonment and libel. They ex- 
at a civil court trial this week, that their ordeal 
them distressed' and humiliated. The jury up- 
claims and awarded each sister £800 in dam- 

ie judge was congratulatory: "You have done 
I ladies wished you to do. You have cleared their 
He had earlier explained that the women were 
'diggers: and if the jury found in their favour, 
Ni should be "not too little, not too much. " hown to the judge or jury, however, Tesco had 
court the suns of £1,500 for each woman before t of the trial. Under present procedure, where are awarded less than a defendant has paid 

then the plaintiffs have to pay defendant's 
ell as their own. Hence the £20.000 bill. There 
le Purpose behind the rule. It was designed to 
ltous litigants and greedy claimants. But ýo little flexibility or commonsense in the way ! operates. 

Vie ule has been examined by two separate com- 
mittees, both of whom wanted changes. The Winn Com- 
mittee in 1968 concluded it was much too blunt an in- 
strument. A decade later, a Justice committee noted the 
unfair way it operated against needy plaintiffs. It turns 
a civil justice system, which already has a casino 
element, into something much more like a roulette 
game. A rich defendant is able to pay under the odds 
and put all the onus on to the plaintiff to settle. The 
solution - absolutely clearly - Is to give judges much 
more discretion on whether defendants should have to 
pay their costs. 

A subtle supermarket boss, yesterday, would have 
been quick to see the injustice. But not, apparently, Sir 
Ian. In a statement. Tesco said they would insist on the 
sisters paying the store's legal costs. The company, the 
second biggest supermarket chain In the country, has a 
turnover of almost £4 billion and is expecting profits to 
exceed £200 million this year. The legal bill is the equiv- 
alent of about'one hour's profitable trading. The cost in 
bad publicity'may be assessed over the next few days. = 
As the Mirror noted. yestecday, on its front page: "Shop 
With US and End. Up Owing £20,000. ". If Lord Sainsbury 
is feeling fast on his feet, he may sense a PR window of 
opportunity at a bargain price. 
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Letters to the Editor 
................. =AX If Z.................................................... 

Shoplifting case 
could cost b. ý. $ý Tesco dear 
THE High Court case in 

which two Hertfordshire 
sisters ended up with a 

E20.000 bill after being falsely 
accused of shoplifting demon- 
strates just what a shambles 
the law is in. 

These remarks do not apply 
to real shoplifting cases: just to 
the "borderline cases. " in 
which there is real doubt as to 
whether or not there was intent 
to steal. . The two sisters presented at 
the checkout a toaster with a 
price tag for £9.99. when it 
should have been £11.99. Tag 
dispensers have feather-light 
action. They can deposit tags on 
items at an accidental touch. 
without the operator even 
being aware of it. If the price on 
this tag is more than the value 
of the item, it will probably be 
the shopper's loss; if it's the 
other way, he/she is likely to be 
marched off by the police. 

Home Office policy is that. If 
there is 50 per cent likelihood of 
a conviction, accused persons 
should be prosecuted , to give 
them an opportunity to clear 
their name. " What it means is 
that half of those accused of 
borderline shoplifting are actu- 
ally innocent, but that doesn't 
matter either. 

The stores, the police, the 
Crown Prosecutor. are all going 
to do their professional best to 
secure a conviction and you'll 
be on your own against them 
unless you can afford a solicitor 
or qualify for legal aid. No one 
has any liking for loose threads. 
. The police lock you alone In a 

cell (though it may be the first 
time In your life you've been 

arrested) in the hope that you'll 
sollen up and admit guilt. ºThis 
happened to the two sisters. ) 
They have other persuasion 
techniques, too. 

Tesco insisted that the sisters 
had been seen switching tags. 
But forensic evidence showed 
that the sticker on the toaster 
could not have come (runt an 
iron. It was a miracle for the 
sisters, for without this proof, 
they would have had only their 
own words of denial - and no 
court is going to give much cre- 
dence to the words of suspected 
thieves. 

There are perhaps a thou- 
sand false convictions every 
year. The Portia Trust has at 
least 2,000 such cases on file, 
the majority of which have 
resulted In convictions which 
I'm practically certain are un- 
true.. We also have evidence 
that there are' around 50 sui- 
cides every year attributable to 
false allegations of theft. 

In these "borderline" cases, 
the shopper has usually been in 
a rush, or on tranquillisers. or 
suffering menopause or illness, 
or facing overwhelming per- 
sonal problems. or Is elderly or 
harassed. Any of these things 
can result in lack of concentra- 
tion while shopping - and an 
honest mistake brings arrest. 

These victims had just one 
hope: that a sensational High 
Court action against one of the 
major stores. and helty dam- 
ages for false arrest. could 
bring about a rethink of the pul- 
icy of trieger"happy prosecu- 
tion. instead the worst has 
happened. 

Tesco's made a derisory offer 

of compensation. The jurv 
ntade an even more denxurv 
assessment of dainaº(es, Of It 
had been a well"knowºt person. 
ality claumng damages for an 
absurd itein in a newspaper the 
as>cs3mont ntiuht have hecn 
ta. uOU. ºnºO. (Instead. for intl. 
nuely more devastating injury, 
it was LHINI. ) 

And as a result the sisters fill. 
ish tip with their names 
cleared. but with an order to 
pay E20. uOO court costs to Tes. 
cos for having falsely accused 
them. 

The consequence is obvious, 
and all the stores benefit. If you 
have the pluck to claim clam. 
ages, a negligible offer can be 
made. in the knowledge that 
under nur present law, it has 
gut to he accepted, and settled 
In secret, unless you are an 
idiot or a millionaire. 

There's only one hope for jus. 
tice: that Tesco will be scared 
otT, either by damaging public. 
ity In the newspapers, or by 
loss of trade. My family will 
never shop at their stores again 
unless they agree to waive the 
two sisters' £0,000 bill. 
Ken Norman. 
Portia Trust Organiser, 
Mat yport, 
Cumbria. 

LIKE many Guardian readers 
we spent large sums In our 

local Tescos. It will cost only 
slight inconvenience to transfer 
£1.000 of these purchases over 
the next year to their major 
competitor (where we 

" 
already 

do most of utlr shopping). We 
shall do this unless Ian Mac. 
Laurin changes his mind about 
paying the costs in full of the 
two sisters. 

You should forward a copy of 
your leader "Trouble In store 
and court" (March d) to him. 

It would also help if he und 
Tesco made a full apology. 
L. J. Torrance. 
The Old Orchard. 
14 Manor Road. 
Teddtngton. 
Middlescx. 



äckay studies N ews in brief se of Tesco 
.. 3 . Sq rid sisters " M k ' ' ac ay studies - 

Tesco case 16n Ezard ý-�-ý s., _j. "L " The Lord rhincelior. Lord 
SHE LORD Chancellor. 

Mackay. is to renew the issues 
raised by The case of Mrs Lord Mackay. is to review Frances warbt' and slr5 Ann 

_ 
!! issues raised by the case Chas; ell.: he 'irr;; oreshlre ; t, " two sisters facing substan- 

=V costs after clearing their 
°n iac: n: heavy costs after be: n: cleared of chew: n; Tesco wes of a charge of cheat- out of t.. Telco : aid stercav stTesco out of ZZ. 

'Tosco said esterday it is 
it was paying half the regal 
cosrs i y 

_1 ng half the legal costs in- 
ncur ea. 

ftXred by Mrs Frances Guildford witness plea Irby and Mrs Ann Chasten Ao became liable for costs 
Mrs Maron Hl11. aged 2.: he American who last e 

use the High Court ju- ar z: amea Paul'Hill. one of he four men 
s award of £800 each for se. ^. tnzll. etor: e ordanc 1. slander and false im- omoin pe d pub bomoms, ap" 
sonment was less than the Y ale pealed for-new for-new es. pa 

-fit paid into court by the the Sur ularly among the Surrey police police 
-tbermarket. They were ac- force of to help in their 

ed of swapping the babel b 
he 

appeal. The case has been sa toaster. Kirs Thatcher told Mrs 
referred back to the Court of 

Trion Roe, the Conserva- 
i'e NIP for Broxbourne, in 
4 Commons: "The Lord Öancefor, in fact. will be 
Aftsidering the issues raised * this case. " , ? esco criticised inaccurate 
sorts of the case: "The total Oval costs are likely to amount to between £12.000 
Od £16.000. some' half of Ibich Tesco will be paying in 
Qy event. " 

Letters to the Editor 
J 

Legal cost of righting a wrong 
C_#%4MQ SJ 

C OMMENTING on the Tesco 
"shoplifting" case Ken Nor. 

man (Letters, March 8) rightly 
calls the present state of the 
law "a shambles". However. he 
failed to mention one basic flaw 
in the -law of torts on which 
some of us have been campaign. 
ing for years. to the desirability 
of making the losing party auto- 
matically liable for repayment 
of all legal costs connected with 
the case. 

One of the fundamental prin- 
ciples of the award of damages 
is that the victim of a tort 
should be placed in the same 
position as that which heishe 
enjoyed before the damage was 
inflicted. Without the shoplift. 
ing allegation. the two wrongly 
accused sisters would not have 
been compelled. to bung the 

pop ll f'tcrt 
civil action in order to clear 
their name. Therefore it should 
be made statutory for all mate. 
rial legal costs. including legal 
fees, to be automatically added 
to the damages award. The 
same principle should apply in 
unfair dismissal cases. 
Walter Cairns. 
759 Oldham Road, 
Newton Heath. 
Manchester. 

WOULD someone from 
Tesco please tell me what 

guarantee they can give that' 
goods have been priced cor" 
rectiy and who I should check 
with before approaching the i 
checkout? 
S. Wharton. 
3 York Villas. 
Bnghton. E. Sussex. -3 _ý 
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stenling from multl"ºnillinn 
nniw-4 "' ' iw - P-411v Vent- 

Ing uecause " thoy can afrord 
It". flat most of the people who 
get In touch with Regina Dollar 
have certainly never taken as 
much as :º tin of baked brans 
from a shop in their lives. Most 
of them have never hero Inside 
a police station until they are 
suddenly confronted by a store 
detective and the compulsory 
march to the mama er's orrice. 

For them, being accused of 
shoplifting Is a horrifying, hu. 
miliating experience which 
leaves them feeling p^rma- 
ncntly branded a thief, a con. 
spictºous example of feckless 
'dishonesty. 

Regina Dollar Is chairman of 
Crisis Counselling for Alleged 
Shoplifters. a voluntary group 
of about 18 counsellors who 
take about 2,000 calls a year 
from people accused of stealing 
from a shop. Together with her 
cofounded. harry Kauffer, she 
maintains a 21-hour counsel- 
ling service on the telephone., 
often advising bewildered and 
distressed'p°nple in the early 
hours of the, morning. They 
both agree, that for most 
people, beine greased of shop. 
lifting is the most humiliating 
of experiences. It was sufff" 
ciently traumatic for Frances 
Warby and Ann Chastell to 
prompt them to trek rinmages 
from Tesco after being accused 
of chandna the label on a 
toaster in save £2. Although the 
sisters were tcquittrfl in 1085 
when forensic evidence proved 
the label could not have been 
changed, they want an apnlogy 
to clear their names: they have 
each won £800 damages but are 
left the responsibility for pay. 
ing Tosco's costs of £20,000. "I 
felt absolutely awful, " Mrs 
Chastell said in court. "A mis- 
take had been made and no- 
body seemed to accept It. I felt 
very belittled and embarrassed. 
It was one of the worst experi- 
ences of my life. " 

Regina [Dollar says those feel- 
ings of pain and embarrass- 
ment are common. "Shopping 
today Is hazardous. uncomfort" 
able and It is good for people to 
remember that you ran set out 
one morning mid an incident 
could occur that may end In 
suicide. That may sound sensa- 
tinnal, hot it has In he said. " 

US nut an item over her arm 
by mistake. After all. shops en. 
cnurage tti to walk from one 
end of the shop to the other 
trying to match one Item with 
another. Au elderly person may 
put somcthine In her own shop- 

ing bog by mistake. " 
The system, she says. is 

heavily weighted against the 
accusr-d shoplifter. "You're im" 
mediately treated as if you are 
guilty. You can he locked in a 
cell and have your iingerpnnts 
taken. If you have made a genu" 
Inc mistake. you can't snake an 
apology nnrt otTrr to pay with- 
out it being taken as an admis" 
sinn of quilt. If the shop has 
made a mistake you never get 
an apology. We had a case of 
one woman who proved her In- 
nocence by producing receipts; 
the shop's response was to say: 
"Well, you can gn but don't 
coma hack again. " 

The most common fear of 
those accused of shoplifting is 
that their name will et into the 
newspapers. I tarry l<aufter Is 

Nearly half of 
surveyed 11-15 
year-olds admitted 
Shoplifting 

often contacted by those who' 
are on the verge of suicide. fto 
has set off in his pyjamas to 
drive to Lewisham, in London. 
at three in the morning to sit 
with a highly distressed woman 
until help could be found for 
her. He will take people on a 
visit to court before their case 
comes up so that they are not 
intimidated by the experience. 
"People get to court and they 
can't speak. They stand in a 
chasm of misery. All they can 
think of is what their family 
will say. They feel dirty. No one 
realises the hell these people go 
through. " 

Parents often telephone him 
in great dtstrfss fearing that 
thrir child will end In it juve. 
nile court. There Is some evi- 
dence that children, aged 10 to 
14. are among the fastest-grow. 
Ing group of shoplifters. In a 
classroom survey of 11-to-L5. 
year-olds conducted by the Not 
ºincham-hire Police. rearly 
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egTna Dollar the stereotype of the shoplifter as a confused housewife is far from true 

� ence. We all go In and out of 
ý`; : ̀ý,;. ý"ý", shops in haste, confusion, e! c" 

citement or bad temper. The 
; 1'ý I'k" -`: i- .- ý' sheer ordinariness of the expe" 

z rience should make us reflect 
how close we all come to being 
stopped. grabbed by the arm. 

M ;r and Interrogated. The CCAS 
gives some sensible advice for 
anyone with a tendency to ab. 
sentmindednesa. They urge us 
to take only zip-tip shopping flt 

,ýr 

bags and keep them zipped; to 
make sure we keep nur 
receipts. We should never take Tý'1 9. ° goods back for exchange or ^ 

S., yY ;: s. et'1 ;.: ßy1 tr 

I, `' `' of 

;. ".. r ", "" refund without a receipt. We rti: c y,. 
, '"',; ^i should never go to the door to 

:" 
look at an item in daylight 

l '! A ' `ýý`Ä 'i°n. l'°"ý3'' "ý¬ °"7ý, without permission, or remove ý.; ý V 
Y`*c" 

a,. uý. >.., .ý,, goods ,t.,: ý ;ý ""w "ý'ýýýý"a" Dods from their bogs until at 
the counter. We shrnild never < x: + fý'.. ý1va ask, »K" ;, z ,: _ exchange an !t :m without 
inq an assistant, and finally, we ,, £; 

ýý. ". ýrýýý.;; >ýýýý', "'ýr<<"r 
should be hurried. 

two' Ann Chastell, left, and Frances Warby We should net alnw our" " 
"$ 
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P$OTCORAP4' OAVIO 5I1' 

thin; : we do not need. Eye,:: 
ing displays offer attracttyº 
goods teasingly near entrar 
supermarkets load up swce- 
racks at checkouts where 
dren are encouraged to rca' . 
out and grab what they war 
Stealing from shops is wrot 
and stores must act reason: 
to prevent shoplifting. But t 
on the shop floor, an attitu, 
prevails that would not be 
crated outside in the street 
customers, wo are the read 
shop makes a profit. Shops 
are anxious to relieve us of 
money should not be so an- 
ious to relieve us of our im 
cence until proved guilty. 
" CCAS telephone: 01.202 5 
(after 7 pm: 01.958 8859). 
" Advice booklet, Sap, front 
Kauffer, 39 Drooktey Avenºº 
Sºanmore. 1iddlcsec Whnn 
ººnt r counsellors should a 
COWnct. 
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KEEP OUT 

OF STORES. 

Clothe§ she stole 
filled her house 

SHOPLIFTER Felicity Wappler was 
banned from all fashion stores yester 
day after she admitted going on 
a seven-month stealing spree. 

She stole an amazing £15,000 worth of goods 
on her mini crime wave, magistrates were 
told. 

Stunned police found By MIRROR REPORTER 
every room of her house 
crammed with clothes y +h had taken from top psychiatric 

tund 
social In" 

The allowed her ball 

163 

mief' - W-alknil pccompanted by an a t7Laurn"Aahley'aCln' 
, adult. 

. Read1nQ'8erks. ; .. p 40 Women who can't 

'`.. Hours:. stop -Page 6 

re 
ognisedaher because 

o 
she had once been Inter- 
viewed for a job at the 
shop. 

Police traced her 
through her application ö 

The police search at her 
terraced house lasted for 
Ave hours, 

Jobless Wappler, 29, of George Street, Reading, 
pleaded gullty to four 
charges of theft. 

But she asked for 597 " other shoplifting offences between August and 'O 
March to be considered. 1000 

Relief 
Wappler's lawyer 

Claimed It was a "highly, 
unusual case" with all the 
stolen property 
recovered. 

And she added. "it is aC 
relief for her to hove been M, 
caught. " 

t'* ,. The court called for 
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IANCIA6 NEWS 9 
ing stock on 
mystery of the 
sing widgets 

J.. I"... ( 1: '. l 
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Ben Laurance 
............................. 

T 
UE WORD shrinkage ºs 
seen as a euphemism. It is 
put on a par with other 

ideas like rationalisation and 
streamlining -a way of giving 
a clean and sanitised descnp" 
lion of something which is 
really rather unpleasant. 

For rationalisation. read cut" 
ting jobs, closing factones, put- 
ting people on the dole. For 
streamlining, read much the 
same. Another classic. "we had 
to let him go" is simply trans. 
lated: he got the sack. 

Similarly, shrinkage for 
retailers is a way of providing 
some spurious scientific- 
sound-ing description for shoplifting. 
When a retailing chain moans 
about the rising level of shrink. 
age in its stores, we read the 
hidden message. more kids 
have been nicking more Mars 
bars from more templing sweet 
counters: more old ladies have 
been tucking more tins of 
corned beef into their shopping 
bags and shuffling past the 
check-out; the thieves are 
winning. 

We know what shrinkage 
really means, don't we? 
Answer: no, Our prejudices are 
utterly wrong. And even more 
significantly, shopkeepers 
themselves make wild, un- 
founded and incorrect assump- 
tions about the reasons for 
their stock disappearing. 

Go back to basics. Shrinkage 
means stock loss. On Monday 
morning, a shopkeeper has 200 
widgets on his shelves. By Mon- 
day evening, the till shows that 
50 have been sold. There should 
be 150 left on the shelf, but in 
fact there are 147. Three out of 
the original 200 are missing: 
shrinkage is running at 1.5 per 
cent. 

And what accounts for that 
1.5 per cent? All shopkeepers 
would include shoplifting and 
and theft by dishonest staff. 
Others add in clerical and com- 
puter errors (in fact there were 
only 198 widgets on the shelf in 
the morning, but the shop assis- 
tant miscounted), burglary, 
damaged stock and goods 
whose sell-by date expire before 
they are bought. 

Now 1.5 per cent doesn't 
sound like much. But as a sur- 
vey by Touche Ross Manage- 
ment Consultants and the 
Association for the Prevention 
of Theft in Shops pointed out 
yesterday, 1.5 per cent of ßrit- 
Ish retail sales adds up to a 
meaty £1.8 billion a year. Roll It 
around your tongue: one thou. 
sand eight hundred million 
pounds. that's £70 per 
household. 

Shocking, isn't it? Yes of 
course we find it shocking. So 
do the shopkeepers - after all, 
it's their profits which take a 
dent. But where both they and 
we are wrong Is In assuming 
that it is the shoplifters and 
crooked assistants who are 
costing us our £70 a year. 

The Touche Ross/APTS sur. 
vey found that shopkeepers - 
the vast majority of whom keep 

account for three-quarters of 
the disappearing £1.8 billion: 
the figures are 35 per cent cus- 
tomer theft and 41 per cent staff 
theft with most of the remain- 
dcr bundled into the vague 
catch-all category of "adminis- 
trative error". 

But the handful of shop- 
keepers who take the trouble to 
monitor the problem, the ones 
who really know what's going 
on, lind a completely different 
pattern: half of all losses are 
put down to breakages and 
damaged stock with staff theft 
accounting for 20 per cent. 
shoplifting 17 per cent and bur. 
glary 13 per cent. 

So the real problem is people 
being butterfingered rather 
than stickyfinsered. The shock 
horror headlines about profes- 
sional teams of shoplifters rip- 
ping off vast amounts of mer- 
chandise from West End stores 
(and there will be plenty today 
following this report) are mis- 
leading: most of the shops' 
losses are the result of mistake 
rather than mischief. 

We should not- be surprised 
that stores choose to focus or 
theft rather than error in ex 
plaining away their losses: hov 
many company executtvt. 
want to stand tip at a meetn+ 
and tell shareholders the 
shrinkage has wiped out a fife 
of profits and that of the tot: 
half was caused by cackhandi 
ness? Anyway, theft is' alle' 
and wrong whereas damag' 
something by accident is not 

But there Is a wider point. 
run their businesses et$cien 
retailers need to know not ( 
how much they are losing 
shrinkage (which they' gr 
ally do) but also how 
shrinkage breaks down (u 
they do not). In terms of 
cash, the shopkeeper nee 
know, for example, whet' 
Is worth putting goods 
more open display: will t 
creased losses from pilfer 
fully offset by the profit 
increased sales? While 
she is so woefully I11-in 
about the real cause 'of 
age, no economically: t 
choice can be made.:, 

Yesterday's survey th 
one or two surprise 
retailer who answered 
the Ross/APTS,. quer, 
admitted.. that'--shrin! 
counted fora stagger 
cent of sales If that 
apply to a Sainsbury c 
it would be enough tt 
all but a sliver of thel 

More predictabI« 1 
eng that chemlßtl; b 
department stores at 
lets suffer worst, t 
are around 2perce 
do better at about I 
sales. So do elect 
(Have you ever. trit 
microwave twith, 
noticing? ) 4'471F 

And surprise! V 
shops' stocklosse 
less than 0.5; per 
An assistant can 
shoes in the itpck 
causing great dar 
fing only onq shr 
display at a: tirr 
thieves: there 
legged shoplifter 



Inside-out weeks of 
reluctant free man C/ýrLlr'" iFtdt - L'fT "VCf , 12 JUL. 1939 

Ma. v K"nn. dy 

D ESPITE his protests, Mr 
Alec Walker was turned 
away from the gates of 

Rudgate prison in Yorkshire. a 
free man. Well, free"ish. A fort- 
night later he was back in 
prison when the authorities dis- 
covered that, as he insisted, he 
had another six months to 
serve. Plus, they told him, they 
would be adding on the two 
weeks he had Just spent at 
home with his family in 
Rotherham. 

His solicitor, Mr Stephen 
Smith, yesterday revealed that 
his client was returned to jail so 
swiftly, he was still carrying a 
take-away for his invalid moth- 
er's dinner. 

In his brief stretch of liberty 
Mr Walker got a job, but unfor" 
tunately also got drunk and 
was arrested for shopliftng. hir 
Stephen Smith, his solicitor, 
was startled to be asked to act 
for him, since' he thought his 
client was safely tucked up in 
Rudgate.. They met outside the 
court. 

"I said to him,, 'I: p goý iýý}, and 
get an adjournment. ' Wien I 

came out he'd disappeared. I 
eventually discovered he'd 
been sent back to pnson. It was 
very serious for him, because 
he had his mother's dinner 
with him, and he was due back 
at work in the afternoon. " 

Mr Walker got a letter from 
the Home Office expressing 
"regret" over the affair and the 
authorities agreed not to add on 
the fortnight. 

hlr Walker was convicted at 
Rotht'rham magistrates' court 
last March of nine offences and 
sentenced to three months con- 
currently on eight of the 
charges, and six months con- 
secutive on the ninth. 

He was only accompanied by 
the documentation for one 
three-month sentence when he 
arrived in prison and with 
remission and the time he had 
spent on remand taken into 
consideration, had already 
been treed by the time the docu- 
mentation finally arrived. 

Mr Walker is now out of 
prison 

, 
an¢ looking for work,, 

and came into Mr Smith's ofilce " 
in Rotherham yesterday. to. say 
thanks. Mr' Smith was" much 
tout ed: " o, t don't get a lot ply 
gratitude In my line of work. ' ' 

äböut Itis chosen mener. I' 
haven't heard of any writs fly- 
ing around, so I assume the 
hero's Chambers (always with 
a capital C) is not too closely 
based on Francis Taylor Build- 
ing, Michael's set. 

I fear, though, that the non- 
lawyer reader will get a pretty 
rum idea of what goes on in 
Chambers. including a near 
rape of the pretty young barris- 
ters' clerkette by the oldest 
member, an elaborate anti"se- 
mitic plot to stop the election of 
a new head of Chambers and 
choose instead a chap who will 
sack the sole Jewish barrister, 
and some intense nookies be. 
tween the said barrister's wife 
and almost the entire Cham- 
bers population. 

S fottlEs of delays in the 
courts are hardly scarce, 

but this one. I think take some 
beating. At Barnet magistrates' 
court last week, a defendant 
pleading not guilty to a simple 
charge of; n lifting-thetrial 
was estimate t9 ast two hours 
- was told that the earliest 
date his case coulý be heard 
was'lltly 1990. d9 41 



n- sco mu§8t pay 
ýý -z *_. ters £15000 

'... eek 
ha to pa the costs of tl+ 
original High Court' action 1. 
March, estimated at " £40,00' 

sisters accused of and yesterday's Appeal " Couc ? eating a Tesco store out hearing, estimated at a furthe 
two pounds by switch-. £10.000. 
s on a toaster have had After the hearing Mrs Warb* 

'ugh Court award of said she believed in British ju, INr libel, slander and tice again. "It was not th' 
'prisonment increased money that really mattered 

What really matters is that a aonaldson, Master of last we have got a public apol K 
said the lives of Mrs ogy from Tesco and an admis 4atel and her sister Mrs sion that the charges shoal' 

h 
for 

the arbyst 
fie years. against usave 

been brought 

that Mr Edwin Glas. The sisters said they hac' 
for Tesco, had said the been humiliated by their ordeal 
no longer persisted In at Tesco's outlet in Harlow 
ere was some truth in Essex, in December 1084, which 
lions against the sis- had ruined their Christmas and 

3 

.0 
-,,,, Kes it clear oeyona that Tesco folly accept 

laic tnem nervous auuur snop 
ping. They were arrested by r 

" 

rY serious error was store detective who accused .. D them of swapping labels to savr 
onaldson stressed that 

"'Y's Increased, award l 
E2 on a toaster. > 

The women " were searched ?. 
ot be taken as setting a IN f 

and locked in a police, cell for 
h dt h ' - or future libel a ey o several hours. Later t º 

which were normally appear before magistrates but 
e hands of juries. All when the case came for trial in 
es had independently fti July 1985 no evidence was'of 
precisely the same flg" 
500 

fered and they were acquitted. 
li l d d . each. ater ec ne an The sisters 'lire entitled to substan" O offer from Tesco of £1,500 each. 

ges - greater, we all electing to clear their names in 
n the jury awarded court. The High Court awarded 

- ey are entitled to 
figure to which they L 

them £800 each, but they were 
left to pick up the bill for the 

and say: 'Not only ! court proceedings. Tesco 
. 
later 

f th t ' i cleared. butR we e cos s, agreed to pay hal up 
- carriages to may to [ne time of [ne aeiueinent " ;; 
were the victims of a offer of E3,000. which should never . Mr Mike Boxall, Tesco's com" 

- brought against us', " pany secretary, said after" Siaidson 
said. wards: "We are just pleased `. ' ý 

ition to the "£15,000 that the anguish is over for 
sisters will not now everyone concerned. " ' '"' 
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Cell ordeal of 
the falily 

; '. S 

mistaken for 
shoplift gang 

by 
FRANK WELSBY 

A COUNCIL chiefs wife 
is demanding an apolo; 7 
from police for the 
humiliation of being 
locked in a cell after she 
was wrongly accused of 
shoplifting. 

Shirley Robinson and 
three members of her ! am- 
ily were arrested on a 
Christmas shopping tr. p to 
Llandudno, North Wales, 
after being tailed by detec. 
fives for two hours. 

They were held at a police 
station where all their pos- 
sessions and even their car 
were searched and receipts 
demanded for every pur- 
chase. 
" Shocked and frightened. 

the four were eventually 
released two hours later 
after olice claim th 
had wrongly id ntifi 

d 
em 

as members of a shoplifting 
gang. 

"If we don't receive a full 
apology for this disgraceful 
behaviour we will instruct 
solicitors to sue, " said firs 
Robinson. 44, whose hus- 
band Geoffrey is chief envi- 
ronmental health officer for 
Arfon Council, Gwynedd. 

"It was a terrifying 
trauma. I would not We to 
live through it again. " 

The ordeal began when 
Mrs Robinson. daughters 
Jane, 23. Sarah. 21. and 
Jane's fiance Glyn Williams. 
22, called at Marks and 
Spencer in Llandudno. A 
store detec: 3ve, believing 
them to be members of the 
wanted gang, alerted police 
who followed them to sL'c 
other shops. They were finally arrested at a sports 
shop. 

A detec: i: -e sergeant told 
us we were all beirr 
arrested on suspicion of 
theft, " said Mrs Robinson. 

"We were flabbergasted. 
We offered to show the 
receipts for the gifts we had 
bought but the police 

insisted on raking us to 
Llandudno police station. 

"There we were put into 
separate interviewing 
rooms and told to put our 
shopping items on sables. 
covering them with receipts 
which totalled more than 
£100. 

"They must have thought 
I was the leader of the 
'gang'. They asked me 
where the rest of my accom" 
plices were. Suddenly they 
carted me off to a cell, lock. 
ing me in after searching 
my handbag and purse and 
reading my documents. 
letters and even my diary. " 

Half an hour later the 
family was freed. 

Mrs Robinson. of Red 
Wharf Bay. AnZ lesey, 
added: "When I asked about 
recompense, meaning an 
apology, I was lectured on 
how grateful I would be if 
police acted quickly when I 
reported anything suspi- 
cious to them. 

"The whole affair was 
embarrassing. frightening 
and unnecessary. We all 
deserve a full apology. " 

Her husband protested to 

arorived home but 
the 

they 
refused to apologise. 

they 

Eric Evans, deputy chief 
constable of North Wales, 
confirmed the arrests but 
could not comment because 
a complaint was pending. 

Mrs Robinson is consider. 
ing action against Marks 
and Spencer. Llandudno 
manager Roger Penwill said 
his store detective followed 
"company procedures". 

Last month sisters Ann 
Chastell and Frances Warby 
from Hertfordshire each 
won damages of! ' . 500 from 
supermarket giants Tesco 
after they had been falsely 
branded as shoplifters. 
*. More than 216.000 cases of 
shoplifting were reported in 
England and Wales last 
year. Fewer than 100.000 
were cautioned or con. 
victed. 



Mother banned 
cr_ý"ý`ý : 1"IfFt(.., q 4.9.. 1: " ?, 7. 

over crisps '"s i A MOTHER his been 
By ROBERT McGOWAN were called. But although banned for life from a she was taken to Chatham 

county's 49 Coop police station. she was not 
stores after forgetting lt' forgot' toi 

have some- 
charged 

was later driven back to pay 34p for two bags thin wet hed. ýn the 
of crisps. assist nt went to get tent 

ýý 
the 

34p. tore to hand over 

rn. h, n,, W. hh f-1, I,.. clone. " 
19-month"old son Mat" 
thew and two"yenr"old 
nephew, Joel Cray, on a 
shopping trip to a store In 
Walderslacle, Kent, and 
bought food worth C61. 

When the toddlers 
started to play up, Mrs 
Webb gave them a packet 
of crisps each to keep 
them quiet. 

She put the empty pack" 
ets in her handbag, 
intending to pay for them 
at the counter. 

Mrs Webb, 34. of 

She took the empty 
packets out of her hag. 
But when the boys started 
being noisy agiin, she put 
them In her pocket and 
forget they were there. 

Topped 
She said: "With hnving 

to watch the children nil 
the time, it slipped . my 
mind once I had put the 
shopping Into the bags. 

"Then the store detec- 
live tapped me on the 
shoulder as t cnme out. " 

Mrs Webb said police 

James Smethurst. chief 
e? cccutive of tnvkta 
Co-op. which has i1 food 
and eight non-food stores 
In Kent, refused to discuss 
the case. His secretary 
said: `His Instructions are 
that we are not to make 
any comment. ' 

But the Co-op's security 
manager, Joan Youens. 
said: "It is company policy 
to ban people in these c1r" 
umstnnces. It Is true to 

say Mrs Webb is now ban- 
ned for life at all our 
stores. " 
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Pickles is 
criticized 
for jailing 

ilaomothe f By Quentin Cowdry 
and Peter Davenport 

Penal reformers joined Labour 
MPs yesterday in criticizing 
as "heavy handed" a Judge's 
decision jail a teenage mother 
for six months. for 1ping 
shoplifters. 

Tracey Scott, aged 19, of 
Huddersfield, West York- 
shire, was reunited yesterday 
%ith her 10-week-old daugh- 
ter, Anislta, in Styal -Prison, Cheshire, which has a unit for 
mothers with babies. ' r 

Miss Vivien SternWý 
ýrector 

of the National Association for 
the Care and Resettlement of 
Offenders, said she was ap- 
Dalled by the sentence, passed 
by Judge Pickles at Wakefielder 
Crown Court on Tuesday. She 
said the affair highlighted the 
Problem of British courts over- 
using penal sanctions. 

She said: "For a first of- fender like this, I would have 
thought the whole experience 
of being convicted would have 
been salutary enough. The 
Judge should have opted for it 
non-custodial sentence, per- haps with some element of 
reparation to the community. " 

The decision was also 
criticized by the Prison Re- 
fornt Trust and Mr Barry 
Shecrman, a Labour home 

'. Lffairs spokesman, 'who is 
pressing the Lord Chancellor 
to examine the record of Judge 
hickse %ho has been involved 
in numerous controversies. 

Scutt's mother Mrs Marjo- 
rie Syltesser; slaid: "Judge 

'Mckles " can have no 
compassion. " 

The judge was refusing to 
ceºüment on the c"ä yesterdul; but his life, Sheila, said her 
husband had given It the 
closest consideration. She said: "I know he did 
everything lie could to help her 
end if it had been another Judge the case would not have 
Uut all this attention. " 

Scott's solicitor, IMir Ken- 
neth Grten, said she was 
appealing and lie had asked for bait pending [tie hearing. 

Scott was sent tu prison 
Liter admitting 10 churges of 
theft at the store where she 

-`lurked as a check-out 
ýDrrrlor. 

Lading article, page 13 
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Jailed 

Moth 
shoplifting 
case freed 

TRACEY SCOTT, the 19"yeäk-ul 
{Ingle mother 1rp4Lg%jy3fAjp 
Iwrln QJý 
sMtjt afr " y. JYd guu 
Pickles, was freed yaterWi ti 
serving t eeks ta da-moot 
sentence 

I 

4- 
rý+"aÖ. Her sen enc was quashed I 

the Court of Appeal on Moods 
When Scott appeared befor'tl- 
Court of Appeal yesterday-mori 
Ina to consent to a two-yarpr' 
bation order, Lord Gone told be 
"We came to the conclusloif! th: 
the sentence the judge) pissr 
upon you was not correct,? ar 
that we considered tbatl yr 
should not have been been seat t 
custody as the learned', Judi 
thought to be right. " .; 

Two weeks ago, when;. Judi 
Pickles passed sentence at Wale 
field, he said that be would ja 
Scott to deter other women fro' 
believing that they'cooldjivot 

prison by becoming pregnant. l' 
did not suggest that Scott bad d- 
Ilberately conceived. attef: It 
thefts were discovered. - 6 

-considerin a calm: to con 
pensatlon. 

5ý, 
LJ . Ltf t *4V' 

Scott was convicted i o(1nlr 
charges-of theft.. She ! a&Ittc 
that the turned a"bllnd'eje t 
friends and acqualntanceq`wl" 
took goods through ber"iupe 
market checkout. .; i 

Alter the bearing she'left ft 
her home In Nuddersfeld1We 
Yorkshire. Asked how Scott fc 
about Judge Pickles, Keel Gres 
her solicitor, said. "She says b, 
faith In British justice has bet 
restored. But she Is bitter 
wards him. Very bitter. "., W, 

w 
w 0 

3., 

mother 
and baby 
set freue ' 

ý ý,, y JAILZD mother "': ýcey 
L her co r 

were 3mid re 
f 
r 

more controversy. 
No one had told Miss Scott. 

Appeal Monday's 
release her. 

Her solicitor. Mr Kra Green. ' 
who broke the news to her 

S te 
tl Prison. in Cheshire. 
p 

ran 
but artff kept it Lroni her. 

'She must have been the only 
person in the coUn who did 
oot know. be s41d 'It was 

the 
autý usw 

rye 
unhaSeems 

ppy 
to th li it e i- e en c yb with the pub 

case. I shall be complauuný. ' 

Claim 
Mr Green Is also considering 

a compensation claim for the 
two weeks shespent in prison 
with three-month-old Ali-- 

He said both mother and 
child had lost weight during 
their prison soar. Only time 
will tell the long-term effect be 
on them. ' 

Miss Scott, jailed for six 
months by Judge Pickles for 
theft, wee brought to London 
yesterday to agree to be put on 
probation. Lord Inne. the Lord 
Chief Justice. told her the 
sentence passed by Judge Pick- 
les wes 'not correct'. 

Last night the family were 
celebrating after travelliýaß 
back to their borne in Loaghiit 
Road. Sheepridge. Eudders- 
field. West Yorkshire. 

`Insult' payout 
for Irishman 
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Albanians snatch a 
Andrew Cult 

DUTY-FREE signs at 
Heathrow were trans- 
lated a shade too liter. 

ally by the Albanian national 
football team as they killed 
weekend time in the air. 
port's transit lounge shops. 
Before airport police inter- 
vened, 30 members of the 
national team and under-21 
side had cleared £2,000 worth 
of goods from the shelves. 

After spending a night in 
police cells, they were shown 
the collective red card yes- 
terday and escorted out of 
the country. 

No charges were pressed 
and a charitable linguistic 
explanation was offered for 
the players' transgressions. 

A Heathrow spokesman 
said: "When the Albanians 
saw the words duty-free they 
thought they could take any- 
thing they wanted free of 
charge. " 

In Albania the word 
"duty" has such strong over- 
tones that the footballers 
may have felt the signs were 
an order. compelling them to 
help themselves. 

Why they hid some of the 
items In the airport toilets 
was less easy to explain. 

Police were called to 

tfreedo 
ßq. 5 -CIO 

Ileathrow on Sunday 
noon after stores 
reported the'shop1J 
spree. They rounded to 
37-strong squad, walfit 
a plane to Iceland'for i 
ternational fixture-aft, ' 
riving on a flight from I 

Officers found stolen 
Including jewellery 
watches, some t taken 
duty-free shops at an It 
airport. -I P: 

The manager, team c, 
and five others 
released, but the rest u 
Albanian squad were he 
cells overnight while r 
attempted to find 
Interpreter. : ýýý 
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for day curfew order By FRANCI. G11111. I. I. CALAr AIRSCOIRýhNp T 
n, ý 

MAGISTRATES were criticised the case. " I lemmings. aged 38, of by Liberty, formerly the National Bracknell. ßcrkshire, had admit- Council for Civil Liberties, yes- tcd stealing goods north nearly 
tcrday for imposing 15-daytfhic £3.000 from department stores. 
curfew-order-on"-a"- compulsive and also pleaded guilty to assault. 
shoplifter -thar-ma e""'her a ing a security guard. 
prisoner"'in' hit 7-6; 4 home for Miss Barnes said that Hcm. 
seven- months. mings had never worn the clothes 

Tle curfew was imposed by or used the goods that she had 
magistrates in. Basingstoke. stolen, but had stored them in 
Ilampshire, on Ann Hemmings. unopened bags. She was not a 
who has a shoplifting record threat to society, just a nuisance to 
dating hack 15 years, because they - department stores, the court was 
were concerned that she would told. 
rcolTend. The order lasted until Recorder Roger Henderson. 
her case came up at Winchester QC. said: "1 agree that the curfew 
crown court. which restricted you had really 

Shani Barncs, Hemmings' dc- become a 11orm of imprisonment 
fence counsel, said: "An Bam to in your own honte. " He said that 
Rpm curfew has been imposed could not accept, however. that 
since February. This woman has Flemmings was entirely harmless. 
served seven months confined to He jailed her for one )car. with 
her own home. She has been three months for the assault, to 
unable to. shop, to take a walk in run consecutively. , 
the sunshine, or even visit the 1 esterday. the curfew was also 
dentist, criticised by Libc"ty, who 

"It is a draconian measure described it as "inhuman. "Andy 
which has had a serious effect on Puddcphatt. general secretary of 
: his'inndcquate and disorgarflscd the organisation. said. "I have 
woman. All she can talk about is never heard of anything like this 

before. This woman was innocent 
when the curfew was imposed. Out 
she was imprisoned at her own 
home for seven months. 

"It is ludicrous and borders on 
the insane. The magistrates should 
be censured. " He added that it was 
irrelevant that the woman 
pleaded guilty when she came to 
court. 

Bryan Gibson, clerk to the " justices at Basingstoke, said yes" 
tcrday that courts did not make 
orders of this kind unless it had 
been suggested by prosecution or 
defence. "Rather than remand the 
woman in custody, because she 
was a repeated offender, the bench 
would have been asked whether it 
was not possible to construct hail 
conditions which meant she could 
be at home rather than in prison, " 
he said. 



Shops ban for ac use 
NýPj man 

ý ý 
v {ý--ý d ýt 

AM accused of shoplift ng of 
was yesterda ban df 

te court next month. After the 
h i M ' y n e rom 

all stores in England and Wales 
ng, ear r Edwards s solici- 

tor, Dion Williams, said: "It is 
as a condition of his bail. unusual, but the bench is of Flint magistrates, Clwyd, im" course within Its rights. '' 
posed the restriction on Robert "We often see people banned 
llelln Edwat"ds, aged 41, of l3ro from licensed premises after Alun, Mold. trouble at a pub and I suppose He is charged with shoplift- this is the same sort of thing. " 
ing at Mold and Flint, Clwyd. The ban was sought by the 
and will appepi, again before prosecution. 

TV presenter charged 
Richard Madeley, 34, a Granaýa 
Television presenter on te 
This Morning programme. 
faced a second charge at Man" 
chester magistrates court yes- 
terday of shoplifting at Tesco in 
Didsbury. He was remanded on 
bail to November 8.12 Sep kkg6 

: 'Ftt5 
28,1990 ). 

TV host to 
face jury 

on theft 
,., charges Madeley yesterday 

PRESENTER. Richard Madeley chose yesterday to be 
1ed by a jury on shoplifting charges. The host of Granada 
elevlsion's This Morning faced a second charge when he. 

Dpeared before magistrates in Manchester. Both alleged 
ifences, involving wines and spirits, took place at a TescO 
'tore in Didsbury. Manchester, last month. Madeley, 34, of 

Id Broadway, Didsbury. was remanded on bail until 
4 ovember 8 when he is expected to be committed for trial. 
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L-7 1jai T 16. Anthony fancies 
himself as a hardened 
wiseboy shoplifter. 
Tooled up with cutters 

a) with security tags, he 
shoplifting with his mates 
i they should be in school. 
! tunes he shoplifts withliis 
. He glories in his 

stashes his loot - her pens, records. CDs, 
hing I can sell at school" - left-luggage locker in Vic- 
' station. "I remember I 
Bd a stereo from the Army Navy. It was bloody huge, " 
pasts. "I was walking down 
tairs with it and someone 
ed up behind me. I was 
Ling, 'Shit, I've been 
id. ' The shop assistant d the door and helped me i cab. I couldn't believe my I brought it home to 
ier, and she was just 
ensely proud of me. " tine, now 25, used to swipe 
ner clothes on the King's 
when she was at college. t it real kick out of the 
er; ' she says. "It's kind of u. like when you're just 
t to sleep with someone for 
rst time, and you've got toot of fear in your stom- n case you're rejected. 'e afraid, but once you've It You obviously' feel 

ttause 
it's so easy, many it do it at some stage. It is 

o be known as a good lifter. The trouble is that 
Ugh it has a certain social 't, being caught can be a Dating 

experience. Agony -'faire Rayner says: "I'm 
'r getting frantic mothers t me: '0h my God, my 

Pendry on the lows that follow the highs of 

Op. pJ n' arou 1991 ß. 
ýý_ 

son's done a terrible thing. The 
police came and I can't look at 
him. The shame, the disgust, 
the horror. What am I going to 
tell the neighbours? ' " 

"They stand there in a chasm 
of misery, " says Harry Krauser 
of Crisis Counselling for 
Alleged Shoplifters. "They have 
never seen the inside of a court 
before. Inarticulate and mostly 
traumatised, they try to under- 
stand the proceedings. The 
gteatest fear is not the fine, but 
'Will my name be in the 
papers? ' " 

The nightmare begins with 
the store detective. "Personally 
I always try to make them cry, " 
says the manager of one of 
Oxford Street's biggest stores. 
Then you are led out of the 
store and Into a squad car by 
uniformed police. At the 
station, your pockets are emp- 

SHOPLIFTER'S MOTTOS 
Property is theft; who dares 
wins; a bird in the pocket is 
worth two in the hand 
HEROES 
Robin Hood; Oliver Twist; 
John Mc Vicar; Ronald Biggs 
TOP 10 ITEMS TO SHOPLIFT 
Ribbed condoms, Obsession 
perfume, Desert Orchid, 
magnum of Bollinger. exer- 
cise bike, Janet Reger linge- 
rie, water bed, Alfa Romeo 
Spider, TV licence, handcuffs 
THINGS YOU WISH YOU 
HADN'T BOTHERED TO 
STEAL 
Three identical Phil Collins 
CDs; clear mascara; Michael 

nd fo tLfhA tied and the contents listed. 
You wonder whether you wil 
be held overnight: if the polic 
will phone your school or wor 
Does it mean you'll have a 
criminal record? 

Occasionally this crime- 
which"seems"aimost"acceptab 
is born of poverty. More oller 
though, it is the sheer thrill o 
it, or peer group pressure. 

John is 30, a successful bar 
rister working in London. Wh 
he must hide from his col- 
leagues. however, is that at th 
age of 16, as a schoolboy celet 
rity, a rebel, he was one of a 
gang which would nick record 
then put them back, "for the 
sheer exuberance of getting 
away with it". 

After a scandal which hit th 
local headlines, 24 pupils, in- 
cluding John. were suspended 
or expelled. He looks back on 

shoplifting 

rkkks 
the shoplifting as as self- 

1 punishment. a hopeless attempt 
e to cope with the stresses of an 
k, unhappy life 

Five thousand people are ar" 
rested for shoplifting each year 
in Oxford Street alone. But the 

Is great majority are never 
I. caught, and most of those who 
f are will be cautioned by the 

store manager. 
When I visited the shoplifting 

at unit in Marylebone police 
station. Damien, a 16-year-old 

ie from Essex, had been arrested 
r in John Lewis for taking a E22 

sweat-shirt, his first offence. 
S. When he arrived, he was rigid 

with fear and very, very hum- 
ble. Though the evidence was 
overwhelming, he denied the 

a charge (police procedure in TV 
dramas had convinced him tWs. 
was best). Thus he must wait 
six weeks to learn whetherne' 
is to go to court, and his saool 
will be involved. 

Ironically, if he had bfi 
more streetwise. he mist have 
pleaded guilty: first-ti, a shop. 

Ignatieft s first novel; a copy lifters who admit theegu1lt are 
of the Daily Telegraph; racy- . Partly now cautioned by p invol l cled toilet paper, tropical ve through re uctance 
fish; Bernard Matthews children in the ler'3Ystem, 

th Chicken Klevs; buiworker 
Do the Bartman single 

e Proce" and partly becaw 
dure is expensf. and time. 

FAVOURITE SONGS 
Shoplifting (the Slits) 

consuming. 
Some polio res angry 

that West Eý make I Shot the Sheriff (Bob 
Marley) shoplifting ° may. "To my 

at the t dý 
LEAST FAVOURITE SONGS y or bee sho 
You Can't Always Get What jointly chi with the juv. 
You Want (Rolling Stones) enilesý,, ýe hefe" becaiise the 

fo 4 It so eas Working on the Chain Gang 
(Sam Cooke) store m y r 

them; -AS9t Paul lUgler, of 
JaUhouse Rock (Elvis) the yyr. Ind Shoplifpng Unit. 
WARNING fall shopl(lkrs in this Nam- Shoplifting can seriously Nam- 

C hinged. damage your We ant Due been 
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;; ýawsinbrief.......... ti......... _ 
............................................................................................... 7V man denieshspsage theft 

'' V presenter Stuart Hall 
yesterday denied stealing 
a packet of sausages and a 

jar of coffee worth £3.94 from a 
supermarket near his home in 
Wilmslow, Cheshire. 

He left the Safeway store with 
the goods in a 'plastic bag after 
paying for £50 4vorth of other 
items, Mr David Hale, prosecut- 
ing, told Knutsford crown 
court. 

Mr Hall, aged 61, who works 
for Granada Television, was 
seen by a store detective push- 
ing his trolley towards a till 
where he paid £35 for two car- 
tons of 200 cigarettes and for 
eggs, canned milk and orange 
jwce already in his trolley. The 
sausages and coffee were in the 
camer bag containing items for 
which he had already paid. 

When stopped outside the 
store, Mr Hall allegedly said 
that it was all a dreadful mis. 
take but later told police that it 
was stretching credibility to 

say he had forgotten the items" 

them iwc sClj or a 
i me. 

dale"said a store detec- 
tive, Mrs Celia Jones-Parry, 
saw Mr Hall knot the top of the 
carrier bag with the coffee and 

sausages inside before going to 
the tills to pay for the other 
items. 

PC Andrew Oldfield said 
when he arrested Mr Hall and 
cautioned him the TV presenter 
said: "Do you have to arrest 
me? This can be sorted out. I 
am personal friends with the 
MD of Safeway. " 

PC Oldfleld said that Mr Hall 
said: "When I spend £50 in the 
store am I deliberately going to 
steal? " But the officer said he 
admitted the items were there 
and not paid for. Mr Hall alleg- 
edly said: "I took the two Items 
and didn't pay. I am virtually 
guilty of shoplifting. " 

The officer said that when Mr 
Hall was asked what the two 
items were for he replied: "God 
knows. A friend of mine is quite 
ill and I was going to cook a 
dinner for him. I bought turkey 
and one thousand and one 
things. I11mw ipeaufamd. " 

The trial continues today. J 
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Stuart Hall... allegedly 
said he was confused 



TV presenter says 'hellhole', 
forced , ore Ifit admissio 

rVý ýý c 
STUART Hall, the television conllletely 

ýdTsorf 
ntit 

presenter, said yesterday he and in severe distress. " 
had admitted to being a thief Earlier Mr Hall said t 
only to get out of the "hellhole" 
of a cell. 

before the alleged theft 
tober he had learned 

He told Knutsford crown doomed business vent 
court, Cheshire: "Of course I about to lose him £600 
am not a thief. I have given all latest incident in year i 
my life to charity. To attempt to "the sky fell in" on his 
steal £3.94 is a total nonsense. " year his £90,000 collecti 

Mr Hall, aged 61, has denied 
stealing sausages and coffee 
from a supermarket near his 
home in Wilmslow. 

tique watches was stc 
chronic invalid mother 
fered two burglaries, 
was told his 25-year 

He said that in Wilmslow 
police station the. cell was 
across the corridor from over. 

presenting the BBC prc 
North West Tonight v 
ended. 

flow pristoners from 
Strangeways jail. "The noise 

The judge, Recorder 
Carlile, QC, said the ju 

was incessant .. Various un- decide whether Mr 
speakable things were happen- 
ing in those cells. It was a terri- 
fying experience. I was 

been under stress a 
whether it was a fa. 
surnmingupcontinue, 



HOME NEWS 3. 

Shoplifter' 
ets £40,000 

MeMet payout '24. APR. 1991 cam- .SkOFf 
rl 

In the agreed statement in 
ýwcan Camý. ýt court yesterday it was said that 
'ý"n" Car"spond"nt Mr Janardanan found the expe- 

rience "humiliating, embar- 
N Jnland Revenue o@i" rassing, frightening and 

cer yesterday received oppressive". 
a £40,000 settlement He took an action for wrong. 
from the 

Doer of the Metropolitan ment, claiming exemplary dam- 

alice in an action for mali- ages and aggravated damages 

'Ous prosecution and wrongful against the commissioner. This 

*Aprisonment in connection was finally settled yesterday at 

14L 198L 
Lh incident that occurred 

of 
Croydon 

ý 
in damcourt- The 

ages ands the 

'Vijay Kumar Janardanan, award of costs, which were de- 

--ed 35, was arrested in August scribed as "considerable", were 
4102 in a shopping precinct in agreed. 

oydon for alleged shoplifting The Metropolitan Police deny 

Wd pickpocketing. He was de- the serious allegations of dis- 

ýined overnight and eventu- honesty made by Mr Janar- 

MY appeared in June 1983 at dann against the two police of- 
ýtoydon 

crown court charged ficers. No llabilitY has been. 

*''fth theft and attempted theft. admitted. 
A detective sergeant and a Mr Janardanan's solicitor. 
lice constable gave evidence Raju Bhatt, of Birnberg and Co. 

, ºhieh Mr Janardanan strenu- said last night: "lt has taken Mr 
n liily disputed, claiming the of Janardanan almost nineiý rs 

Gers were lying. He was ac- to be fully s 

Q fitted of stealing two combs effort to clear his name and ob- 

'4"-d two hair brushes from tain compensation. 
Woolworths but found guilty of "The fact that this day of vin- 

attempted theft in Woolworths dication has arrived is due to 

*Amd Littlewoods. He was fined the extraordinary courage" de- 

t-W on each charge and ordered termination persistence to 
U pay £150 costs. 

Mr Janardanan, who was allow a grave injustice to 

then working for the Post stand. " 
)ü1ce, appealed and to 1985, This settlement comes on the 

nearly two years later, his con- eve of the Police Complaints 

vtction was quashed. The Court Authority triennial report 

of Appeal stated in its judgment which will show an increase in 

on the conviction that they had complaints received. 
''a lurking doubt as to the jus- 

large financial settlements 
I it". Uce of 

e meantime, however. he made by the Commissioner of 
In the 

had been sacked by the Post the Metropolitan Police after al- 

Office because of his conic. legations of wrongful arrest 

tions for dishonesty and what and false imprisonment, otter 

his lawyers describe as a involving members of ethnic 

"promising career" was ended. minorities. 
He was unemployed for a In November, former work 

period before finding work at boxing champion Maurice Hop( 

lower wages than he had been received £50,000 in damages fo: 

receiving in the Post Office. He alleged wrongful arrest an 

became extremely depressed false imprisonment Earlier la. ' 

and introverted. He was reluc" year. the athlete. Linford Chri! 

est. tant to enter any stores or tie. 
Shops for fear of being arrested. mentforrwrongfu 

larr settle 
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By CHARLES YATES 

TV HOST Richard Madeley broke down In the dock yesterday and 
Insisted "I'm no thief. " 

Choking with emotion he told the jury at his shoplifting trial: "I 
have integrity and I am honest. It has never crossed my mind to 
steal anything from a shop. 

To put at risk my career, the opinion of friends, family and three million 
viewers would be absolute madness. " 

Madeley, 33, told of the "desperately humiliating moments" after he was 
accused of stealing £55 
worth of wine and spirits 
from Tesco near his home 
in Didsbury, Manchester. 

He said: "Theft is one 
of the tackiest things you 
can be accused of. 

"I felt like my world had fallen in. " 
He and wife Judy 

Finnigan had £28.000 in 
savings when he was 
arrested - some ear- 
marked for the taxman. 

Mgeeley dýnteýgt 
he charges of the sa 

forgot to pay. 
He said: "I simply for- 

got the bottles wasted. " 
Judy - who co-hosts 

ITV's This Morning show 
with Made ley - to d how 

ii4 

wadeley .. forgetful 
his absentmindedness is 
a farpIly Joke. 

Sh1 said he once paid for two bags of shopping 
and left them behind. 

And she Insisted he 
regularly tried to leave his 
corner shop without pick- 
Ing up his change. 

Quivering with emotion 
Judy said: "He has a 
reputation for being sin. 
cere and for having great 
honour. " 

The trial at Manchester 
Crown Court continues. 

Star breaks down in court 
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O, LIly WIP r 

1j 4, laql 

Wife Judy, 42. told the court her 
huahnnd. the cool TV charmer for 110 
minutes every morning. to actually 
an absant. minded fsrnll7TMn. 

Judy. 12. avid their four 
children joked about It. 
Zia promises them 
sweets-and eight times 
out of ten forgets to buy 
them. "HwIll-fbriý! t"- 
fill : "utremely' forltet- 
fltl: "en1A X1117. 

The court was told the 
celebrity couple of Dids- 
burv, Manchester. had 
£23.000 Ina savings 
account. 

But Anthony Gei, prose- 
cuting, said. "We aren't iug- 
gestiing you sto4vvut of mood, 
but gr*wd. " 

Modeley told defending 
counsel Stephen Sotley 
AC: "I had forgotten the 
bottioe existed - there 
was nhxolutely no ques. 
tion of hiding them. " 

The jury has seen a 
video tape of him bending 
over the trolley lifting 
other goods out. 

But he theisted: "tt fr 
bad rIN w ors 1 
17! r a cý 

roWä 
e' 

c 
ýd 

to re Lo 
eider their verdict 



Television pres enter cleared 
of theft from su permarket ý 

T HE TV presenter Richard not to p-l s for a second tr 
Madeley was acquitted of the Crown had considered t" 

shoplifting yesterday after a nature of the charge, the chr 
jury cleared him on one charge acter of the defendant. "er 
and failed to reach a verdict on perhaps particularly whether 
a second. fair retrial ... would be pos 

The judge entered a not ible having regard to the pros 
guilty verdict on the second coverage of this trial". 
charge after the prosecution The prosecution had ciaimei 
said it would not be in the pub- that Mr Madeley had left runt 
lic interest to hold a retrial.. bottles of champagne, wine. 

The jury at Manchester and gin in a front compartment 
ý-. '" crown court took two hours 20 of his trolley as he loaded E88 

17eaehers admit =heft minutes to acquit . 1.5-year"old 
' 

worth of groceries on to the 
Soviet teachers Ellen Haxe' 1vlr Madeley, host of ITV s This checkout conveyor belt on 

aged ý8, and vag Wo- 
em 

Morning show, of stealing 
i d 

August24. 
, # ondk 1 spir ts, an a box soap wines, He wheeled the trolley out of =g po wde powder from a Tesco super. the store after going to look at t 

market on August 18. They the cafeteria menu. 
were were unable to reach a verdict The presenter said it was a 

hocolate, cosmetics 
1 

on a charge alleging he stole £55 psychological oversight that 
suiiiag c worth of wines and spirits from caused him to overlook the 
and clothing dig the same supermarket in Parrs bottles, which "simply did not 
t: gtrsp. Wood, East Didsbury, six days r'ni'tPr". 

later. tie aid it would have been 
After they had told Judge "absolute madness" for him to 

Michael Sachs there was no jeopardise his integrity and his 
prospect of them reaching a ma- career by stealing. 
jonty verdict within a reason- On the final day of the four. 
able time the prosecutor. day trial a psychologist. Profes" 
Anthony Gee RC, said the sor James Reason, told the 
Crown would offer no evidence court he had carried out tests 
and the judge directed that a that showed Mr Madeley was 
not guilty verdict be'recorded. more absent minded than 95 
Mr Madeley, who lives at Dids" per cent of the population. 
bury, Manchester, was Tesco said last night it had a 
awarded costs, estimated at duty to protect its property and 
£40,000, deter and detect shoplifting. 

As the judge left court. Mr "When theft is suspected 
Madeley leaned over the dock the only proper course of action 
rail to kiss his wife, the This is for the courts to decide 
Morning co-host Judy Finni- whether the accused Is guilty or 
gan. aged 42. not guilty, and we accept the 

Mr Gee said that in deciding decision. " 

"ý 
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AFTER THEFT 
-9. JUL. 1991 OF79p Me.: SýQQ Itý{-l 

By RUKI BAYID don't you come quietly? " 

A DETECTIVE stole a 79p Aero Detective Constable Graham Self, an 
bar and punched and kicked two pocket when7heearwalked 

s had 
off 

with tie 

youngsters who tried to catch chocolate from a Woolworth's branch 
him, a court heard yesterday. at Twickenham. West London. 

He was finally captured by When ' store detective tried to stop 
Jonathan Mole, 22, who grappled him, he ran off. It was said. Woolies 
him to the ground, and bluffed ! ssista ckedt 

in 
tt Frost 

eve and 
cpunched 

"I am a karate black belt so why The desperate cop 
scaled a 12ft wall then 

ans charte ? AUG. 1991 Shoplifter jailed (; 
4 woman who was freed by the Court of Appeal after being IaUUM1 by former judge James Pickios for shoplifting was Ialiod again yesterday after she tonk her children bu g8tdl1ng 

Leeds crown court heard that Wendy flutl, aged 24, of Batley, West Yorkshire, had breached a Probation order imposed by the *PpeaJ court She was jailed for nine months. 
Mother 

and girl reunited '41.1 Fenton, aged two, has ken reunited with her mother, Mchsa Fenton, In the US after t'ktng snatched fron her home In 
*c*ks The 

London by her father six 
Donesgaged 28. now faces 

rna, es 
extradition hearing. 
Questioning 

on murder 4 man was being questioned by- 
ectives in London list night atOUt the murder of prostitute. 1b3ron Hoare, aged 19, at her, Qt In Fulham, west London, on August 12. The roan was Imcsted in Bristol on Monday- by OM MS from London. 

trainee off-licence man- 
eQer Jonathan wrestled 
him to the ground. 

Jonathan told Kingston 
Crown Court: "'I made a 
cltl: en'a arrest. ' Self 
denies theft and assault. 
The case continues. 
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Record damages 
ýý 

rn Shops throughout the Irish 
Republic were yesterday study. 
ing the implications of a court's 
award of a record £345,000 dam" 
ages to Thomas McEntee and 
his son, wrongly accused of 
ho Riga In Dundalk. County 

LAMM 

cam safety move 
Thu European Community is to 
spend £8 million to help im- 
prove safety at the Kozloduy 
nuclear power site in Bulgaria 
following serious deficiencies 
found by a team of interna- 
tional energy experts, writes 
Julie Wolf In Brussels. 

P, 
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Stores back 
on-the-spot 

fines for 1"ý- 
"9z OL, vvM. v a. 

sho lifters 
By Colin Randall 

SHOPLIFTERS could füe 
on-the-spot fites instead, of 
prosecution under proposals 
aimed at cutting thefts, uesti" 
mated to cost shops E2 S. W. 
lion annually. 

The ineasure was. sug- 
gested by Mr Donald. Wil. 
hams, Tesco's head of secu- 
rity. who has studied 
experiments in instant juviitc 
in 40 American states. 

AIr Williams made his pro. 
pnsals, which also include 
banning known shoplifters 
from Tesco's 396 stores. at 
the security committee of the 
British Retail Consortium. 

The committee idcnliticd 
practical difficulties of 
enforcement but agreed to 
submit the scheine forconsid" 
oration by Viscount Runci. 
nut's Royal Commission on 
Criminal Justice. 

hir Williams. a furnier 
police officer. said: "I think it 
is an excellent idea and pins 
the money back where it 
belon s. " 

A 
Tesco 

spokeswoman 
said: "It is a new way of try. 
in` tu solve an age-old prob 
lei, one of a number of 
options considered by the 
British Retail Consortium as 
possible reforms of the law on 
shoplifting. " 

She could not confirm a 
report that lines of up to £1110 
might be levied for offences 
as trivial as stealing a bar of 
chocolate. 

On"Ihe"spot cash penalties 
woidd be an extension of the 
system of "fiscal tines" in 
Scotland, where certain 
ufender< - including IUit" 
time shoplifters adinittinq 
relatively moor theft, - can 

avoid court appearances by 
paying Ilxed £23 does. 

Atr , Ihn l. lcGuu h. securn 
executive for the British 
Retail Cunrortwm, said )Ite 
of the scheme's attractions 
was that It would utter 
redress to stores facing sen' 
one losses through theft. 

But misgivings had been 
voiced bý smaller retailers. 
especially those with 
branches where store deice. 
lives ur management stall 
were not readily available. 

Other chain stores reacted 
coolly to the Idea. The Co. 
operative Wholesale Society, 
which hat 700 shops and sup. 
plies about 3,000 others. said 
big changes in criminal and 
civil law might be necessary. 

Sainsbury's said it dud not 
regard such. sanctions as r 
matter for coostderauoa. Jls 
shopUttae. _policy wee 
designed to exercise concern 
for, tbe. Jodlvidual. wbere 

""pFfopnata sad to involve the 
yubce:: mlr. wbeo Lbe utus" 
4104 Wants it . ' tc ýadrew. Xuddephatt, 
general secretary of Liberty 
(formerly the National Coun" 
col for Civil Liberties). ý, e louad thq, p specLp(ýtrltn 
Iiptaima . rawaJarmlis" 
tur&, ara. ibea to 

IýOds. 
eiot 

' My main concern Is that 
shoplifting is a crime with 
11 net as punishment and any. 
one accused of committing 
crime has the right to the due 
process of law. " 

The Home Office said on. 
the-spot lines could not be 
introduced without a chance 
in thu Iaw, 



AN antiques d6 1erin Edin"' 
burgh recently reported 

the theft of a clock. When asked 
whether any of his fellow trad- 
ers had also sufTered walk-in 
theft, the dealer was amazed to 
discover that four Si ilar thefts 
from nearby shops ad no ý, fw y 
been reported. 

One of the dealers. who had 
also lost a fine clock. argued 
that. U made more eerae. to 
write it oaf than risk becoming 
involved in a teal. If called as a o 
witness he would have to close 
his shop during the trial. in 
which cage he might lose a 
t3,000 bale-far more than the 
value oithe clock. So he would 
not press charges even If the 
alleged thief was caught. 

This attitude does not help in 
the bat; la to defeat crime. Are 
thq'chances of prosecuting a 
shnD1lnar Qr&W&guee gout to 
become" trmote that there 
will bean epidemic ofTuch 

Philip Saunders 



tail shrinkage Qid the law of 
'diminishing returns 
�: 

1 ý"Cý rf C1 

Notebook 

. ýý ffil ýý 
Ben 

S AY IT quickly, and the 
total doesn't sound too 
daunting: "shrinkage" - the retailers' word for losses 

through things such as shoplift- 
ing, theft by staff and simple, 
straightforward breakages 
caused by cack-handedness - 
cost the British retailing indus- 
try about £1.4 billion last year. 

And here's a cheery thought: 
the total losses through shrink- 
age have actually gone down 
over the last few years. Touche 
Ross Management Consultants, 
the people who have come up 
with the new estimate for 
losses through shrinkage, car- 
ried out a similar study in 1989 
and found that losses then were 
running around £1.8 billion. So 
people - shoppers and shop 
staff- are pinching less. They 
are breaking less. They are 
making fewer stock-taking 
errors. Shrinkage has shrunk. 

But look a little closer. True, 
£1.4 billion doesn't seem too 
worrying a total: after all, it's 
not much more than 1 per cent 
of retail sales. On the other 
hand, £1.4 billion is equivalent 
to E70 for every household in 
the country. It is money that is 
well worth saving. 

And from the point of view of 

stall, being aware of how close 
a check is kept on stocks feel 
less inclined to filch goods than 
was hitherto the case. 

There is a second good 
reason why shoplifting should 
get a larger share of the blame 
for shrinkage. Theft generally 
has increased vastly. Look at 
burglary: Insurers say that last 
year alone, their pay-outs as a 
result of domestic theft in- 
creased by more than 62 per 
cent; policyholders claimed 
nearly 1600 million. 

Part of this was probably be- 
cause householders were feel. : 'e, ing rather broke; so if they did 
suffer a burglary, they were 
tempted to add on a few pounds S 
here and there to their losses. 
Yes, they lost a telly and a 
video machine. But who was to 
know that the thieves didn't 
also take a transistor radio and 
a CD player? 

Nevertheless, there is no es- 
caping it, theft has increased. 
(Insurers' pay-outs for theft 
from companies rose 37 per 
cent last year. They reached f6 
million a week. ) 

So it seems fair to guess that 
shoplifting, too is up. Recession 
makes us a dishonest lot. 

But look again at exactly 
what Touche Ross is saying- 
"The most significant cause of 
shrinkage Is now perceived by 
retailers to be customer theft. " 
And bear in mind that two. 
: birds of retailers don't actually 
now how their shrinkage 

osses are accounted for. 
Now look at a key discovery 

)f the 1989 survey of retailers. 
>hopkeepers as a whole said 
hen that they believed that 
; tait theft and shoplifting be- 
ween them accounted for 
hree-quarters of the disappear. 
ng merchandise. They guessed 
and it was only guessing) that 
i5 per cent of shrinkage was 
lue to customer theft and 71 
per cent was due to sticky-tin. 
Bred staff. The remainder was 
candled into the vague. catch- 
11 category of "administratlvo 
rror". 

Laurance 



the retailers, it is a chunky surr 
to have to swallow. The cash 
total of losses through shrink- 
age may have fallen over the 
past three years. But retailing 
profits have fallen by even 
more: hence shrinkage is now 
taking a greater share of the 
profits. For every £100 that the 
retailer earns, a further £24 
goes missing. 

According to Touche, nearly 
all the retailers who responded 
to its inquiries could put a total 
value on how much was lost. 

. through shrinkage. But only a 
third could say with any accu- 
racy why goods were going 
missing. Were losses the fault 
of shoplifters? Or were sticky- 
fingered staff to blame? Or, per- 
haps, goods never went walk- 
about at all: perhaps they were 
never there in the first place, 
and had been miscounted dur- 
ing stocktaking. Two-thirds of 
retailers did not know. 

Bear this in mind, when con- 
sidering the next finding of the 
survey. Touche Ross is quite 
firm: "The most significant 
cause of shrinkage is now per- 
ceived by retailers to be cus- 
tomer theft. In our 1989 survey, 
staff theft was perceived as the 
most important source of loss. " 
This change may be a conse- 
quence of the reported in- 
creased investment by retailers 
in information and security 
systems, resulting in greater in- 
ternal control of stock through- 
out the supply chain. These 
measures would have had little 
impact on losses due to cus- 
tomer theft. " 

Now, this needs to be exam- 
ined carefully: is it really true 
that shoplifting is accounting 
for a bigger share of losses? 

The point, made by Touche 
Ross, about information and se- 
curity systems is a fair one. The 
clever use of computers should 
indeed be able to reduce the 
amount of stock that gets lost 
through simple carelessness. 
And perhaps it is true, too, that 

uut wnen the same question 
about the breakdown of shrink- 
age was put to those shop. 
keepers who took the trouble to 
monitor what caused shrink- 
age, the picture was completely 
di ferent: half of all losses were 
caused by breakages and dam. 
aged stock: staff theft ac- 
counted for 20 per cent, shop. 
lifting for 17 per cent and 
burglary for 13 per cent of total 
shrinkage. 

In other words, retailers who 
knew. why. their merchandise... 
was disappearing realised that 
shoplifting was only a small 
part of the problem. Those who 
were merely guessing pinned 
the blame for a large propor. 
tion of the losses on villainous 
hordes of thieves. 

There is absolutely no reason 
to think that this has changed: 
in trying to explain shrinkage, 
the majority of shopkeepers get 
it wrong. Contrary to their 
common belief, most losses are 
caused by mistake rather than 
by mischief. 

The latest Touche Ross study 
also throws some light on the 
types of shops which lose a lot 
through shrinkage and those 
which lose little. Booksellers. 
DIY shops and newsagents 
reckon to suffer worst. 

Intriguingly, off-licences' 
reported losses through shrink. 
age are relatively low. This con- 
rounds one's prejudice that 
they would lose a lot because 
they are selling a high-value, 
; minently portable product 
rvhich comes In containers 
Nhlch are easily smashed. 

But more in line with one's 
, xpectatlons, furniture shops 
eport a low level of shrinkage. 
iardly surprising this. You just 
ry sneaking out of a shop car. 
ying a bed. Not easy to do 
vithout being noticed. 
tetall Shrinkage and Other 
)lock Losses. Results of the 
'eeond UK Retail Survey. 
rouche Ross Management 
onsultants 
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Store detective'z 
account differeý C. w. %a: swL'rý".. s +ý+ad ., 

from videotape A HARRODS sture detective ad- 
mined to a jury at Southwark 
Crown Court yesterday that there 
were differences between his ac- 
count of an alleged shoplifting in- 
cident and the store's own video- 
taped record. 

Michael Ward. the store detec- 
tive, denied suggestions by lawyers 
for John Gomez and Angela Hurst, both accused of shoplifting, 
that he had "selected and bagged" 
a bunch of asparagus which he 
claimed had been returned to the 
vegetable counter by Mrs Hurst 
after she realised she was under 
surveillance. 

Mr Gomez and Mrs Hurst, butte 
of north London, deny the theft of 
two boxes of liqueur chocolates 
and a bowle of cognac in Harrods 
in December last year. Mr Gomez 
also denies charges of assaulting 
two sture detective% and a uni- 
formed security guard during a 
scuffle. 

Alan Jackson, for the prosecu- 
tion, said Mrs Hurst had taken the 
chocolates front a display and put 
them in a llarrods bug while 
standing in it till queue. After see- 
ing Mr Ward watching them, she 
had returned them to the display 
and then placed a bag containing a 
bunch of asparagus on the vege. 
table counter. Another detective 
allegedly saw Mr Gomez return a 
bottle of cognac to a display. 

Defence lawyers argued that 
the store detectives were mistaken 
In detaining the couple but had 
been forced to make the allega. 
tions once they discovered that 
the couple had receipts for the 
goods in their possession; the 
chocolates had been returned be- 
cause they had been too expensive 

By Terry Kirby " 
Crime Correspondent 

and Mr Gomez had no con' 
with any brandy. 

The video, played id.. cu 
shows Mr Ward leaning across 
vcgetable counter, while. of 
staff are struggling with'Mr 1 
mes, grabbing veget. blet 
placinQ them in a white big. 

Mr Ward initially told the d 
the asparagus was In tbe'bag w 
returned to the counter, But a 
the film was shown, asdlur 
cross-examination byi.. Mch" 
Fridd. for Mr Gometlhrsai 
was placed tic ý mtely, from 
bag and the (dm recorded 
putting it in the bag. '"' ýCi' Denying that he had; fiele. 
the aspara us himself. be iaio 
am wrong, 

but 
I am not lying. " 

accepted suggestions that the i 
dent had got "out of control" 

David Gibson"Lee, " for 
Hurst, asked why the 51m shu 
two bottles of brandy being I 
ded to Mr Ward by; two u' 
store detectives although t)cly 
bottle featured In the chlrge. 

Mr Ward said be aould. noi 
member which bottle'formed 
basis of the charge. Alan. Car 
Another store deteetlvertold 
court that he could not mien 
what he had done with: 04 b, 
after he saw Mr Gomcetw 
to the display. .. ý", +'! 

A bottle of brandy in c Har" 
hag was produced in court b) 
Crown, but the judW. Assu+ 
Recorder Peter Leaver, refus 
allow it as an exhibit after It 
disclosed that it had no Ned, 
tag. 
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ourt bans,, s& ter Plif fro all major stores 
$Y A STAFF REPORTER 4 OEC. 1992. ' 

, .tj 
:, wtü : iJay l' iarnes coukt on December 

Nsýrt" 304orsentence. 
et 

after a rash of 
QAn animal-rights activist 
who carried out a smokebomb un offences. Magis" 

Sanderson imposed 
unkeI b 

attack on McDonald's in 
High Street. Kensington. 

an on Sally southwest London, has been 
as a 

at Londony 
condition 

(bor. branches saalco condition Street Court 
' bail after a jury at Southwark 

pld Court s London. Crown t o a+t >on a had 
In court on a shop. 

td him s u 
h 

The assistant recorder for the second r/Y. She had aev- 
. Timothy Workman. warned Christo herfUck r IN th t . ýanrictlontand MW lp Lo h f 

., p . e a . although he was being 
ll es o & lAiýclyree. VW a 

a owed bail for the " four 
weeks it would take to pre- . wder. "ý botti`tor 

Yc day. Sparks admitted 

pare pm -sentence reports. 
there was a real prospect of him being sent to jail. ' '1 two T-shirts from 11111 Home Stores i O 

Geoffrey Gelbart. for the 
i n x- b SUttt In October and 049 to appear I 

prosecut on, said Tucker, who 
has a previous conviction fora 

I n court on D1elftber 17. She was kept 
pa nt-spray attack on Mo- 
Donald's, threw across the istOdy overnight after "I granted bail by Thames 
counter what staff first' 
thought was a bomb. An Iraqi Oitraleson Wednesday on le of stealin food from 
politician's son who worked 

t-ti i th g br'" of Tesco In cast 
par me n e restaurant 
snatched device 

a which '40 sh a lso °utted. Mr Sanderson re- 
street. hurled it in o 

the 
and 
Staff then chased and caught Oded Sparks to appear at Tucker. 

. j, 

Children `still being 
held in custody' 

f >NL L-/r', %J 
to C ý el ef+ýtrt. th. lº: wenJT, but"bnee 

David Rowan they rcaüsed that this vacant 
theyl4u . b. +held In ccltody 

C 
HILDREN as young as 13 

'd 
le dö u th 

' 

tttcn. avaJhc+c trtu SM. 

e had been 
of 

theirn a tý uc ici " e in 
d 

r matter 
Wde but the court d di b conditions of. prisons an . . ate e n 

b ltmand, centros. according to 
a report published today. 

een bar- nonetheless 
talaanded., even. töouxh. unh 

Dy'law, untried'iirls aged eettifieuu bad. been made 
under 11. cannot be remanded 
in custody.. and boys can be 

£yµlabie to. ma>vuratea. 
In another court In the Lon- 

hold only if they are 15 or over. don region a boy thought to be 
Yet in the six months to Octa' aged 13 was iemandod In costa 

bee, six young people thought dy, again even though his date 
d been contested f bi th h to be under 15 - fll'o bf them In 

Creator London - were 
. a r o 

The cases emerged In a six" 
remanded in custody' without a 
trial. says the report. published 

month survey of juveniles in 
England and Waiw remanded 

Jointly by the National Associa" while awaiting trial. According 
tion for the Care and Resettle. to Nacro. the unlawful remands 

i ment of Offenders and the mostly resulted from court dis. 
Association of Chief Officers of putts about ages. 
Probation. Vivian Stern. Nacro's direc" 

Two were girls believed tobe tor, said yesterday that even a 
aged 14, remanded by Marlbor" few days in custody with adults 
ough Street magistrates to 
Holloway Prison for a week 

can have adevastatlnleffect on 
a young person. "euw Ytnt and 

' each in June. 
The girls. said. by. pt'abatlon 

Intimidation are often We, 
Awaiting Trial. Interim 

j. i 4rwel. s. had staff to be Report: Survey of Juveniler 
. bcpn accused of ahupl+Alnd In remanded to custody. April 1992" 

London. Thefl. oltially Sold'the Hemd 199.1 AtvplNocro. 
I __ 

Boys questioned 
on torture claim 
Poljogi are questioning two 13. 
year-old boys in Leeds about 
the alleged tortw1i i of an 
eight-year-old aý4ihOG 

i 
who The 

younger 
`ý 

boy a now in St 
James . 4. a., 92. 
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Daily Mail. TI 

oy killed by thief `lr TIN JOTtSCHKY 
ENAGE super- 
worker died last 

after being at- 
a shoplifter 

chasing. 
onlookers saw the 

the 17-old in 
Ps 

he caughta p with 
i-' Mr park. 

Teenage supermarket worker 
dies as he tackles shoplifter 

He fell to the around and the man resuscitate hlm. ' said an ambulance 
fled. Onlookers rushed to help the apotaama. n. 'Pouf panmedirs and & 

outh outside the Somertield store In doctor also tried to revive ! um until he 

Plymouth and he was taken by ambu- reached the casualty department' 
lance to hospital. He died two hours The teenager Is thought to he" died 
later. from internal injuries or cardiac prob- 

'Bystanders and shoppers tried to lama. One ambulancamaa mud: 19 

News in brief 
.S X* 46, 

Teenager kicked to death a4 
chasing suspected shoplifter 
AYOUTH died after he was 

punched and kicked for 10 
minutes by a suspected shop- 
lifter he had chased from a 
supermarket, police said 
yesterday. 

After the attacker fled, by- 
standers-gave first aid to Jona" 
than Roberts, aged 17, who was 
working as a part-tute trolley- 
boy at the store. 

Ambulance pars-medics gave 
emergency treatment at the 
scene. but Jonathan died to 
hospital from his injuries. 

Jonathan, a student at Lipson 
College in Plymouth, was "try 
utg to have a go to stop a person 
who he believed to be involved 
in crime, " Detective Chief 
Superintendent Malcolm Corp 

Said Yesterday. H. added. ""I 
a sad state of affairs that t 
type of thing happens to t. 
country. He was an lnnoct 
boy doing pan"tuae work.,. 

A 24"yearold nun is bet 
questioned by detectives in co 
nection with the incident. 

Jonathan was attacked c' 
Wednesday evening alter he a" 
another youngster pursued 
suspec ed shoplifter from th; 
Somerfteld supermarket at th, 
Broadway shopping centre u 
Plymstock, Devon. He con 
fronted the man in a car pari 
200 yards from the shop. 

Jonathan had worked at thi 
store for 18 months. 

The results of a post mortcm 
will be known today. 

makes you wonder 1i it's over Vann 
bannt º ºo as uW led did. ' 

Chns H: sdon. duty manager ºt Der 
Nord Hoepttal tud no weapon ap. 
peared to have been used in the as- 
sault. He teems to have been punched. 
Perhaps several umea. " 

The supermarket -part of the atM 
ray etu+n -uW the Broadway shop- 
pLnC ºt Plymttotk. º Ply. 
mouth tuoure. and Is 200 yards from a 
poltre stauen. no Centre was 3argely 
derr%ad when the attack happened at 
4.30pm. Out 6omertutd ktay$ open untl 
ºpm. Lu Sut nam the teenagers 
name had not been released. 
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Lenient sentence on thief who" 
killed youth to go unchallenged 

HE Attorney. Gcncral has Tdecided 
not to ask the Court 

of Appeal to increase the IIve- 
year sentence unposed on shop. 
Wier Andrew Bray for the man. 
slaughter of schoolboy 
Jonathan Roberts. wrues Clare 
Over. 

The case provoked an outcry 
last month when Mr Justice 
Drake said appeal court etude. 
Lines prevented him from tm- 
posing the tougher sentence he 
thought the killing deserved. 

Jonathan. aged 17. a part- 
time supermarket assistant. 
tackled qtr Bray in the car park 
of the store at Plymstock. near 
Plymouth. to try to stop the : 5- 
year-old former soldier from 

leaving with tl. 'o worth of 
stolen shoppuig. when Mr Bray 
punched him. he fell and 
choked on hu own vortut. 

Kenn McGinty, a spokesman 
for the AttorneyGeneral. Sir 
Nicholas Eyed. said yestertay 
the appeal court had ruled that 
a sentence could be held unduly 
lenient and increased only it It 
was outside the range a ludre 
could reasonably consider aD 
propnate. The Attorney Gen- 
eral was unable to say that Mr 
Bray's sentence fell outside the 
r3nRe. 

The sentence was paced on 
the basis that Mr Bray had not 
intended Jonathan "really sen" 
oua injury". 

Bodies sought 
in second field 
An inquest into the deaths 
nine women whosI bodies wi 
found to a Gloucester ho 
opens today AS police warcl 
told at $Ionehouae Copp 
near the city for mors bodies 
10th body was discovered u 
Sold at Much : taufe. Bola 
Frederick west St has bi 
charred with the murder 
nine women. 

Bland ca.. We 
Consultant Physician J 
Howe. who withdrew food 3 
drugs from HSILitrorou; lt dis 

r 

Police chief's 
pension plea fails 

s:. 
Wvn Junes. the hic{Wlilan 
Police assistant crnrimlxsislier 
whn yuit amid alfcguiun% of 
intseonduct. failed at KnlKht i. 
hridue rrnwn rm rt inrtorvlay to 
hnvl his VA. IIyu yi'ur pcnston 
pell III Years rply. 

Hot pursuit 
la ie(aIershi r Chicl' Consuurblo 
Krah I'ovc . SI. wnr banned Am, 

'Irivtns fu al ven days ye trr" 
dtty by I uuuhbormigh ntatna" 
(rates a(I r udnuumli drivtf4 al 
Ufliuph a , dhnph roadworks 
area on he Mi. He was a ikht by 

one of jttg u+ 

Baby le}tVescape* 
An 11-month-old boy -- a n" 
rnrf. 1"1"t niiM ; dº,. r :º wriman. 
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A new scheme doesn't prosecute first-time shoplifters-it makes them apologise 

Sorry often is the hardest word 
ýýý'1 

Laurence Pollock 

S E1tC@, \NT Laurie, Yearly 
cuts a traditional figure as 
he moves sedately between 
the pushchairs and potted 

plants in Milton Keynes shopping 
centre. From helmet to boots, he 
could be straight fromtDixon's Dock 
Green. But Sgt Yearly is key to a bold. original experiment in dealing 
with shopldters. Dixon's electrical 
store is his natural habitat. 

Shop theft costs retailers In the half-mile mall E12 million a year, The 
time and resources spent in detection 
by Milton Keynes police equals C150.000. Yet the recovery of property is a paltry £130.000. 

The paperwork in dealing with one 
offender, however trivial, takes up to five (tours under the present system. Not all cases were forwarded for 
prosecution, while thosd that 
reached It nearly always resulted In 
a conditional or absolute discharge. 

Now the city's senior officer, Chief 
Superintendent Caroline Nichols, has 
given the go-ahead for a pilot "retail 
theft Initiative". All first-time offend- 
ers except professional teams and those using violence will be given a 

"cautuon"plus". 
Assuming the of 
fence is admit. 
ted, Sgt Yearly 
or one of his 
team will spend 
20 minutes tak- 
ing details about 
the offender. 
who will then be 
bailed to come to 
the police 
station a couple 
of weeks later. 

Extensive 
background in- 
formation will 
be gathered and 
a diversion pro. 
gramme pro. 
posed. Offenders 
will be asked to 
confront their actions - perhaps 
through a meeting with a shop man- 
ager or preparing an apology. The 
police want to challenge the concept 
of victimless crime against commer- 
cial property. 

But agencies such as social ser- 
vices, youth service or education 
could be brought In if other factors 
are behind the infringement Previ- 
ously, there was tittle follow-up after 
a caution. There will now be a build- 
up of Information about the cause of 
crone among first-time and minor 
offenders and a more extensive pro. 

gramme fur 
dealing with 
them. The do. 
aired benefits 
wW Include a 
release of police 
time to concen" 
trau on more 
serious theft. 

Carolina Ni. 
choU insists 
shop theft Is not 
being "decriml. 
nallsed". We 
at* &imply tak. 
Ins; it out of the 
criminal Justice 
system. We have 
the option at any 
time to proceed 
towed, 
prosecution" 

Ms Nacholl It a tough police officer. 
a veteran of drug and vice work with 
the Met But she has a near evangell" 
cal bellet In crime prevention and 
Intervention to handle law-breaking. 

"I'm not conducting a soft option 
What we have here will be tougher 
than anything the current system 
offers. Many people find It dLMcWt to 
talk about their offending and to ac. 
knowledge there is a problem. " 

One of the youngest divisional 
commanders nationally. In her late 
30s. she has brought a new broom to 
the Milton Keynes division of the 

Thames V. alluy force. An e%pcrnn. 
in sector policing has broken do% 
the territory into local areas whin 
Inspectors War their methods to 
meet local needs. A performance 
review unit monitors efKOvencºº 

"When I first came hero Ithreo 
years eitel and argued that law un forcement was not the be all and 4 
AD. there was tremendous rests. 
tance. " she says. That atmosphere 
has now changed. 

The local retailers' auoclanun 
backs the project but Ms Nicholl t, 
clear that if it shows flaws, there i 
wifUngness to abandon or rethink 
She wants to proceed cautiously. 

The long-lam goal. though. Is it, 
avoid "the sausage machine" ap. 
presch - putting people through t. 
system to notch up good perfor. 
mane indicators but altering vary 
Uttle on the round. 

"After doing a raid In the Met I 
could feel good about putting half 
dozen drug pushers in the pokey, " 
she said. "but the following day 
there were another six on the strva- 
NotlWtg was changutg " 

The desire to chance deeply set 
patterns seems at the heart of this 
move away from traditional low en 
forcement It risks being labelled il ant; liberalism, but if It works, 
will release more police to chase eer 
out criminals - lust what the wadi 
tlonaWts are calling for. 
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When John Major declared war on our yob culture, it's unlikely he h. 
women in mind. But with violent crimes by girl gangs in the States c 
the increase, yob woman is looming large on the streets of Britain 

Deadlier than 
the male 
Anita Chaudhurl cite nunthrr of women round guilty her belt, when one of them shot. 
. 

of violent crimes. Last month. "What youlookln'at. shltlace? " .................................. South London police appanled for "You dle, motherfucker. " Inv-, 
ATURDAY AFTERNOON witnesses to a horrific attack one another. Their leae$rre%announ 
on the Dakerlno line. I am 11"yenr"uld girl. She was allegedly that her name toVls 
Indulging In my fantasy of 

i that the mak rs of h 
set upon by three girls aged between 
11 and 14 t d b h 

"What's that for? ' I ask, eye- 
d h ce, c o e 

Star Trek are going to rhn rise me to .s rippe . eaten, er skin 
drawn on, her hair pulled out and. It 

. -. s. nw seeer. 
"Fixing things. " she uys. f qtly. 

be first lady of the Slnrhip Voyager Is claimed, offered to a gang of boys "Oh. are you a mechanic then? ' 4 ' now Crnevlevo Rujold has decided as a rape victim. In July. a 12-year. "Nah, I ma halydresser. 
to drop out ... old Grimsby girl was sent toe young I wonder why these skL. a oc 

Suddenly the girl sitting opposite offenders Insttpyon aller steeling arouadm. töºetreei when, at th 
leaned towards me. her. aoa won- LSOO from a 68-year-old man. She ace, one would have expected to 11 
tuctsd-int 'e . hldeoueýtut" 'Fuck 

Iw s th ff blt d h "' l 
told police she spent the proceeds on 

k d d i l d h 
them In the pub. Vie explains a.. 
h l ff d a , . on e o c . y n , r rugs an c ot es. ey can rare t ya or going to " 

verge of hitting bock nt this un" Why are young women being pub and that meeting men is not 
provoked In"ult with 3 suitably allured by violent crime? Anne priority. None of the standard p: 
witty riposte when I noticed her Campbell, a psychologist at Durham occupations of working-class tee 
three companions, all aged around University, has studied delinquent age girls is In evidence here: 
16 and dressed In lhigh"length black behaviour in adolescent girls, both yearning for a husband, a ru 
socks, mini skirts and oversized here and In America, where she' house, a more glamorous Life, ch 
baseball Jacketts. Two of them were . wrote the book The Girls in The 'dreh What do they want? They lot 
built like heavyweight champions, Gang. n genuinely b&Medbythequestion, 
and in an instant they changed seats ranarr"to ' The three are not averse to "n e 
to sit on either side of me. I thought flghWW ! res stud". ". L, onor stole a car but 
about getting off the train, but then haven't poised my test, so I dldr 
reasoned that this was ridiculous. Set very far, ". höota Vie- I nodes a 
These were only GIRLS. after all. s have detected a other Is carrying a chisel. ;ý err 

I yawned, affecting a bored pose. , DiT'ttt.. eC' 
"Bored, are we? " snapped the one pattern In female p "I'Q nx yer ne, roe ya ttyou don ' " on my left. and to remedy the altua- 

lion made a snatch atmyWaIkman. _ It until we t U i el 1 l "Yob behavlourt.. r'M.:.:. 
watch It. she snaps., 
"Tio lalua, ]atatyý_! lnd. mr, i" W ýKIý`iR'thN! ''119"P411" 1014" o nw s y, c ung 

pulled Into the next station. the gad- they target other 
kennt brad of yob, -.. -..., M 

get still in my possession but the ý1wt" Since their formation In Jun 
headphones In need of repair. I was women for abuse' the Lesbian Avennn, hove%esta 
not afr. Ud. I was terr(fled - llshed a fearsome tepulatto 

"But they were only girls. " male through their demonstrations wile 
friends mocked. for they were yet to feature a mixture of radical po leml" 

°d meet this new phenomenon, the toxin Ir songs and circus stunts. Their antic 
4 *nai U7t'1t1. Women, on the other eg. have Involved storming a statue 

hand, admitted that they had met Queen Victoria outside Duckinghu 
yet1}NH! RI, or offered tales of friends . gaining -pualltyr-ptb+tngýrea/eci Palace, taking over shop windows 
and colleagues who had been atseM Oxford Stet to protest at''leebla 
mugged, taunted or Intimidated by no'fet, " P" t'. u "v'u'tf e- chic** being purloined by the tug 
young women in pubs, on Tube an ng street and staging a "anogIn" r 
trains, on the rampage. RtttllTMqMft' Heathrow's Terminal 3 to b&gh!! tt 

When John major declared war on " Peter West manages the Dverston the anomalies In the law eonoornin 
our so-called yob culture, he con. Project in southeast London. a Immigration and lesbian partners. 
demned loutishness, vandalism and youth centre funded by the proba. The evenings protest contras of 
crime. "Just because you are poor, don service to. treat young oaenderv Hackney Council'. equal opportun,: 
you ore not likely to become a crimi- involved In car crimes such as joy- ties policy. Some 70 Avengers gor 
nal. And just because you are rich, 

' 
riding. "Women aren't Just tagging 

ith th i b f i d 
verge on the steps of the town h*1 

two women erform a ski hil t mean you will lead a life of doesn e oy en along w r r s any. p w e 
virtue. " He forgot to add: "JffiN more. " he says. "R. rn-f br, entitled Julia And Juliet. and hi' 
beenowJ, 150'gte r wovtat"ee vt t1ke17"TV'ttrest bteaas, Waar worshipful mayor of Hackney lookt 
mom yt be terrt>~tn 1.11"n ow manetfereter'en of to _t"If lin 

e@rMhtn'! ' Privately. West also b. 
utterly bewildered. 

In the women's bar at the back of 
Suddrnly yob woman Is every- lieves that women are far less likely the Wellington Arms pub on Lea. ' 

spanning the whole lout where to be apprehended by the police for flood. the women outline their aims 
, spectrum, from mydc- *'TedtJ%r car crimes. ' "We don't to Uvula on how fat 

" to cartoon-yobs 111anR'C$1 and the Hackney, in East London, has explain we're preps to go. 
" porting yobs such as 114"9775; 049l; and cruel, violent 

seen a spate of similar incidents in 
the past six months. Including a 

We are pro member Rot Hopkins. 
pared to break the law because 

yobs like the two females who - series of knlfepolnt raids on shops many of our members are breaklnº 
, received life sentences for their part 

f 
by groups of women and the sen. 

in Au ust of four in irls who t 
the law every day, with regards lit 
Immigration policy and other lea In the torture and murder o 

. Suzanne Capper nine months ago. 
i 

g g g ens 
stripped and tortured a 16-year-old 
irl in the area's Victoria Park It 

bean Isauea"Intimidated 
by us? " "Are people n Meanwhile, the Hem of girl gangs 

America has reached such (, Pie pro- 
. g 

was to Hackney's main thorough. asks another. "Maybe. I don't care. " 
Mother area In which the" 7" 

portions that gang' have their own 
and a Holly- magazine Teen Angela 

fare. Marc Street. that I went In 
search of the ywbrI1 In Its natural IwWfllow looms large Is sport, with 

, . wood Nm about LA gang women. Nit habitat. Not far from the town hall, mors women particlps In anti 
ttending matches for ootball Vida Loco, by director Allison 

is soon to be released. Anders 
sitting on a wall, are three Ugly 
contenders for the title Scariest , a 

rugby. snooker, darts and, of course. 
, Home Office statistics show that 

w n ' 
racial Expression of the Year. I'm 
thinking it would be foolhardy to 

that yob arena held close to the 
Government'$'exuberant heart, 

ome crimes of violence among 
are rising. Between 1982 and 1992. approach, particularly OR one teems boxing. One woman who has a 
there was ai per cent increase In to  ve a W-WA"fwr ký.... ý Iw.... wýýý+ M ýý "ý ý""ý r wr 



gain her licence as a I'ixini wtivnd 
Her job Involves working every 
a+pxct of the boxer's turner - 
polishing aum%hlrld+, w1plnA h,! -d 
off the sand e and admtnutrnnw he 
%pit hocket 

A11Týtý11lrPtT1r-ln' MIAlF"tn 
, meter. -r +-enthe rAýk..:. 
An1ymº-NM TYFsntrr :! i Vrfltr" 

on.. WWR--TO"Jt was touKt tweet 

akr n . t"n.. u, ly fl e woman when 1 

: np 'taining as a srrnnd 1 

trmu'rntw"r irrsI lrnadn I urt 'I.:, 
bi xer'9 rttrntlen and . ut a. 
f ni vtrat! rnt turd t'trrt -MM nrM to 11W 

OPWM-0 I lrtt. %ho ha, twtrr 'ýa, f rr 
nose broken from nu-Wig r: - ,A 
fighting', has seen ter ter r "f '-rr 

1 .. . 
1.1! 

.1 a'. InI!,,! 

a bird sun taw) for ou, luuge r-ij 
birds of prey and I had some ptu 
pose to my life 

flack on the railway platform at 
Martins Heron. my heart staks 
Mote yobrttes. 10 of them. luunýlnp 

v, "und on an unmanned 'lat 'i 
kn.., ! hey are going to make .r!, 

!,, r mr twt cruse I have Rsterly 

pattern to "ale vob hvhAt'jApr 

thor ar i ether women for 1Ths. " 
f'�rtua. tlrly my Iaain '' :n nl. 
they air coins nowhvtv'. ý1 . 1, ". 
. pared further ahu'v 

if you look at evulutlonar, 
thmry. ' rya Anne Camptrril. "It 
tells us that men use Icv-esstnn il' 
gain status and domuunce" and Lhu, 
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THREE YEARS FOR COMPUTER EXPERT DRI 

Father held 
up shop with 
a bottle of 
Toilet Duck 

By ROBLRT McGOWAN 

A DEBT-RIDDEN compute 
expert tried to rob his villag 
shop armed with a Toilet Duct 

Paul Somerville held his baby sa 
in one arm as he pointed the bolt 
at shopkeeper Sadie Elder. 

He told her to get on the floor but at 
tackled him. He squirted lavatot 
cleaner over her but. with the help 
two customers who came In. Mrs Eldi 
bundled him out empty-handed. 

Somerville calmly strapped von Joshi 
Into his car and drove the three miles hom 
but witnesses noted his registration numbs 

Yesteriav. os the would-be robber 
begun a three-year jail sentence. Mrs 
Elder said he had looked and behuvvd 
just like TV's bungling Mr Ueon. 
"He came into the shop twice to have 

louk and then "a third time, all within 
minutes. He grabbed the Toilet Duck off U 

shelf and pointed it in n 
face. I think he was su 
prised when I refused 
get on the ground. 

WEAPON: Tout Duck 
-In complete despair hi 

had the crazy Impulse it 
try and gel some caul 
from the tlü. " said Mt 
Ilarwood"Stevenron. "Ht. 

a was having an acute 
is anxiety attack. ' 
he Somerville, of Dtoftah 
ty Heath. admttlt.. 
C. attempted robbery. Joe 
lu pidoo. 30, rut wtunncd (It 

covet its Judgo Peter l. un 
Joke was it sad ad t to 

nn 
see 

n, 
a man 

nn 

.; wo 'The cleaner went all his Im` nciible CharaL over my clothes and heir ter' In the dock 
when he squirted it at me. 
It was trrrlfy 

. Iut night ehe, Joshua 
row Court Norwich 10 months, and his shit', 

heard that mwheothsr"o Nicole. three were below 
%t+, * klJer had thought ght comforted by friends, 
Somerville, 33. was 'How the judge arrives: 
play In u practieal joke. ul this decufon I w+l: 

The 17.000"a-year Nor- never know, " ehe said 
folk County Council com" 'People have received Irv% 
puter analyst was in for knits attacks. 
'financial derpoir' at the 'it was my worst 
time of the incident in ni "htiuure come true 
June. said John Harwood. It iio'd been rentvnrvd Stevenson. defending. Ht to a low months, us had 1: 8 014) debts. vxtnchoJ. aw'J tutu 

The devoted family man bean able to cope, hod not told wife Jose. 
lilting of his problems - 

"Yaul it buch a devoted 
oven though he had four 
County court judgements 

father and Nicole is a real 
daddy's K+rl. Now to 

k against him und the henk wont he Miere when ºItc 
had froren his acCw+nt. starts s. hool. 

She had asked him to "Probalion reports and 
cl some cash and he was psychiatric reports all shriving past the Spur shop 

N showed that this Incident 
wua com letel ut if At South %ahsham, or- 

folk, with only 3: p In his 
p yo 

character, I no longer 
pocket when he realised have suiy faith in the 

' he needed petrol. system 0f justice. 

j TERRIFIED: Shopkeeper Sadie 
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Robin McKie BT researchers working with 
Science Editor Maauchusett Institute of Tech- 

nology (MI) scientists, is state 
'S are watching you From of the are face-tecogmoon com- 
s. At lent, one is about to puter technology, and will be in- 
M chaei, once the patron rroduced for tmLl at one M&S 
! shoplifters, is planning to store next year. The day of the 
]mg-mounted video cam- Big Brother snapshot is at hand. 
scd to computers, to cam. Comparing usages of faces 
moppe pictures with taken in different positrons, an- 
`. tnownthieves. gics, lighting and other condi- 
'as 6t Spencer shoppers sons has proved to be extremely 
' garend and, once an difficult We have been working 
Sic mugshot match is for the past three years on face 
store detectives will be recognition, ' saidMik: Wbybray, 
to the presence of shop- of BT's Martlesham laboratories. 
Thor progress through 'It has been a tricky business. ' 

ma then be monitored. However, MIT scientists have 
technique, developed by recently developed software that 

.. " 

allows computer to match a van 
ety of different video shots of in- 
dividuals with stored mugshots, 
with an accuracy of treater than 
90 per cent. 

'We are now ready to use this 
techtuque in a store where light- 
ing, crowd movement, atmo- 
spheric condinons, and countless 
other variables fluctuate all the 
time. That will be the real test. ' 

said Mr Wbybray. 
BT believes the power to scan 

thousands of images against a 
database of photographs to a few 
seconds will bring new business 
for telecommunications comps- 
tues. For example, all commer- 
csal outlets in a town could be 

linked and alum bells set off the 
moment a person who has been 
seen thopldhng in one store 
enters another. It will also speed 
up police ideno anon proce- 
dures by cutting the mug shots 
witnesses have to examine frm 
thousands to a few dozen. 

That is the good news. In other 
circles, however, it is likely to 90 
down like a baton charge at a cavil 
liberna rally. 'iW*WW-1 a 

tniýue 
Such techniques could. aft; 

;Z 

be used to trace the MOVICCUMIN 
of a person across the nation. 
I am a oan. a, Los en. gaah- 

Patient under police guard after 
shop worker st abbed to de th a 

+ - iZ 5lAiqI 
k h sally Weal* e manned life n as a Checkout 
at the branch in Teddin ton. 
south-west London. 

D ETECTIVES were today Yesterday police commended 
waiting to interview a 19" Mr Clarke s actions. "Hls brav. 

year-old youth under police ery deserves the highest 
guard In hospital following the praise. " said Detective Superin" 
fatal stabbing of a Cards.? city tendent Colin Jones of South 
centre shop manager who tried Wales police, who Is leading the 
to tackle suspected shoplifters inquiry. "We must remind shop Duncan Clarke. aged N. ,. vas assistants and staff they must 
attacked when he blocked : he always be aware that lethal 
escape of one of the two sus- weapons could be produced in a 
pects at the top of an escalator situation Like this, But those 
as he tied from security guards who carry weapons should also 
who saw them allegedly steal- realise it will not stop people of ing a £6.99 pack of video cas" Mr Clarke's calibre showing 
settes from a L: ttlewoods store. courage and public He was stabbed in the chest in spiritedness. " 
front of hunareds of shoppers. Bob Willett. Liu: ewoods' UK 

Surgeons at Cardid Cntversl" managing director. Paid tribute 
ty hospital operated on hum but to Mr Clarke. who lived In Car. 
he died early yesterday. 10 diff but came from Manchester 
hours after : he incident. . and called for tougher mea. 

.4 youth of :3 detained by se" sures against knife-wielding 
curity staff seconds before the criminals. "it Is clear that the 
stabbing was yesterday penalties forcarrying offensiv'e 
released on police bail. weapons are not enough. " he 

The murder of Mr Clarke. said. 
manager of the Baggage Centre Police are hoping to inter. department In the Littlewoods view the 19. ear-old in hospital 
store. has raised fresh worries this weekend once he has' 
abuut the safety of shop work. recovered from an operation on 
ers facing Increasingly violent his ankle. He was arrested at 
attacks from thieves. His death Queen Station. Cardst after he 
comes a : week after that of fell nearly 4011 and broke his 
Wuulwurths trainee assistant ankle while scaling a wall hair 
manager John Penfold. aged . 1.1 a mile from the L1ttewoods 
who was stabbed with a kitchen store. A knife was recovered. 
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Mum kills herself 
over bag of crisps A DISTRAUGHT mum gassed herself to death - because she was falsely suspected of stealing a bag of crisps. 
Jenny Tennant. "18, was quiz; cd by Polke after hohn, vtdeond entthg the k At the tkt. rol station where she Welted, and apparently removing cash Uem the Lill. 

the was terrified atýthhenLhoughtt of *nd DrOnwited. So. fearlnK she would 
1. __, 

e shame an her 

Cashier was 
devastated 
by theft slur 1++fane Trevor and two u'IWr, n. the mcrlbhlad n By PATRICK MULCHRONE 

7 
desp rat, note to her atelly 

TIP" --Ou chin cupy 
Inir her pay cheque. " An station where Jenny 

u+ °f f the 13,1110, nrp 
u 

photo- 
InquestatRochdalehea+d worked. confirmed cash ° th 
that Jenny was shown a and property had been 

oh 
And her s video of herself eating stolen and steps were tak- 

terýlC she 
in 

eed us-laps behind the petrol en to identify those 
1°'ro or her home 

the 
at 

station counter. responsible. 
She was also shown A spokesman said: "As sry. Urheroe Man- elýyr film of her removing cash a result. video tapes were 

from the till. and appar- handed to the police and Distressed ently putting the money the matter rested In their 
In her handbag. bands. 

Policewoman who 
Jenny was held by " "'1t would be Inappro- 

Ssd Interviewed her sass 
police for three hours priate for us to comment 

b dlstressod to hear of 
before being released on further. 
hail. 4" death she has been on She said she'd paid for Interview 

uct leave all week, the crisps. and was using MdlastnlghtJenny's 
herownmoneyatthetill "But we offer our vin1t brother in law, to sort out Change for sincere condolences to 

, 
ºr Tennant. said: customers. Jenny's family. " Jý+ny had been n loyal She was later cleared of police said: "Mrs ý+eployee for IS years. all blame. Tennant was Interviewed. verklnlt five nights V. Recording a verdict of "At that stalle. the k' 

suicide in the "very die- evidence was Insufficient `bhe Insisted to us that tressinlf case. " coroner to prefer charges and 1114 d done nothing wrong, Dennis Everett said: "It further Inquiries were But she wasfrightened A 
seems clear these mattors needed. so she was *'"Or suspected. were preying on her released on bail. 

re very upeet. Her hind. " "We are all distressed seshaven'tovensent Last night the by what has happened : [e of sympathy, Radcliffe Road Group and our sympath' goes an envelope contain- owners of the patrol out to her family. r` 

flews in brief 
......................:........ .... . . ....................... . led f crisps claim o bag Stolen killing herself 

to mother of two her l v a %k f ' - ou g : M o 
III: K%Y TumUs"t. t 1u"yuar" 

Id nthcr o! two from A m 

and quest, 
tdf rb < < ur crt 

p 

ahc had D 
len money She dencetl he 

t ý . 
kult Greuel' Manchester. 

sto t eleUat`tI UI 

t' .ra 1I11Pfannd was 

"he tt ý1" 
:: 1"ýI lu ru4f r 

t 
, IýIý"rnunt"d abuiut t 1110 tl ul a put Ice bull. 

She left notes for her hus 
! cured till' In* h 1,: ß rr 

st 
u1 

}hý w ai a vldco ýf hcr" 
rhVA", 

' :kl the s 

e bend sal 
11 

s cunu 
lýl nti1ý ilshe died shut 

lw o tl ci 
f 

tj º, p 
lleI 1 

-v Mill; S n h'Itattu 1 
tcr if aI' d 

p, hetnthelul'aEeu 
ý 

'ras found U? ' 1 1 hcrL 
sh. I I t'r: 

"rý 
ito11 

chclulc tnquca 
11 0 1 

her husband Trct"or. 
Plat). dh en 

11-A nd : "I" to jq]v c"1tnm"a4 dro fdmcd 
h from thu hc 

the co...; ho 
ýreekend bleak to 

a It, 11 eu" 
anutt'cnul et I 

hur urnot tp ws l 
SK was fly aril appae She dh 

n 
; 
erect. 

The coroner Dennis E' c 
dlct of sulc " 'P ier :q Oil" I(.;. III her h: tn 

ý Id 1y police ! ur thrrc hwlrs 
I,, 

cr rccurdetl at 

I ct+eating In his unlven+ty this. uluyy paper. He turne reit. klon whUs in jaU he man" lijughter of Ife, and his fate now r with his conk; re. gallon Portsmouth, Hamp. 
the nn sa unt wheUurhheashould tüy or 

Shog 
p 

aa ssistant atabbad 
A Shop assistant was critically LU last night after being etapbed tackling a +hat I. +ttlcwoodetton+n rdUSCUy centre. * The man, aged 34. was stabbed on an escalator! 

Soup. r Sal. 11-11- qjL, 
A parr of ltlthtentury Englll, h 
sUver Soup tureens was sold for 
a recurd 91.013.300 at Sol hy"e In f. undon yeeºerda almost douhlu+q the pre ! is highest 
price ei 322. or such a Pais-. 
Turco oy discharged 

I Aºf+! FbwIa, aged Ww", who f ow 1o New Yurk last month fur, 

PROBE: Jenny's garage where basses asked policy to investigate th. hs 
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foreword 
0 Home Front Susie Orbach Ip 

From shoplifter to drug addict 
news 

that 
women 

enter prisons 
as shoplifters 
and exit as 
heroin 
addicts has a 

certain logic. In forensic or 
criminal terms, the offender 
switches mode to take advan- 
tage of what is illicit inside the 
system. Their criminality is 
what is defining. The meaning 
of the acts can be attributed to 
essential badness, it can be 
seen as situational, it can be 
regarded as evidence of a 
propensity to criminality. 

Although the fact of its 
unlawfulness undoubtedly has 
a bearing on its meaning, the 
potency of the act for the 
shoplifter is fuelled not so much 
by its unlawfulness as by other 
emotional factors which, once 
explored, suggest responses 
other than custodial care. 

While many people rou- 
tinely supplement their 
weekly budget by shoplifting, 
for the person who can'upre" 
venthfYselff 6mttelpinAer- 
self-to wttat"she 1iäSntt 
purchased, something beyond 
mitigating the effectpof 
poverty is 1n; iyJRwoluiIary 
shoplifting, can be a compul" 
sfon. The person Yinds herself 
in the shop compelled to take 
. vhat is on offer. The market- 
alace becomes synonymous 
vith plenty and hope. With its 
empting displays and seduc" 
ive invitations, it concretises 
)nging and desire. Although 
ne average consumer may be 
veil aware that she is being 
Manipulated, made to feel that 
er life will improve if she pur. 
Zases x or y, the space for the 
"toplifter between such pres. 
: re and the capacity for 
tanking may become com" 
essed, producing an irre- 
stible psychological plunge 
to the embrace of the goods. 
This embrace is accompa" 

nied by a certain excitement 
and hope - the hope that pri- 
vate experiences of depriva- 
tion can be countered and the 
emptiness inside filled In the 
anticipation of satisfaction, 
the person feels soothed and 
calmed. The screaming inte": 
rior experience of hunger is 
stilled by the momentary per- 
ception that the individual can 
meet her own longing. 

She is buoyed up on two 
counts: füstly. that there is 
something external (the goods) 
that will appease her desire 
and, secondly, that she has the 
power to transform the experi- 
ence of emptiness and priva- 
tion by her actions. This latter 
sense, that by one's own hand 
one can mutate inner experi- 
ence of emptiness and power. 
lessness, is an important 
feature of shoplifting. For it is 
not simply the imagined 
capacity to fill the hole that 
compels the person to lift the 
goods. The act is sustained by 
the sense that they are In 
charge of rewriting their emo- 
tional destiny. I am deprived. 
That is not just I take. I deny 
my deprivation. 

It is in this sequence that we 
have the essence of the'emo- 
tional dimensions of shoplift- 
Ing. For it is in the attempt 
simultaneously to deny and 
make good the deprivation by 
stealth that the complex psy- 
chological ediflce of., hoplifting 
stands. Shoplifting is the 
attempt to repair and restore to 
the self what has been denied. 

But many who engage in 
shoplifting are unable to use it 
to meet and transmute their 
inner experience of privation. 
A curious and intriguing 
aspect of shoplifting for some is 
that the goods, once selected 
and carefully brought home, lie 
unopened. Their magical pow. 
ers to metamorphose the empty 
soul can't be accessed. They are 
kept unpacked, holding two 
functions. They are at once a 

tangible expression of having. 
of not being deprived. and a 
tantallstna sign of the inability 
to use what has been garnered. 

This painful conJunction tells 
us much about what bat the 
heart of thb kind of stealing. 

themtddofasem E1 
drama in which ah. 
mn! l01it! 1lfä slumptý Wlir 

brý'deýý' ' Cýoa" form 
linked with t5i attempt to 

IM atari s. 
ýuiJý that arL1tK 
o ý? C For In the 

psyche. deprivation Is not 
understood simply as injustice 
but also as confirmation of low 
self-worth. One is deprived f 
because one is awful and worth. 
less. Thus one Is deprived 
because one deserves to be to. 
Attempts to reverse this sense 
by giving to oneself can feel Me. 
estimate or as If one is stealing 
what one Isn't supposed to 
have. Stolen goods which are 
not freely given then tail to set. 
isfy. Tragically the pain and 
humiliation of wanting Is rein. 
forced. The shoplifter is con, 
fronted by her helplessness. 
Even as she goes towards filling 
herself up, the is undercut. Her 
etrorts are rendered useless as I= 

het'äeprl 
bý. cpy 

It Is here In the confronts. 
tion with emptiness that we 
can see the links to heroin use 
In prison. For heroin. above 
all, Is a drug of oblivion. Its 
soothing. calming. Quutenin` 
properties are well known, In 
prison the pain, external and 
internal, cannot be dented, but 
neither can It be explored, 
engaged with and accepted. it 
demands to be obliterated to 
that it is rendered unlmpor. 
cant and manageable. 

The shoplifter, denied other 
known channels In which to 
enact the drama and attempted 
repair of her dftrr4v**t. 6- 

confronted with the starkness 
of her emptiness. an emptiness 
that feels like a reCectUon of her 
worthlessness and essential 
badness. Prison contlrms and 
extetnallsea this inner sense of 
seit propelling her once again 
towards psychological solu" 
lions that are transgressive, 
lawless and dangerous. 

Heroin, with its dance. ot 
death imperative, matches her 
interior state. Where shoplift. 
Ins implied within it a hope, a 
link with life, production and 
the market-place In which we 
all engage, heroin represents a 
smaller world, a withdrawal 
both from relationships and 
from hope. It is an attempt to 
make a Life by encountering 
the threat of death. With the 
boundary of death as one pos 
sible implication of heroin use, 
the person can surrender to 
the consoling comforts of the 
narcotic. Soothing can be 
allowed, even embraced. 

OMPLEX psychological 
motivations at the heart 
ofshopllfting snake a 

nonsense of custodial care as a 
response. The underlying 
problems get retranslated into 
the culture of the prison while 
the original deprivation and 
emptiness lies unaddressed. 
Prychological programmes 
originating In the probation 
service. In forensic psychiatry 
and departments of psy 
chotherapy are shown to be 
considerably more effective in 
Addressing the problems of the 
shoplifter. helping her to 
engage with her problems 
rather than transposing them 
In a custodial environment. o 

Avra»s cebasalatOwr 
Cross Hosmal. L oon. has otpred I 
w«eay V oap to shOakft $. PfyUOnwtpM AoMls Sheov 

v to NOlttti e o. QtM Of a ccu$ e 

wM wonw+ w A-0 rM4I. son aw. 
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LX-=police 
chief denie 
shoplifti 

FORMER senior made in the Chelsea 
policeman told. South 

A 
- told the jury that he 

wark crown court yes- shopping with differei 
terday of his shock, different meals, Tatei 

humiliation and shame at being Ing: "I am such an 
accused of shoplifting. plined shopper. " As 

Graham Wyn Jones, who had could remember, h" 
been assistant commissioner of some items and th 
the Metropolitan police, said through the checkout- 
the "absolute nightmare" wors- and possibly a third t 
ened when he was manhandled more purchases. 
across the store, with one arm There could have 
twisted behind his back, to the fourth tour of theston 
manager's ot3lce.. checked whether the 

Minutes later, when a store had were precisely wlt 
" detective and a security guard been Instructed' to j' 

at Marks & Spencer in Chelsea, lieved that was when 
west London, thought he was detective mistakenly 
trying to flee he was again he was stealing. 
grabbed, and in a struggle his He told his counsel 
trousers came undone. Donne, that in the r 

"I was absolutely distraught. offlce he was "very t 
I was shocked. I was horrified. I agitated". He had v didn't know what was happen- speak to the managet 
ing, " he told the court. attempting to see h' 

Jones, aged 50, who left his store staff believed 
£67,000-a-year police post In De- about to make a run t 
cember 1993, said he was shop- restrained him again. 
ping for a dinner party at home When he was later 
that evening. He denies stealing Chelsea police statloi 
two bottles of wine, two pieces police that be was In 
of cheese and a packet of 'worse state of shock' 
chicken breasts worth £24 in experiencing humilia 
March last year. turmoil and was pat 

Richard McGregor Johnson, concerned about pub' 
prosecuting, had told the court told the court his fe 
that when Jones, of Belgravia, justified when one 
central London, was arrested newspaper published 
he had £1,700 on him. lie was of his arrest with the ' 
spotted wheeling a trolley with "Top cop held in theft . 
a couple of Marks & Spencer Jones told Mr. Me 
carrier bags through the store. Johnson that he had 

A store detective allegedly tioned his visits tooth' 
saw him putting the wine, & Spencer stores whet 
cheese and chicken into one of first questioned by p 
the bags before leaving the cause he was specifics' 
store without paying for them. to answer the store d' 

But in evidence Jones said: "I allegations. 
have never stolen anything in The barrister said: 
my life. " He complained that no the store without pan 
one explained what was hap" those goods" Jones re 
pening until he had been es- did not. All the good 
corted to the manager's office. possession I had paid f" 

' Jones was asked why, when A character wltnes" 
he was first interviewed, he tine Gifford, described 
said he had paid for everything an honest man who p 
he had, but on a second occa- she was concerned wa' 
sion suggested he may have Impulsive nor W-diseli 
made his purchases at three his personal life, but t' 
Marks & Spencer stores. He Donne asked her if the 
said he had put forward the been shopping with in 
multiple store scenario only as replied: "Certainly not' 
a "possibility not a probability" The trail continues to 
when he later recalled he had 

d visited other stores that ay. 
Although he could not re- 

member his movements with 
certainty, it was most likely all 
the grocery purchases had been 



shoplifters 

photograph: 
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THERE was a Royal fu- 
neral In the capital yes- 
terday. The woman who 
won a reputation as the 

Queen of the shoplifters. Shir. 
ley Pitts, was buried with great 
style after the sort of life that 
was as much Dickens as Dick- 
ins and Jones. 

Fifteen Daimlers, each as 
black as a Marlborough Street 
magistrate's expression, led the 
funeral procession more than 
20 miles from her home in Chig. 
well, Essex, to the Lambeth 
cemetery In south London, 
where a trumpeter and guitar. 
ist in velvet bow ties played the 
"Heaven, I'm in heaven ... " 
lines from Irving Berlin's 
Cheek to Cheek, as the body 
was lowered into the grave. 

Born on the Lambeth Walk. 
in south London, 57 years ago 
and evacuated to Yorkshire 
during the war, Shirley Pitts 
started thieving at the age of 
seven. By the time she was In 
her twenties, she had won a 

22 TheGuardian 

reputation for being one of the £3.000 Zandra Rhodes creation. 
most ski1N1 and enterprising She did not always escape the 
shoplitten to the land. attentions of the shopwalkers 

The handsome Ms Pitts and she had three spells In 
would operate teams of prison. She was one of the few 
"hoister$". who travelled the women to escape from a British 
land pursuing their trade. Har. Jal1. tLpptng out of Ilolloway 
rods was a favourite shop, a when pregnant with one of her 
fact recalled yesterday by an el" seven children. 
egantly designed floral Iiarrods something of a pioneer. the 
carrier bag and a large bunch was carrying out "shopping Ox- 
of lilies still in their Harrods pedltions" all over the conti- 
wrapping. Fashionable to the nent long before Ted Ileath was 
end, she was buried In a blue urging active British participa" 

tion In Europ, 
with teams 
Paris. " said 
eher, an si t 
last year 

öf I 
started to diet, 
with the help c than. writer an. After a btess1 
Catholic Churs 
tion In Chlgj, 

rlest asked for judgmet" 
and 

Fifteen Daimlers escorted Shirley Pits (above), scourge of the top shops, to t 
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`eý cemetery yesterday, accompanied to style by trumpet and guitar and condolences mom the &ayt 

1ý b %. % aa ms mother's courage the long am of the law that had napping fora £, 0.000 ransom in am of the confections of tarns 
ý°t 

r4e 43 more ofa non than once reached out to tap her the early 1980x. Lions and Astlax, 
As 
was 

as 
he 

sent their at the t tsvýdo. as wu he tw= Mio r he s to- the pro. shouider'at the exit Of a West The KraY 
Of extended 

aid 
family and End store, now stretched out to condolences, and Buster Ed" love of a good time. commemc 

ýT lie ýv wards, the crest Train Robber. rated with a champagne botß 
r ed on to Hoxton. Vic as the Limousines "44 Ana 

was there in person. as were made of Aoweru Two words L 
je ahc3Qaý 

name ame she 
ChriswasHawto" and nd Volvo PstatesapedHugh her family and friends who 2ft-high Corsi letters spelled au 

" aý tq run a suit and Ve Her final resting place was were anxious that she be herepitaph: "Gone ShoppinA, " ý? ýn tym ý4xton 
market. "She near 

London. 

her brother. Henry "Ad- remembered as much tot her 
`ý don ta time when South eends 

as 
nerositY ! or 

and loyalty to 
her activftioa .., ' 

-t girls W ent died Pitts, the bank robber, 
e 
of 

Cto out with died to a car smash at the a¢ 
IC, 
tl eph ýn fell aýs, ýý explained 29. She had disowned another near the pertume counters. 

4"ý 4y 
'ý a`ýt, ill 

p Her re1, utation for never art a tribute as Me as nRs(and brother, Charlie. who took 
Road. Hackney, to a botched and violent kId" -grassing', 

r, 
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Ex-Met chief 
'stole food 
fro IV 
A FORN1liR assistant 

commissioner of the 
Metropolitan ponce 
had 91.700 on him 

when he was aUccMlly caught 
thopllRlnit Ritt worth 121, 
Southwark crown court heard 
yesterday. 

Graham Wyn Jon". need to 
was sail to have been teen 
stealing a packet of chicken 
breatta. two knit lea of wine and 
two pieeea of cheese from 
Marks and Spencer's store In 
Chelsea. west London. In 
March last year. 

Jones. of Ik1fraria. control 
London. pleaded not guilty to 
theft. 

Richard McGregorJohnann. 
prosecuting. said that a store 
detective saw Jones looking at 
a shopping list as he put vorl. 
out Items into Magi of food he 
had already paid for. then fol- 
lowed him outside After he left 
without pit Ing. 

lie said that Jones was 
stopped and brought back 
Inside. 

Mr McGregor4ohnton told 
the court that when Jones's 
bags were searched. a receipt 
wet found in one of them timed 
shortly before he was tint spot. 
led. "That receipt covered 

'everything In the two carrier 
begs, with the exception of the 
Iwo pieces of cheese. the 
chicken breasts and the two 
bolUea of wine. ' 

Jones asked If he could visit 
the toilet. "but on the way gave 
the Impression that he was Ra 
Ing to make off and was 
brought back". 

When police arrived thorny 
afterwards. Jones was said to 
have told them: `I paid for the 
goods in a different ch@ckouL" 

The court eard that in the 
charge room at the police 
station he was seen tearing up 
a piece of paper. which he 
claimed was e note for his wife. 
Dut lt was found to be the shop. 
pint list he had looked at 
earlier. 

When Interviewed he said he 
and his wife had been planning 
a dinner party and he had gone 
to shop for it. 

it. had bought e+wne of the 
Items he needed Wore resits. 
Ing he could get everything at 
the store. He returned to the 
grocery section and It was only 
after going through a different 
IlU that he realised he had top 

&W 
anltenLJome 

`. 
lie again 

returned, and although he 
could not find what he wanted, 
took the opportunity to check 
his earlier chicken. cheese and 
wine purchases were eracUy 
what he needed. 

Mr MrGrenor-Johnron went 
on: "Mr Jones was found to 
have 91.700 on him. so he was 
certainly able to pay for what 
was in his possession. " 

it. told the jury that the 
following day somebody actin 
on Jones's behalf visited the of 
firer In the cage, who later went 
to the Chelsea store to retrieve 
its till rolle for the day of the 
alleged onence, 

"Unfortunately It teems a 
mistake was made and he only 
qn1 to of the 12 rolls", he said. 
All those that had been 
retrieved were examined, but 
none of the disputed Items Ape 
peered on them. 

The officer tried, without aua 
teak to get similar rollt from 
Marks and Spencer stores at 
Marble Arch and Kensington. 

The barrister sold the reason 
these mile were wanted became 
clear when Jones was Inter. 

viewed a second time and said 
he recoiled all three Marks and 
Spencer stores while shopping. 
but eon ld not remember what 
he bought where. Jones said he 
had at tint assumed he had 
bought everything in one piece, 
only realtetna later that may 
not have been the case. 

The barrister added: "The 
crown says, whatever the 
reason. he took the Items men" 
tinned dishonestly without pay. 
In for them. " 

Store detective Patrick Reiuy 
said In evidence that as they 
returned to the store. Jones in. 
dicated he had once been a 
police ostleer, and aver reach, 
Ins an office. tu asked If he 
could use the toilet. 

Mr Reilly continued: "Then 
he attempted to run towards 
the stockroom . and was 
restrained by myself and the at. 
runty guard" In the struttille, 
Jones a trousers came down 
and he had to be put In on arm 
lock by the guard, 

The case continues. 

Graham Wyn Jones ... said 
he paid at dllTrrtnt checkout 
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common among to I4-yearulds and 
: expet1s era largely nareed an the 
reasons. Its a way of letting bound. 

Janes und rebelling anrainst auth- 
ority,, its about the act of pinching. 
not the having of the goods. and 
high street starts are Ideal because 
they represent lho enemy - Irutitu" 
Iional authority. 

Children from all classes and 
backgrounds steal, but those from 
secure and happy homes are likely 
to stop, while those who are un" 
happy are more likely to continue. If 
this hacrºene, parents aright look for 
the unaerlying causes, Dr Nick 
Elmer, a psychologist specialising in 
delinquency, believes that serious 
shoplifting It an indicator of & cause 
to be taken seriously. 

He point: to the significance of 
peer pressure. In seUýreport our. 
veys. children say they do It to 
Impress moles, because they are 
bored and because doing something 
risky and carrying it off is teen as 
both cool and tough. 

It is also a question of opportu" 
nity. In early odolesceuce. super. 
Mary restraints are loownud and at 
the some time school provides o 
reedy supply of ra rmplker - 
pinching is usually done In groups, 

THIS IS the crime girls choose 
to commit but. unlike boys 
who often go on to other 
crimes, lt is usually the limit 

of girls' lawbreaking. Clinical pay. 
cholnyist Jackie Craistate describes 
the phase as "social shoplifting". 
Girls shop to groups and look at 
make-up together, ehe says., bhup. 
pint{ Is a familiar situation and a big 
ºuºt of "girl culturu". Ploys, also 
relieves, are more likely to be out 

kicking a ball around and the equiv. 
relent progression Is to chuck a brick 
through a window, vandalise prop. 
brty, use gram ti or ultimately take 

  

1ip 

Joyriding. 
F: I it. IrIs an In. 

ly ly p, 1 ifter 
olwd with hI rr ttY ttr theft. Ira Maly 
hey are also Invulvod with aggro 

}and vnndnlinn. the $emo At Inga. ' 
{ ý_ 

tint 
research shows that while 

OA- .. ý. u. ý... w ..... 6nw. I ..:.... k INIIII Sýý"""""ý"" .. mý 

w Cý ASSae g1ºmmer of 5 
71 fear their perms Undtna out 

OST SATURDAY morn- 
lind living upset and disappointed in 

other girls progressed to clothes them. Thou are tight to worrythe ol º luge, as teenogera, m 
ld b 

M e pr 
stealsmy 

it seemed zlerlcnre is in VII Ihly very upset. 
stealing and I didn't have IN ýI 

Frederick's daugh. nts f ar ee Glenda and I cou 
found roaming the city 

ng . or P e 
stomach h for It. 

+ lcr Rachel was 10 when he diecov. 
1 am fairly typical. h d l d centre. We weren't actually stop- 

ping. 'We were shoplifting - or nick. 
W 

er er . ie It seems r+ed a stash of sweets un 
tumblgut caught. My y parents nte didn't ,, My daughter was alwal"a very 
tumble and I stopped as suddenly at She didn't seen ant"ry willed l e Ing, as we preferred to . 

shiny, fairly ly . useless took small 
g . rong 

I'd started, about six months later. 
r att all upset about It, which was t of t a , things, such as trashy make-up and 

The booty was hidden or stationery 

en it is hard to know the ex al 
for tea" jr 

teenage stealing - statistics covet . After enquiring of school M+ tnak" ut choo iring uk 
. dumped to avoid awkward questions 

om parents. Leta, some of the G 
only those who are prosecuted ans . ++ no heu h F I 
most are not - but It is most sirrst 

runny parents sea as their only 

,: teures of ocilun. "1 put her in the 
-car and took her back to tilt Items 
agent's with the stuff She'd stolen. 1 

wonted her to confront ilia persau 
ithe'd atrrlen from tit poison but I 
couldn't gal her to apologia.. 

"Flack at hum., she 611111 didn't 
crnrk, It was a terrible thus. She 
was conflued to the hnutte mir 
school and forfeltud her pocket 
money until the had paid for the 
things. A week went by - she'd 
come in from achoul yo straight to 
her room, crone down for its and go 
straight hack adeln. I was In such a 
"tna. Eventually I tackled her again 
and in the and we collapsed 
together. She was terribly upset. She 
never did it again. " 

Olivia Montutchl. a counsellor 
with Exploi In Parenthood, believes 
stealing is such a classic phase that 
it may not be possible to pre empt it. 
'There is no point in giving lectures 
- children Just switch off. You are 
better off making sure your children 
know what* you atuud as parents. 
what you consider acceptable and 
unacceptable behaviour, and do this 
within a loving framework " 

If a patent suspects something It 
aml5a. hlonluachl recommends the 
subject be broached "in a way that 
nUows the Child to tell what tie's 
been doing without a great fooling of 
anger and retribution In the air". 
Ono a child has been caught. it 
parent con only make It clear that 
what was done was wrunj and to. 
Infurce their axiºectetlolls for future 
behaviour, It 1s vital that children 
foal they will he touted again, 

Parents also noes to oak them. 
selves some questions, Mnntuachl 
soya. "Ain I giving this child too 
much freedom too soon because it 
suits me? Would It be better if this 
child had a clearer Qantowoºk for 
action? to there wmethin else 
going on at house or In school"' This 
to also on aye at which bullyln is 
common and pear pleasure lo 

loin 

gentle is at its peak. 
It they are caught. It will be many 

children's first and lost brush with 
the law. "Contrary to popular beliefs 
we're not there to be draconian, ' 
says Inspector Derek Millar. head of 
Youth Affairs for the Metropolitan 
Police. "We understand that young 
people will experiment and that for 
loony, offending Is part of growing 
up. That's why we've got the 
cautioning systenº. " 

Even less serious then a caution Is 
a formal warning, a teUing oIT that Is 
not clleabte In court. "We don't want 
to reduce a child to tears, " Millar 
says. "but we don't want them to ko 
out laughing. so it has to be pitched 
at the sight evel. " 

I asked my mum last weak It the 
wine thing hapl+rned In har adul s. 
cemi e, "01º yeti. " the giggled. "Joan 
and 1 used lu gº tu Wuwlww"tlu on 
the way hturne front ballet. " Clearly 
some social mores do pass from yam 
erasion to generauuh. 
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THE bruises are long gone 
and her hair, hacked off with a 
breadknife, has grown back 
into a boyish crop. 

But the teenager recovering 
from a brutal attack by a gang of 
girls is Still struggling to rebuild her shattered confidence. 

Four months on. the memories of her 
ordeal at the hands of young women 
jealous of her beauty and friendship 
with a boy refuses to fade. 

'f kept on thlnldng. "Itow on earth 
am i going to get out of here alive? "' 
she said yesterday. If was convinced 
they were going to kill me. ' 

She was Invited Into the home of one 

Teenager tortured 
y gang of girls 
or being too pretty 

pTom ytnterda,. Nat 

of the girls as she visited a fiend In the 
village of Abercwmbol, Mid 
Olamorgan. 

For the next three hours she was 
kicked In the face, hit with a hammer 
and forced to sniff glue. 
ie` Lair a. anaý+d d' a bes+ty 4M% 

nn i,. ý . ."a pica. 

he 

'They kept asking me about 
this boy who ! entlad me, 'the 1a- 
yeer"old Bald 'They didn't Wce It. 
They said they would cpt may hair 
and take away my chances of 
chatting up the boys. 

Mghtened. absolutely 'I was 
' terrified 

Sentencing the girls and a 14- 
ear-old boy earlier this week, a 

Judge Likened the attack to a 
scene from a 'video nasty'. 

Skinhead Lisa Davies, 19, was 
ailed for Lve years at Merthyr jailed 

Crown court. and two 1e- 
year-old girls received 21 and 18 
months in youth custody. The 
boy was placed on a two-year 
supervision order. 

Their victim, who cannot be 
named, believes the sentences 
should have been harsher. Her 
father, outraged at the way his 
daughter was treated, agrees. 

"I"Mldote#gk*s si: lTMOr 
a dl. s 4t the moment. ' 

said the 59-year-old factory 
manager. 

'What they did to my daughter 
was horrendous. They didn't 
know whether she was alive or 
dead. 

At one stage they were golna 
to cut her ears off. They locked 
her Inside a cupboard. if we 
don't do something about It 
people will be afraid to speak 
out, which is unacceptable: 

Until March, his daughter was 
outgoing and happy at school 
and home. She went to a large 
comprehensive two miles from 
the family's modern semi near 
the Welsh valley town of 
Pontypridd. 

In the evenings she praclsed. 

t5tý(ys ". ý Oki! ý4, 

her flute. played the piano - she 
is grade Seven standard - or 
worked on her }noch, 

After the attack she lost her 
edge at school, Stopped playing 
to her local orchestra because 
she felt 'too Ugly' and teela uns. 
ble to trust In the bleodahtp of 
other girls. 

The most distressing thing 
was having to walt tout do s 
before I could go back to 

r 

she said. 
"Yhe teachers would not let me 

back because of the way I 
looked Now I try to keep away 
from an many ctrl as possible. 
Most of my Qiends are cow boys, 
My boyßiend, who is at a school 

In Cud= has alsö luftarm as a have taken It out on him a bit. " 
fier parents stll teealt the bor" 

rar of the lam rail that told them 
Lbeir daujht f had been hurt, 

Confused. battered and unable 
to open ber ere she had arrtr. d 
at a blend's ho as altes on. of 
the rani had sent her turne with 
a warning not to tell what had 
happened. 

, At Wet, the Wend did not r. o- 
DRnlie her. EY. stuatly ahs, was 
lsk _n to hospital in M. rlbrr 

LOQWVd troaw Id. ott teat day. 
Mýý rMýd 

r1++elrý t! 1! ß 
liar enothrr. 47 ea. given up 

her atUrnap aewtant . job to spend 
on e pi wnp but, helping to 

rebuild her Lh. 
Them hu boon son* px»gr" 

She hu just taken nine O(M s 
and to transterttnt to a sixth- 
fo m College In Cardi3 to studY 
for A4m Tusch, mush and 
sociology. And she 14 talking 
about trying for e ded»e at LAv- 
erpool Udv, RUy. 

Tth1teýn haoawý been bap" funtly 
at 

a home fwoo bandl. 
copped adults but then. Is SUM a 
lot of healing to be done. 

U1 dauahten self-eoe%M. ee 
has gone oomplNety: her lather 
laid. "l lie has to re"e. tabUab 
bench In. oc Isty. 

Jelled: Lba D. vi " 
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flit's pay-back time 
Move over Thelma 
and Louise. After 
recent real-life 
cases, Linda Grant 
looks at the glamour 
of women and crime 

A WOMAN In her twenties 
armed with a seml"auto" 
matic pistol is cutreniy 
wanted by Kent CID for the 

hold-up of four sub"post offices and 
petrol stations. Meanwhile in the US, 
bounty hunters hungry fora $21.000 
reward are hunting two psychiatric 
nurses on the runattec umpingbai. 
The women are charged with per. 
sueding men they met on a telephone 
dating service to strip naked, consent 
tobe handcuffed and then robbing 
them at gunpoint When last heard of 
the pair were disguised as nuns. 

It's hard not to smile. The two 
nurses, Rose Turford and Joyce Ste- 
vens, are, Inevitably being dubbed 
the Thelma and Louise of Nevada and 
Texas. "T ey«e ýofwhaLLbepde 

, 8vmmevlesaodbouAw: y 'tom 
ClomentRomaoA4iom+tonbeü 
botllntmnt'ºho says that trying to 
capture them has been "the two most 
frustrating months of my Ufa". '" 

Where else would they find their ., 
role models? Swapping stories at the 
beauty parlour? What women know 
about guns we mostly learn from the 
sliver screen, and the association of 
women and crime has an undeniable 
glamour. A beautiful woman with a 
weapon Is a teasing paradox, a sexu" 
ally loaded symbol I am hot.? am 
dangerous. she aaysA'srtnPhV»of 
cinetnNra>/epeiled forward by tkla 
wetting eMbsmde erotictma R1na" 
lion bruwverson of ohtc mmder" 
eseewa+naa weedýt bloodthirsty 
but IUrüybetreyed brio-, the 
wvman'rf+eel rwUW 7"? 1elät}tºnL "1 
won't be a sap for any woman, "ffum" 
phrey Bogart calls out to the villain. 
ess Mary Astor as she disappears be 
hind the Iron ban ofthe lift on the 
way to her execution. 

But each generation forms Its own 
archetype. In Bonnie and Clyde, 23 
years later. F19e D. -way t tiafad a 
newprvtotrpe forwomen inorb. a: 

. ihs marginal, toodlshootlaw, at'bdds 
with aocietyrtdlt] morslfty, dnbee" 
querstillm"uchoaBadlands oostln" 
ued the them of the drttttnlt"ineetic 
killers: couples as much In iovrwtth' 

. thomedia Im. reotvioieric"irwtth 
aclrethlt" 

it was Thelnwend Louise who 
finally providedwomenwlthwed. ls 
of fomala violence which seemed to 
esciwrstributi. e. Death to 0 pool Of ' 

instinct and The Last Seductionsth y 
embody' dream of trerddIlL In the 
latter flint we see a woman use her 
brains and her sexuality to manipu- 
late the men around her for her own 
self lnteroat. Leaving a get MI of 
corpses and $700,000 the richer, we 
last see her being walked to her Ilmo. 
Why do we cheer these women on? 
Because they finally break the riete 

ofwamenesthevictimofcrime 
"Women are soclallaed hito doctl lty, 
acquiescence and passivity, " says 
Chris Tehalkovsky. director of the 
campaign organisation Women In 
Prison. "It's the Lorens Bobbitt hc. 
tor. A small part of us is thrilled by 
these women. " In grubby, unrecon- 
structed, unglamorous real lila, 35 per 

cent of women priaonen are behind kovaky argues. 
bars br non payment oldebt. Others So what are we to make r 
are In prison ft drug and prostltu" an In Kent? It shoThrima. ' 
Hon offences. social security Mud the store with timet ahd 01 % 
and shoplining, Of those ronvlcted of highwayman of the late 2011 
violent crime. most have struck back Antye"wltneaa, ashter tar 
at battering husbands, While Ron" a Shill station near Rocher- 
nary west ewalt%fetal, there are no her to a horns made black D 
famale aerial killers, no women to With tYýa rouchly cut out (' 
hind bare for see orfencea tsth. M do knit II't) R, Kn trackault in 

alan, wcf black bomber lacket, pink º 
Nwiwe le rookln+ tluuu. h their and *love*, Minty report to 
mOtýiae iwdaMkY1R on wü t Uya, pointed the RV n and MId, i 

-WV~ w»wy In the till. hurry up it there has been on Increase In joku+R. ' She said @he didn't 
violent crime committed by women, It that was all the cash I had r 
Is not because larwe numbers of the RLn 1 could hear tt cl Irl 
women have seen The Last Seduction Beins It ton and that we 
and are busy planning heir criminal was most (righten. d lxun 
route to a tax flee haven to the Baha" hand was shaking,! thougl 
m". "Thetonlyl ri tang I know oft wnervous she'd make the 
tM Pram Ponwtn 5hspherd*8 Bah " 11, 
whodewbttdahoplUtf cox? a sthis atnalebellttllnp 
Toharva$y. The other betterduºown 

a fd d t 
an temporarily more t' 
th l Of e mo artng denýºrs os were the 

trIawham thti dElt b N t 
an hlmee f (ha lb 

be l th th v t k ý uRRe ra e u a ty 
d if l k l k 

a r a a e a en 
t t th CID K ' n apo nt ast yar. tiome u an . e coun y en say: 

Jobless. they got away with a whole unusual for a woman to get 
IlOalter an afternoon spent drinking in armed robberies, Darter 
cheap sweet wine. crating on her own: Aa It's 

The numbers o(women charged usual, we areassuming ttu, 
with otrencesInvolving violence have been done by the%am" 
against the person has doubled In the The woman has been ids 
part decade, to9.400aYtar. Theavtrn being in hertwenli. a. Itth 
. aedaliyprisonpopulationotfw 

l il d l 
urgent need hxmonty thi 
ta i l t di m es Ja ma e for vio ent crimes has 

jumped fTont 240 In 19D1 to aeo last 
e r more ra t ona it 

that the Could have follow' 
year. though these are still tiny nd" with lower penalties: prom 
urea compared to male ottenders. That has bam the usual dW 

. TckaiMwakyL. llevwthe"hataci" tabour between men and w 
. daaaotwomen Involved toviolent when they are short ofessi 

abuts may berruy me e result of will break and enter. a woo 
. crack oooalrýsUlock get eap ant esse her body. Which, we n' 
thabusiLwryNnpowý1nR bhowsd 

t d 
ourselves. U tla most viel 
Wh l k l Vt w by clu atiooomaduw»ooupk o to most i e y Wand + 

t a""( . ý}r... , m, iTtat'i e feel=! 
l ' :' t 

drug habit and an tncurah 
h h i t Pm er1nTÖ women "iur tfo But even i ot at w at was go ng tlu, 

areusing crack andcarrying women's Mind asaheaim. 
weapons. they tend to be accompllc« Defter upright than onýo, 

d th I A to men. Very few women have mur" 
dared for pecuniary motlva, Tchei" 

n a wo nurses to Am 
lee screw than lot Screw c, 

Modish outlaw... Fqe Dunaway to DonNt and Clyde 
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Career shoplifter 
is banned from 

. 500 Tesco stores 
By Sandra Barwick 

A SHOPLIFTER has been 
banned by the High Court 
from ; ofng into any Tesco 
store in England and Wales. 

James Heritage has 
already been barred from all 
branches of Sainsbury's and 
local shops near his home in 
Waisgrove. Coventry. 

As be left court yesterday. 
he said: '"I want to give up. 
But shoplifting is all I have 
known since I was at school 
and I am good at it. 

"It was the one thing I 
knew how to do without hurt- 
ing anybody else. " 

Media attention meant 
that he now bad no choice 
but to give up. he said. 
"Where can I go now? " be 
asked. "I have become too 
well known. " 

Heritage. 37. has spent 22 
years as a shoplifter and esti- 
mates be has been on 20.000 
shoplifting forays. He has 
been prosecuted 40 times 
and has spent almost five 
years in prison. 

"I get a buzz out of it. " said 
dir compared 
shoplifting to a drug. "I 
didn't do it for the money. If' 
I bad, I would have ad 
everything I ever wanted. " 

Heritage. who has two 
daughters. aged seven and 
14, said he realised that his 
actions put up prices. but 
said they did not hurt 
individuals. 

He refused to disclose his 
methods, but said his record 
haul was 189 bottles of 
spirits from Tesco, which 
took around three'and"a"half 
hours in several trolley trips. 

In the High Court. Heri- 
tage. who is currently dosn 
community service. agree 
to be bound by an injunction 
preventing him from enter- 
ing Tesco's stores. 

He was represented at the 
private hearing by the Citi. 
tens' Advice Bureaux, and 

said afterwards that he 
thought the ban would help 
bun give up his sbopliftrn;; 
career. 

t have tot to jive this up. 
At the end of the day the only 
reason I have gone aloe; 
with this order is because i 
want to stop. " 

He was banned from Sains. 
bury's stores in 1994 after 
being prosecuted 15 times 
for shopliftin I. 

A spokesman for Tesco, 
which has almost 500 stores 
in England and Wales. said 
the firm was pleased that the 
injunction bad been issued. 

"This is an unfortunate but 
necessary action given qtr 
Heritage s persistent shop. 
Lifting and was taken only of 
a last resort to protect our 
pro perty. " be said. 

MIr Hertta=e. ývho has man. 
aged to stay out of iat1 for the 
past three )ears. now hopes 
to enter the superstores by a 
different door. by oitertn; 
them his services os a aecu" 
city consultant. 

"t'm sure it would twtlrk, he said. "I could 41%a them 
an insight into the : nand of i 
shoplifter and show them 
what to took out: or, " 

,. _. 

ifirttuap: *1 want to stop' 
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Barrister defends covert videoing 
of `sexy' 
Stuart Millar 

P 
RINCESS Diana and 
other women had no 
right to complain if 

they appeared provncn" 
Lively dressed In public and 
men tonic pirtuies of them, 
a court was told }"esterdny. 

Less than a week after 
the princess gained an in. 
)unction against n pholog- 
rapher, barrister Jacque- 
line Snmucl told 
Southwark crown court in 
south London that cri11- 
cisnt of met, who took 
photographs or video root- 
age of women In sexy 
clothes, even If without 
their knowledge. was 
unfounded. 

Her comments came dur- 
Ing legal arguments while 
she was prosecuting Gary 

` Archer, the formier heed of 

princess in top store 
scrm"ily It Iii ccy i hals, 1% hn took Iho ý"iý cn wý uld -tnRl the etorY of the vldrn 
for two chnrges of (lien lie 
front the Lnnºion Stute. Tue Air , lrclºer. nIto resigned 
judge Inter dismissed the from Harvey 141cliols lit 
charges. 1991 over not unrelated mat. 

Dir Archer. aced 36. frnnº lei'. denlrs tanking ltºe 
Somerset. uns 1ºrnnded A tapes. whiclº were discov" 
'video rnt" In 1nnunry . 'red in his desk. rnlice 

after nlte nlinns that serfs- weer called but It wn" de. 
city cameras at (lie More Ndvd nn offence lind been 
Were used tu record the Committed. 

princess as she shopped Curlier. Mark Mllllken" 
and tact it property mllliort- Smith. defending. tall the 
nice. Christopher WYitnlley. court thins the theft 
in the coffee shop. The 23" elitnrges. which Involved 
minutes Iden contained tin. two mtgm two w"nikie-talk. 
gering close-u)s of her los. it tapestry border and n 
cleavage and leas. Air fnnts(ool appeared in have 
Archer's ºlefence argued been Instigated by Air 
the "vldro rat" Ing preju- Archer's commas-law wife. diced bis trial. Susan. after they separated 

"it Is nn offence at nil to Inst year. There had been 
take videos of people who undue delay. and the prose- 
wenr low-neck dresses In culinn and police had made 
public places. Princess D1. mistakes. It wns also post- 
non was ist n public place - (ble (lint Mut Archer. n 
I think critlcisnt ttf n person prosecution witness. lind 

na port of a cam paiRn 
apninat her ltuabnnd. 

The Judge, Recorder Dee. 
mend ! Browne QC. eireell 
lhNt the story wits not In It. 
self prejudicial. Ile dim. 
missed the chnrges, saying 
iho po'sIAlllty of it prnaeen" 
IIon witne*a having insil. 
gated the charges could be 
prejudicial. and the Inpae 
since 1993 when the ruse 
were allegedly taken meant 
Mr Archer was unable to 
trace n defence wltness. ' 

After the heating, Alk« 
Sotnucl &Aid: "she point 
was whether the defendant 
would have his reputation 
lowered In the view of it 
Jury by taking a photo- 
groph of a woºnan In a low 
cut dress. 

"It Is not necessarily my 
point of view -1 was using 
It legal argument. " 
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An attack on actress Elizabeth Hurley prompted 
fears of LA-style girl-gang culture exploding on 
the streets of Britain. Sally Weale-reports 

0N PAPER. Colette Scotton would 
probably conform to the tabloid' 
nightmare of rampaging girl crsm" 
finals bringing terror to the streets 
of Britain. Just 23, she has two 

convictions for grievous bodily harm after at. 
tacking police officers-one had to take time 
offwork to recover from the injuries her teeth 
caused-She slashed her mother's boyfriend 
with a broken bottle across the arm, resulting 
in an injury which required 38 stitches (he was 
lucky- she was aimingfor his face). And she 
smashed up her mother's flat in a drunken rage 
-but not before"she had thumped the boy. 
friend a few times after a family row. 

She has two suspended sentences behind 
her, an assortment of fines and probation 
orders and an earlier problem with Scotch. She 
calls it binge drinking-others call it alcohol- 
ism. She began boozing at the age of 11, swig. 
ging from her mother's bottle when she was too 
far gone to notice. After that there were spells 
in care and foster homes. 

In person, the reality could not be further 
from the media hype. Eight-months pregnant. 
her first child Shavanya pleading and pester-. 
fing for attention, Colette is bright, funny and 
articulate. "Not a nice record, " she says, her 
eyebrows arched wryly, after listing her con- 
victions, with a little prompting from her 
probation officer. 

It was the attack last November on Elizabeth 
Hurley, the actress-model who was threatened 
at knifepoint by four girls near her south-west 
London home, which more than any other 
single incident prompted speculation about 
girl gangs and the rise of violence among young 
vn7nni"rmis country. The probation service 
and ex-offender organisations found them- 

selves bombarded with requests from journal- 
ists seeking out cast histories to illustrate this 
apparent explosion of LA-style girl-gang cul- 
ture on the streets of Britain. 

There have been other recent cases of"un" 
expected" violence perpetrated by women. 
such as the female armed robber in Kent who 
held up a post office and two garages for cash 
(apparently her hand was shaking uncontrol. 
lably). And there was the Suzanne Capper trial. 
which heard how two women were pattof a 
gang who tortured a 16-year-old Ml for a week 
before burning her to death. 

The consensus among experts. however, is 
that this supposed tidal wave of violence perpt" 
traced by women does not exist. The vast 
majority of women cautioned or convicted by 
the courts are guilty of theft, handling, fraud 
and forgery, not crimes otvloletce. At Mary 
Barnish. senior probation officer at the Inner 
London Probation Service Women's Centre, 
says: "One woman does something somewhere 
and immediately there's a great moral panic. 
People think there's an epidemic of it. " 

Yet statistics and research produced last 
month by the National Association of Proba. 
tion Officers do show an increase in the num. 
berofwomen Jailed for offences involving vto" 
lance. The overall figures are small but 
assistant general secretary Harry Fletcher be. 
1ieves the change is "quite dramatic". with 
particular concern surrounding women aged 
21 and under. 

In the last decade. the number of women 
found guilty or cautioned for an offence involv- 
ing violence against the person has nearir 
doubled to 9.400-a rise which has coincided 
with a shift towards greater use of cauttonin; 
from about a quarter of offences to nearly three. 
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Orters: But; inost worryingly, the average 
typrison population of women jailed for 
tent erirnes has risen in the past two years 
1X240 in June 1992 to 360 in the same period 
year. 

, ccording to Fletcher, who interviewed staff 
Colloway Prison as part of his research, the 
pease has been primarily in street robbery, 
glaries and fighting. Most of the women 
ied a history of sexual abuse, often followed 
period of prostitution and drugs. 

The image of amoral female gangs is wide of 
mark, " says Fletcher. "Therehas been a 
of 50 per cent in the number of women 

ed for violence in the last three years, but 

reasons are complex. The majority of the 
up are characterised by neglect, personal 
(se, drug or alcohol abuse and low self. 

: em. Many have themselves been the victim 
iolence. The problem needs help rather 
z incarceration. " 
riminologists are keen. however, to put the 
Mistics in perspective. To o begin with. women 
le up less than 4 per cer.: o; the total prison 
)aiatior.. Figures for August 31 this year put 

. 

.. 
ý. 

the total female prison population at 1,984, ' ~" 

compared with 51,362 men. Sandra Walldate; 
reader in criminology at Keele University.:. -..., - 
says the numbers involved in crimes of vio-;,., 
lence areso small that any increase has to be 

pretty negligible. "It's true the gender differ- 

ence between men and women in committing 
crime since 1950 has reduced. But whether 
that's significant over a long historical period, 
I don't know. " 

A closer look at women's convictions for 
violence shows most involve attacks in -a 

do- 
mestic setting. "Women in general do not as- 
sault total strangers. There's usually a relation- 
ship of some kmd, " says Barnish. Of the 10-12 
women she is working with who have convic- 
tions of violence, about half were involved in 
assaults against other women in disputes over 
boyfriends and the rest in either assaults on 
police officers, usually after drinking. or 
against men they know who have often been 
harassing them. 

"There's this unspoken social contract that 
women are supposed tobe the people who rear 
the children and pacify the men. You could 

argue tnat. as women become less like door. tmats and begin to assert themselves. that will to some circumstances mean that some women will CO toofarand end up entangled in the law. " Garnish says. 
Cvie*. te Scotton has been out of trouble fn: - so. - time now. She', looking forward to the birth of her second child. She know she's po: a 'temper and these days she keeps it in check. "There are a lot of women out there now who are standing up for themselves. I think 'Food or them'. I know violence is not right but the way I see it we are living in a violent society. It's jus; the % av we have to protect ourselves. "In this day and age its always men who are violent. I look at some of my friends and we're Just getting up with the men. Were showing tile men were standing upon our own two feet. "Women are fed up of being second-class citizens. Here in the 199us we're fighting for e9ualitv. We are going to any length to stand up and say 'Right. we are people and this is what we want to do'. It's just a shame women have ru . 

__ w4 
f esort to violence. But if that's the only way 

... ý mow,. . 
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EVEMINO STANDAnn 

Town halts '... 1 

as 200 
s% creaming 
schoolgirls 
slug it out 
on streets 

by SANDRA LAVILLE 

MOTIF T1 [AN 2nn t+7itt1In schoolgirls hrnitaht thn entre of 
Wimbledon to n "tnndslIll hi nn nr*ani3MI gang f)Shtwer 
hn}"frlenda and Infer. -tchonI rivalry. 

In what Ihn. pnlirn nmcor nn duty d"rrit-I ne "lho biggest 
fight INýIwccn eL'hrMIrllUýlt'SII" ho find ever seen. the maraud. Ing yotmgatom fought. kicked and shorted In it rolling hrnwl 
which moved from the centre of Wimbledon station through 
the shopping mall before spilling out onto the streets. 

Members of the public were drawn Into the bettle as they 
n-im to get out of file way. vne etaeriy woman who pitched 
to with her walking stick WAS hit 
by a group of children. Inspector 
Bob Ferris, from Wimbledon police ". "x 
station, said: it was like nothing I LOHDox 
have ever seen before and it BOROUGH 
seemed very much like It was sarý* 
organised. The children revel In jtltit0, 
their anonymity, when the police + ýsº+, *w. 
arrive they know we da riot know 
there, and we don't seem to have 
any effect. 4_ . There were between two and 
three hundred children there and 
they were very intimidatinrt. They 
were extremely disorderly and it 
seemed to be a pre"orran d fight e.. 
although we have no prom 

of 
that. " aft" 

Pupils from four schools were 
Involved in the bettle which broke 
out at Wimbledon Underground 
station at 4.45pm yesterday. The 
two schools principally involved 
were Ursullne Convent School and 
Ricards Lodge High School, where 
Inter-school rivalry has been ongn. 
Ing since 1982 when pupils fought Convent. Ursuline pupil Jnanne 
over a boy. Box. 13. said: "At first. Just a few 

Today, excited children arriving peoplo started RRhting. then every. 
at the station could talk of nothing one Joined in. It's a tradition at our 
else but the brawl One pupil from school that thee. is rivalry with 
Ricnrds Lodge said: "it was a rInt. Rlcards Lodge. It awe back a long 
There were hundreds of people wav. " 
involved. An old woman tried to Undt'ay Batwing. IS. raid' it was 
conic and stop them. she was wav a mn.. tve fight. There were hun. 
Ing her stick, but she Rot hit. " dreds of pot Ire. " 

Most pupils said the fight started Crowds of pupils from Ricnrds 
between teenagers from Untullno Lodge g, ther, M outside the station 
Convent. Boys from WImbledmt today thrratenUuj to cause it Irrtb 
College then joined In because one ous public dlsnrdre es they ehmttcrl 
of their girlfriends was lnvolve4 and boasted about the brawl last 
and then the rival Ricards Lodge night. 
pi 1.1.4 piled III with their lists td At least throe children were 
etttatk girls from Ursuline arrested last night but later 

released. Police called an tm. r, pncy 1110#11n( with the ºenlnr 
teachers and heads tnvolvemt yet today. One W XI drlvcr said thi (lohani had brought rush hour 
Wimbledon to a standst Ill. 

rnul McD. rmod. a Smith Wmi 
Trams tmptoyae. told! "1t ºtnnrl 
nIT with just two title (%thttnj then 
suddenly all hell broke lone. 
Othor kids came ttumtnq up tr inc 
to have a Ro and the thine just took 
oil (tom thet,, 

Shopkeeper Prakrsh Atakwan+ 
Wal: We saw a hure Rant rutininh 
out of the station. as they ran tho>" 
hanted" on thf windows of thn 
shops tu tside with their Asts They 

wlt».. 98, est_VC4V Ummm ,., "a 

Signs of the times: Ricards Lodge and UrsullM Convent schools have day 



illy published in Brut yesterday +-c` ' t' 

Duchess may not be able ttosto 
spendin 9! 

ý, 
A money on herself 

p 

HE has t1na11 . admitted #m S aknýn+ l. evalued sad 
it. In her Interview inn ; this MAY bra way of bal. 

the BBC's Today pro.. staring one's soLf, steem.; 
gramme yesterday the said Corinne Umber. a -ml. 
Duchess od York said she cal psychulodl, t. 
was addicted to thoppln:. "Shopping 1a a gzeac. dit" 
wrtusKamal. 4hmed traction: tt takes time and 

The Idea of "sbopabolio" It takes effort. But spend. 
may induce sniggers but In: so much money can or 
psychologists have long course cause further du2t" 
recognised a syndrome cultles. People can auraso 
known as onomanW the In- hue* debts. " 
ability, even when over The duchess's debts have 
budget. to stop spending been estimated at t3.3 mtl. 
money on yourself. Lion. rust up after holidays 

it is. a.. condiA1on which abroad including f ichts on 
could affect hundreds. pos. Concorde and shopping 
sibly thousands. of peo e. trips to Now York. Jackie 
most of them women t Onassis was another "shop" 
year the Government ahollc". able to spend 
agreed funding for research $100.000 on one shopping 
at Oxford university to lind trip. 
the extent of the problem. Exprru say that partners 

Experts* say-, shopping WILL Mon shop In, revenge 
gives respite from low sm. against their partners. who 
esteenr'andVdepressl might be working'late or 

.` : Moneris valued: so speltd. not paying then: enough 
lnr"! t" lavishly ' similarly atunuon.. ., 



She said lt resembled a fe" 
ºnale version of humour 
typified by BBC1's popular 
situation comedy, Men Be- 
having Badly, and inaga" 
zines like Loaded. 

That's Eifel was aston- 
ished itt the response when 
it first published its First 

neur"to"Ihe"knuchIu 
chuckle". 

It now receives more 
than 150 a week. many uu- 
printable. "Some are toe- 
curling; some come from 
00"year"ulds in spidery 
writing und Involve nuns 
and sheep, " its Turner 
said. 

"Readers tell us they cut 
them out and pin them up 
on the canteen wall. It Is 
not sexist, but lids an atme. 
tlonate pop at husbands 
and male bosses. " 

She said women had al- 
ways been leas shockable 
than men, but the public 
display of bawdiness was a 
new' development. 

The trend was now being 
followed by other female 
titles, including Minx, Elle 
and Take A Break. "We are 
cutting it new groove and I 
expect others to follow. " 

David Speddie, features 
editor of Minx, a new 
monthly which has resisted 
being labelled a female 
Loaded, said: "It sounds 
like a perfectly sensible 
move. 

"Women's humour has 
always been there - but it 
is finally making lt into 
print. If you put a group of 
women together without 
men they will talk about 
sex in an incredibly funny 
way. " 

That's Lifel expected com- 
plaints from readers, but 
received just one, from a 
man who sent In a religious 
tract. 

Ile would not have imppri"- 
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ENEWS !9 
Girls 
`just 
want 
to have 
fun with 
booze 
and sex' 
Andrew Cult on 
rude joke trend 

OAiEN'S weeklies 
are casting oil the 
recipes and knitting 

patterns and heading down 
the route pioneered by led- 
dish magazines like 
Loaded. 

The now trend is being 
developed by That's Llfel. a 
300,000"clrculatton maga" 
tine, which has published a 
collection of nearly 400 
Jokes - aU at the expense 
of men. 

, *Women are behaving 
badly - they get beored up 
and go fur hetz nights. 
People have loosened up. " 
said the nmHgazlnu's vdltur. 
Janice Turner. 

Readers of That's Liful. 
launched by the German 
publisher it Dauer In 19.1. 
are mainly working cute 
und have an average age of 
33. 

"We are not Cosmopoli- 
tan - we do not do sex our- 
vu)-s- The weeklies used to 
be about knittrig rnd ma- 
ternity bras, but women 
seem tu enjoy a really rude 
Joke. " site said. 
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DIARY OF A SHOPLIFTER 

Counter rebellion 
For Guy Rafes the thrill of thieving 
made him believe he was invincible 
S HOPLIFT1 'JG Is far more 

widespread than you might 
think. A member of your 
family may be doing it with- 

out you even realising. My parents 
had no idea what I was up to until the 
police knocked at the door with a 
warrant to search my room. Do you know what your children spend their 
money on? Probably not. So how can 
you tell what they haven't spent 
money on? 

Teenage rebellion frequently takes 
the form of some kind of law break- 
Ing-drugs. joyriding, underage drinking or sex - and shoplifting 1s 
no different. It will usually be done in 
groups (a regular excuse when 
caught is "everyone else was doing 
lt"), or individually as a dare from a 
group. We all know how difficult our 
teenage years can be as we strive for 
more freedom from our parents and 
try to define ourselves as part of a 
Particular crowd; criminal activity is often a part of group culture, and 
peer pressure is a major contributor 
to the number of people arrested for 
theft However, the actual loss of 
profit from items stolen by this group 
is relatively low, it is the profes" 
clonal shoplifter who steals higher 
priced Items. 

I was semi-professional. I started 
stealing because I had no income, I 
and would walk around town gazing longingly at the items I could not 
afford. But something else affected 
me more profoundly than the knowl- 
edge that I could get anything I 
wanted for free - the first time gave 
me an incredible buzz. Even losing 

my virginity came nowhere near the 
endorphine rush I got from my first 
heist. From then on I was hooked. 

Any addictive drug needs to have 
Its dosage increased to give the same 
hit I needed a new challenge. I 
started to try new shops. but this had 
no effect. so Instead I began to steal 
more. The thrill then was to see how 
much I could take, how far I could 
push my luck (or as I thought at the 
time. skill) without being caught. 
Every time I went Into town I would 
return with eight to 10 items, usually 
really trivial stuf 

Ironically, the only times i was 
ever noticed were when I had no in. 
tention of taking anything. I once 
picked up a magazine. Intending to 
read it in the shop, and took lt to 
some steps at the back. Immediately I 
sat down a woman rushed over. 
glanced at me, and began to furtively 
rummage through a bargain bucket. 
I had to ask. "You're a store detect 
tive, right? " She replied In the MII1r" 
mauve. "You're not a very good one" 

Eventually though, what I was 
doing was not enough. I began to 
steal from stores with security cam- 
eras: 6 feet away from a queue; In 
front of manned cash desks, and 
thrived on the challenge. I would lie 
awake at night planning where to 
rob next, and the route I would use to 
leave. I even stole to order for 
Mends. fora small fee of course. It 
was then that ! realised there was 
money to be made. Computer games 
were best; I could make C0 per game 
in second-hand shops, one of which 
also sold scl"tl videos. I took four 

videos down one afternoon. hoping 
to orad them. but the man who ad 
all the buying was not tn. I was told 
that I could leave them there and 
come back the next day. but I de" 
clined. This was a stupid mistake. On 
my way home I went into a shop and 
glanced through the CD rack. Out of 
hablL I looked at the Security cams 
era. And that was enough for the men 
evatching the monitors. They saw me 
as suspicious and called the police. 
who began to follow me. I was 
stopped. searched. and when I 
couldn't account for my possession 
of the videos. arrested. 

Arrest was certainly a blow to my 
confidence. I didn't do ºt again for at 
least two weeks. Every time I did IL! 
kept telling myself. "'Thu b the last 
time. " but there were a lot more last 
times. However. realbunt; that tt! 
was caught again I would to to 
prison. I made an eCort to pult I 
began spending money agauL which 
was horrible. After eight months of 
getting everything for nothing. It 
was like one long nightmare. 

W 
rrH hinds oN. I rtsli" 
that my problem was the 
longer I got away with 
thopüfln& the more eon" 

fldent I became to my ablUtles, t was invincible. wutoppabla: never lbr 
one teeond did 1 think it wu me Na 
police were folUowtng. I believed that 
t could steal for the rest of my life 
without detection, but. Like the Party 
In OrweU'& Nineteen Eighty tout. 
they always catch YOU to the end. 

Nevetthelw. I'd had a pretty sue. 
test eight months. netting a total 
of around £300 worth of goods, I was 
only charted for the videos though. 
as the police had no Idea what they 
were looking for. Stolen goods were 
staring them in the face. 

Now however. tam "clean'. and 
have an Income. In fact to a complete 
turnaround Qom a year ato. t am R t-0 0. l11 L 
spending money profusely. ! La Uv 4A, ß, e b. 
ingproof that anyaddi cans ý, ý ý beaten with & Little wW wer of 
course. It helps to have a short sharp 
shock first. 


